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ABSTRACT
Contemporary Spanish basal readers, published for use in
elementary bilingual Spanish/English classrooms in the United States,
reflect a technological view of curriculum, a behavioristic view of
learning, and a part

t~ w~ole

view of reading. Although teacher's

guides and promotional materials for the basal series make reference
to recent reading theory and research, the basal materials themselves,
when examined from a theoretical perspective, demonstrate little
understanding of the reading process.
Six basal reading programs, published since 1980, were
studied: Addison Wesley's, Hagamos Caminosj Scott Foresman's Focus:
Leer para triunfar; Houghton Mifflin's Programa de lectura en espanol
de Houghton Mifflin; Macmillan's Mil Maravillas= Economy's Economy
Spanish Reading Program; and Santillana's Lectura en dos idiomas. Each
series was surveyed using the Program Profile Continuum Survey and
then analyzed in depth with the Spanish Program Profile Instrument.
Both evaluation instruments focus on reading, language, learning, and
teaching theory.
The results of the study of the six series suggest the
programs are more alike than different. These similarities can be
summarized as follows:

(1) Despite the fact that the series approach

print differently, the ultimate goal of skill exercises in all the

xviii
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series is word identification. (2) Recent comprehension theory is
discussed in the teacher's guides, but comprehension questions reflect
the idea that comprehension is a product rather than a process. (3)
Student text is carefully controlled and often repetitious because the
assumption is that language is habit. (4) The language of the majority
of the student text in all of the series is adapted. (5) The materials
reflect the view that the teacher is a

technici~n

leading the passive

learner. (6) The scope and sequence of the programs sets many students
up for failure because each step is dependent upon mastery of the
previous steps.
The materials of the Spanish basal reading programs studied do
not reflect the current state of knowledge about the reading process
in Spanish. Alternate programs using a whole language approach to
learning would allow Hispanic students to choose their own reading,
write their own stories, and become literate in their first language.

CHAPTER ONE
WHY STUDY SPANISH BASAL READERS?
When the Bilingual Education Act was passed in 1968, educators
in this country were not prepared for it. There was almost no research
to rely on to develop programs nor were there enough teachers or
materials to implement bilingual education in the schools (Troike,
1978, Waggoner, 1979; Gonzalez, 1981; Ortiz & Chavez, 1981). This
situation was further complicated by the fact that, partly due to a
lack of understanding of what it was, bilingual education became a
political and emotional issue rather than simply an educational one
(Fillmore

~

Valdez, 1986). Perhaps because of a combination of all of

these factors, there still exist today large gaps between what is
practiced in the schools and what is the best knowlege we have about
how bilingual children learn.

statement of the Problem
This study will take an in depth look at one part of almost
all Spanish/English bilingual programs: the Spanish basal reader. By
evaluating several Spanish basal reading series published in this
country since 1980, it will be possible to compare what is known about
Spanish reading with what the basals contain.

2

Though the Spanish basal reading series used in schools are
carefully prepared by publishers and examined by textbook adoption
committees, there appears to be no research on the theoretical base of
Spanish basals, the methodology suggested by different reading series,
or systematic ways of evaluating Spanish basal readers for classroom
use. A computer search of the several databases (BEBA, ERIC, Language
and Linguistics, Dissertation Abstracts, etc.) revealed some
information about the teaching of reading in Spanish, the readability
of Spanish materials, the transfer of reading skills from Spanish to
. English, and comparative studies of bilingual and monolingual reading
programs. However, there were almost no references to studies of the
theoretical base for textbooks and methodologies used in bilingual
Spanish/English classrooms or the quality of Spanish basal reading
texts. The few studies that are available relate to materials
published before 1980.
The lack of studies on the theoretical base of the Spanish
language basal materials is not surprising as studies of the
reflection of reading theory in materials is also difficult to find
for English basal reading series. Recent

article~

about English basals

have revealed that little is known about how basals are actually
selected and that basis for selection may have little to do with what
is known about the reading process (Clarey & Smith, 1986; Miller,
1986). Basal readers grew out of a technological movement in the
1920's that sought to teach all children how to read through a
carefully sequenced set of materials (K.Goodman, in press). Major
publishing companies working with Spanish language basal reading

3

series have adopted the same kind of technology for the teaching of
reading in Spanish.
Though most promotional information about Spanish basal
reading series stresses the importance of the teaching of. reading in
the first language as a vehicle for the teaching of reading in
English, this study will not evaluate the materials from that
standpoint. The purpose of this study will be to evaluate the
theoretical base of Spanish basal reading series in order to determine
how the materials reflect theory and research about the teaching of
reading in Spanish. An evaluation of how well materials serve as
transitional reading materials for moving students from Spanish to
English reading is outside the scope of this particular study.
Instead, the textbooks will be evaluated as basal texts used to teach
Spanish reading to Spanish speakers.
In most classrooms, the basal textbook series is the reading
curriculum (Goodman, 1986; Courtland et al., 1983). Curriculum writers
often use basal teacher's guides and scope and sequence charts to map
out what teachers are to teach and students are to learn. Teachers
feel tied to the curriculum and teacher's guides, often trying to
complete as much as possible of what is suggested despite the
contradictions that exist between what is known about how reading
takes place and the kinds of activities suggested in the basal
materials (K. Goodman, in press). Since the basal readers are so
central to reading programs, it is essential that they reflect the
knowledge available about literacy.

4
In order to evaluate Spanish basal readers, then, Chapter One
of this study will begin

~ith

a brief review of the history of

bilingual education in the schools in this country, especially as
related to the Hispanic population, in order to place in perspective
the
be

importan~e
~hat

9f the teaching of reading in Spanish. This study will

Guba and Lincoln (1981) term a " responsive evaluation U , one

that " ••• produces information that audiences want and need" (p. 38).
Responsive evaluation does not simply.seek " ••• to answer questions of
merely theoretical interest; rather, it takes its cues from those
matters that local audiences find interesting and relevant." Bilingual
education in this country has been influenced by different audiences
with varying interests. Because of this, sometimes political and
social issues have received more attention than pedagoagical ones
(Fillmore & Valdez 1986, Gonz~lez 1979). It is the hope of this
researcher that this evaluation will provide useful data for bilingual
educators in one area of pedagogy and will serve schools districts,
curriculum writers, teachers, and bilingual children by

i~entifying

what kinds of materials help bilingual children read in their first
language.
Following the historical overview, the next step in this
evaluation will be an examination of what is known about the reading
process in Spanish. With an understanding of how Spanish reading takes
place, it will be possible to analyze the contents of different series
to see how the contents reflect what is known about how people read.
From a synthesis of that knowledge, methods used to teach Spanish

5

reading will be described to determine what theory of the reading
process the different methods reflect.
Once history, reading theory, and Spanish reading methodology
have been discussed, it will be possible to look at specific Spanish
basal series to determine how the texts reflect current knowledge of
the reading process and reading methodology. In order to examine the
materials two different instruments will be used: The Program Profile
Continuum Survey (PPCS) and The Spanish Program Profile Instrument
(SPPI). Using an adaptation of Page and Goodman's

Program Profile

Instrument developed to evaluate English basal readers (Goodman

~

Page, 1978), representative Spanish basal readers published in the
United States since 1980 will be examined to determine how the
materials reflect reading, language, learning, and teaching theory.
The two instruments will do more than simply look at what reading
programs do and do not include. The PPCS and the SPPI will be used to
categorize and distinguish theoretical bases found in reading programs
as reflected by the demands made of the students and the teachers in
the programs. Thus it will be possible to see how Spanish basal
reading series reflect the current knowledge of reading.

Historical Background
This country was founded upon the ideal of pluralismreligious pluralism and political pluralism. Linguistic and cultural
differences were not only permitted but seemed natural in a union
where diversity was found everywhere in the original thirteen
colonies. At different times Dutch, German, French, and Spanish were

used in bilingual programs in public schools in this country. It was
not until the entry of the United States into the First World War,
when the nationalism that was sweeping Europe influenced attitudes in
our country, that bilingualism was attacked on political grounds.
Between World War I and World War II, the philosophy of pluralism
changed. Isolationists proposed that one language and one culture made
a strong nation (Andersson 8! Soyer, 1978, Gonzalez, 1979).
However, after World War II, the realization that Americans
were not linguistically prepared to communicate with the rest of the
world caused people to challenge the isolationist attitude toward
bilingualism. The 1958 National Defense Education Act (NDEA) provided
federal funds for minority students specializing in mathematics,
science, or foreign languages and sponsored intensive summer language
institutes (Gonzalez, 1979). Though these programs did not really help
most language minority students, there was a new awareness of
bilingual students in public schools. Patterns of low academic
achievement as reflected in low test scores, low rates of promotion,
and high drop out rates forced educators to look at ways to improve
the school success of Limited English Proficient (LEP) students
'(Fillmore

@c

Valdez, 1986).

Some proponents of bilingual education in this country believe
that children whose first language is not English have the right and
need not only to learn English but also to maintain their first
language. This philosophy stems from the belief that children who are
able to develop cognitive skills in their first language transfer
those abilities to the second language and, at the same time, build a
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strong self-concept that is very important to learning (Cummins, 1983;
Hernandez-Chavez, 1984; Krashen, 1985). Other supporters have social
and political reasons rather than pedagogical reasons for promoting
bilingual education. They see legislation as a means of acquiring
equal educational opportunity and promoting cultural pluralism
especially for Hispanics (Aguirre, 1981, Padilla, 1981).
Title VII, of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was
enacted in 1968 because some politicians believed that bilingual
education would solve social problems and many educators believed that
LEP students would succeed better in school if they first developed
their first language (Ll). The problem of school success for second
language (L2) speakers, though not a new one, was becoming a visible
one as demographic figures on education and employment began to be
published (Aguirre, 1981). Language minority students in this country
have always had high dropout rates, but in the past they could find
jobs with less than a high school education. However, students who
were failing in school in the second half of the twentieth century
were becoming an economic burden (Fillmore & Valdez, 1986, Gonzalez,
1979). The 1968 Bilingual Education Act for the first time recognized
" ••• the political feasibility of encouraging instruction in a language
other than English ••• "(Gonz~~ez, 1979, p.7). Bilingual education after
World War II, then, experienced a rebirth as a political experiment
meant to help language minority students achieve academic success in
the modern world.
However, educators were not prepared for bilingual education.
Troike summarizes the situation well:
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When the Bilingual Education Act (Title VII) was launched
in 1968, it was, ••• undertaken largely as an act of
faith, with little research to support it. Beyond the
a priori declaration of a number of linguists and
language teaching specialist$ at a UNESCO conference in
1951, and positive reports from a few scattered projects
in the U.S. and elsewhere (Hodiano, 1968, 1973; Engel,
1975), there was virtually no research base upon which
to build and service the needs of this great educational
experiment (1978, p.l).
Aguirre (1981) points out that bilingual education not only lacked
research but also a clea; definition and a paradigm of its own.
Without clear goals or a theoretical base, bilingual education
programs developed on a continuum from pure English as a Second
Language (ESL) programs to programs which employed English and the
mother tongue equally to programs where English was only taught as a
subject. The programs along this continuum developed without a
research base because there was so little research done in the field.
Bilingual educators hesitated to look to the closely related fields of
Linguistics and English as a Second Language because research and
methods from those areas had not met the needs of bilinguals in the
past. The Audio Lingual Method (ALM), for example, which came out of a
structural linguistic framework and was employed widely by English as
~

Second Language teachers working with language minority children,

failed to help bilingual children deal with the linguistic demands of
the schools (Alatis, 1979, Gonzalez, 1979).
Other fields were not able to meet the needs of bilingual
children, and bilingual researchers did not come up with quick
solutions. The federal funds provided by Title VII for the development
and evaluation of effective models of bilingual programs did not
I
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produce the research that would give educators a theoretical
foundation on which to base good bilingual programs. Troike complained
about the lack of funding spent on research in 1978, and Fillmore and
Valdez are still complaining about the money spent on bilingual
research in 1986:
Most of these expenditures, however, have gone into
program and materials development and support, rather
than research. Until quite recently, in fact, research
played a minor part in the search for solutions. There
was little support for research on the kinds of problems
educators face when they find themselves teaching the
academic content of school to students who do not
understand the language ordinarily used in school
(p. 648).
After the bilingual legislation passed, not only was research
lacking to support well-planned programs, but administrators found
they could not staff bilingual programs that were being implemented.
As late as 1978, ten years after the passage of Title VII, only 2
percent (42,000) of the 2 million public elementary and secondary
school teachers were teaching through a language other than English.
Of those 42,000 using a non-English language, fewer than half had
taken even one course in bilingual education (Waggoner, 1979). These
figures are higher now. Nevertheless, only 28 percent of all
elementary teachers teaching LEP students in the United states have
bilingual certification (Forum,1985). As a result, there is still a
large gap between the number of qualified teachers and the need for
bilingual instructors.
Because of a lack of staff, materials, and a paradigm of its
own, bilingual education programs often have not appeared to succeed
in accomplishing what was hoped for when the Bilingual Education Act
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passed (Aguirre, 1981). Much of the research evaluating bilingual
programs that has been done since the act passed has concluded that
bilingual education does not work. For example, the 1977 American
Institute for Research (AIR) report concluded that bilingual education
was ineffective. However, a closer

examin~tion

of the study showed

that the results were invalid in part because programs were chosen to
be included in the evaluation without a clear definition of what
constituted a bilingual classroom. Therefore, the programs had
implemented bilingual education in many different ways ( Dulay & Burt,
1976, Zappert

~

Cruz, 1977; Trueba, 1979; Troike, 1978). Critics of

the study also point out that many of the teachers classified as
bili~gual

teachers in this report admitted they were monolingual

English speakers and about half had received less than three days

of

bilingual education training over a five-year span (Trueba, 1979;
Cardenas, 1985). Basically, what was evaluated as bilingual education
was not only varied, but much was probably not even bilingual.
Baker and de Kanter (1981), like the researchers involved in
the AIR report, also concluded that bilingual education was not
effective by reviewing 28 studies done of bilingual education. Other
researchers, however, found different results. A nationwide evaluation
of Title VII programs (Danoff et al., 1978) suggested that bilingual
education was sometimes effective and sometimes not while Dulay and
Burt (1978) and Troike (1978) reviewed different studies and agreed
that bilingual education was successful especially if the programs
were UqualityU bilingual programs (Troike 1978). Willig (1985) has
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pointed out that studies such as these reached such different
conclusiDns because Df
•••• (a) differences in the quality Df the primary research
studies Dn which conclusions were based, (b) variations in
the set of studies selected by each reViewer, and (c)
differences in the goals and foci of the reviewers. (p. 270)
With such differences in opinions about the efficacy Df bilingual
education, it has been easier for politicians such as Secretary of
Education, Bennett (1995), tD attack bilingual programs as he

did in

his speech to the Association for a Better New York.
However, the movement propelled by Bennett tD remDve
restrictions on immersiDn programs and other non-bilingual transition
programs because bilingual education has not achieved the goal of
fluency in English is not going unchallenged. Not only have bilingual
educators rejected Bennett's agruments against bilingual education on
the basis of Bennett's misinformation, but they have also been able to
refer to more recent research that points to the benefits of bilingual
education. Crawford (1996) reports that Hakuta's research in
bilingualism and cognition has substantiated the transfer of literacy
between languages. In other research, the first year results of an
extensive study being conducted by S.R.A, Technologies Incorporated
have shown that ", •• students in bilingual programs consistently
outperformed "immersion strategy" students in reading, language-arts,
and mathematics tests ••• "( p. 9). Bilingual educators and researchers
are beginning to prove through responsible research that bilingual
education can work.
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However, the effects of a lack of adequate research from the
beginning has showed up in the classroom. Not only were researchers,
program planners and teachers unprepared when Title VII was passed,
but there also was a lack of adequate bilingual materials to use in
the classroom (Ortiz & Chavez, 1981). When programs were first
implemented many materials were developed by school districts
themselves or by materials development centers funded through Title
VII (Gonzalez, 1981). More recently different commercial publishing
companies have developed complete bilingual programs in reading, math,
science, and social studies. This is especially true for
Spanish/English bilingual programs. Some of the Spanish materials used
in the past for bilingual programs were published in other Spanish
speaking countries, but because of cultural and linguistic irrelevance
for Hispanics in the United States those materials received much
criticism (Barrera, 1978; Thonis, 1976, Pena

~

Verner 1981).

Therefore, publishing companies in this country began to take over the
market for bilingual programs.
Educators have been so pleased to find materials in Spanish
that can be used in the bilingual classroom that sometimes materials
have been accepted without thorough evaluation. However, there are now
many bilingual materials, especially basal reading series, being
published and these must be examined carefully if literacy in Spanish
is a first step in academic success.
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Spanish Language Basal Readers
Reading in L1 is a central goal of many bilingual
Spanish/English programs (Thonis, 1983; Pena & Verner, 1981, Cummins,
1983; Barrera, 1978) and most programs use Spanish language basal
reading materials. However, the issue of how to approach literacy in
Spanish is one that is argued by those involved in instruction of
Hispanic LEP

~tudents,

and different beliefs about reading development

exist. In deciding how Spanish literaty is best taught, it is
essential to understand how the reading process works.

If

" ••• selection of textbooks in reading is tantamount to the selection
of a reading curriculum" (Courtland et al., 1983, p.69), then it is
essential that bilingual educators carefully select basal reading
series in Spanish which reflect recent knowledge gained from research.
It is, therefore, the purpose of this study to respond to this
issue by answering the following questions:
1. What is the nature and range of the Spanish L~nguage
American Basal?
2. How does the state of the Spanish Language Basal Reader
compare with the range of possibilities for the teaching of
reading in Spanish?
3. What would a Spanish Language American Basal be like if
it reflected modern research and theory?
The major part of this dissertation will be devoted to

the

first question. Contempory Spanish basal reading series wi"II be
analyzed by the PPCS and SPPl and profiles will be written up in
narrative form based on the markings on the PPCS, the scores of the
theoretical categories of the SPPI, and samples of representative
activities found in the materials. The second question will be
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answered through a review of the literature on the reading process and
explanations of the theoretical categories of language, learning, and
teaching found within the narratives that evaluate individual programs
and in the discussion of the results of the PPCS. The response to the
third question will be a reflection of the analysis done of all the
basal materials and will explore the possiblities for the teaching of
reading in Spanish.
The dissertation itself will include nine chapters. This first
introjuctory chapter will be followed by a chapter reviewing the
literature on the reading process in English and Spanish and methods
used to teach Spanish reading. The third chapter will review what is
known about the use, content and theoretical base of basal readers and
the fourth chapter will explain in depth how the Spanish language
basal reading series were chosen and studied. Chapter Five will
provide an overview of the series being evaluated through the use of
the PPCS. Chapters Six, Seven, and Eight will evaluate the basal
programs by providing extensive narratives based on the results of the
SPPI. Chapter Nine will contain conclusions about the series and offer
suggestions for alternative methods for the teaching of Spanish
reading. The literature review combined with the research results
should reveal the current state of contemporary Spanish language basal
readers in the United States.

CHAPTER TWO
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE PROCESS AND TEACHING OF
SPANISH READING?
Educators hold different views about the reading process and
about how best to teach reading. In order to establish a base for the
evaluation of the Spanish language basal materials, this chapter will
provide a description of different views of the reading process, cite
research and theory about the reading process in Spanish and other
languages, and describe different methods that have been used to teach
Span"ish reading.

Views of the reading process
Two basic views of the reading process in Spanish are referred
to in the literature. One is a word recognition view of reading. The
other is a psycholinguistic view. Though both contain elements of the
other, they are diametrically opposed. The approach taken to the
teaching of reading is radically different depending upon the view of
the reading process that educators accept. Both of these views will be
described, research will be cited, and skills or strategies considered
necessary for the teaching of reading will be listed.

The Word Recognition View
Those who believe that reading involves word recognition
support the teaching of reading in two basic ways: (1) through the
15
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decoding of letters or (2) through the recognition of whole words or
groups of words. Though meaning is an eventual result in this process,
those who hold these views believe that readers first must focus
attention on certain kinds of detail in the printed text in order to
read.
Thonis (1983), who has written extensively on the teaching of
reading in Spanish and English for Hispanics in the United States,
discusses both of

the~e

ways of viewing reading, explaining that the

phonics approach is the most popular but word recognition strategies
should not be overlooked. A complete summary of Thonis' vieNS provides
an understanding of the word recognition view and a reference point
from which to discuss others' work on the Spanish reading process.
Thonis' strong position as a proponent of a decoding approach
to the teaching of reading in Spanish is made evident from her
description of the process that accomplished readers go through in
order to read. Thonis includes a sequence of five activities in the
reading process: (1) see print, (2) transform print into recognizable
sounds and arrangements of sounds, (3) relate what has been recognized
~o

(5)

experience, (4) make the speech-print connection (the code), and
store print and the associations (meaning) for further use

(p.15S).
Thonis (1976) explains that the Spanish speaking child has an
easier task in learning to read Spanish than in learning to read
English because of the close relationship between written and oral
Spanish:
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••• he merely has to memorize the visual symbols of the
Spanish writing system and associate them with the
auditory symbols of Spanish speech. He must learn the
code and must grow in his ability to decipher the code
efficiently (p. 28).
Though Thonis (1983) acknowledges that reading is also a
cognitive process and readers bring their background of concepts and
experiences to the printed page, she believes that reading is first a
"response to a visual symbol superimposed on auditory language"
(p.155). The reading process in different languages is different
because spoken languages differ and thus the speech/print
relationships differ. For Thonis (1983)," The act of reading is a
receptive one in which students see print, hear speech, and connect
them to referents remembered and stored from their personal
experiences"(p. 156).
Because Thonis believes the reading process depends

50

strongly on the speech/print relationship, a sequence of skills is
recommended to prepare students for Spanish print. In The
English-Spanish Connection (1983), her book which discusses how to
teach Spanish and English literacy, Thonis describes the preparation
period for reading, EI nivel de apresto, in which teachers work with
students on concepts, training in perceptual skills, improving
sensory-motor control, and oral language skills.
According to Thonis, Hispanic children need to acquire seven
basic concepts to be ready for reading: los conceptos de forma (-RTthe concept of shape), de tamano (-RT- of size), de posici6n (-RT- of
location), de espacio (-RT- of space), de color (-RT- of color), de
tiempo (-RT- of time), y de numero (-RT- of number). (In this chapter
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and throughout the rest of the text, any translation from Spanish to
English that is done by the researcher will be marked with -RT- unless
otherwise indicated.) In order to be able to make the visual and
auditory discriminations necessary for reading, students are asked to
do exercises in which they identify missing details in drawings, match
identical letters, recognize letters in various environments, pick out
identical words, and identify pictures that have certain beginning,
medial and final sounds.
To develop muscle control, Thonis suggests that students trace
various shapes and connect numbers tD make dot-to-dot figures to do
the fine motor activities required for classroom work and to do games
like Sim~n dice (-RT- Simon says) to practice following directions and
at the same time develop vocabulary. Further vocabulary building is
done as teachers work on oral language skills by introducing formal
literary vocabulary to children before reading stories, by discussing
pictures, by working with poetry, and by having children share
personal experiences.
Once students have done the pre-reading activities, they begin
work on the Spanish writing system. Thonis suggests exercises to help
students establish good decoding skills. It is pointed out that these
lessons " ••• are intended to guide the students safely through the
written forms of Spanish and to help them recognize in the visual
appearance what the students already know in the auditiory
form"(p.43). Thonis points out that "Few theorists agree on a fixed
order of presentation of sound-symbol correspondences. u Thus, she
suggests a scope but not necessarily a sequence of the necessary
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skills for Spanish reading. However, the list presented is in an order
that synthetic phonics methods might use, building from the bottom-up:
the name of the letter;
the sound represented by the letter or letters;
the association between sound and symbol(s);
the correct formation of the letter in manuscript writing;
(and cursive writing for older students);
the correct formation and matching of both upper case
(mayuscula) and lower case (minuscula) forms;
the blending of vowels and consonants into syllables;
the combining of syllables into words;
the constructing of sentences from groupi of words;
the function of diacritical marks and their names;
the writing, reading, and spelling practice of each
feature of the writing systems as presented for overlearning.
(p. 48)
In her discussion of word recognition skills, Thonis
distinguishes them from decoding by saying that readers " ••• make an
association between the written word and the spoken one" (p.79_) and
admits that "phonics can serve as

~

excellent word recognition

technique •.• ", but " ..• that others may be applied to discover what a
new word may be"(p. 79). Also suggested, then, are

t~e

development of

sight vocabulary, the use of pictorial cues, the application of
structural analysis, the discovery of configuration, the practice of
searching context, and the understanding of diacritical marks.
Thonis suggests that sight vocabulary words be presented as
"wholes" in association with a meaningful referent and that sight
words that are used commonly be memorized. Techniques for presenting
vocabulary include writing the words on the board and then using them
in a sentence, asking students to copy words, making a dictioniry,
preparing charts of important words, and making word cards.
Memorization is considered useful and students are encouraged to
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develop a 'sight vocabulary of the words that represent the "few
discrepancies between speech and print"(p. 83).
Picture and configuration clues are also sugqested to help
students recognize and learn whole words. Associating pictures with
the words to be learned can help students remember words they need to
learn. Thonis believes that helping students look for the shape of the
word may help in sight recognition. Figure 1 taken from the Santillana
series, Lectura en dos idiomas, exemplifies the type of exercise that
would be used to help students recognize the configuration of words.
In this exercise students are asked to draw a line to the
configuration in the right column that corresponds to the shape of the
word in the left column.

i

mul~RT_

I

-RTMULE!

mama

.1- - -

10m

:================

i

-RTMAMA

pil

SA TTERV
-RTHILL

carr~ ~

tlrn6~

-RTEYE
-RT BALL

-RT _

,g

L-..:================~

- f'-I'-I""'- RUDDER. munec
teIe·fonD1--=
-RT-

-RTTELEPHONE

'II ...oraca-l- - - -

!.
o

------

DOLL

gati'(

-RTLITTLE CAT

-- - - - -

Fig. 1. Word Configuration Exercise.
Lectura en dos idiomas, Student Text, Estrella, p.l7.
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Another word recognition skill necessary for reading that is
described is the use of structural cues to identify words including
language patterns and forms. Exercises to practice identifying
syllables, root words, inflectional endings, suffixes, prefixes,
compound words, and diacritical marks that change word functions are
all considered part of the use of structural cues for word
recognition.
For Thonis, decoding and other word recognition skills are the
building blocks of reading and are necessary for comprehending. In her
discussion of comprehension skills, Thonis begins with Thorndike's
definition of reading,

U

reading is thinking", and fits it into her

model of reading by explaining that as students have been
" ••• acquiring the tools to comprehend larger amounts of written
material ••• ", they have been thinking (p. 111). Comprehension takes
place at three levels, literal, interpretive and creative. Teachers
can develop comprehension skills through asking different kinds of
questions which have been charted by Thonis (see Figure 2;.
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(Researcher's Translation in parentheses)
EI tipo
EI proposito
EI proceso
(Type)
(Purpose)
(Process)
R£!vocacion
(Recall)

saberI
(to know)
reconocer
(to recogni ze)

Aplicacion
usarl
(Application) (to use)
practicar
(to practice)

EI producto
(Product)

EI conocillliento
(understanding - skill)

colocarl
(to place)
identificarl
(to identify)
observar
(to observe)

librosl
(books)
pruebas
(tests)

traer a la
memoria
(to draw upon
memor}')

construirl
(to construct)
notarl
(to notice)
informar
(to inform)

modelosl
(models)
mapasl
(maps)
dibujos
(drawings)

aplicar los
principios
(to apply
principles)

Analisis
(Analysis)

separarl
(to separate)
desunir
(to take apart)

clasificarl
(to classify)
comparar I
(to compare)
comprobar
(to checl:l

mated as;
(subjects)
graficas
(diagralls)
noticias
(noti ces)

dividir el
compuesto en
sus varias
partes
(to divide the
whole into
parts)

Sintesis
(Synthesis)

juntarl
(to join)
componer
(to compose)

inventarl
(to invent)
combinarl
(to combine)
imaginar
(to imagine)

poemas
(poems)
cuentos
(stories)
juegos
(games)

reunir de
sUbstancias
separadas
(to put the
separated
parts back
together)

Evaluacion
(Evaluation)

decidirl
(to decide)
escoger
(to choose)

juzgarl
(to judge)
discutirl
(to debate)
contender
(to compete)

considerar el
cartasl
(1 etters)
valor de
redaccionesl
resultados
(editi ng)
visibles)
discusiones a
(to consider
cargo de un panel
the value of
(panel discussions) the results

Fig. 2. Las Preguntas de la Comprension
(Comprehension Questions), Thonis,
The English-Spanish Connection, p.ll5.
Thonis' view of the reading process and the skills necessary
for reading are built on a bottom-up model of part to whole. Reading
is seen as beginning with the matching of sounds with letters,
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building to words, and finally to
widely accepted and is

co~prehension.

This view seems to be

reflected in Spanish basal reading materials

though the research base is difficult, if not impossible to locate. In
Thonis' 1970 book there are many references listed, some of which are
directly related to approaches to the teaching of reading in English
that would seem to have relevance to how the reading process takes
place. However, in her discussion of how reading should be taught and
the skills necessary for reading, Thonis provides no citations in the
text to be associated with the citations on the reference lists.
Throughout her recent books and articles, Thonis explains the
reading process in Spanish and the skills that need to be mastered for
reading. References listed at the end of her writing deal with
bili~gual

education, reading methodology, readability formulas for

Spanish texts, and the rationale for teaching reading in L1, but there
are no research articles or even theoretical articles about the
reading process in Spanish that support her decoding approach to the
teaching of reading.
This lack of research support for the word recognition
systematic approach is evident not only in Thonis' works but in other
sources reviewed. In an 1981 article entitled "Developing Reading
Skills in Spanish: Research, Materials, and Practice", Pena and Verner
cite research that supports the teaching of literacy in Ll to
bilinguals and list methods and materials that various educators have
used to teach Spanish literacy. There is no discussion of what the
reading process involves. There seems to be no research support for
the widely used word recognition approaches

e~cept

for a reference to
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the fact that most educators use phonics: ·Perhaps the most widely
used approach to teach reading in Spanish was, and in many programs
still is, the phonics approach ••• "

(Pe~a

There are various articles about

~

Verner 1981, p.427).

r~adability

of Spanish

materials and the rationale for using either the Spaulding Readability
Formula or a Spanish adaptation of the Fry formula (Spaulding, 1956,
Gilliam, Pena; & Mountain, 1980, Fountain, 1982, Mart{nez, 1983,
Lobato,1981). Spaulding's formula assumes that high frequency words
and less linguistically complex sentences make reading easy because
high frequency words are naturally easier to recognize and sentences
with simple linguistic structure are understood before complex
sentences. The Fry formula adaptations assume that short sentences
with words of few syllables make reading easier because reading is.the
recognizing of parts and the less complex the parts, the more likely
it is that the reader will have success in decoding. In these
articles, the authors implicity accept a word

recogn~tion

view of

reading by the acceptance of the word-based formulas as real
predictors of readability
Even many pedagogical guides for schools and teachers
published in Spanish speaking countries by government agencies begin
with the assumption that reading is word recognition without
supporting this assumption with research or even defining the reading
process. The GUla didactica para Ia ensenanza de la lectura-escritura
(1968) (-RT- Instructional Guide for the Teaching of Literacy)
published by the Mexican government's office of public education, La
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Secretaria de la Educacion Publica (SEP), begins with the assertion
that reading must start with the teaching of letters:
La GUIA .DIDACTICA PARA LA ENSE~ANZA DE LA LECTURAESCRITURA, elaborada por el Instituto Nacional de
Pedagog{a para uso de los maestros del primer grado
de primaria, ofrece a estos orientaciones metodo16gicas
que les facilitaran el mejor cumplimiento de su noble
y diflcil tarea de la ensenanza de las primeras letras
(p. 5).
-RTThe Instructional Guide for The Teaching of Literacy, put
out by the National Pedagogical Institute for the use of
teachers of the first grade of elementary school, offers
these methodological guidelines that will make easier the
best fulfillment of (best way of carrying out) your noble
and difficult job of teaching the first letters.
Though 1a ensenanza de las primeras letras probably more
appropriately translates as "beginning reading", the expression
literally means "the first letters". Teachers using the series may
well believe that teaching the first letters is their task. The three
stage

Proceso de la Ensenanaza (Process of Instruction> begins with

readiness activities and the teaching of the vowels, moves to the
teaching of consonants in syllable combinations with vowels, and leads
to activities in which children read children'S literature and
integrate the reading into activities such as the flag raising
ceremony. In order to learn

each letter and letter sound well,

students are given exercises to help them to identify letters in
isolation. Pupils then read and repeat short verses to reinforce the
teaching of the letters and words that contain those letters, and
practice writing skills, sometimes repeating verses at the same time
in order to reinforce associations of forms and letters. Figure 3
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shows examples of verses that are used to teach specific letters and
Figure 4 shows handwriting exercises and verses.
Letra S,s.
Oraci6n basica:
Nuevas oraciones:

Ese es SU 050.
Es 'se su 050.
Su 050 es ese.
Ese es 050.
Es SU oso ese?

Nuevas palabras:

Eso, 0505,
.asea, aSl,
se,
osa, seis

Elaboraci6n de
lectiones

LECCION I
Susi se asea.
As! es Susi
Ese es su 050.
Asea a su 050.

-RTThe Letter S, s
Basic Sentence:
New Sentences:

That is his/her bear.
That (one) is his/her bear.
His/her bear is that one.
That is bear.
Is his/her bear that one?

New Words:

That (one), bears,
cleans, in that way, him/herself
bear (feminine), six

Elaboration of
the Lessons.

Lesson I
Susi cleans herself.
That is the way Susi is.
That is her bear.
She cleans her bear.

Fig. 3. Exercises to Teach Letters
GUla didactica para la ensenanza de la
lectura-escritura, SEP,p.58, 1968.
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-RTOne, tllO, three
One, bo, three
kick, kick the ball
of Iy friend Andres.
Let's go little friends,
Let's go to take
this pretty hDop
that can go around.
This little ball
Iy BDther gave me
so that I could
play Mith it.

Jr
f)
()

Uno des tres,
Uno dos tres
bola, bola la pelota
de mi amigo Andres.
Vamos amlgultos,
vamos a formar
este Undo aro
que pueda radar.
Esta peloUla
me la dlo mami
para que yo pueda
con ella jugar.

Fig. 4. Handwriting Exercises.
Gu{a didactica de la ensenanza de la
lectura-escritura, SEP, 1968.
The teaching of literacy, often termed lectura - escritura or
lecto-escritura, has traditionally included exercises such as these.
This type of approach has been widely used for the teaching of reading
in Spanish-speaking countries and has also been adopted in some
bilingual programs in the United States. Proponents cite successful
programs that have used this approach to

lectura-escritura but miss

the important first steps of establishing a rationale by defining the
reading process and citing the research that supports a word
recognition view (Robinett 1966, Rojas 1966).
One theorist who has supported with research the word
recognition view, though not a phonics view, of reading in different
languages is Gray (1956). Gray identified four essential reading
attitudes and skills in the reading process: perceiving words;
grasping meanings; reacting to what is read; and using or applying
ideas acquired. By studying French and German research on the
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psychological processes of reading done by Javal (1878), Lamare
(1893), Landolt (1891), Ahrens (1891), Erdmann and Dodge (1898), and
Goldscheider and Muller (1898), Gray (1956) developed his conception
of how words are perceived in reading. Those studies showed that the
eyes of readers do not move continuously along a line but in short,
quick movements and that the eyes pause four to ten times along a line
of ordinary length. The number of pauses varies among readers and is
related to the reader's familiarity with materials, difficulty of the
materials and interest of the student. These findings led to further
experiments with the use of a short exposure apparatus and the
conclusion that
•.• reading was now by words or
letters, and now by individual
familiarity with the material,
and efficiency of the reader

phrases, now by groups of
letters, according to
its difficulty and the skill
(p. 45).

From this discovery Gray formulated two steps in the perception of
words: (1) " .•. the focusing of attention on written or printed
material in the spirit of inquiry •• " and (2) " •.• the arousal of
associations that help in distinguishing one word or group of words
from another •• " (p. 64).
Gray believed that children perceive wholes first and then
differentiate them. However, this concept of whole appeared to be
limited to the individual word. While Gray did encourage the teaching
of words in meaningful context, he also believed that readers
recognized isolated words by their characteristic features. Therefore,
words that look the same such as "had" and "bad" needed to be

itudi~d

by students in detail so that students could discover principles about
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sound/letter relationships. Nowhere does Gray suggest that "had" and
"bad" could be distinguished by the context they appear in. Instead,
he believed that students needed to master the phonetic elements of
language and that word attack skills should be taught after students
had received guidance in whole word discrimation.
In referring to Spanish, Portuguese, and certain vernacular
languages of

~frica

specifically, Gray approved the teaching of

reading by the syllabic method because he maintained that the syllabic
structure of those languages is simple and there are many one and two
syllable words that can be illustrated by pictures. However, he did
warn teachers against extensive emphasiS on word elements without
thoughtful reading.
Though Gray quotes research about eye movement and shows
further work done with a short exposure apparatus to argue that the
reading act is essentially the same among all mature readers,
conclusions made about how reading actually takes place seem to be
based on supposition or tradition. Like Thonis, Pena and Verner,
Mexico's SEP and others cited above, Gray makes assumptions about how
the reading process works without an understanding of what readers
actually do when they read.
Dubois (1984) explains that traditional ideas about how
reading takes place in Spanish has led to a technology of reading that
stresses word recognition and decoding. According to Dubois, Spanish
reading has been traditionally viewed as :
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•••• un conjunto de habilidades ordenadas jerarquicamente •••
El esquema cl~sico ••• propon{a al reconocimiento de palabras
como el primer nivel de lectura, seguido de la comprension
como segundo nivel, de la reaccion 0 respuesta emocional en
tercer l~gar y de la asimilacion 0 evaluacion como ultimo
nivel (p. 14) •

-RTa combination of skills, ordered hierarchically •••
The classic schema suggested the recognition of words as
the first stage of reading, followed by comprehension at the
second stage, reaction or emotional response at the third
stage and assimilation Of evaluation as the last stage.
Certainly the work of Thonis, Pena, Gray and others reflects the
traditional, classic scheme of the teaching of reading in Spanish.
However, work in psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology have
brought into question traditional approaches to reading:

••• fue precisamente a fines de esa decada, con el gran
avance ocurrido en la psicolingU{stica y en la psicolog(a
cognoscitiva, cuando surgio el enfoque constructivo 0
interactivo, el cual iba a cuestionar, en forma muy severa
la concepcion de la lectura como un conjunto de habilidades
(Dubois, 1984, p. 14).

-RT••• it was specifically at the end of this decade, with the
great advance that took place in the field of
psycholinguistics and in cognitive psychology, when the
constructive Dr interactive focus arose, that which
(the focus) brought to question seriously the concept of
reading as a combination of skills.
Psycholinguistic View
Dubois has not been the only one to question a word
recognition view of the reading process in Spanish. After the passage
of the Bilingual Education Act, several educators in this country

,

began to question what Lopez (1975) described as a "relatively
unsophisticated view of the nature of Spanish reading U that lost
bilingual Spanish reading programs reflected. (Goodman, Goodman &
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Flores, 1984, Barrera, 1979, 1981, 1983, Silva, 1979). These
researchers believe that the psycholinguistic model of the reading
process, rather than a word recognition model, explains

~hat

readers

do when they read.
Psycholinguistics combines psychology and linguistics to
describe the psychological processes that go on when people use
language. From linguistics it is possible to gain insights about the
language system and the kinds of competence people demonstrate when
they use language. Psychology offers insights into how language is
learned and used. Cognitive psychology has revealed that learning is a
process in which the learner is actively involved. By applying
linguistics to reading, it is possible to begin to understand that
readers acquire competence in their language and its rules without
being explicitly taught them. Psychology makes it clear that our
working memory is so limited that reading by individual letter, even
individual word, would make comprehension impossible because it would
be so slow. Psycholinguistic evidence shows us that readers have an
understanding of their language that allows them to search for meaning
as they read, not look at individual words (Smith, 1973).
The psycholinguistic model of reading views the reader as an
active participant in the reading process. The reader is seen as
bringing both background knowledge and knowledge of the language to
the written page in an effort to construct meaning. As reading takes
place, readers predict what they will read, sample the text, infer
meaning, confirm meaning from the context, and then integrate the new
information from the reading with past knowledge. In a
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psycholinguistic model there is no hierarchy of skills, and readers
are seen as using all the language systems as they read: graphophonic,
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic systems. The reader does not decode
letter by letter, but instead samples enough of the text to get
meaning (Goodman, 1982, 1984, Smith, 1973).
Smith (1973) points out that reading involves both visual and
nonvisual information. The information from the printed page is the
visual information and what the reader already knows about reading,
about language, and about the world is the nonvisual information. The
relationship between the visual and nonvisual information in reading
as explained by psycholinguistics is an important one:
••• there is a trade-off between visual and non-visual
information in reading - the more that is already known
"behind the eyeball", the less visual information is
required to identify a letter, a word, or a meaning
from the text (p. 7).
Smith goes on to point out that readers who have little
nonvisual information to draw upon when reading, then depend more upon
the visual infomation and reading slows down. However, if the reading
is slowed too much, there is an overload because memory cannot hold
and comprehend too much information at once. What psycholinguistics
tells us, then, is that reading every word perfectly does not result
in comprehension. In fact, readers must look first for meaning to read
words correctly. As readers gain meaning, there is a "reduction of
uncertainty" (p. 7), and comprehension of words, sentences, and
passages takes place.
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In order to get meaning from what is being read, readers must
employ different

strategi~s.

Goodman (1984) lists the seven strategies

that readers employ:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Initiation or task recognition
Sampling and selection
Inference
Prediction
Confirming and disconfirming
Correction
Termination <p. 104)

After proficient readers make a decision to read something, they look
at enough of the information necessary to get meaning in as efficient
a way as possible. From background knowledge, knowledge of the
language, and sampling readers make inferences and then predictions
about the text. Predictions and inferences are confirmed Dr
disconfirmed by the readers' understanding of the text. If the
predictions are confirmed, readers read on. If they are distonfirmed,
readers must make corrections by revaluing information and making new
inferences and predictions or by regressing to get more information.
Readers decide when to stop reading and at that point, the process
terminates until the next initiation.
According to Goodman (1982) "Any reading that does not end
with meaning is a short circuit"(p 131. Goodman criticizes any
approach to reading that is non-productive especially those that
include decoding. What others call decoding, Goodman calls "recoding"
because readers are simply going from one code to another without
gaining meaning. Ori the other hand, in the psycholinguistic view of
the reading process, meaning is always the central goal. Readers use
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their knowledge of the

graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic systems

of language as they interact with text. It should be kept in mind
throughout the reading of this study that, though the term "decoding"
is used by writers of Spanish basal texts and Spanish reading
theorists, what those writers and theorists are really referring to is
"recoding".
In 1963 Goodman developed a research tool called miscue
analysis to use to study the reading process. In miscue analysiS, a
readers' oral reading of a complete text is carefully analyzed and
coded to show how the reader uses graphic, phonological, syntactic,
and semantic cues to get information from text:
Everything the reader does is assumed to be caused in this
linguistic process. Unexpected events in oral reading thus
reveal the way the reader is using the reading process'
itself. The term error is a misnomer, then, since it
implies an undesireable occurrence. The term 'miscue' has
emerged instead. A miscue is any observed oral response
(OR) to print that does not match the expected response
(ER). Miscue analysis reveals the reader's strengths and
weaknesses and provides a continuous window on the reading
process (Goodman, 1976, p. 103).
By looking at what readers really do and evaluating what they
comprehend, it is possible to begin to understand the reading process.
Miscue research supports what is now described as a
transactional view of reading, a term developed by Rosenblatt (1978).
In explaining what a transaction is, Rosenblatt draws upon

Dewey and

Bentley (1949) who claimed that "the knower and the known are changed
in the knowing."

Meaning is constructed during a transaction between

the reader and the text. The reader's role is an active one, and what
readers bring to the text is considered as important as the text
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itself. The text is constructed and reconstructed by readers, and the
readers themselves are changed as their background knowledge and
understandings of the text help them form new schemata. Thus
comprehension is not static but is a process rather than a product. As
a result, the process of comprehending can not be measured by
comprehension tests. With an understanding gf mistue analysis,
psycholinguistics, and the transactional view of reading, reading
educators must reject a word recognition approach to the teaching of
reading.

Miscue Research in Spanish
Evidence for a psycholinguistic model of the reading process
has been provided by miscue research carried out in English and in
many other languages, including Spanish. This research reveals that
the reading process is universal. In the United States, the process of
reading in Spanish has been considered to be a mechanical one in which
sounds and symbols are easily matched. Therefore, phonics has been
considered the common sense way to approach the teaching of reading in
?panish. The research done with Spanish is especially significant
because there exists the commonly held assumption that because of the
close sound/symbol relationship in Spanish, the process of reading in
Spanish must be different from at least some other languages that do
not have the close grapheme/phoneme relationships. (Barrera, 1983,
Goodman, Goodman & Flores, 1984, Hudelson, 1981). However, the
~

research of Lopez (1975), Barrera (1978), and

Silva (1979) suggests
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that the psycholinguistic model of reading is a universal one and that
all reading is, first and foremost, meaning construction.
Lopez examined the reading behavior of young native Spanish
speakers living in Texas in order to determine whether the children
use their knowledge of Spanish as well as their phonics decoding
skills to help them predict text. Lopez replicated a study done in
English by Goodman in 1965 so that comparison of results in the two
languages could- be made. Students in the Lopez study read a list of
words in isolation and a reading selection containing the same words
in order to determine if the same

word~

would be read incorrectly each

time. Lopez also added a cloze exercise to the study in an attempt to
look at how Spanish readers predict in reading.
The results of Lopez' study supported conclusions made by
Goodman. There were cases of differences between the expected and
observed responses of readers with both the list words and the words
in the story. However, there was no correlation between the two sets
of miscues. Readers often made miscues on words from the list that
caused no difficulty during the reading of the story. On the other
hand, readers made miscues on words in the story that had caused no
trouble in the list reading exercise.
There was a tendency for readers to use graphophonic cues to
identify the first one or two syllables when reading the words in
isolation but to use syntactic and semantic cues to identify the words
in the passage. For example, all forms of the verb saltar (-RT-to
jump) on the word list tended to be pronounced salta with the third
person singular present ending but to be pronounced correctly with the
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different morphological endings when read in the text. Readers'
miscues on words in the passage could frequently be attributed to
their background knowledge. For instance, several children read muneco
(-RT-doll- masculine form> correctly in isolation but changed

~

muneco to la muneca in the passage because the feminine form of the
word for "doll" was much more common in their experience. It is
important to note that the miscues did not generally change the
meaning of the text. This type of miscue demonstrates that readers do
not only use graphophonic cues but also use syntactic and semantic
cues to construct meaning.
In the cloze part of the study, readers made many predictions
that were not exactly the same words as those covered up but were
words that made sense in the passage. For example, in the phrase dijo
la senorita (-RT-said the unmarried or young woman), six readers
substituted either maestra (-RT-teacher -feminine form), senora
(-RT-married woman), or mama (-RT-mother) for senorita. In the clause
no habla lugar (-RT-there was no room or place), readers substituted
asientoC-RT-seat) and espacio (-RT-space) for lugar. Results such as
these led L~pez to conclude that "The reading process i,n Spanish
should be seen as one in which the reader uses content clues as well
as visual ones" (p. 99). Readers were able to predict words in text
without visual cues because of their background knowledge and
experience. Lopez' conclusions about the reading process coincided
with those of Goodman. Readers actively construct meaning as they
read. Even with a language such as Spanish with a high sound/letter
correspondence readers do not simply decode.
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Barrera's (1978) study also examined the reading behavior of
native Spanish-speaking children in first language reading. However,
in the Barrera study, the subjects of the study were bilingual
children who were already reading in Spanish and English in school.
Barrera had 15 third-grade children judged "above average" in Spanish
reading by their teachers read a story in Spanish and a story in
English and do a retelling of each story. A miscue analysis was done
for each reader for each story.
The conclusions of the study verify and expand the work of
Lopez. The miscues the children made in Spanish led Barrera to

the

following conclusions:

•.. reading in Spanish does not involve solely the
processing of graphophonic cues, but also involves
simultaneous application by the reader of his
language background and his knowledge of the material
being read (p. 231>.
The results of the miscue analysis proved that Spanish readers do not
merely process letter by letter, syllable by syllable, or word by
word, but anticipate and predict as they read text.
Though most of the miscues did conform to the graphophonic
system of Spanish, they also conformed to the reader's syntactic and
semantic systems. Words substituted by readers generally were in the
same grammatical category as those in the text and often had similar
lexical meaning. For example, in the sentence Era la cuchilla favorita
de su padre (-RT-It was his father's favorite knife), the reader read
I

~

(-RT-daddy) for

padre (-RT- father). In another example, readers

substitued castigaran (-RT-punished) for castigasen (-RT-punished) as
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the second form is a more obsolete form of the SUbjunctive. In still
another example, an insertion still leaves the sentence semantically'
and syntactically acceptable when the reader read Va eran casi las
cuatro (-RT-It was already almost four o'clock) for Eran casi las
cuatro (-RT-It was almost four o'clock). Often one miscue triggered
other miscues and the result was a coherent passage. For example, when
students changed las mariposas Monarcas (-RT-the Monarch butterflies)
to the singular, la mariposa Monarca (-RT-the Monarch butterfly),
subsequent plural verbs and pronouns changed to singular to agree with
la mariposa (-RT-the butterfly). Readers were actively constructing
meaning as they read. Figure 5 shows examples of some miscues made by
children in both Lopez' and Barrera's work that demonstrate that the
reading process in Spanish is a meaning-seeking process.
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1.

'PI a

Hi entras com{ a~_fregaba los platos •••
fthe
(-RT-While he ate~ washed the plates ••• )

2.

Protegieron las

Planta:L~ue pudieran helarse •••

(-RT-They protected the
3.

Plants~t

could freeze)

su mano
Tiene una pelota en la cabeza.
in his hand
(-RT-He has a ball on his head)

4.

5.

tus
Gracias Pedro pero no quiero sus zapatos.
your (familiar)
(-RT-Thanks, Pedro, but I don't want your (formal) shoes.)
los
Tengo unos pies muy chiquitos.
(the)
(-RT-I have (some) small feet.)
Fig. 5. Miscues in Spanish
from Learning to Read in Different Languages Hudelson (Ed.), 1981
In the first and second examples, the readers predicted

words

that had no graphophonic relationship with the words in the text.
However, in both cases, the words made sense with the first part of
the sentences. When the readers read on, they realized their
predictions were not correct and went back and corrected themselves.
Such miscues provide evidence of predicting, sampling, inferencing,
disconfirming, regressing and correcting.
In the third example, su mano (-RT-his hand) is really more
logical than su cabeza (-RT-his head) since balls are usually in hands
rather than on heads. In number four it is more common to use the
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familiar tu form for you instead of the formal su when a person's
first name is used in the sentence. In the last example, the use of
more definite los (-RT-the) instead of the indefinite unos (-RT-somc)
is often used in many dialects of Spanish. In every example readers
.first were making predictions about the

meanin~

of the text. They were

not depending on the sound/symbol relationships of the words. When
corrections were not made, it was because the text as the child read
it, made sense and did not interfere with the overall meaning of the
story.
Barrera (1978) also found that these bilingual readers

did

not depend wholely on sound/symbol correspondence when reading in
English but applied correction strategies as they did in Spanish when
the meaning of the text seemed disrupted. Though there were certain
syntactic and semantic miscues that appeared to reflect the readers'
lack of control of English, many of these miscues did not prevent
readers from comprehending. For example, in the sentence, "There was a
little space under the fence.", the reader read "place" for "space".
In another example, "his" was omitted in the phrase, "said his
father". The results of the miscue analysis Barrera did in English
with the same readers who read in Spanish showed that second language
readers anticipated and predicted as they were reading the English
text just as they had done in their first language.
Silva's (1979) study further strengthened the position taken
by Barrera and Lopez concerning the reading process in Spanish. Silva
coded the reading behavior of 30 Spanish-speaking children. Ten of the
children were reading at the preprimer level, 10 at the primer level,
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and 10 at the first grade level. In all cases, the miscue analysis
results showed that beginning Spanish readers used syntactic and
semantic as well as graphophonic cues as they read to help them
comprehend. Silva concludes that " ••• the absence of graphophonic
instruction will not disable beginning Spanish readers" (p. vii).
All three researchers reached the conclusion that reading is
essentially a meaning-seeking process. They pointed out that present
methods of teaching Spanish in the schools consisting primarily of
phonics instruction were not taking into account the language
knowledge that children have. When children are encouraged to read for
meaning without constant correction, they are able to use their
background knowledge and

e~perience.

The researchers recommended that

materials and methods used to teach Spanish reading focus on language
in context, student interests, and content areas rather than on
decoding and skill-building.

Methods of Teaching Spanish Reading
In order to evaluate Spanish basal readers being used in the
schools, it is necessary to have an understanding of what methods have
been used to teach reading in Spanish. Then methods can be compared
with information about the reading process to see if they reflect what
is known about that process. Once this comparison is made, it will be
possible to examine Spanish basal readers to see what methods and
views of reading are reflected in them.
Bellenger (1979) gives an overview of historical influences on
teaching methods used in Spanish-speaking countries.

Both Bellenger
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and Gray (1956) provide information about methods used to teach
reading in languages other than English. Thonis (1970, 1976), Pen a and
Verner (1981), and Flores (1981) have outlined methods specifically
used in the teaching of reading in Spanish. By reviewing their
information, it is possible to trace the historical influences on
reading methods and describe the different =ethcds that have been used
or are presently being used for the teaching of reading in Spanish.

An Historical Overview
According to Bellenger, synthetic methods of teaching
reading have existed for over two thousand years beginning with the
ancient Greeks. Children began by learning the letters, then
syllables, then isolated words, then phrases, and finally read whole
texts. Recitation, memorization, and careful pronunciation were
important parts of the pedagogy. The Romans continued the same
practices, and, in fact, these same practices continued through the
Middle Ages.
Bellenger stresses the French influence on reading pedagogy
especially in relation to the Spanish-speaking world and reviews that
history. When religious leaders began to consider educating the masses
with the purpose of Chistianizing them, most continued traditionally
working from part to whole. In the 1660's French religious schools
were based on the belief that it was necessary to divide what was to
be learned in as many parts as possible for the "poor common people"
and that they had to learn things in a very regimented, step-by-step
progression. Drawing on this idea, Demla devised a method of teaching
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reading that began with the alphabet, moved to the syllable, then to
the word and then to the text.

The first phonics method that was

devised in France in 1828 by Laffore came from the same concept.
Laffore's method, which he claimed produced "instantaneous reading"
was really " ••• el
sint~tico"

~ltimo

aspecto del viejo y antiguo sistema

(-RT-the last aspect <stage> of the ancient synthetic

system.) (p.

~8).

However, some French educators were not satisfied with this
synthetic method of teaching reading. EI siglo de oro (-RT-The golden
age) brought criticism of synthetic methods because they were
artificial and mechanical. These critics pointed out

that there was a

big difference between " ••• la lectura del adulto y la manera de
aprender ••• " (-RT-adult reading and the method of learning <to read»
(p. 69). In 1880 the first analytic method was introduced. Block began
his daring method of teaching reading by using whole words to
illustrate sounds and letters students were to learn. Because Block
borrowed from German scholars the method was called the "Schuler
Method". Though the method was popular in France for over 75 years, it
was criticized because of the nonsense children read "and analyzed in
order to learn sounds and letters. The worst aspect of methods like
Block's was

" .. su negation de la ledura como medio de comunication

utilizable por el

ni~o"

(-RT-its denial of reading as a

me~ns

of

communication utilized by the child) (p.70).
While reading pedagogy was dominated by these analyticsynthetic methods, there were scholars who began proposing another
approach to reading as early as the 1768

The work of Randonvilliers,
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Adam, and Jocotot led to the global method which was based on the idea
of perceiving words and phrases globally by drawing on the child's
background knowledge. The global method went through several stages
until Mialaret (1960) was able to identify a "pure" global method
drawing on methods such as Decroly's "ideovisual method" as well as
the work of Randonvilliers, Adam, and Jocotot. This "pure" method
stresses the concepts of readiness for reading, prediction, the active
reader, reading for meaning, key words, and reading in meaningful
units.
Bellenger points out that at the same time the global method
was becoming accepted in European pedagogy in the 1960's and 1970's,
the United States was being influenced by a strong phonics movement
which emphasized

the necessity of breaking the code before reading

for meaning (Chall, 1967).
Bellenger's book is one that is widely used among reading
educators in Latin America. If one considers the influences on reading
methodolgoy discussed by Bellenger including the reading pedagogy of
the United States, it is not surpising that methods of teaching
Spanish reading in the United States are a reflection of a mixture of
influences. Most of the nine methods discussed below show influences
from reading pedagogy used in the past.

EI Metodo Alfabetico (-RT- The Alphabetic Method)
This method begins with the teaching of the names of the
letters. In its purest form, students begin by learning the names of
the vowels and consonants. Next, the vowels and consonants are joined
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together to create syllables and then words. Students are asked to
repeat the spelling of the syllables or words and then pronounce them.
For example, in learning the word
repeat,

~

(m)

a

~

(a)~ (n)~ (0)

-

(-RT- hand), students would
~.

Students continue with

this type of repetition for words that are given them to learn to
read.

EI

M~todo

Onomatopeyico (-RT- The Onomatopoeic Method)

In this method the association of sounds in the environment is
made with letters and sounds in the language. For
sound

~

e~ample,

the vowel

might be taught in connection with the squeal of a mouse or

monkey and the sound a in connection with people laughing. (see Figure
6). Consonants are often taught by having students repeat them in
sentences with alliteration as in Mama amasa la masa (-RT- Mom kneads
the dough) or Pepe es mi papa (-RT- Pepe is my father). The idea is to
give each phoneme some kind of identification for students to
remember. Once students are able to identify individual sounds, it is
assumed the students have acquired skills for what Goodman (1982)
calls "recoding".
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Fig. 6. El Metodo Onomotopeyico
from Senda, Santillana Publishing Co.
1972, p. 54
El M~todo Fonico

0

Fonetico (-RT- The Phonics or Phonetic Method)

El M~todo Fonico

0

Fonetico is often associated with el metodo

onomatopeyico because the emphasis is on the sounds which the letters
of the alphabet represent. This part to whole system requires students
to use the sounds of letters and synthesize those individual sounds
into 'syllables and words. Because the sound/letter relationships do
not correspond one to one, students do not work with spelling at first
to avoid confusion.
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El Metodo Sil~bico (-RT- The Syllabic Method)
The syllabic method moves beyond the individual letter sounds
to use the syllable as the basic unit. As syllables are introduced and
learned, they are combined to form words and sentences. Many teachers
I

I

.

prefer this method to el metodo fonetlco because consonants can be
pronounced approximately in combination with vowels. In order to learn
words then, students begin by repeating syllables with

~

like pi, po,

pa, pe, pu. They move then to short words with those sounds like ~
(-RT-daddy), pasa (-RT-weigh), mapa (-RT-map),

~

(-RT-pipe), Pepe

and finally on to sentences that utilize all the prelearned syllables
,
such as Pepe es mi papa (-RT-Pepe is my daddy),

EI Metodo de Palabras Generadoras (-RT- Generative Word Method)
In this method there is both analysis and synthesis. Figure 7
exemplifies the process.
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,

Lupe es mi mama.
(-RT- Lupe is my mother)
Lupe
es
mi
I

mama

lu 1 ~
pe pa
es se
mi rna
a e i o u 1 P s m
lu la
pe pa
es se
mi rna
Ema
pela
la
lima
Ema pela la lima.
(-RT- Ema peels the lemon)
Fig. 7.

EI M~todo de Palabras Generadoras

Students begin with whole words or even sentences which they repeat
and memorize. Then the students are asked to analyze the sentences and
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identify the basic parts of words going from syllables to individual
sounds. After taking apart the sentences, they put parts back together
to form new words and sentences.

EI Mr:todo Global (-RT- Global Method)
This method, according to Thonis (1976), aims at teaching
reading and writing by means of whole words or complete sentences
without ever analyzing the parts. Sometimes, however, the five vowels
are taught first as a readiness activity. The method includes

~lements

of language experience and of sight word reading. Students are often
involved in an activity which can serve as the topic for a drawing the
children make. Teachers then have students copy a phrase or title for
the drawing that the teachers have prepared ahead of time. Students
practice pronouncing the phrase until recoding is mastered. At other
times, the children draw something they can talk about. The teacher
writes what the children say, and the students copy what the teacher
writes. In this method, the teacher often also prepares cards with
classroom words and expressions lil:e

silencio (-RT-silence), buenas

tardes (-RT-good afternoon), ninos (-RT-children) for students to
practice. Thonis, in particular is critical of this approach because
there is not enough work on decoding. According to Thonis in this
method there is danger because

students fail to acquire " ••• a system

for unlocking unfamiliar words beyond visual clues and visual
patterns" (p. 31).

,

Bellenger's (1979) description of the metodo global puro (-RTpure global method) differs somewhat from Thonis' because in the
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mltodo global puro parts are eventually analyzed completely. Bellenger
identifies five stages in reading in the pure global method. (1)
Symbols are introduced through the use of gesture, drawing, and
modeling to encourage the children to want to communicate through
reading and writing. (2) Students are presented with written phrases
which they look at and pronounce at the same time. (3) From a base set
of phrases learned, individual words are identified. (4) At this next
stage students analyze parts of the phrases and wards further and
begin to categorize prefixes, root words, and suffixes to be able to
substitute words and form new words. (5) In the final step, the
students analyze the smallest part of text, the letter, and work on
orthography and rules of word and sentence formation.

EI Metodo Ideovisual (-RT- Ideovisual Method)
Developed in Belgium in 1936 by Decroly, this method was aimed
at helping students understand what they read by preparing them for
the written text. Decroly believed -that children need sensorimotor,
intellectual, and affective preparation before they begin to read.
Since children at six years old are at different stages of maturity,
Decroly stressed individualization in reading preparation. The entire
ideovisual method stresses getting ready to read. When students do
start to read, they follow the global method of identifying words but
recoding comes very late in the process. Since recoding is so
abstract, it is only when the students themselves seem ready that
recoding is begun: El paso al descifre se demora hasta que es deseado
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por el nino (-RT-The decoding <recoding> step is delayed until the
child wants to do it.) (Bellenger, 1979, p. 78),

EI Metodo Eclectico (-RT- The Eclectic Method)
Pena and Verner (1981> describe .this method as "el metodo de
la frase generadora" (-RT- the generative sentence method) because it
involves both analysis and synthesis, but this method more generally
means that features from several methods are used. This method, then,
would perhaps be more appropriately named el m~todo mixto (-RT-the
mixed method) and is called that by Bellenger (1979). Students are
often given preparatory exercises to promote skills in spatial
organization, visual-motor coordination, auditory discrimination,
attention, memory, and oral language as suggested by the ideovisual
method. Then letter sounds are introduced and students are encouraged
to learn the sound, the letter name, and the written symbol in order
to produce the letters. Students are also taught to take dictation, to
copy, to create new words, to visualize the shapes of letters, to
identify sounds represented by letters, to write letter forms, and to
understand the speech-print relationships of the primary materials.
This eclectic position has been reflected in the approaches to
lectura-escritura (-RT-literacy) that have been widely used in Latin
America and have influenced the teaching of Spanish reading in the
United states.
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EI Metodo Integral (The Whole Language Method)
This learner-centered method is based on the immediate
interests of students and the concept of whole to part learning.
Children first develop global understandings and gradually come to
understand the parts. Reading and writing are related to meaningful
activities which are centered around units of interest to the
students. Reading is seen as an enriching experience, not a process of
mastery of skills. The reading materials used are generally trade
books of interest to the students and writing the students author and
edit. Reading and writing become integral parts of all the learning
that goes on in school. Though this method was only described by Gray
as being used in Europe, there is a new movement in Latin America that
is proposing this approach. (Goodman, in press)

Summary of Reading Methods
Of the 9 methods described, all but one reflect a word
recognition view of reading. In all but el metodo integral there is
emphasis on recoding skills or individual word recognition and a
~eemphasis

on reading for meaning. This seems to be paralled by what

has been practiced in the schools. Few studies have been done on what
type of methodology bilingual teachers actually use in the classroom,
but in one Texas survey, M. Barrera (1978) reported that 90.171. of 765
bilingual first grade programs described their approach to Spanish
reading programs as phonetic

while 9.831. identified their approach as

global. Of the respondents, 63.021. taught the ·vowel sounds and letters
first, 11.771. taught the consonant sounds and letters first, and
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25.21X taught vowels and consonants at the same time. Of the total

respondents, 83.45% did have Spanish basal textbooks to use. It would
appear that the word recognition view of reading dominated the Texas
Spanish bilingual programs and most probably this survey is fairly
representative of bilingual reading programs in general.
Yet, the results of the miscue studies done suggest that the
reading process involves more than word recognition. Readers bring not
only graphophonic knowlege but also knowledge of all the language
cueing systems and knowledge gained from their experiences to their
reading. Goodman (1982), the originator of miscue analysis, has
proposed eight essentials of instructional theory that should be
reflected in reading

~aterials

and methods. If it can be accepted from

the results of the miscue research cited above that the reading
process is the same in Spanish and English, then Goodman's proposals
have direct implications for this study and any study dealing with
reading:

1. Meaning must always be the immediate as well as the ultimate
goal of reading. Instruction must be comprehension centered.
2. Language systems (phonology, grammar, lexicon)' are interdependent and hence language is indivisible. Fractioning
language for instructional purposes into words and word
parts destroys its essential nature.
3. Language exists only in the process of its use. There is
no possible sequencing of skills in reading instruction
since all systems must be used interdependently in the
reading process even in the first attempts at learning to
read.
4. Children learning to read their native language are
competent language users. This competence constitutes
their primary resource for learning to read. This is a
vital reason why instruction in reading must start'where
the learner is.'
5. Mechanisms which operate in the acquisiton of oral
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language ••• are available to the learner as he strives to
master literacy ••• Perhaps the key motivational factor to
be exploited is communicative need. Children come to
understand language which they need to understand. This is
no less true in learning to read than it is in learning to
understand oral language.
6 •••• Children must learn strategies for predicting,
sampling and selecting information, guessing, confirling Dr
rejecting guesses, correcting and reprocessing •••
7. Special reading strategies must be developed for
handling the reading of spaciil forms of language •••
B. Meaning is both input and output in reading. Any
selection will be understood only to the extent that the
reader brings to it the prerequisite concepts and
experiences ••• (pp. 29, 30).
It is important for educators involved in the teaching of
Spanish reading to be able to evaluate materials that are used in the
classroom to see what kinds of instructional theory are represented.
This study is intended to examine basal reading programs used in
Spanish reading to determine which views of the reading process are
reflected in the materials.

CHAPTER THREE
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE USE, CONTENT, AND THEORETICAL BASE
OF BASAL READERS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH?
M. Barrera (1978) reported that 83.45% of the 765 Spanish
bilingual programs surveyed used a basal series to teach reading.
These figures correspond to those quoted for the use of basal readers
to teach reading in English. The authors of Becoming a Nation of
Readers (Anderson et al., 1985) state: "The estimates are that basal
reading programs account for from 75 percent to 90 percent of what
goes on during reading periods in elementary school classrooms" (p.
35). If English basal readers are used so widely in the schools, it
might be helpful to look at what experts in the field believe about
the use, content, and theoretical base of English basals used in the
United states in order to compare the state of English basal readers
with the state of Spanish basal readers.
Despite wide use, English basal readers remain extremely
controversial. Some feel that basals should remain the core of the
reading program despite the fact that the use of basals encourages a
pattern that " ••• becomes repetitious and tedium sets in" (Baumann,
1984, p. 604). In Becoming a Nation of Readers (1985) there is an
implicit acceptance of basal readers by the fact there is no
suggestion for an alternative program for the teaching of reading.
There is, however, a call for improved basal texts:
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Large publishing companies invest upward of $15,000,000 to
bring out new basal reading programs. Within budgets of
this size, surely it is possible to hire gifted writers who
can create stories far superior to the standard fare ••• The
Commission believes that the American people ought to expect
and should demand better primers for their children (p. 48).
The criticism of basal readers comes from all sides and ranges
from the back to basics advocates who feel there is not enough of the
good old-fashioned 3 R's in basals to those who feel basals should
include only "good literature" (Goodman, 1986). However, the question
that needs to be asked is whether the basal readers reflect current
reading theory, research and practice. While there has always been a
gap between what textbooks contain and the knowledge in the fields
they represent, Goodman explains that " ••• the gap between the beit
knowledge in reading instruction and that represented in basal readers
today is actually widening" (p. 358). Basal readers do not reflect
what is known about how people learn to read, what the reading process
is, and how best to teach reading.
A basal reading series usually contains several core
components and additional optional materials. There are readers which
contain stories that are graded according to some sequencing criteria,
readiness tests, evaluation instruments, workbooks, and other practice
materials. The teacher's guide explains in

detail how to present the

materials and even what teachers should say when teaching. Often,
there are other optional materials available including kits, extra
practice books, enrichment materials, and even extra sets of trade
books.

sa
The content of the basal is based on a technology that uses
graded word lists, readability formulas, word frequency, and mkill
work in phonics, sequencing, and vocabulary building. The teacher's
guides emphasize the importance of teaching skills before students
read so that they will be ready to read. This skill teaching is based
on technology developed before there was information from

cognitiv~

learning theory and psycholinguistic research on the reading process.
The technology reflects a behavioral view with an emphasis on
"scientism" that draws from statistical results of the "measurement
movement" lead by Thorndike and Washburn in this country more than
half a century ago (Rugg 1926). Goodman (1986) lists specifically what
is wrong with English basal reading series:
1. They put undue emphasis on isolated aspects of language:
letters, letter-sound relationships, words, fragments of
sentences, or sentences. Often, particularly in workbooks,
there is no cohesive meaningful text and no situational
conte~t.

2. That leads learners to put inverted value on bits and
pieces of language, on isolated words, and skills, and not
enough on making sense of r~al, comprehensiv~ stories and
expository passages.
3. Basals discourage ri~k taking by requiring right answers
on trivial details.
4. They introduce arbitrary sequences of skills which
involve readers in abstract e~ercises instead of reading
to comprehend.
5. They isolate reading from its use and from other
language processes.
6. They often create artificial language passages or text
fragments by controlling vocabulary or by building around
specific phonic relationships or word-attack skills. They
also often create artificial texts by applying readability
formulas to real texts.
7. They minimize time spent on reading while monopolizing
school time for skill exercises.
8. Even the use of real children's literature is marred by
gearing it to skill development, rewriting it, or using
excerpts instead of whole books.
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9. Basals cost so much that they do not leave funds for
school and classroom libraries and' other more authentic
reading material (pp. 362,363).
Historically, studies such as the First Grade Studies (Bond
and Dykstra, 1967) have looked at the use of basals in terms of the
effect basals have on test performance. Recently, more studies have
looked at different kinds of stereotypes portrayed in basal stories
including

sex~sm,

racism and even how readers are portrayed in stories

(Britton and Lumpkin, 1983, Green-Wilder and Kingston 1986). Only a
small number of studies have looked at the content and theoretical
base of basals (Corder, 1971, Page, 1976J Sadoski, 1982).
Spanish basal reading series have not been published
extensively in the United States until fairly recently. Though there
are guides concerning how to determine readability of basals and how
to chose appropriate materials for bilingual classrooms (Gilliam, Pena
~

Mountain, 1980, Spaulding, 1956, EPIE Report: 73, Williams et aI,

1978,

Gonzalez, 1981, Ortiz & Chavez, 1981, Thonis, ,1979), there

appears to be little real evaluation of the content of Spanish basal
readers from a theoretical perspective in terms of language and
learning.

Spanish Basal Readers
Several groups and individuals have devised check iists for
the evaluation of bilingual materials. These lists are sometimes
specific to culture and in other cases, related to different criteria.
For example, the Institue for Cultural Pluralism (Williams et
al. ,1978) has put out a manual for evaluating content material that
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looks specifically at different kinds of bias including cultural bias,
political bias, racial bias, religious bias, sexual bias, and social
bias. Thonis (1976) has developed a checklist of criteria for the
selection of Spanish reading materials which includes 11 categories:
teacher competencies, objectives of the instructional program, age of
the pupils, time available for use, provision for individual learners,
articulation status, services available to assist teachers, ease of
handling and attractiveness, cultural content, supplementary
materials, and cost. However, checklists such as these do not really
reveal what the linguistic, pedagogical or reading base for the
materi als is.
Some guidelines and evaluation instruments have been developed
for use with classroom teachers that do attempt to look at how the
materials reflect a view of the reading process, language development,
evaluation and teaching (Flores & Altwerger, 1980). However, these
types of instruments are seldom used when textbook committees make
selections. Instead, selections are made on criteria such as the
quality of the literature in the series, the quality of the
illustrations, and the quality of the publishers' presentations
(Miller, 1986).
The EPIE Report: number 73 Volume 1 (1976) was intended as a
guide to help teachers select bilingual educational materials. The
EPIE guide evaluated Spanish language arts materials using eight
different guidelines:

(1)

Indentification and background of the

materials, (2) Intents of the materials, (3) Contents of the
materials, (4) Methodology reflected in the materials, (5) Means of
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evaluation included, (6) Congruence of the intents, contents,
methodology, and evaluation, (7) Additional considerations including
physical description, sources, teacher training provisions, community
acceptance and bias in the materials, and

(8) Overall assessment and

recommendations.
The EPIE Report offered a thorough examination of what the
Spanish materials published in 1976 for use in bilingual programs
included. Though there was a definite attempt to include research done
with the materials, the report itself offers no summary of research on
the reading process or the effectiveness of different methods in
teaching reading. In fact, several quotes from the "Overall Assesment
and Recommendations" portions of the report demonstrate that the
writers of the report implicitly accept the "word recognition" view of
reading:
This material employs a gradual approach to the mastery of
skills needed to teach reading ••. (p. 29).
The Crane Reading System in Spanish including phonetic
analysis, structural analysis, spelling and pronunciation
skills is a comprehensive reading program ••• (p. 23)
Despite the varied activities and exercises, not enough
material is provided for the student to internalize
language concepts or reading skills without hearty
supplementation .•. (p. 25)
There is no real accommodation for individual learner
difficulties in this program. The practice of presenting
materials before assigning worksheets ••• is likely to
result in student disinterest ••• (p. 59)
This sight-reading program could be used to satisfy the
purposes outlined if it is used in conjunction with
supplementary materials. The analysts feel more detailed
prereading and prewriting activities should be described •••
(p. 77).
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Though the EPIE Report was a very complete description of
Spanish language arts materials available for use in 1976, it did not
attempt to reflect more than a word recognition view of reading though
there was other reading theory or research available at that time. As
a result, the report was primarily a description of what the materials
did and did not include with little discussion of how the teaching of
reading should be approached.
Except for the work done by the Educational Products
Information Exchange Institute, there is little information available
on the use, content, and theoretical base of Spanish basal readers
apart from what publishers say about their own series. Even what the
publishers say in relation to theory and research

is more directly

related to the issue of the importance of teaching reading in Ll to
succeed in English reading or a rationale for the type of serie$ the
publishers are promoting:
In the Spanish Reading Keys series, the process of
learning to read is applied first to Spanish, then to a
transition to English (Hola - Teacher's Manual, p.vil.
Recent studies have established that the acquisition of
reading is a linguisitic universal, and have indicated that
the processes involved in the reading act operated equally
in all languages. They concluded that Spanish reading, like
English reading, is not merely a decoding process, but
rather a complex conceptual process •.• Thus the children who
learn to read in their native language do not have to
relearn all of the skills necessary for reading in English
(Program Overview for Mil Maravillas, Macmillan Publishing
Company, p. T-13l.
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In recent years, attention has been drawn to the lack of
reading materials for Spanish-speaking children. Teachers
have asked for Spanish editions of English readers. They
have wanted their Spanish-speaking students to be able to
read fhe same stories and articles that their Englishspeaking students are reading. It was in response to this
need that Focus: Leer para triunfar was developed.
(Teacher's edition, Trabajar y Jugar, Scott, Foresman
and Company, p. T14).
Reading is a complex act, the purpose of which is to
comprehend the ideas presented in print by the author.
The reader percieves thesu ideas, concepts and bits of
information by posing questions to himself Dr having
questions raised by someone else. Ho~ever, to perceive
even the simplest idea presented in print, the reader
must be able to understand a system of symbols or a
code. Frank Smith, Kenneth Goodman, H. Allan Robinson,
John B. Carrol, David Pearson, Dale Johnson, Wayne Otto
and others in their works and studies in the area of
comprehension have strongly supported this point of
definition (Gula para el profesor, Im{genes, Santillana,
p. 7).
In each of the above examples, publishers have taken research
and theory to use it for their own purposes. The last example is an
especially clear example of a misrepresentation of theory and research
to support a series. The work done by Smith and Goodman, cited in
Chapter Two, would not support the definition of reading given.
According to Smith and Goodman, readers do not comprehend what the
author writes but instead bring to the reading event their own
background in order to create their own text. Conscious knowledge of
the code is not essential to the reading process though the
graphophonic system is part of the cueing system readers use when they
read. (Smith 1971,1973;

Goodman 1970, 1973).

Comments by publishers may well reflect what publishers think
potential customers want to hear rather than reflecting the contents
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of their series. At the same time, most evaluation instruments of
basal reading materials are little more than checklists of what is
found in the programs. As a result, there is a need for a different
kind of evaluation of Spanish materials from sources other than
publishers and teKtbook selection committees. There is a lack of
information about the understanding of reading, language, learning and
teaching

refl~cted

in current Spanish basal reader series.

Accordingly, this study will look at Spanish language basal readers
used in the United States in order to determine to what extent the
contents and the use as suggested by the publishers recognize current
research and theory on the reading process and the related areas of
language, learning, and teaching.

CHAPTER FOUR
HOW WILL THE SPANISH BASAL READERS BE STUDIED?
Two instruments were developed to evaluate Spanish basal
readers. The Spanish Program Profile Instrument is an adaptation of
the Program Profile Instrument developed by Goodman and Page. The
Program Profile Continuum Survey is a shorter form designed to provide
an overview of several basal series.
The Program Profile Instrument
This study seeks to identify the theoretical view of reading
that basal series reflect. In order to do this type of evaluation, an
adaptation of the Program Profile Instrument will be used. The
Program Profile Instrument (see Appendix A) was originally developed
for an NIE project co-directed by Goodman and Page (1978)

entitled~

"Reading Comprehension Programs: Theoretical Bases of Reading
Comprehension Instruction in the Middle Grades." This project focussed
on seven different reading programs published in the United States to
determine how the programs contributed to reading comprehension in
grades four, five, and six.
The Program Profile Instrument is unique because it is more
than a checklist of what is included in the textbooks. It can be used
to categorize and distinguish theoretical bases found in basals as
reflected by the demands made of the stUdents and the teachers in the
programs. It is based on a thorough review of the literature on
reading and focusses on definitions of reading and reading
comprehension. Specific areas of theory and research related to
reading form the main sections under which questions representing
competing alternative theories about reading are listed. The answers
to the questions in the Program Profile Instrument can be tallied to
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reveal a categorical profile for reading programs offering insights to
reading educators about published reading materials.
There are four main areas of theory that are used as the
principal categories for the instrument: (I) Reading, (II) Language,
(III) Learning, and (IV) Teaching. Each of these four areas is divided
into subcategories as shown below:
(I) Reading

(III) Learning

A. Program Focus

A. View of Learning

B. Comprehension Tasks

B. View of the Learner

C. Levels of Comprehension
D. Purpose for Reading

(IV) Teaching

E. Inquiry into Print

A. Pedagogical Approaches
B. Approaches to Reading Problems

(II) Language

C. Teaching Role

A. Unit of Emphasis

D. Curriculum Thrusts

B. View of Language
C. Meaning
These subcategories are further subdivided

so a total of 89

characteristics of reading programs are included in the Program
Profile Instrument. To rate each of the 89 characteristics, evaluators
look at the teacher's materials and the students' materials
separately. Under the two subheadings, "for teachers" and "for
students", the evaluators first consider objectives, experiences, and
organization and then look at evaluation. This procedure is based on
Tyler's (1950) basic curriculum questions:
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1. What educational purposes should the school seek to
attain?
2. What educational experiences can be provided that are
likely to attain these purposes?
3. How can these educational experiences be effectively
organized?
4. How can we determine whether these purposes are being
attained? (p. 1).
Raters responses are made on a 0 to 3 scale. A 0 is given for any
characteristic if there is no evidence of this idea found in the
published program while a 3 indicates that the program is nearly
exclusively devoted to that concern.
For the purposes of this study, The Program Profile Instrument
has been modified and expanded to make it current with modern reading
theory. The resulting instrument, the Spanish Program Profile
Instrument (SPPI) (see Appendix B) has 170 categories to be evaluated
compared with 89 in the original Program Profile Instrument. Though
the major four categories remained the same, several additions,
indicated by a plus sign, were made. Some categories were changed and
other new subcategories added in order to reflect current knowledge of
the reading process:
(1) Reading

(III) Learning

A. Program Focus

A. View of Learning

B. Purpose for Reading

B. View of the Learner

+C. Strategies for the Use
of Cues from Print
+D. View of Comprehension
E. Levels of Comprehension
F. Comprehension Tasks
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(11)

( I V) Teachi ng .

Language

A. View of Language

A. Teacher's Role

B. Unit of Emphasis

+B. Pedagogical Approaches

C. Meaning

+C. Grouping

+0. Nature of the Text
+E. Translation

+0. Basal Organization
E. Reading Problems
F. Curriculum Thrusts

Because the evaluation instrument is designed for use with
basal readers written in Spanish, categories had to be added in the
areas that related to reading methods, approaches to print, and
translation. It was necessary to reflect in the instrument factors
that must be considered when translations are used as well as
differences that exist between English and Spanish reading traditions
as discussed in Chapter Three. For example, it was necessary to add a
characteristic under "Language" which related to the consideration of
translation of series already written in English. Under "Teaching"
characteristics in the section "Pedagogical Approaches", elements of
methods used to teach Spanish reading were added.
The Program Profile Continuum Survey
Since the SPPI is very detailed, another instrument was
developed to provide an overview of the different series before using
the more complex instrument. For this purpose, a Program Profile
Continuum Survey (PPCS) was developed (see Appendix C). The PPCS, lil:e
the PPI and SPPI, is organized into four sections: reading, language,
learning, and teaching. However, instead of rating many detailed
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categories on the 0 to 3 scale as in the PPI and SPPI, evaluators mark
only a few items under each section on the continuum to give a general
impression of the series program. For e>:ample, Figure 8 shows how the
Reading section of the SPPI was converted into a series of 5 items to
be marked on a continuum:
I. Reading
Program Focus
1. Decontextualized skills

contextualized strategies

--------------------------------------------------------------}
Purpose for Reading
2. set by text

set by teacher

set by student

------------------------------------------------------------}
Approach to Print

3. phonics

word approaches

use of the
cueing systems

------------------------------------------------------------}
View of Comprehension
comprehension
as process

comprehension
4. as product

--------------------------------------------------------------}
Comprehension Tasks

5. factual recall

extension of reading
to other areas

----------------------------------------------------------------}
Figure 8. Program Profile Continuum Survey: Reading
The PPCS was used for this study to give an overview of the
series chosen to be evaluated by the SPPI. It also served to identify
the series for the detailed narratives. The series that were the most
different from one another according to the PPCS results were selected
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for the narratives in order to present an overview of the state of the
contemporary Spanish basal.
Categorization of Spanish Basals
Twelve different Spanish basal reading series were originally
considered for analysis. Some of the textbooks considered exhibit the
strong influence of methods of teaching Spanish that have been
accepted in the past. Others show the influence of the technology
applied to the development of basal reading series published in
English in the United States. Still others appear to be a reflection
of both these influences as publishing companies attempt to please
everyone to reach a wider market. Apart from the characteristics
relating to the influences from different sources, there were other
ways to categorize these basal series.
These categories included (1) basal reading series that are
published outside the United states, (2) basal reading series that are
translations of a series also published in English, (3) basal reading
series that are partial translations of a series also published in
English, (4) basal reading series specifically written for bilingual
Spanish/English programs. (5) basal series that are idiosyncratic,
that have been developed by one person or group following some
criteria established by that person or group.
Of the twelve series collected, six were chosen to be
evaluated in depth. The list below gives the name of the series and
the publisher. Names of authors Dr editors are listed in the
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references. The first six Spanish basal readers listed are those
selected for this study:
Series name

Publisher

1. Hagamos Caminos

Addison-Wesley

2. Economy Spanish Reading Series

Economy

3. Programa de lectura en

Houghton-Mifflin

espa~ol

4. Mil Maravillas

Macmillan

5. Lectura en dos idiomas

Santillana (U.S.)

6. Focus: Leer para triunfar

Scott Foresman

7. Palabras

Voluntad

8. La Pata

Minerva Books

Pi~a

9. The Crane Reading System in Spanish

Crane Publishing Co.

10.Senda

Santillana

11.Arco Iris

Vicens

(E5pa~a)

12.Nuevo Lector Basico

Vicens

(Espa~a)

(Espa~a)

Selection of Spanish Basals
The series that were excluded from analysis were those that
(1) were published exclusively outside the United States, (2) were not
complete reading programs, (3) were idiosyncratic programs, or (4)
were not published within the last five years. These criteria for
exclusion were established for several reasons. First of all, a series
published outside the United States is usually published for a market
that also includes Spanish speakers outside the United States. Not
only is the culture and language reflected in the series likely to be
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different than those of children in the United States, but the needs
of the students and values of the educators are also different.
As this study is meant to be of value to bilingual educators
in public schools and complete basal series are most often those
purchased by school districts, only complete reading programs were
chosen. Though some districts have chosen in the past to buy
idiosyncratic programs, developed and often published by individuals
with their personal philosophy about the teaching of reading,' it is
probable that the increased availability of complete Spanish basal
reading series will virtually eliminate idiosyncratic programs. In
1986 alone, Economy, Macmillan, Scott Foresman, Houghton Mifflin, and
Addison-Wesley have all published complete, new Spanish basal reading
series. Therefore, in order for this study to be relevant, it is
necessary to look at the most recent and most complete programs
available.
Si>: of the reading programs were eliminated from the study
because they fell into one of the four categories mentioned above:
Arco Iris (-RT-Rainbow), Nuevo Lector Basico (-RT-New Basic Reader),
Palabras (-RT-Words), La Pata Pita (-RT-The Duck Whistles), Senda
(-RT-Path), and The Crane Reading System in Spanish. Each of these
series will be described briefly.
Arco Iris (-RT-Rainbow) is a series of five Spanish paperback
readers published in Spain. The first three books in the series are a
collection of short stories, poems, and riddles written by one author
especially for children from six to eight years of age. The last two
books, written for older children, are a collection of excerpts, fairy
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tales, writings from well-known authors of Spanish literature and
poetry and stories written by children.
EI Nuevo Lector Blsico(-RT-The New Basic Reader), a series
also published in Spain, consists of a reader, two writing exercise
books, and a teacher's guide. These books are meant to teach beginning
reading to children who already have a knowledge of the vowels and
basic syllable combinations. The promoters describe the program as
anal{tico-syntetico (-RT-analytic- synthetic) in which whole words are
broken into parts to analyze and then the parts are put back into new
words. The first 47 pages of the reader deal with consonant vowel
syllables. In another pages 49 to 91, the children work on other
syllable combinations (vowel consonant, consonant vowel consonant,
consonant consonant vowel). The last pages, pages 92 to 96 have short
readings with questions following the selections. As a result, only
about 5% of the pages in the book directly involve students in
reading.
The writing workbooks of this series are meant to reinforce
reading with writing by the metodo simultaneo de lectura y escritura
(-RT-the simultaneous method of reading and writing). The first
workbook contains exercises in which students practice writing
isolated letters, writing vowels in words with missing vowel, and
drawing and coloring shapes. The second workbook begins with the same
types of exercises and gradually moves into longer words, filling in
whole words in sentences, and finally writing short paragraphs with
selected vocabulary. The method is idiosyncratic since the order of
presentation and the follow up writing was developed by one person.
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The Palabras (-RT-Words) series is a 1978 publication from
Bogota, Colombia. The series has student books, workbooks, teacher's
guides and an evaluation system for the first, second, and third
grades. Each grade has two levels for a total of six levels. The
program is described in the teacher's guide as one that has a
"Combination of reading methodology:

syllabic and normal word

methods" ( 1978, p. 9). This program was eliminated from the study
because it is published outside the United states, is written for the
first three grades only, and was published 8 years ago.
Minerva Books published the first reader of La Pata Pita
(-RT-The Duck Whistles) in 1979. Since 1979 more materials have been
published: another reader, two workbooks and a teacher's guide. In the
most recent teacher's guide, the books are described by the authors as
eclectic:
En el se sigue un sistema eclectico, ya que combina el
sistema fonetico -tan acorde con la idiosincrasia del
Espanol- con el de fijacion (memoria visual,
reconocimiento y lectura) de palabras completas
(1980, p. 3)
-RTIn it (the book) an eclectic system is followed, since it
combines the phonetic system -as it agrees with the
idiosyncracies of Spanish - with that of fixation (visual
memory, recognition, and reading) of complete words.
Though these books are published in the United States and some are
very recent, they do not constitute a complete series.
Senda (-RT-Path) is a complete series of six levels that
consists of reading books, activity workbooks, and grammar books. The
beginning level also contains a book that concentrates on the Spanish
Language through the reading and writing method. In this book
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onomatopoeia is used to introduce sounds. Though the series is
complete, it was published in 1972 in Spain. In fact, Tucson Unified
Schools, a public school district in Tucson, Arizona, has declared the
series obsolete and removed all but one set from the resource center.
Another complete series is the Crane Reading System. This
system was written by Barbara J. Crane to develop reading in the
English and Spanish at the same time. The series includes picture and
letter cards, workbooks, exercise books, readers, and a guide to the
Crane system. The guide offers two ways to use the materials: (1) an
eclectic method which combines a phonetic presentation with whole word
identification and language experience and (2) a phonetic method which
presents a phonic and spelling base to the students before introducing
the reading materials. The program's goals are to develop oral skills
along with reading in Spanish and English. Crane believes that by
carefully controlling the sounds introduced in the beginning levels,
stUdents will better be able to master reading in both languages. In
the beginning level readers, the main character is "1", who is meant
to represent the universal child. Other characters are depicted to
represent various ethnic backgrounds. The intent is to have any child,
from any background be able to identify with the characters in the
book who are kept the same throughout the book. Some parts of the
series were developed as early as 1975 and others as late as 1981.
While this is advertised as a complete series, it is an idiosyncratic
series, using a method developed by one person. This series was also
eliminated from the list of those basal readers to be evaluated in
this study.
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The remaining six basal series were then chosen to be studied
using the Program Profi1e Continuum Survey

and the Spanish Program

Profile Instrument. These included Hagamos Caminos (-RT-Let's Make
Inroads) published by Addison-Wesley, Economy Spanish Reading Series
published by Economy, Mil Maravillas (-RT-A Thousand Marvels)
published by Macmillan, Focus: Leer para triunfar (-RT-Focus: Read to
Overcome) published by Scott Foresman, Programa de lectura en
espanol(-RT-Spanish Reading Program) published by Houghton-Mifflin and
Lectura en dos idiomas (-RT- Reading in Two Languages) published by
Santillana. While parts of the last series published by Santillana
were published in Spain and some of the series was published before
1980, it was decided to include the series because of its wide use in

this country. Once the six series were chosen, the study was completed
by following six steps:
1. The six Spanish Language American basal series

were evaluated using the Program Profile Continuum Survey
(PPCS) (see Appendix D).
2. The series were classified into three categories as a result
of the ppes evaluation.
3. The Spanish Program Profile Instrument (SPPI) was applied
to all six basal series (see Appendix E).
4. A detailed profile in narrative form was written for one
series in each of the three categories determined in step two.
Illustrative examples from each of the selected basal texts
were include. ( Letters of permission for reproduction of
examples are included in Appendix F.)
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5. The remaining series in each category were compared with the
programs discussed in detail
6. Conclusion were drawn and the range of possibilities for the
teaching of reading in Spanish were discussed.
This study looks only at the basal series themselves and does
not survey how these programs are used or the effects of these
programs on young readers. These are topics for future research. The
goal of the present research is to provide an in-depth analysis of the
theoretical bases for Spanish basal reading materials published in the
United States. It is only through a careful, analytic evaluation of
Spanish reading materials that a thorough understanding of reading
programs can be achieved. If educators can relate theory and research
when they evaluate materials for use with students, it might be
possible to narrow the gap between current knowledge and classroom
practice.

CHAPTER FIVE
WHAT DOES THE PROGRAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY TELL US ABOUT
THE CONTEMPORARY SPANISH BASAL READER?
Once the Spanish Program Profile Instrument (SPPI) and Program
Profile Continuum Survey (PPCS) were developed and the basals to be
evaluated were chosen, the PPCS was used to prepare an overview of
each series to determine how alike or different the series were from
one another (see Appendix D). The results of the PPCS overview provide
two contributions to the study. First, a review of the categories in
the ppes shows the range of possibilities for the content of basal
readers in the areas of reading, language, learning, and teaching.
Secondly, the results of the survey allow for further categorization
of the six basals into groups appropriate for in-depth profiles.

Evaluation Procedures with the ppes
In order to gather enough information to complete the PPCS, it
was necessary to do a preliminary examination of each series. To do
this, at least three of the teacher's guides in the series were
examined. This provided information about the materials in each
series, the organization of the series, and what the teachers were
expected to do with the students and materials. In the Macmillan,
Economy, and Scott Foresman series, the first teacher'S guide book
deals with the first three mini-texbooks. For those three series, the
first guide book plus two other teacher's guide books, one at the
78
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third and one at the fifth grade levels, were examined. For the
Houghton Mifflin and Santillana series, the first three teacher's
guide books were read as well as the guides at the third and fifth
grade levels. The Addison-Wesley series contains five books but does
not indicate grade level. For the PPCS, the teacher's guides for the
first three books and fifth book were examined.
In addition, the workbooks that corresponded to the examined
teacher's guides were reviewed and the stories in the student
textbooks were read.

While this procedure was not all inclusive, it

did provide enough information to complete the PPCS and to obtain
general impressions of each series.
The

ppes consists of 28 continuum items organized under the

·categories of Reading, Language, Learning, and Teaching. In this
chapter the results of the

ppes of the six basal reading series will

be compared and each of the 28 continuum items will be discussed. The
extremes of each continuum item represent two views of reading and
learning. Usually, the left hand side represents a part to whole, word
recognition view of reading and a behaviorist view of learning. The
right hand side represents a pscyholinguistic view of reading as
process and a transactional view of learning. By describing what each
end of the continuums represents and explaining what the ratings given
each series are meant to reflect, it is possible to determine the
range of the si>: Spanish Language basals within the possiblities for
reading. From the results of the

ppes, the three series that differ

the most from one another were chosen for in-depth profiles, though
all six series were analyzed and described using the SPPI.
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This chapter is divided into the four main headings found on
both the SPPI and PPCS: Reading, Language, Learning, and Teaching. In
order to simplify the charting to be useu, each series will be
represented by a number on the continuum. For the sake of clarity, the
numbers will correspond to the numbers used in Chapter 4:
Series Name
1= Hagamos Caminos
2= Economy Spanish Reading Series
3= Programa de lectura en espanol'
4= Mil Maravillas
5= Lectura en dos idiomas
6= Focus: Leer para triunfar

Publisher
Addison-Wesley
Economy
Houghton Mifflin
Macmillan
Santillana
Scott Foresman

Each of the continuum items will be briefly described. Then the
results from the six series will be given by inserting that continuum
item into the text as figures. These results do not always represent
what the teacher's guides describe the program as containing. Instead,
they describe what was actually found in the teacher text and student
text and exercises. Finally, there will be an interpretation of the
scoring. Specific examples from the different series will be saved for
later chapters. This chapter will serve as a general description of
the major emphases found in the six series.

Reading Results of the PPCS
There are five subcategories under the heading "Reading."
These include program focus,' purpose for reading, approach to print,
view of comprehension, and comprehension tasks. Together, these five
subcategories provide a view of how each series views reading.
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Program Focus
The first continuum in the PPCS under "Readingu deals with a
program focus that runs from decontextualized skills at one end to
contextualized strategies at the other. A program that emphasizes
decontextualized skills offers many exercises that have students focus
on parts of text rather than wholes. In these exercises there is no
relation of individual items to an overall story or meaning. There is
one correct response expected. The assumption in these exercises is
that it is necessary to know the parts to understand the wholes.
Examples of decontextualized skill exercises include th9
copying of individual letters or words, identification of the first,
middle, and last sounds in words, identification of syllables in
isolation, picking syllables out of words, word recognition practice,
dividing words into syllables, matching words to definitions or
pictures, matching sentences to pictures, and filling in blanks in
isolated sentences. Because the exercises are not ones that people do
in everyday life, there is little or no opportunity to draw on student
experience and background knowledge except in the cases where the
stUdents already know the answers that are being sought. Instead,
these exercises are artificial ones intended to teach the parts that
make up reading.
Contextualized strategies are different from decontextualized
skills. Contextualized strategies are not meant to teach children
individual skills that are considered necessary for reading, but to
help children develop ways to approach whole texts and get meaning
from text. A contextualized strategy lesson draws upon students'
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background knowledge and experience and encourages children to work
out for themselves ways to comprehend text. K. Goodman (1986) explains
that "Strategy lessons require the use of meaningful language passages
in the context of real literacy events" (p. 52). Examples of
contextualized strategy lessons include predicting what books,
stories, magazine stories Dr newspaper articles will be about,
expressing opinions about characters and events in stories, retelling
stories, writing stories, asking children to identify good readers and
discuss what makes a good reader, having students decide in groups how
story strips should go, categorizing in groups, and drawing to
represent ideas. Strategy lessons are characterized by two thingsl
Students are given whole, meaningful texts to try to get meaning from
and children are not expected to come up with the one correct,
expected response. Children engaged in strategy lessons are encouraged
to explore the world of reading to discover for themselves what
reading is.
The six basal series results on the Program Focus continuum
are charted in Figure 9 below.
decontextualized
skills
5 2

416

contextualized
strategies
3

------------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 9.

Program Focus: PPCS

None of the series focus mainly on contextualized strategies,
though the Hougton Mifflin series (3) does have more exercises that
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attempt to draw on students' background and knowledge than the other
series. Activities in this series are meant to

work on building

vocabulary and develop ways to comprehend print. There is
comparatively less emphasis on decontextualized skills.
The Houghton Mifflin (3), Scott Foresman (6), Addison Wesley
(1), and Macmillan (4) series all provide some exercises to help
student recognize words in context and to practice such things as
categorizing, finding main ideas, or retelling stories from
pictureless books, but the context provided the students is often
extremely limited, whether it is picture context or text context. All
six of the series include some exercises that emphasize words or parts
of words, either letters or syllables, and workbook exercises where
student fill in blanks. Most of the workbook exercises haVe an
expected correct response and even most questions asked about text
orally have suggested correct answers since most are factual
questi ons.
In the Scott Foresman series (6), there is an emphasis on the
word. Exercises are centered around building vocabulary in isolated or
limited context. In Santillana (5), Economy (2), Macmillan (4), and
Addison Wesley (1) the emphasis is on the mastery of the syllable in
order to be able to decode print. Stories are written to give the
syllables context, but there is always an emphaSis on the skill of
recognizing and mastering the syllables that are used to build words.
While questions that could develop strategies such as inference are
asked of students, the first emphasis is always on the syllable. In
fact, in the first books of those four syllabic series, the evaluation
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of the student is centered on syllable identification almost
exclusively. The Program Focus of the six series, then, lies to the
left of the continuum leaning toward the decontextualized skills end.

Purpose for Reading
There are three different points along the Purpose for Reading
continuum: purpose set by the text, purpose set by the teacher, and
purpose set by thE student. In the first, the purpose for reading
selections, the activities to be carried out, and the manner in which
they are to be carried out is set up by the text. In the second, the
teacher has the materials, but decides how to present and have the
students use the materials. In this case, it is presumed that the
teacher responds to students needs, interests, and background and uses
that information to make decisions about the reading in terms of what,
when, and how the students should read. At the far right of the
continuum, the purpose is set by the student. In this case, it is the
student who decides what to read, 'when to read it, and how to read.
Because of the nature of a basal text, the results of this
continuum all have to fall to the far left. Basal texts are written in
such a way that all students are expected to read the stories and do
the exercises. Though some teachers may decide on their own to use the
basals differently, the basal is presented with the expectation that
the entire program will be followed as suggested. Therefore, as shown
in Figure 10 all programs are under "set by text". When the numbers
together represent one spot on the continuum, the numbers are enclosed
by parentheses despite the fact they are listed side by side.
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set by text

set by teacher

set by student

( 123456)

------------------------------------------------------------>
Fig. 10. Purpose for Reading
Approach to Print
There are four approaches to print laid out on the continuum:
phonics, syllable, word approaches, and use of all cueing systems.
However, it is misleading to assume that the closer the approach is
located to the right, the closer it is to a psycholinguistic view of
reading. In fact, the first three, phonics, syllable, and word
approach, all fall under the word recogniton view of reading and the
last, use of all cueing systems, under the psycholinguistic view as
explained in Chapter Two. This item, then, is not a true continuum;
However, it still serves to categorize the major way that print is
approached in each series.
The three categories under word recognition

approa~h:

phonics,

syllable, and word approach need to be differentiated because all
three categories could be represented. The phonics approach is
distinguished from the syllable approach if there is an emphasis on
the teaching of individual letters and the recognition of those
individual letter sounds at the beginning, middle, and ends of words.
If a series is categorized

u~der

syllable, the major emphasis for

recoding is on the element of the syllable even if individual letters
and beginning, middle and end sounds are introduced first. The series
that is categorized as a word approach also has an early introduction
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to individual letters and sounds. However, most of the series
emphasizes the word as the basic element to be mastered for reading.
A series that is categorized under "use of all cueing systems"
is one that includes exercises or strategy lessons that makes use of
all the cueing systems. Though readers who use all the cueing systems
also refer to the graphophonic system of language, isolated sounds of
letters and syllables are not the major way to approach print. At this
end of the continuum, the principal emphasis reflected in the
exercises and lessons is on getting meaning using the context of
pictures and text, drawing on background knowledge and experiences,
and predicting,
In Figure 11 the results of the ppes show that four of the
basal series emphasize

a syllable approach to print, one a word

approach and one both word and "use of all cueing systems".

phonics

syllable
1 2 4 S

word
approaches

use of all
cueing systems

6 3

3

----------------------------------------------------------------->
Fig. 11. Approach to Print
Addison-Wesley (1), Economy (2), Macmillan (4), and Santillana
(5) all emphasize the syllable as the way to approach print in
Spanish. The four series do teach some high frequency sight words as
whole words and introduce the syllables in those words later, but it
is always clear that the authors believe that the syllable is what is
helping children recode words. In Economy (2) and Santillana (5) the
letters and the sounds of the alphabet are introduced briefly at the
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beginning of the series, but only as an introduction to the formation
of syllables. This part to whole system is also seen in Addison-Wesley
(1) and Macmillan (4) though in these two series just the vowels are
introduced first and the consonants are taught as the syllables are
introduced.
In the Scott Foresman (6) series the letters of the alphabet
and their sounds are briefly introduced in the first workbook before
the children begin to read in their basals. However, the emphasis
throughout the series is one of recognizing the whole word.
The Houghton Mifflin (3) series also introduces the alphabet
and the sounds of the alphabet at the beginning of the series.
However, the beginning sounds of words are used throughout the series
as part of a way to recognize words. The series also draws on
students' background knowledge and the importance of words making
sense in context to help students as they work with text. Thus
students use graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic knowledge to get
the meaning of words. Although the way the approach is implemented
does not really constitute a psycholinguistic approach, the approach
is consistent and different enough from the other series to merit
notation on the continuum.

View of Comprehension
The continuum for this category goes from comprehension as a
product to comprehension as a process. Almost all the exercises in all
of the series view comprehension as a product: something that is
static and can be measured by a fixed answer. Even the exercises that
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deal with the concepts such as finding the main idea, drawing
conclusions, recognizing cause and effect, and predicting outcomes are
exercises that view comprehension as a product because there is almost
always assumed to be one correct response to the items of these
exercises.
This contrasts with a comprehension-as-process view of
reading, where comprehension is constantly changing as one's view of
the the world and background knowledge changes. Each encounter with
text is a transaction in which the reader, the text, and the reader's
understanding changes. In reading programs that emphasize
comprehension as process, students discuss and write about their
interpretations of what they read based on their background knowledge
and relate their reading to their real world experiences. Students are
not expected to respond to the reading in the same way teachers or
peers do but to construct their own meaning from the text. This
transactional view of comprehension ,is supported by research:
Most research is converging on the view that transactions
between reader and text characteristics result in
construction of meaning. This view makes the role of the
reader a highly active one. It makes what the reader brings
to the text as important as the text itself in text
comprehension (K. Goodman 1984, pp.96,97).
Though some comprehension questions in all of the series do
allow for students to draw on their background knowledge and
experiences, most comprehension exercises in the series reflect a
comprehension-as-product view. The Addison-Wesley (1) series does not
provide specific answers for teachers to comprehension questions
though suggestions for discussion do encourage teachers to lead
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students to certain kinds of answers. The Houghton Mifflin (3) series
has more questions that alloH student answers to vary than the
remaining four series. Therefore, the Addison-Wesley and Houghton
Mifflin series are placed to the right of the other series as Figure
12

indi~ates.

Comprehension
as a product
(2456)
3 1

Comprehension
as a process

-----------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 12. View of Comprehension
Comprehension Tasks
In all of the Spanish language basal series there are
different kinds of comprehension tasks included in the textbook,
workbook, and test materials. Many of these tasks ~ppear
in the
,
teacher's guides and are meant to be asked orally of the students as
they read pages of the various stories, articles, and poems. Some of
the exercises require students to recall facts and details of the
story, put events in sequence, categorize different items, predict
outcomes, find the main idea, identify cause and effect, draw
conclusions, distinguish between fact and opinion, determine
characterization, interpret figurative language, pick out plot,
setting, and mood, and evaluate and make judgments.
The left side of this continuum represents tasks that merely
call for students to find answers directly in the text. From there,
the continuum moves to tasks that call for more inference, to tasks
where students are evaluating, to the right side of the continuum
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where tasks have students drawing on their own background and applying
their reading to their lives.
Written comprehension exercises or questions directed to
students orally were examined on the continuum to determine if they
were literal, inferential, evaluative, or appreciative according to
Barrett's taxonomy (1972), the same taxonomy used in the original
Goodman and

P~ge

study for the PPI (1979). The definitions of

four categories used in the

19~8

the

study were also used for this survey.

Items were considered to be examples of literal comprehension if they
involved the recognition or recall of details, main ideas, sequence,
comparisons, cause and effect relationships, or character traits. The
level of inference was assigned to items that involved predictions of
outcomes or figurative language. If judgements of reality or fantasy,
fact or opinion, validity, appropriateness, or worth were called for,
the questions were identified as evaluative. The fourth level,
appreciative, was determined by following the

descrip~ion

in the

Goodman/Page study:
Barrett's fourth and last category is appreciation. He
includes determining what the author did to prod~ce an
emotional response, and understanding literary techniques
used to get readers to identify with characters and
incidents (p. 131).
The far right of the continuum represents the more recent
transactional view of comprehension which moves beyond the text and
the author to the transaction between the reader and the text and the
changes that result in the reader's view of the world.
Though the in-depth analyses of the series will involve counting and
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calculating the percentages of these types of comprehension questions
and showing examples, the continnum survey scoring recorded in Figure
13 is the result of the general impressions derived from the study of
some of the teacher's guides, a perusal of the workbooks, and the
reading of a number of the textbooks.
factual recall
or recognition
62541

extension to other
areas
3

-------------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 13. Comprehension Tasks
The majority of the questions asked in the teacher's guides,
the student textbooks and in workbook exercises are literal. Most are
recognition of details though there are also questions that involve
identifying the main idea, sequence, cause and effect relationships,
and character traits. All of the series do include some questions that
go beyond literal comprehension to involve inference and jUdgements.
However, it should be noted that for these questions the right answers
usually have been supplied. For all six series, the comprehension
tasks as marked on the continuum lie to the left of center because so
few questions go beyond the level of inference.

Language Results of the PPCS
The second main category, Language, has four subcategories.
These are "View of Language," "Unit of Emphasis," "Level of Meaning
Representation," and "Nature of the Text."
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View of Language
If the text of the student textbooks, the exercises in the
workbooks, and the activities in the teacher's guides suggest

that

language is learned by practice and repetition rather than student
involvement and interest, the mark on the continuum is to the left.
When language is viewed as something learned by habit, students repeat
words and sentences, vocabulary is tightly controlled, and new
language parts and words are introduced in a carefully planned out
sequence. However, if the materials draw on student strengths,
interests, and involvement, and there is little emphasis on carefully
controlled introduction of language, the score is to the right of the
continuum. A personal and social view of language in reading would
reflect the concept that student background and interest would allow
for the construction of meaning in any predictable text.
In the types of exercises students are given to do all of the
series reflect the view that language is habit. The instructions in
teacher's guides also reflect this view, though in some series there
is also emphasis on the more personal and social view of language (see
Figure 14).
Language is
habit
5

2

416

language is personal
and social
3

-----------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 14. View of Language
In all of the series, there is the assuption that unknown
vocabulary and skills must be pretaught. In all of the student
textbooks of the first readers, the text is extremely repetitive and
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the vocabulary is carefully controlled. In the Santillana (5), Economy
(2), Macmillan (4), and Addison Wesley (1) series the whole lesson is
centered around the syllables to be learned. The student text and
exercises are centered around the syllable being studied to provide
that practice. Though the teacher's guides are set up to cover
different aspects of language, the majority of the instructions for
the teacher and all or most of the evaluation of the students stress
the syllables being featured in that lesson. Though the Scott Foresman
(6) and Houghton Mifflin (3) series also carefully control vocabulary,
work with sounds or words, and contain repetitive text, there is more
variety in the exercises the students do and in the instructions in
the teacher's guides.

Unit of Emphasis
This item is similar to the Approach to Print item under
Reading. However, there is a difference in what is being examined. In
the Approach to Print, it was necessary to consider how students were
being taught to read - by sounding out letters, by building on
syllables, by learning to recongize whole words, or by using all of
the cueing systems to construct meaning. In the Unit of Emphasis item
of the PPCS, it is necessary to decide on what unit of language
students are asked to focus attention as they read. The difference is
a subtle one, but there is a difference.
However, on the continuum itself, there is not a large
difference in the marking because the way the basal text writers in
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the six series approach print is also the unit of emphasis that is
found in the materials (see Figure 15).

letters
3

syllabes
( 1245)

words

sentences

whole
text

6 3

----------------------------------------------------------------->
Fig. 15. Unit of Emphasis
In Addison-Wesley

(1),

Economy (2), Macmillan (4), and

Santillana (5), the syllable is the unit of emphasis that students
focus on as they read. Instructions given in the teacher's guides and
exercises in the workbooks, lead stUdents to use the syllable as a
base upon which to recode words and get meaning from text. In the
Scott Foresman (6) series, the word is the basic unit of emphasis.
Once stUdents can recognize words, they are expected to be able to
read. The Houghton Mifflin (3) series emphasizes the first sound of
words and the word itself within the context of the sentence. Though
the sentence is used as a means of identification of words, it not the
sentence but the word that is the 'unit of emphasis. Therefore, it can
be said that both letters and words are emphasized as the basis for
reading in the Hougton Mifflin series.

Level of Meaning Representation
A mark on the continuum in this item indicates where the basal
materials suggest that meaning is found. Though this item is similar
to Approach to Print and Unit of Emphasis in the results, the item is
really exploring a different concept. If text materials emphasize that
reading takes

pl~ce

when bits and pieces are put together and that the
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parts must be mastered before the whole can be understood, there is
the implication that the parts must have some meaning, that the sum pf
the parts must equal the whole.
If parts of words are represented as being essential to the
meaning of the whole text, the continuum is marked on the left side.
If words are the basic unit of meaning, the mark moves to the right.
If meaning is seen as being only found in the context of the whole
text, and the parts are understood from an understanding of the whole,
the right hand side is marked.
The nature of the student text is an important consideration
in the marking of this item. If the text students are to read is
repetitive, without much real meaning, and mainly an adaptation to
accomodate practice of specific words or syllables, this level of
meaning representation item would be marked to the left. On the other
hand, if the text is not adapted or restrained by the limitation that
it must reinforce some skill, some sound, some syllable, or some
vocabulary, the mark is likely to be on the right hand side of the
continuum (see Figure 16).
morphemic
(1245)

textual
6 3

--------------------------------------------------------->
Fig. 16. Level of Meaning Representation
The Addi son-Wesl ey (1), Economy (2), Macmi 11 an (4), anti
Santillana (5) Spanish language basal series all center their
beginning reading text around the syllable. All of the beginning
stories use words that contain the syllables being stressed. In fact,
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many of the first stories are unnatural text to accommodate the
syllable practice. Vet, the assumption is that a controlled
introducti~n

of syllables which build into words leads to reading and

that the students will find meaning even in unnataural text.
Scott Foresman (6) and Houghton Mifflin (3) Spanish basal
materials emphasize the word as the unit of meaning. In the Houghton
Mifflin series the letter is used to help identify the word, but it is
the understanding of the individual word that is'the goal of the
vocabulary exercises.

Nature of the Text
This last item of the continuum survey under the heading of
Language, deals with the nature of the text that students read in the
student textbooks and in workbook exercises. Authentic text is text
that was originally written in Spanish usually by professional authors
to be read by Spanish speakers for some real purpose. This could
include children's poetry, stories, novels, magazine articles,
newpaper articles, and environmental print. Authentic text contains
natural language that is not limited or changed.
Adapted text is not the natural text found in real materials
in everyday life. Some text that is adapted text is written especially
for a basal series in order to highlight certain sounds, syllables,
words, or skills. In other instances, stories found in trade books,
novels, magazines or newspapers are adapted as vocabulary is
controlled using various readability formulas. In other cases, the
adaptation might involve simplifying the vocabulary so that students
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are not asked to read words that have not been already introduced in
previous reading. Adaptation can also involve the shortening of longer
stories or the selection of only a portion of a novel for easy
inclusion in the basal textbook. Since basal readers are divided into
several lessons and organized for teachers to be completed within
certain time periods, complete Harks such as novels and long stories
cannot be included.
The Spanish language basals contain another type of adaptation
that needs to be considered: translation. In some cases, the text is a
translation of a poem or story written originally in English. In other
cases, the translation is of text that has been first written
especially for a basal reader in English or of a text adapted from the
original story in English. In any case, a translation is a type of_
adaptation and evaluators should be aware that in some of the basals
much of the text was not originally written in Spanish.
Though all of the basals except the Scott Foresman series
contain some authentic Spanish text as Figure 17 demonstrates, the
majority of the text in

all of them is adapted in some way.

adapted
642

authentic
513

----------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 17. Nature of Text.
The Scott Foresman (6) Spanish Language basal series student
text is a direct translation of a series in English. The series in
English is almost entirely written for the special English series or
adapted for the series. Therefore, the student text for the Scott
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Foresman Spanish series is a complete adaptation either because of the
nature of the original text in English or because of the translation.
Thou~h

the Macmillan (4) series does include examples of

Spanish poetry and some stories and adaptations of stories originally
written in Spanish, the majority of the text is either written
especially to emphasize the teaching of syllables or is a translatiDn
of English text found in the English basal equivalent of this series.
The Addison-Wesley (1), Economy (2) and Santillana (5) series
all contain a great deal of text that is written to accommodate the
teaching of the syllables. This text is not authentic text as it is
not natural nor is it found in anything people read in everyday life.
However, all three of these series also contain Spanish language
poetry and/or songs and some excerpts of other types of real Spanish
text. The Addison-Wesley (1) series not only has examples of
children's poetry and folklore in the text, but the teacher's guides
contain many children's songs, poems and games that are representative
of a variety of Spanish speaking cultures. The Santillana (5) text
contains poetry and short original pieces throughout the series and
does not contain many translations from English. Economy (2) does have
more translations of text written originally in English than either
Addison-Wesley or Santillana, but at the same time, also includes
original and adapted Spanish text.
The Houghton-Mifflin (3) series does not contain text that is
artificially written to reinforce syllables. However, the text is
carefully controlled for vocabulary in the first levels. Included are
many different selections of poetry, folklore, articles, and stories
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taken from authentic Spanish text. However, many of these selections
were originally written in English or written and adapted especially
for this series.

Learning Results of the PPCS
This category has a single subcategory in which differing
views of the reader are considered.

Views of the Learner
The nature of a basal reader is such that the learner can be
-vie~ed

as passive, weak, dependent, and controlled. Basal readers are

organized in such a way that the students' needs are predetermined and
the needs are fullfilled by the inclusion of a series of skills
arranged to cover a certain scope in a certain sequence. Though there
are test materials designed to help teachers place individual students
into books at a certain leyel, once the student is placed, the
activities for that student are controlled completely by the basal
program. Since the results of the marking on the continuum for all of
the series were almost the same for the four views of the learner, the
discussion will be combined (see Figure 18).
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active

passive
( 123456)

------------------------------------------------------->
weak

strong

(2456)

31

------------------------------------------------------>
dependent

independent

(123456)

------------------------------------------------------>
controlled

transacti onal

(123456)

------------------------------------------------------>
Fig. lB. Views of the Learner
The materials in all of the series reflect the view that the
learner is passive, waiting to be taught how to read. The scope and
sequence charts, the carefully controlled vocabulary, and the
abundance of practice exercises all point to the assumption that the
learner does not know how to read and needs to be systematically
taught how to do it through lots of repetition and reinforcement in a
prescribed order.
In the teachers' guides, all the series discuss the idea that
the learner has background knowledge and experiences upon which
teachers should draw; however, the materials themselves reflect the
view that the learner is weak, knows nothing and must be taught to
read in a step-by-step controlled system. The fact that there is no
provision for the possibility that many of the exercises could be
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skipped if students can already read the materials also indicates that
the learner is viewed as weak.
The materials, then, are written with the assumption that the
students need to depend on the materials in order to read. The student
is controlled completely by the materials." Prereading activities are
programmed before the student reads. As reading takes place, questions
are supplied to go with each page of text. After the reading, follow
up exercises reinforce skills that are emphasized in the lesson.
Though extension activities and further readings are sometimes
suggested, the students are expected to go through all of the basic
steps of the lesson before going on to other "enrichment" activities.
A basal reading series, by its very nature, does not allow for active,
strong, independent students learning in a transactional setting.
All of the continuums except the second one have all of the
series located to the far left. The second one, which views the
learner on the weak to strong continuum, indicates that the
Addison-Wesley (1) and Houghton Mifflin (3) series do not view the
learner as being quite so weak as do the other series.

Both series

allow students to construct some of their own meaning and both
encourage some discussions that allow students to extend their
reading.

Teaching Results of the ppes
The teaching results category has a number of subcategories.
Under this heading the teacher's role, pedagogical approaches,
grouping, approach to reading problems, approach to students with
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reading problems, identification of reading problems, curriculum
thrusts, and curriculum presentation are all considered.

Teacher's Role
Because of the nature of the basal reader, the six items under
the Teacher's Role can be considered together just as the

Vie~

of

th~

Learner was. All six of the Spanish language basals readers contained
detailed teacher's guides that presented a program that called for
total teacher control as the teacher acted out the roles of a scripted
performer, dictator, technician, judge, and the source of all wisdom.
Each of the roles is interrelated and intrinsic in any basal reading
series.
Instructions in the teacher's guide tell teachers how to
structure every moment of reading time. Teachers direct everything
students are to do including telling them when to open books, how to
learn and recognize vocabulary, what exercises to do in workbooks,
when to read aloud and when to read silently, when to start to read
and when to stop reading. In the guides, the exact wording is given
for the teaching of vocabulary, the oral comprehensidn

~uestions,

and

skill instruction. In most cases, the expected student response is
also supplied so that teachers don't need to know the answers
themselves.
Though the teacher's'guides stress that teachers are to be
positive with students and encourage them at all times, the programs
are set up so that the teacher dictates to the stUdents what they are
to do each moment rather than supporting the students and their needs
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and interests or helping students assume responsibility for their
learning and build independence.
No decisions are left for the teacher to make. The teacher
serves as a technician carrying out the instructions in the book.
Teachers do not need to be professional experts. They only need to
follow

directi~ns.

Vet, to the student, the teacher is the source of

all knowledge because the teacher has the teacher's guide which
supplies all the answers. In the same way, the teacher is set up as
the judge in a basal series because it is the teacher who decides,
sometimes with the aid of tests provided, if students have mastered
the materials in the lessons or need more reinforcement.
In the six series, then, the basic nature of a basal reading
series calls for the same marking under Teacher's Role for all of the
programs as shown in Figure 19.
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no teacher

total teacher control
(123456)

---------------------------------------------------------->
teacher!
scripted performer
( 123456)

teacher!
curriculum initiator

---------------------------~------------------------------->

teacher !di dator
(123456)

teacher/supporter

------------------------------------------------------------>
teacher!
technician
(123456)

teacher/
educated professional

-------------------------------------------------------------)
teacher/
source of wisdom

teacher/
fellow learner

(123456)

-------------------------------------------------------------)
teacher/
judge

teacher /
mediator

(123456)

-------------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 19 Teacher's Role.
Pedagogical Approaches
For this item of the PPCS, the way the materials direct the
teachers to teach reading were examined. The student text and
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exercises were also directly related to the marking of this item
because they reinforce the method the teachers are told to

USB.

Four of the series approach reading by a method of recoding
syllables.

As indicated in Figure 20, one series directs teachers to

employ a whole word recognition approach, and one series attempts to
develop a kind of whole language approach by encouraging students to
use strategies and use words in context as well as letters to recode
words.
recoding
(1245)

whole language
6

3

---------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 20. Pedagogical Approaches
The Addison-Wesley

(1),

Economy (2), Macmillan (4), and

Santillana (5) Spanish Language basal programs all direct teachers to
use the syllabic method of teaching reading. The student texts and
exercise materials of these four series also support the syllabic
method. The assumption in the teaching of this method is that students
who can recognize the syllables in Spanish can recode any words in
Spanish when reading.
The Scott Foresman (6) series emphasizes the recognition of
whole individual words. Teachers are directed to teach word
recognition in a step-by-step procedure and the text and exercises
reinforce what the teacher does with the students.
The Houghton Mifflin (3) series directs teachers to teach
students strategies such as predicting to help students get meaning
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from text. There is also a step-by-step method outlined in the
teacher's guides that directs teachers to get students to look at the
first letter of words and the meaning of words in the context of a
sentence to help them discover what a word is. Though this
step-by-step system ultimately puts the focus of reading on the word,
the intent of this pedagogical approach is to get the students to use
the different cueing systems. Despite the intentions to approach
reading from a whole language approach, parts of the lessons in the
teacher's guides and some exercises in the workbooks emphasize the
concept of part to whole learning by focusing on the teaching of
letter sounds, individual words, and syntactic features of the
language. Therefore, even the Houghton Mifflin series is marked toward
the left side of the continuum.

Grouping
In this continuum, the grouping is individual, ability groups
and whole class on the left side of the continuum and self selected or
interest based groups on the right. Activities that are based on a
behavioristic view of learning and a

word recognition view of reading

are usually whole group for the presentation and oral practice,
individual for the seat work, and ability grouping for the round robin
reading. In the ability groups, students are physically arranged as a
group, but the interaction is teacher-student as teachers direct
reading and ask questions.
At the right hand side of the continuum, activities for the
groups are student-centered rather than teacher directed. This kind of
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grouping reflects a psycholinguistic view of reading and a
transactional view of learning. Students can pick the groups in which
they wish to

r~ad

and transact with text. Sometimes the groups are

literature groups organized around the books Dr stories the children
choose to read together, at other times the groups are organized
around a theme of interest, or simply around a group of children who
like to work together.
The six basal reading series reviewed for the PPCS are all set
up in the same way. Activities planned for the teacher to direct are
for the reading groups or for the whole class, and worksheets are
provided for individual work (see Figure 21). The Houghton Mifflin (3)
and Macmillan (4) series do occasionally suggest group work outside
the ability groups, but it is not clear if these groups are
teacher-selected, self-selected or interest groups.

individual
ability group
whole group
(125634)

self-selected group
interest group
whole group

--------------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 21. Grouping
Approach to Reading Problems
There are different

~ays

to approach children who are not

succeeding in the reading program they are in. One alternative is to
do nothing and to continue wit!' ,ne program giving no consideration to
those children who are not able to participate in the activities.
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Another approach is to reteach the skills that children have not
mastered. In both of these approaches, the children, rather than the
program, are seen to be at fault because they have not mastered
reading through the program materials. There is no question that the
approach to reading might be at fault or that the evaluation of
success (ie. the mastery of skill exercises) =ight have little to do
with reading. In the first option, nothing is done. In the second, the
children are given more of the same kinds of activities under the
assumption that more practice with the same approach will eventually
result in reading.
In a transactional view of learning, the learner, the
materials, and the way the materials are used all need to be looked at
to see how learning is taking place. If a child is having reading
problems, the whole approach to reading needs to be evaluated and the
focus changed rather than giving the learner more of the same kinds of
materials and activities. The assumption is not that the learner is at
fault but that there might be something vital missing in the
transaction. For example, the text might have little cohesion because
it is so contrived and therefore the reader cannot finG meaning, or
the materials might be inappropriate because the learner's background
knowledge or experience might not match the text.
Only one of the series does not directly offer reteaching as
the strategy for helping children with reading problems (see Figure
22) •
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do
nothing

reteach
(23456)

change
focus
1

----------------------~---------------------------------)

Fig. 22. Approach to Reading Problems
In the Economy (2), Houghton Mifflin (3), Macmillan (4),
Santillana (5), and Scott Foresman (6) Spanish language basal series,
the approach to those children having difficulties with the materials
is the same: reteach the same skills with different materials. In the
Addison Wesley (1) series no reteaching activities specifically for
students

"havin~

difficulties" are provided. However, lessons do

include reinforcement reading skills activities meant for all the
children to do. At the end of the evaluation of each unit, there is
one statement that directs teachers to give extra help to individual
children depending upon their needs. Though there is no way to know
for certain how a teacher will meet the individual needs, Addison
Wesley was placed closer to "change focus" as it is possible that a
teacher might individualize instruction and change the focus of the
reading lesson.

Approach to Students with Reading Problems
This continuum is similar to the "Approach to Reading
Problems" continuum except that this one focuses on the reader rather
than the approach used to help the readers having trouble with
reading. However, the two are related. If the program materials tend
to label the student with reading problems in any way, the continuum
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is marked on the left hand side. On the other hand, if the program
materials offer students ways to revalue themselves as readers, the
continuum is marked on the right hand side.
Though basal reading programs advertise themselves as programs
that ensure success for students, the approach to reading, mastery of
skills in an ordered sequence, is designed in such a way that some
students are assured to fail. Any student failing to master the skills
in one lesson cannot succeed in the next because the skills are built
one upon another. They not only fail to master the skills but also
fail to learn to read. Since these students are led to believe that
skills and drills lead to reading and they cannot do either the skills
and drills or read, they label themselves as nonreaders. The fact that
teachers then give them, and not the successful readers, reinforcement
activities with more drills on skills, further convinces the students
they are failures.
The objectives of a revaluing program, on the other hand, lead
~o

success rather than failure.
To support pupils in revaluing themselves as language
learners, and to get them to believe they are capable
of becoming fully literate.
To support pupils in revaluing reading and writing as
functional, meaningful whole language processes rather
than as sequences of sub-skills to be memorized.
(K. Goodman, 1986).

A revaluing program, then, builds on what students can do rather than
having them repeat things they cannot do. By showing students that
reading is meaningful and helping students build confidence in
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themselves as readers, a revauling program produces successful
readers.
Figure 23 indicates that although all six Spanish language
basals reviewed have the goal of producing successful readers, all
indirectly label readers.

I abel
6

revalue
2345

1

----------------------------------------------------------->
Fig. 23. Approach to Students with Reading Problems
A quote from the Addison-Wesley (1) series comes the closest to the
philosophy of revaluing:
It is important not to stress the possibility of failure;
instead, the children should be constantly reassured that
reading and writing are simple and natural processes. They
must feel that everyone expects them to do well.
The Addison-Wesley teacher's guide does suggest positive reinforcement
and avoids specific reinforcement activities for those students who
are having trouble thus giving the series a mark closer to the center.
However, the organi zati on of the program wi th a sequenti ng of ski 11 s,
sets students up for failure.
Quotes from each of the introductions to the other five
teacher's guides point to goals of success for students:

Economy: Direct instruction practices are an effective
delivery method that promotes reading independence (p.v).
Houghton Mifflin: Programa de Lectura en Espanol de
Houghton Mifflin ensures achievement in reading for all
students (p. 1-9)
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Macmillan: The goal of Macmillan Mil Maravillas is to
insure that students with Spanish as the dominant language
experience reading success while acquiring basic English
language skills (p. T-13).
Scott Foresman: Streamlined scope and sequence teaches
skills critical to reading success and presents them at an
appropriate pace. (p. T-6)
Santillana: No one can deny the importance of success
begetting success. Once children have experienced success
with one step in the learning process, they are more likely
to experience success at the next step, if only because they
will expect to succeed (p.ii)
Despite these goals, however, the organization of the programs
and the provision of reinforcement activities for stUdents who do not
master the skills, indirectly labels those students. The Scott
Foresman (6) series, is listed farthest to the left because the entire
series, in the English version, is

written for students who do not

find reading " •.. as easy as A B C." Therefore, it is assumed that the
bilingual readers do not find reading " ••. as easy as ABC" and need a
special program. The Scott Foresman series as well as the others are
organized around the concepts of mastery of skills and building upon
what has been learned previously. In all of the programs, then,
reading is seen as sequences of subskills rather than

~s

a meaningful

whole language process. Because of the need to master skills in
sequence and because reinforcement activities are given to students
who do not master the skills, the student is labeled, if nbt directly,
then indirectly.
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Identification of Reading Problems
There are basically two different kinds of tests provided by
basal readers: placement tests and mastery tests. The placement tests
are meant to identify the level of basal reader at which students
should begin reading. These tests are meant to provide information
about such things as the students' word recognition and comprehension
abilities, decoding skills, and auditory discrimination. Placement
tests indirectly identify reading problems when students are placed in
books below their grade level. The mastery tests are criterionreferenced tests intended to assess students' understanding of skills
and vocabulary taught in the lessons or units. Students who do not
master the skills are identified by the master tests for reinforcement
activities.
All of the series provide for some testing of students. The
Santillana (5), Houghton Mifflin (3), Scott Foresman (6) and Economy
(2) series provide placement tests. All of the series provide some
type of assessment of mastery through the workbooks, teachers guides
and Teacher Resource Books. student self evaluation, on the other
hand, is not really provided for in a~y of the series (see Figure 24).
extensive
testing
(123456)

student
self evaluation

------------------------------------------------------------->
Fig. 24. Identification of Reading Problems
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Curriculum Thrusts
Since there are three continuums under this category that deal
with curriculum thrust, they will be discussed together. Two are "self
actualizing" at the right hand side of the continuum. A curriculum
that is self- actualizing is one in which

h •••

the experiences of the

learner in school are assumed to be a critically important part of
life rather than preparation for life" (Goodman and Page, 1978, p.
194). This type of curriculum is planned to be meaningful and

functional for the learner. Contrasted with this type of
self-actualizing curriculum are the technological and academic
curriculums.
A technological approach to curriculum is one that assumes
that efficient teaching can be achieved by organizing learning in an
ordered, sequenced manner. A basal reader's scope and sequence chart
is an example of this concept. The assumption of this approach is that
reading is the result of following a carefully laid out plan
step-by-step regardless of teacher or student variables.
If the focus of instruction is " ••. on teaching what is
conceived as the best that man's intelligence has produced"

(1978,

p.196), the curriculum would be described as having an academic

thrust. In this kind of program, what is essential for students to
learn is decided for them. In this type of curriculum, students are
expected to master certain information, rather than learn how to
problem solve for themselves to deal with future problems.
When adults present their view of how society should be and
expect students to adopt that view, the curriculum thrust is said to
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be a social one. In this type of social reconstruction "The
individuals' needs and interests are subjugated to what adults in
power see as society's needs and interests" (p.195). In this type of
curriculum, teachers can lead students toward a particular view of how
society should be by initiating discussions and posing certain types
of problems that might encourage students to want to change society.
All of the six Spanish Language basal reading series represent
the left hand side of the continuum in the three categories of
technological, academic, and social (see Figure 25). The series are
organized upon the premise that through a sequenced mastery of skills
students will learn to read. Student success is assummed to be assured
if the books in the series are worked through step by step in a
technological manner. Because basal series do not, by their nature,
offer students a choice, the six series all represent an academic
curriculum thrust in the sense that what students need to know is
included in the materials and the materials are considered essential
for all the students to master. Social reconstructionism is not
evident in the series except in some sections of the Addison-Wesley
(1) series. In the teacher'S guides of the Addison-Wesley program, the
author encourages children to discuss the problem of assimilation of
minorities, to consider the effects of loss of culture and native
language, and

to imagine ways to achieve a pluralistic society all

with the intent of getting the students to take some kind of action.
In most of the text, however, the content of the text and the
instructions to the teachers maintain society as it is rather than

I1b

challenging students to consider changing the status quo and creating
a new society.
technological
(123456)

self actualizing

------------------------------------------------------------)
academic

self actualizing

(12345~)

------------------------------------------------------------)
maintain
society
static
(23456)

change
society
1

-------------------------------------------------------------}
Fig. 25. Curriculum Thrusts
Curriculum Presentation
The Curriculum Presentation continuum is meant to identify
what model of literacy learning the materials reflect. If the
continuum is marked on the left hand, behaVioristic, side of the
continuum, the materials contain many activities that provide practice
of skills believed necessary for learning. The learner is viewed as
passive and in need of the information presented. This view has been
explained as the environment shaping the learner to produce learning
(Harste, Woodward, and Burke, 1984). Once the material is presented
and practice is provided, mastery is tested and if it is not achieved
more reinforcement is provided.
If the materials have a cognitive presentation, the activities
are focussed on teaching children how to learn and assume that
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children are able to take control of their own learning. Goodman and
Page (1978) explain that this type of program assumes that children
possess " ••• intellectual capabilities which can be developed,
strengthened, or sharpened (p.193). In this model of literacy, the
learner is the one who determines what is learned from the environment
(Harste, Woodward, and Burke, 1984). A reading curriculum reflecting
this view provides activities that allow learners to gather
information to be stored and draws upon students' backgrDund knowledge
and strengths. Learners are assumed to have an underlying competence
that allows them to take control of their learning.
The transactional model of literacy moves beyond the

cognitiv~

view. In the transactional view, the text, the reader, and the reading
event all are taken into consideration. While in the behavioristic
view, the text is seen as having the power to produce learning, and in
the cognitive view, the learner is seen as having the power to produce
learning, in the transactional view of reading the text, the reader,
and the event all transact and change in each individual ieading
event. If materials have a transactional presentation, they reflect
the view that in reading, text is constructed by readers as they read
and that readers' schemata is changed during the reading process
(Goodman and Gespass, 1983). There is a coming together of the
environment and the learner (Harste, Woodward, and Burke,1984). A
reading curriculum that reflects a transactional view emphasizes
reading as meaning construction, draws upon readers' background and
interest, encourages students to choose their own reading, and allows
for individual interpretations of text.

I1B
The six Spanish language basal series all assume that students
need to master a sequence of skills in order to read. This
behavoristic view is reflected in the carefully controlled vocabulary
of the student texts, the set-by-step introduction of skills, and
reinforcement practice provided in teachers' guides and resource books
and student workbooks.
Though all the series do include questions related to the
readings that are meant to develop cognitive skills by drawing upon
students' background knowledge and/or developing abilities such as
making inferences and drawing conclusions, the underlying emphasis in
all of them is the mastery of the necessary skills in order to read.
The Houghton Mifflin (3) series does provide strategy lessons that are
specifically meant to develop abilities to help students find meaning
in text. However, the series also includes sequenced skills and
controlled vocabulary (see Figure 26).
behavioristic

cognitive

transactional

524613

-------------------------------------------------------------)
Fig. 26. Curriculum Presentation.
Conclusions Drawn from the PPCS
The most striking characteristic of the six Spanish language
basal series revealed by the PPCS is that all six are so much the
same. Though the continuums demonstrate the tremendous range of
possibilities for reading instruction, the basal series remain to the
left hand side of the continuums in every single category. In fact, of
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the 28 continuums used, 17 were marked together to the far left for
all six series.
Though each basal series claims to be unique, in the final
analysis the series are more alike than different. Under the
subcategories of Purpose for Reading, View of Comprehension, Views of
the Learner, Teacher's Role, Interaction, Identification of Reading
Problems, and the first two items of Curriculum Thrusts, the

si~

series were rated the same. Most of the other continuums varied only
slightly.
The PPCS revealed the most variation under the subcategories
of Approach to Print, Unit of Emphasis, and Pedagogical Approaches.
Therefore, it seemed logical to use these as a basis for deciding
which three series to use for the narrative analysis. An in-depth
examination of the three series that differ the most from one another
should give a fair overview of the state of the Spanish language basal
reader.
Each of the three subcategories which showed variation relate
to how Spanish reading should be taught. Four of the series,
Addison-Wesley, Economy, Macmillan, and Santillana approach Spanish
reading through the syllabic method. The Scott Foresman series
approaches reading, both in the English and Spanish verSions, through
the teaching of words. The Houghton Mifflin series attempts to
approach reading through the teaching of strategies, identification of
words through context, and the recognition of letter sounds. For the
purposes of this study the Houghton Mifflin series, the Scott Foresman
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series, and one of the syllabic method series will be used for the
in-depth analysis.

Procedures for In-depth Analysis
To complete the study, each of the six series was evaluated
using the Spanish Program Profile Instrument. Then, an in-depth case
study, was written for the Economy syllabic series, the Scott Foresman
series, and the Houghton Mifflin series. These case study narratives
were based on the results of the SPPI and include specific examples
from the series to illustrate the conclusions.
The Economy series represents

the syllabic method. The other

syllabic series, Addison-Wesley, Macmillan, and Santillana are
contrasted with the Economy series at the end of the Economy
narrative. The Scott Foresman series

represents a basal series that

is a translation of a series in English and is also an example of a
word approach to teaching Spanish reading.The Houghton Mifflin series,
the series demonstrated through the ppes to deviate the most from the
other series in the approach taken to the teaching of reading, is
compared and contrasted with the other two series.
On the basis of the case study narratives, it is possible to
draw conclusions about the state of basal readers in the United States
and to consider what alternatives there are to Spanish language basal
readers.

CHAPTER SIX
EVALUATION OF THE ECONOMY SPANISH READING SERIES:
COMPARISON WITH OTHER SYLLABIC SPANISH BASAL SERIES
This chapter and the following two chapters provide in-depth
evaluations of three of the Spanish basal reading series. The most
common approach to reading in Spanish is syllabic. Four of the six
basal programs reflect a syllabic approach. In this chapter one of
these series is examined in detail and then compared and contrasted
with the other three series that focus on the syllable.

Description of the Syllabic Programs
The four contemporary Spanish language basal programs which
were evaluated using the Program Profile Continuum Survey (PPCS) and
the Spanish Program Profile Instrument (SPPI) are the 1987 Economy
Spanish Reading Series, the Macmillan 1986 program, Mil Maravillas
I

(-RT-<Researcher's Translation> A Thous·and Marvels), the 1975-1981
editions of Santillana's Lectura en dos idiomas (-RT-Reading in Two
Languages) and the Addison-Wesley 1986 series, Hagamos Caminos
(-RT-Let's Make Inroads). All four of these programs have readers and
teacher's guides for at least six levels, though other components of
the programs differ.
The Economy Spanish Reading Series includes twelve levels of
student texts meant to be used through the fifth grade. For those
twelve levels there are ten teacher's guides, six teacher's resource
121
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notebooks, and nine student workbooks. The series also offers
supplemental materials to teachers including skill practice masters,
picture cards, word cards, placement tests and assesment tests. In the
pamphlet produced by Economy to advertise the new program, the company
claims to include " ••• everything you need for a comprehensive Spanish
reading program" because "We run the gamut in materials and we
integrate all areas of language arts·.
Macmillan's Mil Maravillas includes similar component parts:
nine levels of student texts for five grades, seven teacher's guides,
five teacher'S resource books, and

~even

student workbooks. The

supplementary and testing materials offered by the

company include

unit, mid-year and year-end tests, student profile cards, ABC cards,
syllable cards, syllabic picture cards, and word cards. The 1986
catalog explains that this series is "A complete Spanish reading
program for your students" meant to teach " ••. readiness and reading
skills building literacy in the pupil's dominant language" (p. 15).
The Macmillan Company made available to this researcher the student
texts, four levels of workbooks and two teacher's gUides. Therefore,
the results recorded on the ppes and SPPI reflect those materials
only.
Santillana's series, Reading in Two Languages emphasizes the
importance of the development of both the first and second language.
The Spanish components of

t~e

series, Lectura en dos idiomas,

introduce reading skills in the first language. According to the
teacher's guides, the English component " .•. capitalizes on those
reading-related skills acquired through Spanish which are transferable
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to the second language U (p.B). Lectura en dos idiomas includes
materials. through the eighth grade. For the purposes of this study,
only those m'aterials suggested through grade five were evaluated using
the PPCS and the SPPI. Those included seven levels of student texts
from grade one to five, nine student workbooks from kindergarten
through grade five, nine teacher's guides and assessment tests for all
levels. Other supplementary materials available from Santillana
include syllable cards, duplicating masters of skill reinforcement
exercises, an audiovisual kit, classroom posters, student profile
cards, and reinforcement workbooks.
Though Addison Wesley's Hagamos Caroinos is advertised in the
19B6 catalog as a complete series, there are not as many component·
parts to this series as found in the other three. Several of the
advertised components including the teacher resource books and the
stUdent workbooks were not yet available at the time of the evaluation
of the series. The series is advertised as including six levels of
student texts through the fourth grade, six teacher's editions, six
student workbooks, and six teacher resource books. The company made
available the six teacher's editions which included the student texts
and one workbook. Therefore, the results of the PPCS and the SPPI may
not be a complete reflection of the series.

Four Programs' Syllabic Approach to Print
All four of the series, as explained in Chapter Six, employ
the syllabic method for word recognition as part of the pedagogical
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approach to the teaching of Spanish reading. The teacher's guides of
the Santillana series, for example, includes the following explanation
in the introduction:
If we consider the fact that every Spanish-language speaker
is clearly aware of each and every syllable, and that the
representation of the sounds by written or printed syllables
is far more consistent in Spanish than in any other language,
it is only fair to turn this fact into an advantage when
teaching how to read and write in Spanish (p. viii).
Though the Santillana statement would be questioned by most linguists
and many reading researchers as discussed in Chapter Two, the
Macmillan series authors also seem to accept this point of view.
According to the Mil Maravillas (-RT- A Thousand Marvels) teacher's
guides the vocabulary in the program is " ••• always introduced
syllabically ••• " and " ••• aligned with the syllabic skill being
taught". The text through Grade 2 is controlled in such a way that the
students are "never asked to read a word to which they have not been
introduced" through the syllabic method (pp. T-13, T-14).
The Addison-Wesley series includes a cautious defense of the
use of the syllable in its series by claiming that the Hagamos Caminos
(-RT-Let's Make Inroads) program, as opposed to other syllabic
programs, "offers interesting texts":
The structure of the Spanish language rests on the syllable.
But a teaching method must be more than syllabic to be
effective. A syllable-based vocabulary control that produces
stilted or boring reading material is counterproductive.
"Hagamos Caminos" draws upon a rigouous analysis of the
frequency of syllables and of meaning-bearing syllables in
Spanish. However, it does not present the syllables in
isolation. Instead, it uses high-interest words to generate
syllabic groups and offers interesting texts written in an
easily accessible yet fully controlled language (p. 16).
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The Economy Spanish Reading Series does not refer to the
teaching of the syllable as part of the word identification process as
directly as the other three series. None of the advertising materials
or overviews of the programs mention the use of the syllabic method.
However, under "Decodingu in the Scope and Sequence litarature of the
teacher's resource book, the syllable is mentioned several times:
Syllabication begins concurrently with the presentation of
consonant sounds and letters ••• Knowledge of vowel sounds and
several high-frequency consonants in conjunction with
practice in syllabication enables pupils to decode many
words (p. 30).
As will be discussed more thouroghly in this chapter, the skills and
the text of the first levels of the Economy series employ the
combination of the consonant and the vowel into a syllable to help in
word identification.
In this chapter the Economy Spanish Reading Series will be
described through a complete narrative that is organized around the
the results of the sections on the SPPI. Following that narrative,
there will be shorter discussions of the Santillana, Macmillan, and
Addison-Wesley syllabic series which will highlight similarities and
differences.

Reading in the Economy Spanish Reading Series
The six subcategories to be looked at under the main heading,
Reading, are program focus, purpose for reading, strategies for the
use of cues from print, view of comprehension, levels of
comprehension, and comprehension tasks.
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Program Focus
The Economy Spanish Reading Series (ESRS) has several,
constantly shifting foci. On the SPPI three of the four main
subheadings under UProgram Focus u received a rating of 3: subword,
word, and meaning. Under the subword category, the

student and

teacher materials in the ESRS include phonics, word analysis, and
syllabic exercises. The word is also emphasized in the series through
both word identification and word meaning recognition exercises.
Through different kinds of comprehension exercises, students and
teachers work on meaning that is narrowly conceived and on some
knowledge construction.
Subword Focus. Throughout the Economy series, skill exercises
deal with parts of words. As explained in the Preprimer Teacher's
Guide, lesson one of the first preprimer book includes an extensive
review of all the "decoding" skills included in the readiness level of
ESRS:
These skills involve recognition of the vowel and consonant
letters and the sounds they represent; sound-symbol
association; and the recognition that words are made up of
syllables, or combinations of sounds represented by the
consonant and vowel letters (p. 4).
In this first lesson sixty-four pages of Ejercicios de Descifrado
(-RT-Decoding Exercises), found on blackline masters in the Teacher's
Resource Book, are suggested to help students review vowels in
combination with syllables. Most of these exercises involve

word

analysis since students are asked to identify syllables that are found
in certain words (see Figure 27).
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Aeconocer e, b-/bi Hoja de trabajo para et desclfrado

37

Aeconocer A, r-/rrl HOja de (rabajo para et desclfrado

. 40

Silabas: ba, be, bl, bo, bu
Palabras aUditivas: bajo, payaso, bella, bigote, luna,
bonita, btiho
Tarletas de dibulO: 1 abeja (bee), 13 burro (donkey)
Lenguale oral: pagina 14
HOjas de rrabajO para et desc/trado 38-39.

Silabas: ra, re, ri, ro, ru
Palabras aUdltivas: rama, chiv~, reves, rico, rojo, iman,
ruge
Tarlera de dlbulO' 14 rana (frog)
Lenguale oral: pagina 14
HOlas de rraba/o para el desclfrado 41-42.

Fig. 27. Syllable Identification in Word Analysfs.
Teacher'S Guide. Lluvias Cantantes, p. 31.
In order to get an overview of the extent to which parts of
words are emphasized in this series, a survey was made of all of the
skills evaluated at the end of each unit excluding the sixty-four
pages of subword exercises found in the first unit of the first
preprimer. Of 235 skills tested in the ESRS, 81 or 351. are at the
subword level. Of those subword skills evaluated, 52 or 641. deal with
syllables exclusively. Table 1, which summarizes the subword skills
evaluated in the series. shows the skills dealing exclusively with
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syllables in the first three items. A more detailed breakdown of the
subword skills tested in each book in the series is located in
Appendix G.
Table 1. Subskills Evaluated in Economy Spanish Reading Series.
SKILL

NUMBER

PERCENT OF
SUBWORD SKILLS

----------------------------------------------Syllable/
Vowel-Consonant

30

37"/.

13

16"/.

Syllable
Division

9

11"

Consonant
Combination

1

11.

Dipthongs

7

9"

Suffi>:es
Prefixes

8

10"

Agreement

6

7i.

Accents

7

9"/.

Syllables
Orthographic
Changes

TOTALS

------

------

81

100i.

The subword skills emphasis is concentrated in the first books
though there are some subword skills evaluated through all twelve
levels of the program.

Of the 81 subword skills on which students are

to be tested, 45, or over half, are tested in the first four levels.
Evaluation dealing with synthetic phonics and a syllabic emphasis is
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present only in the first six levels thrDugh the end of first grade.
Word analysis types of evaluation including the division of words into
syllables, orthographic changes in words, suffixes and prefixes,
agreement, and accentuation are found throughout the program from
kindergarten through grade 6, levels 2 to 12.
Many of the subword exercises in the first four levels of
materials include elements of synthetic phonics, syllable
identification, and word analysis. For example, in lesson B of the
first preprimer, teachers are instructed to give a lesson on
and

~.

~,

~,£,

The lesson begins with identification of the capital and

lowercase letters with the sound Ib/. The next step is to combine the
letters with vowels to form syllables. Finally, students are asked to
identify syllables within different words and then to put the words
into a sentence. The same procedure is then followed with the other
consonants (see Figure 28).
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DESCIFRADO
Use the following maintenance presentation for the consonant letters b-/b/.
v-ibl. I-III. and rr-Irr/. Print the capital and lowercase forms 01 these consonants on the chalkboard and call the pupils' attention to the letters Bb and
Vv.

Las consonantes B mavuscula 0 la b minuscula v la V mayUscula 0 la v minuscula nos dan el sonido rOl. Repitan

The consonant letters capital B or lowercase band
capital V or lowercase v stand for the sound Ib/.

fbI.
Write the consonant letters v and b beside each 01 the vowels to form the syllables
ba. be. bi. boo bu: and the syllables va. ve. vi. vO. vu. Remind the pupils that
even though the syllables begin with different consonants. they will have the
same beginning sound.

Repitan: fbal, !bel, fbit, fbo/,fbu/. ,Que palabras 0 nombres
conocen que tienen estas silabas?

Repeat Ibal. Ibef. fbi/. Ibol. Ibu/. What other words
or names do you know that have these syllables?

Escuchen la sl1aba bu en la palabra burro. ,Oyen fbI al
principio de la silaba bu en la palabra burro? (si) ,Que letra
nos da el sonido fbf? (la B mayuscula 0 la b minuscula)
,Que dicen cuando ven la sllaba Bu 0 bu? (fbut)

Listen to the syllable bu in the word burro. Do you
hear fbI at the beginning of the syllable bu in the
word burro? (yes) What letter stands for Ibn (capital
B or lowercase b) What do you say when you see
the syllable Bu or bu? (/bu/)

Call on volunteers to use the word burro in sentences. Then follow a similar
procedure With the letters Vv.\FI. and rr. Remind the pupils that the letter rr does
not have a capital form since it only occurs Within words. Use Tafjetas de dibuJo
15 venado. 17 loca. and 24 perro.

Escuchen las siguientes palabras para oir las silabas con los
sonidos fbf, ffi Y Irrf. Oespues de cada una, digan que sonido oyen en la palabra.

Listen to the following words for syllables with the
sounds Ib/. Iff. and Irrl. After each word tell which
consonant sound you heard in the word.

Use the words valle (valley). feria (fair). balen (ball). nube (cloud). verde (green).
and zorro (fox).

Resumen: Las consonantes b, f, v y rr se juntan con vocales

y otras consonantes para fonnar silabas como fo, ben, ven
y cho de las palabras foeas, suben, vep y eachorros en el
cuento "En las mananas".

Summary: The consonant letters b. I. v. and rr combine With vowels and other consonants to form syllables like the syllables fOr ben. ven. and cho in the
words focas. suben. ven. and cachorros in the story
"In the Mornings."

• Libro de actividades 31

Fig. 28. Subword Including Phonics, Syllables, and Word Analysis.
Teacher's Guide, Lluvias Cantantes, p. 107.
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Throughout the workbook for the preprimer textbooks, there
exercises that ask students to analyze sounds in words and identify
syllables. Figure 29 shows a typical exercise in which students
identify the pictures, circle the syllable found in the word, and
write in the syllable to complete the word.
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Fig. 29. Workbook Exercise for Subword Skills.
Workbook for PP1, PP2, PPP3, p.25.

a~e
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Other kinds of word analysis exercises that do more than
identify syllables and letter sounds are also found throughout the
series. In Figure 30, a level 9 workbook exercise asks students to
identify words with suffixes and then divide each word into the root
word and suffix. The exercise in Figure 31 gives students two
sentences. In the first, students are given the infinitive form of
verbs ending i_n the

syllables-~,

-gar,

~,

-ger or -giro

Students

then fill in the inflected verb forms ·and underline the orthographic
change in the verb. In each of these exercises, students begin with
whole words and analyze parts of them.
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Poeslo: "Mamvillas", "Nicky", "Mariposa" PAginas 16-21

Clavee eltructuralol: 8ufl/08

PgS!ry' "Marxs';

'":Y

.J

",'am' Pagn 16-21

Subraya la palabra en cada oraci6n que tenga sufijo. Luego escribe
Underline the word in each sentonce that has a suHlx. WnlO the
la palabra y el sufijo que se Ie agreg6 en los espacios.
word and the suffix thai was added in tho blanks.

1. Andrea es una jovencita muy amable.
Andrea IS a very nica young girl.

joven

cita

young

2. Los ninos encontraron un viejo mapa amarillento.
Tho children found an old yellowed map...

amarillo

ento

yellow

3. Los ninos admiraron el plumaje del papagayo.
The eMdren admired tMe carrol 5 plumage.

pluma

aje

',JoIlner

4. Los gorriones anidaron en el campanario.
The swallOWs neSlea In froe bell lower.

campana

aria

5. A papa y mama les gusta caminar por la alameda.
Mom ana Cae ,.-;e to

cHama

'Nall(

down :oe tree·!il"ea a.... enue.

eda

!~ce

Lee las oraCtOnos en oSla paganI!. SubrBya 18 palabra on cads or8Cl6n quo
tonga sullta. luego escnbo la Palabra y 01 suhio quo so 10 agrog6 en los

aspacias.

Re~o

eae" sen!'?"C!!'

has a suffiX. n.en
b!an>(s

=~

'M'~

...

OJ

C3;,? \...naerune 11"10 wora In ltIe senlOnCO thai

'-e 51,0-'. af''J II1e wore to ..... hlCh II was added In Iho

7

Fig. 30. Word Analysis: Suffixes. Workbook Exercise,
Aguas Tranguilas, Level 9, p. 7.
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Camblos ortogniflco8 ante sunlos: Inllnltlvos tennlnlldoll on

ell'. ga,.

%11'.

"Un nino piensa" Pllginas 8-13

g8'. gl,

"A Ch,ld

Th,",,' Pag.. 6-13

Completa las oraciones con las palabras de la columna de la derecha.
ComPlete tho sontences WIth the words In the column on Ino right.

1. Hoy vamos a empezar a estudiar temprano.
Todav wa

toquemos

or. gOIng 10 slar1 SludVlll9 early.

Queremos que ustedes

plav

empie!;.en

temprano tambien.

Wa wanl VOU 10 slarlaartv. 100.

empiecen

2. Mi mama promete llegar a las cuatro.
My mom promises tnat she will amve at tour.

Cuando

llegye

SIal1

, me dara una sorpresa.

When sho arnvas. sha will give me a 5urpnSB.

recojamos

3. En el verano, nos gusta recoger las frutas.

pock

In the summer, we hke to pick fruit

EI abuelito nos pide que

recojamos

manzanas.

Grandpa asks us to pick applos.

4. Felipe y yo vamos a tocar el piano.

corrijas
correct

Felipe and I are gomg to play tho plano,

Cuando 10

toquemos

, nuestros amigos van a cantar.

When we play .t. our 'flenos arB gOing to sIng.

llegue

5. Vas a corregir tus lecciones en la clase.
You arc gomq fa corrcel your

La maestra prefiere que las
The !CacnN

:rCI~rs

a' .... ~5

lessors In clasS.

corrijas

lor .,.ou:o ccr:ec: Inem WIIMut her I1elp,

Lee cada par do oraClon05. Falla una Palabra en 1.1 sogunda oraoon.
Escoqo la palabr.1 Qua camplel! la Olaaen. Escnbe asa paJabra an at
espaoo, $ubrayando la lolta 0 letras qua camDIDn cuando so agrega 81
sufljo,

sin su ayuda.

Aeaa eacn oalr Of .enlen,=cs ~ ... orc '5 :1"'35 r",J •• : ..... '''e seCCnd sentence
Choose :ne .... oro !I"at corr.o e:es 1-:0 sen!c':ce ,',t '0 ~"at ,""ord In the
space ana unoerline me ·oner 'Jr ·etters !"at ::-argc ~~c'1 Inc sutf!)1 IS
added

3

Fig. 31. Word Analysis: Orthographic Changes.
Workbook Exercise, Lugares Altos, Level 10, p. 3.
Word Focus.

Although it is not obvious from the results of

the survey of the skills evaluated, the word is the ultimate goal of
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subword skills.exercises. In fact, only about ten percent of the
skills tested were categorized as comprising word identity evaluation.
Table 2 includes a summary of the six types of skills listed under
Word Identification Skills and the Use of Context Skill exercises.
"Use of Context" is included under word skills because the strategy
students are asked to practice is to use surrounding words to identify
the new or unknown words. All of these tested skills, then, require
the identification of words in some way. In Appendix H, there is a
breakdown of these skills as evaluated at each level.
Table 2. Word Identification Skills.
SKILL EVALUATED

NUMBER

PERCENT OF
WORD SKILLS

---------------------------------------------Recogniti on of
Repeated Words

1

4%

Antonyms and
Synonyms

7

30i.

Referents

3

127.

Homophones

2

BI.

Homographs

2

Bi.

Compound
Words

2

8i.

Use of Context

7

30%

17

1001.

Total Word Skills
Word Skills Percent
for Entire Series

10i.

Though the evaluation of skills does not show a strong
emphasis on the word, the authors of the ESRS believe that the word,
as identified through recoding, is the basis for reading
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comprehension. This ward emphasis is found in the monographs and the
lesson plans for teachers and the lesson text comprehension exercises
in the workbooks. The monograph entitled, "Reading Comprehension and
the Classroom Teacher" found in the Teacher's Resource Notebooks,
explains this view:
At the most basic level, the reader must understand sound/
symbol relationhips: which letters and letter combinations
are used to represent the most significant sounds we use to
produce words ••• Although it is important to remember the
larger contexts of words and sentences in learning the
sound/symbol relationships, normally, comprehension is
perceived as dealing with the ward as the basic unit of
meaning found in text (p. 2).
This word recognition view of reading is further reinforced in the
monograph when the authors propose that "Wards are the meaning
building blocks" of sentences. Though it is admitted that " ••• there is
a concept of 'sentence meaning' which goes beyond comprehension of
individual vocabulary meaning ••• individual word knowledge is
fundamental to sentence comprehension" (p.3).
Before every reading in the student text, there are a series
of sentences with the vocabulary words to be focussed in the unit
underlined. The second section of the teacher's three part lesson plan
for each unit includes a five step procedure to present vocabulary in
those sentences. Though the steps also include an analysis of words
and the use of words in sentences, the five steps are essentially
meant to lead to word identification and word meaning recognition.
Figure 32 shows a page from the Level 5 Teacher's guide which includes
the sentences found in the student text and the procedure teachers are
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to follow for the Vocabulario de la lectura (-RT- Vocabulary for the
reading).

En el cielo
......
@.Ii

--

f

Pa.e• • nuna.

I. EI dJ:lQ es azul.

2.

..

'E'!"dclo
esta rl"rn y sin nubes.
~.,.- ,..~

3. ~ ~i!.t!.~rca de la

escuela.
4. Una!:2lIllllil
..,.-..- es un juguete can
9.!:!~ugar en el viento.

.....

5. ~grobo~ SJ~~~y raja.

6. ~1;!!~~~!1 mismo Iibro que
Lisa.

7.

Ei papalote de Viviana es azul.
Iilir'"~;'i;e qUiero.
.....-~
.........

VOCABULAR/O DE LA LECTURA

8. No es

..,.

-'

i~:::::~.~~~.
~
..
.-- IS':'"

'.
.. -_.

",'.'

. ""

.

.

..

.

...
55

1. Observaci6n: Miren la primera oradon y selialen la palabra subrayada.

Use the following procedure to present the Vocabulaflo
de la lectura for this lesson. The selection vocabulary
concepts are developed through the use of oral language In a five·step procedure. Have the pupils open
their books to page 55 and use Tarietas de vocabulario
84 cielo (Sky). 90 claro (ctear). 371 parquo (park). 97
cometa (kite). 211 globo (balloon). 316 mismo (same).
365 papalote (kite). 179 esto (this).
1. Observation: Look at the lirst sentence and pOint
to the underlined word.

In the case of a sentence marked With an asterisk. the underlined word IS not
yet oecooable. Therefore. Simply pronounce Ihe word lor the pupils and have
Ihem pronounce It after you. Then proceeo Wllh Step 3.
2. Analisis: Fijense en la sHaba cie al prindpio de la palabra
cielo. "Que sonidos nos da? (/sie/) Cuando la letra c es
seguida de la letra i. nos da el sonido el de la letra s.

2. Analysis: Notice the syllable cie atlhe beginning
ollhe worO cielo What saunas does II stand for?
(isie/). When the leller c IS followeo by the leller i. It
staMS lor the sound :s/.
•

In Step 2. oecoOing elemenlS and Slructural clues may be ar.alyzeo. Then have
the pupils pronounce the word. Call lor a volunleer to read the semence.
3. Definicion: "De que color es el delo? (azul) ,Donde esM
el delo? (sabre Ia Tierra)

3 Definition: What color IS the sky? (blue) Where is
Ihe sky? (above the Earth)

4. Conversacion: ,Siempre es azul el delo? ,De que color
es el delo durante una tempestad? .:de nache?

4. Discussion: Is Ihe sky always blue? "Yhat color is
the sky dUring a storm? AI night?

Call for volunteers to lell about the different colors seen in Ihe sky.
5. Usa: Piensen en una oradon usando la palabra cielo.

5. Use: Think of a sentence uSing the word cielo.

Display Taf/eta de vocabulaflo 84 cielo and have volunteers give sentences
using the word cieto.
Follow a similar procedure with the remaining underlined words on page 55.

En el clelo

89

Fig. 32. Procedure to Present Vocabulary. Teacher's Guide.
Huellas Matutinas, Level 5, p. 89.
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The introduction to the steps explains that the " ••• vocabulary
concepts are develDped through the use of oral language" and that
flash cards are to be used. In the first step students are to isolate
the vocabulary word in the sentence. In the second step students do
word analysis, pronounce the word and read the sentence. In the third
step the word is defined through questions about the word. The fourth
step encourages discussion about the word and the fifth asks students
to put words into sentences. Though there are both subword analysis of
the word and the use of the word in a larger context, clearly the goal
of the procedure is word identification and word meaning recognition.
The use of flash cards is a further indication that single word
identity is considered important and necessary.
The importance of the word to comprehension is also
demonstrated in the workbook Vocabulariol Comprension de la lectura
(-RT-Vocabularyl Understanding of the Reading) types of exercises. In
these exercises, Part A includes multiple choice items in which
students are asked to choose the correct word to complete the
sentence. Since the sentences are related to the readings in the
student texts, the correct choice of word is meant to indicate
~omprehension of the story as well as of the vocabulary word itself.

Figure 33 shows an example.
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Vocabuiario/Comprensl6n de III loctura

''Tres grandes civillzacionos" P4glnas 204P~ae5 204- 1
217

"Three Groat CIVilizatIons"

21

Parte ALIena el cfrculo al lado de la palabra que mejor complete cada
Part A
Fill '0 the circle be~ude the word thai best complotes oach
oracion.

-

sentence.

1. Seglin la leyenda, los indios tenfan un rey _ _ __
According to the legend. the Indians had a mythical king.

o

0 espeso

serpentina
serpenbne

0 humedo

thiCk

damp

e

mftico
mythical

2. Los medicos nos dicen que las _ _ _ _ son buenas para la salud.
Doctors lell us thai vegetables ata good tor the health.

o

G legumbres

frijoles
beans

0 serpientes

vegetables

0 funden

snMOS

mett

3. Los indios
las legumbres que cultivaban.
The Indians collected tho YOS,!!tables that 1hey raised.
o tallaron u funden ., recogfan 0 ocupaban
carved

mell

collected

OCCUPied

4. Los indios del suroeste comen much as _____
The Indians of ltIe SOuthwest eat many squashes.

o

siembra

o

• calabazas

sows

squaSheS

ceremonia

ceremony

o

piramide
pyramid

Parte B Identifica las civilizaciones siguientes.
!jenl:!'( :t'Ie rollowlng clvlllzauon!;

Part B

1. lQue indios eran maestros en la escultura de estatuas inmensas y
Wn,::1 'r'c .1r~

,'It"'!

r'os:cr5 cllh"

'i:l.:

mwre ,;1 .. ~::O'

1,'1(J

I,n..,.

<;lllut!5

pequenas y en la construcci6n de piramides?

.1"0 01 : .. ~ ::::.:. cinq.:1 :lVr.lmldsi

los olmecas
Ihe O:mCC5

2, Como los olmecas, lque indios eran agricultores. cazaban animales,
L ... c mry ...: -.-:-:. ,v" -::--

t":;I~n$

"e'e

'·1tr-I!~S

.. ~;'''~a -1I"1U"":5

recogian miel, eran comerciantes y viajaban extensamente?
j..1lnCf/;!'; ,. :'"'0; .. ,'.!:""t!

~~'CI"',lr,IS .

..Ina :ra .... c·~a /;!.lef"'S

·~t;'IV}

,.. ,..·.·1 ... \1

3, lQue indios construyeron templos y tallaron estatuas enormes para
...... :':~ , ... ; ,1"., : .... : '<;'":"'C'/!'i .\"C

C.1r'.t~(1

r .. ,,~ 'ila'L..CS ''J s ... cccn ' .. ~

sostener los techos y altares de sus templos?
rocls donr:

.1

:JfS

~,

:r-e,r lefT'OII!S'

los toltecas

En la Pane A. leo las oraclones. Llena 01 circulo allado do la palabla quo
motor complete caaa oraClon, En la Pano 8. contesla las proguntas acer·
C4 del relata "Tros granaes ClVIIIZatlOnss", E.scnbe los nombres de las
cwJliUClonQs en 105 espaclos.

In P,li1 A ~1?30 ::-:e senler.ces ;=.: ,n IMe ClfC'O 0051(10 Ine ",,"ord 11131 ~
como.rHes ~J::n ~er'lll'!nce. In ?Jrt 8 Jnswer me Qu~sllon5 abOut
selCClion Tt':'f?C Greal C"lI1zatlc"5 Write:he names 011/10 CllllhZa1,lC)r.S
n :rl] c'anl(S

Fig. 33. Reading Comprehension Exercise.
Student Workbook. Lugares Altos, Level 10, p. 106.
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Workbooks from level 2 through 10 include 174 of these
Vocabulario/Comprension de la lectura (-RT- Vocabularyl Comprehension
of the Reading)

exercises with a similar format. Part A always

includes sentences with missing words to be filled in from a multiple
choice of words given. Part B has a variety of types of exercises
including identification questions, true/false questions, sequence
exercises, Dr literal questions about the story.
Levels 11 and 12 workbooks contain different kinds of
vocabulary exercises. In these two levels vocabulary exercise pages
list definitions of vocabulary words from the student textbook
readings at the top of the pages. There follows a passage with blanks
to be filled in with the appropriate vocabulary words. Figure 34
provides an example.
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"Las lomas de Santa Cruz" Pliginas 47-50

Vocabulnrio del cuento

"The Hills 01 Sanll Cruz" Pages 47-50
1II1111ll1111111111111llltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllltIlllllll1ll1111ll1ll1111ll11ll1l1ll1111ll1ll111111

Selection Vocabulary

Las palabras en negrillas son ta-minos del vocabulario tomados del cuento "Las lomas de Santa
The boldface words are vocabulary words from the selection 1110 Hills 01 Santa

Cruz". Lee las definiciones. Luego, usa las palabras en negrillas para completar el cuento.
Cruz." Read tho definitions. Than use the boldface words 10 complete tho story.

carretilla: vehiculo para transportar cargas pequenas
whHlbaIrrow:

I vehicle for carrying small loads

cofre:

una caia con tapadera

chett

• box with. lid

galeones:

buques pesadoB de velas y jarcias cuadradas

ga"'ono:

heavy.

rigged ship.

"lUI",

intemarse: introducirse
logol"to:

pepitas:

to enler
troZOS

nuggtt&:

solid lumps

s6lidos

reVeS:

parte de una cosa opuesta a la cara principal

Inlld.out

tho wrong side of something

tonelada:

unidad de peso que Be usa para objetos pesadoB

Ion:

a unit of weight used for heavy objects

Un hombre pequeno recoma un camino, un dia c8.lido, empujando una
A small man was walking down the road one hot day, pushing a

carretilla

lIena de madera pesada. Muy pronto, pens6: "jEsta carga pesa

_...:"',,-".::ee:.:;lb::.:'::;.";:,;OW"--lull of hoavy WOOd. Soon he thought. ~ThlS load weighs

tonelada

una

_ _...:.to"'"'--__ and

y tengo mucho calor!" As! pues, se detuvo en la casa

I am .... ery heU" So he SlOPped at the next house

siguiente para pedir un poco de agua. Se quit6 la chamarra y el sombrero, y los cepillo para verse
10 gel a c:rlnk He look 011 hi' Jacket and hat and brushed them

mas presentable. Llam6 a la puerta de la barda. Cuando una mujer fue a abrir Ie dijo que Ie
to make himself more presentable, He knocked at the gala When a woman came 10 open ,I .. c S31d Ihat

gustarla

internarse

he would like to

go Inlo

en su patio para lIegar al rio y tomar un poco de

the courtyard to leach 1M n . . er and gel some

agua. La mujer 10 mir6 y comenz6 a reirse. iEI hombre bajo la vista hacia su chamarra y
water The woman looked al him and began to lal..gtl He.lookeo down al hiS JaCkel.

observ6 que se la habia puesto al
He

reves

haa Put It on _-,'::;.""",d:::o:..:o","::..'_

jEn un barco pequeno anclado en el mar Carlbe, la tripulaci6n sonaba con encontrar un tesoro!
In J small ooal anchored ,n !he Carlobean S1!'3,

~hO

crew C''!Jrne11')1I,rC'I''IQ "C]'5';r'1'

En la manana, los buzos llegaron a grandes profundidades en el ab'Ua. en busca de
In thc moro,"g, dl .... ers went deep InlO the water lOOking lor

galeones
..Jalleo"s

que se hablan hundido alii hada muchos anos. Mientras la

Ihat had sunk

Inera many ~ears oetore As lhe

tripulaci6n observaba, una mujer buzo ascendi6 a la superficie. - jHemos localizado un buque!
crew watched, a dl .... er came to the surfaco, "We ha .... e fOund a

-exclamo ella-. jHay un
she called, 'And thero IS a

chest

snlpl~

cofre

Ilene de

!IIIed

_____-"-pe"'p~i.::tas=-______ de oro en la cubierta!
With gOld _--,"","",gQ",o",",--_on the deck!"

mmm:mmlllfllmlltllfmlllflmmfWlmUWlIltltltlfftf1lflmmm::l:mmmmm:fIllWIIl:m:fmfflflllllllltlllm

Para hncer en coso: Cuentale n n1guien de tu caBa un
relato en el que se utilicen las siguientes palabras del
vocabulnrio tornado de "Las lomas de Santa Cruz": pepltos,
cofre, gweone9.
34

To 00 al Home: Tell someone al hOme a SIOry Ina I
uses tnese ~oc3bulary woras It om The Hills of
Sant.l Cruz:' nuggets. chllt. gall Ions.

Fig. 34. Vocabulary Workbook Exericise.
Ci el 05 Pi ntados, Level 11, p. 34.
These exercises draw specifically from the vocabulary of the student
textbook reading including vocabulario del cuento, del poema, del
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artIculo, de la entrevista, del mito, de la biografla, y de la obra
teatral (-RT- vocabulary of the story, the poem, the article, the
interview, the myth, the biography, and the play). In the last two
levels, 75 of the 268 workbook pages are vocabulary exercises like the
one in Figure 34.
There is, then, an emphasis in ESRS on the word. Much of the
emphasis is on getting students to simply identify the words.
Certainly, the use of flash cards, and the

steps of the vocabulary

procedure point this out. The 249 vocabulary exercises in the
workbooks alone would give students and teachers alike the impression
that the word is an essential key to success in reading.
Meaning Focus.

There is no doubt that comprehension is a

major goal of the ESRS. Of the total of 235 skills evaluated in the
series, 112 were comprehension skills. Therefore, 4Bi. of all the
skills tested were related to comprehension, to students getting
meaning from text.
The SPPI suggests three categories for meaning: meaning that
is "narrowly conceived", meaning that is "knowledge construction", and
meaning in "transaction".

When the materials reflect the view that

the meaning that all students will derive from the text is the same,
the meaning is "narrowly conceived". If students draw on the reading
materials to increase their own understanding of the world, there is
"knowledge construction."

When students are encouraged to view text

from their own perspectives, given the freedom to make their own
interpretations, and are helped to understand that the text itself
changes as understanding and background experience changes, there is
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evidence of "transaction". In the ESRS there is evidence of the first
two categories, meaning "narrowly conceived" and meaning as "knowledge
construction." There is no evidence of the third category, which
encompasses a transactional view of reading, however.
The second section of the lesson plan of all the units,

La

Lectura de comprension (-RT- Reading for Comprehension) is meant to
achieve

sever~l

goals. According to the introduction in the teacher's

guides, this section offers several subsections to help students
comprehend: (1) procedures for introducing selection vocabulary, (2)
motivation for reading by establishing a purpose for reading, (3) a
" ••• unique section, Desarrollo de antecedentes (Building Background
Knowledge)" to "provide general information needed for reading with
understanding", (4) literal and inferential comprehension questions,
and (5) application questions to help students apply what they read
(p. ix). The subsections of this part of the lesson plan include parts
where meaning is narrowly conceived and other parts where there is
knowledge construction.
In the Level B teacher's guide, a teacher's guide page of Unit
21, Los Viajes al Polo Norte (-RT- Trips to the North Pole)
exemplifies both narrowly conceived meaning and knowledge
construction. Though the comprehension questions include inferential
questions, most of the questions are assumed to have one correct
answer that can be derived from the text. The questions listed on the
student page, at the top, require only "narrowly conceived" answers.
The questions teachers are directed to ask, below, show how teachers
are first to give inferential questions and then texual/inferential
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questions if the students do not get the correct "narrowly conceived"
meaning of the text (see Figure 35).

E1 fblo Norte es un mundo d. hielo. y po.

eso. Ia vida lUI e. muy dura. l'ero hay
tambi~n luga... interesantes y
extraordinario. para explora •• Es por oso que
Ia ~nte va alii en busca de aventura ••

ConI.... 188 proguntal Ilgul.nlel:
1. LPor que es dillcil explorar el Polo Norte?
2. LPor que era importanle para las naves
europea. enconlrar otras formas de pasar a
los olrOs oceano.?
3. LCudl fue 01 mollvo dol viajo de la navo
Jeannetto?
4. Laue Ie pasO a la navo Jeannette despu~s
que quedO alrapada?

The North Pale i. a wo~d of Ice. ar<lIW. Is !he<eIcre very
hard there. Bul there aro also interesting and extraordinary
places to 8xplore. That is why people go there In search of
adventures.
Answer tho following questions:

t. Why IS II dlHicull to explore the Nonh Pole?
2. Why 'Nas It Imponanllor European ships (0 lind another

passage to olher oo:cans'
3. Wt'lal was the reason for thO voyage 01 the 5tllP Jeanneno?
4. What happenea Ie :r.e shIp Jeannerte after II beCame

176

tracpeo?

PREGUNTAS DE COMPRfNSION 'p3c;,nas 174-176)
La lolalidad y sus partes inlegrales Cl
INFERENCIAL

,Por que se puede describir el viaje del feannette como
un desastre? (EI feannelle fue destruido par el hielo y
murio la mayona de la lripulacion.)

Why mighllhe voyage ollhe Jeannette be described
as disaslrous? (The Jeannette was deslroyed by lhe
ice. and many of Ihe crew died.)

The above queslion is a clllical level quesllon If pUPils have olfhcully answerIng Ihis quesllon. use Ihe follOWing quesllonlng strategies. These probe queslions Will help lead pupils 10 answer Ihe clilical level quesllon
TEXTUAL lNFERENClAL

1. LPorque no resulto necesario el viaje del/eallnclle? (EI
Vega habia regresado a casa.)

1 Why. as Illumed oul. was Ihe Jeannelte's voy·
age nOI even necessary? (The Vega had returned
hOme.)

2. ,Que Ie paso alJeannelle cuando lIego al Artico? (Que-

2.

do atrapado en el hielo.)

Whal happened 10 lhe Jeannette when II got
the Arclic? (II became Irapped In Ihe Ice.)

10

3. ,Por que luvo que salir la lripuladon del Jeallnette en
Ires lanchas? (La presion del hielo rompio el barco.)

3. Why did Ihe crew of Ihe Jeanne/te have 10 sel out

4. ,Que Ie paso a la tripulacion y a los barcos mas chicos? (Dos de los barcos se perdieron. pero el tercero se
salvo con su Iripulaci6n.)

4. Whal happened 10 Ihe crew ollhe Jeannette and
the smaller boats? (Two of Ihe boats were 1051. bul
Ihe Ihlrd one and liS crew members survived.)

in Ihree smaller boats? (The pressure
crushed Ihe ship.)

01

Los vlaJes al PO!O Norte

the Ice

287

Fig. 35. Narrowly Conceived Meaning. Teacher's Guide.
Ventanas cristalinas, Level 8, p. 287.
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At the end of each of the Reading Comprehension parts of a
lesson, there is an Analisis Crltico (-RT- Critical Analysis) section.
In this section students are encouraged to build knowledge and to
extend it to the world outside the basal reader story. For example, a
critical analysis question for the story in Unit 21 was "1Por qui hay
algunas personas que

est~n

dispuestas a enfrentar el peligro en 10

desconocido? (-RT- Why are there some people who are willing to
confront danger in the unknown?).
Most workbook comprehension questions, however, are "narrowly
conceived" because there is only one accepted correct answer. This is
an inherent characteristic of workbook exercises because they need to
be easy to correct. In the ESRS the first 10 levels of workbook
exercises provide one correct response for almost all questions.
However, in the workbooks for level 11, Cielos pintados (-RT- Painted
Skies) and 12, Anillos lunares (-RT- Moon Rings), some of the
questions do allow for students to work out their own answers. A
survey was made of the comprehension questions of those two levels to
determine (1) how many were questions with specific provided answers,
(2) how many were questions that allowed for variation, but provided
~robable answers,

(3) how many were questions that provided no answers

and allowed students to construct their own an5wers. The results show
that 591. of the questions in the Level 11 and Level 12 workbooks have
a specific response given, 391. suggest that answers may vary but
provide expected responses, and 21. allow for stUdent variation without
providing possible answers. Table 3

shows the figures.
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Table 3. Answers Provided for Levels 11 and 12 workbook comprehension
questions in Economy Spanish Reading Series~
TYPE OF ANSWER
NUMBER
PERCENT
===========================================================
ANSWER PROVIDED IN
TEACHER'S EDITION
309
597.
ANSWER MAY VARY
BUT ALSO PROVIDED
ANSWER NOT PROVIDED
ANSWER MAY VARY
TOTAL QUESTIONS

203

397.

12

27.

524

1007.

Though 417. of the comprehension questions in the last two
levels of workbooks allow variation in the responses, all but 27.
include suggested responses. The question arises as to what Las
respuestas variaran (-RT- The answers will vary> means. It might
simply mean that the student response might not be word for word what
the teacher's workbook answers say but should include at least some of
the information in the provided answer. If this is the case, then it
would be necessary to restate the conclusions about the variation of
answer~

allowed to say that only 27. of the responses allow for

students to construct their own understandings. Figure 36 shows a
sample teacher's workbook page with examples of the "Answers will
vary" types of questions. It should be noted that the one answer that
allows for variation with no provided answer is also the one question
that asks students to apply their comprehension to personal
understanding.
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Comprensi6n del CIlento

"Don Segundo Sombra" Pdginaa 201-206

"Don Segundo Somtn" Pagoo 201-2011
IIllllllllllllllllilltltlllllllllllllllllllilltrllllillUnnll1l111ItIllUlllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnllllllll111111111

SeleclJon Compnlhonolon

Lee cada pregunta relacionada con el cuenlo "Don Segundo Sombra". Luego, escribe la respuesta
Read each question about the seloctlon "Don Segundo Sombra."lhen wrilo tho answer

en la l1nea.
on the line.

1. l.Qu6 descripciones del cuenlo te ayudan a conocer el aspecto de ]a pampa y c6mo se sentian
Whal dcIcr1pUons In tho story help you knoW whallhe pampa IOokad like and fcllilke

1aa personas en ella durante el d1a?
durtng lIle day?

Las respuestas variardn. EI Sol era c8lido e intenso. EI polvo envolvia a lOB jinetes como una
AnrwoIW will vary. The aun was hoI and Inlonse. OUsle"""loped tho rtderw like a

nube amarillenta. Todo el mundo se sentia aca1orado y sudoroso.
yellowish cloud. Eyoryona foil hoI and swoaty.

2. l.Qu6 descripciones te ayudan a conocer el aspecto de la estancia y c6mo se
WIlal descrtpUonl help you knowwhal tho cattle ranch
Las
.__. A_
sentia la gente en ella?
respues"", vanar",...
Answora will YII'f.

lOOked and foil IIka?

Habia lirboles frondosoa, paslos abundantes y agua. Todo el mundo se sentia fresco y a gusto.
There wore shady tr..... grassy paslures. and water. Everyone foil cool and rafreshed.

3. l.Qu6 descripciones te ayudan a saber c6mo se sinti6 Fabio durante la primera mitad del
WIlat descnptlons halp you know how FabiO felt durtng lIle first half of

arreo del ganado?

the canle drive?

Las respuestas variardn. La pielle ardla, tenia las manos hinchadas, el cuerpo adolorido,
Answers Will vary. HIS skin was burnmg, hiS hands were swollen. his body aChed.

las sienes Ie latlan y se sentia aca1orado y agotado.
hiS temples throbbed. He felt hOi and elthausted.

4. iQue descripciones te ayudan a conocer el aspecto de la pampa y

108

sonidoa que se olan

What dMCrlpl10nS nelp you know what Ihe pampa looked and sounded like

durante la noche?

Las respuestas variaran.

at night?

Answers will vary.

Las ranas croaban. los grillos cantaban, las aves trinaban y las lechuzas chillaban.
Frogs croaked, Crickets sang, birds and owls screeched.

EI aire refrescaba y el cielo estrellado parecia un ojo inmenso.
Tl'Io air was cOOler. The starry sky looke<l like an immen5G eye.

5. iDe que maneras es semejante la pampa a la pradera descrita en el cuento
In what ways IS Ihe pampa Similar to the praine descnbed In the selection

"Los loros texanos de cuemos largos"?
"Texas Longnormf'?

Las respuestas variaran. Ambas son planicies lIanas. cubiertas de pasto y fertiles.
Answef3 Will vary. They both are lIal grassy. ronlle plains.

Ambas son caIidas y polvosas. y la vida en las dos es difieil.
They both are nol and dusty. Lifo

I'

nard on both.

6. ,;Crees que las reacciones de Fabio ante el arreo fueron tipicas de todos los jinetes? Por que
00 you thlOk Fabio' roactlons 10 the CHIve were typical of all nd0f31
sloporquenO? _____________________________________________________________
Why or why not?

Las respuestas variaran. Sus reacciones no fueron tipicas. Fabio era joven e inexperto y era
Answef3 Will vary. HIS reactions were not typical. FabIO was young and InoxpenenCed. It was

SU

primera arreo de ganado. Todavla tenia que mndurar.

hiS fI,.,t cattle drive, He 51111 had to tougnen up.

7. iCrees que la vida del gaucho es flieil? (.por que sl 0 por' que no?
00 you lhul!\ the gauchO tlas an easy life? Why or why n011

Las respuestas variaran.
AnswOf3 Will vary.

Fig. 36. Answers May Vary. Student Workbook,
Anillos lunares, Level 12, p. 120.
Though there is some provision for student knowledge construction in
the questions provided teachers in the teacher's guides, most of the
comprehension questions in the ESRS ask students to produce the
narrowly conceived meaning found directly in the text.
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Purpose for Reading
In the ESRS the purpose for reading is set by the text. As
discussed in Chapter Six, most basal reading series are set up in such
a way that there is no choice offered either to the students Dr to the
teachers. It is the basal materials that either tell the students Dr
direct the teachers to tell the students the purpose for reading the
text. For

exa~ple,

in the preprimer Vueltas in carrusel (-RT-Going

around on the Merry-Go-Round), the teacher is instructed specifically
about how to introduce the student reading, "Los nueve hacen mucho
ruido" (-RT-"The Nine Make a Lot of Noise"),

under Desarrollo de

antecedentes (-RT-Development of Background Knowledge).
La palabra ruido se usa para nombrar un sonido fuerte.lQue
cosas pueden nombrar que hacen mucho ruido? (los ninos que
juegan en el patio, la gente que grita en un juego de futbol,
los perros que ladran, los instrumentos musicales como las
cornetas y los tambores) En el cuento "Los nueve hacen mucho
ruido: algo hace mucho ruido en el rlo (p. 272).
- RTNoise is another word for a loud sound. What are ~ome things
t hat ma ke a lot 0 f n0 i s e? ( chi 1d r en pia yin g 0 nth e p1a·y gr 0 u nd ,
people yelling at a football game, dogs barking, musical
instruments such as horns or drums) In the story "Nine Make a
Lot of Noise", something makes a lot of noise at the river
(p. 272).
The purpose is further set by the text materials under
Motivacion para la lectura (-RT- Motivation for reading) as teachers
say "Lean el cuento 'Los nueve hacen mucho ruido' para saber gu~ hace
fuido en el rlo" (-RT- Read the story "The Nine Make a Lot of Noise"
in order to find out what makes noise in the river). The procedure
followed in this lesson to set the purpose for reading is typical of
the introduction to all the student text readings in the ESRS. It is
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neither the teacher nor the students who decide why it is that the
selection should be read.

Strategies for the Use of Cues from Print
In the ESRS, there are basically three main strategies taught
to students to help them to get cues from print: phonics, syllables,
and the analysis of words. There is also some evidence of the
importance of semantic context, though this strategy's importance is
considered secondary to those that help students identify words from
parts. Phonic and syllabic approaches are used consistently throughout
the series up through Level 10 and word analysis is continued in the
identification of words

thr~ugh

the last book. Words are put into the

context of a sentence to help in identification, but always as only
one supportive strategy to be used.
Phonics and Syllables.

These two will be discussed together

because they are presented as one within the materials of the series.
According to the "Program Information" monograph included in the
"Program Overview" of the Teacher'S Resource Notebook, "The skills
presented in the decoding strand help explain the relationships
between letters and sounds and provide generalizations that may be
used in word identification"(p.2). The recoding skills presented in
the ESRS are intended to be the " .•• tools used to 'unlock' words"
beginning with vowel sound/symbol correspondence and then combining
vowels with consonants to form syllables.
Summary Table 1 above shows that of the subskills evaluated,
371. involved identification of syllables with different consonant
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sound~.

Figure 28, under "Subword Focus" demonstrates how single

letter/sound correspondences are taught, built up to syllables, and
then identified in words. The teacher's guides explain that the
organization of the teacher's lesson plan is such that the "decoding
skills" are taught first " ••• so that students may apply them as they
read" and that "Direct instruction practices are an effective delivery
method that promotes reading independence" (p.iv). It is clear that
the direct teaching of all skills, including the recoding skills found
in phonic/syllabic exercises is considered essential for students to
get cues from print.
Word Analysis.

The prevalance of word analysis types of

exercises in the series has already been discussed under "Subword
Focus". However, it should be noted that word analysis is present
throughout the series. In the Level 12 teacher's guide, as in the
first levels, the second step analysis is included to help students
identify new vocabulary. In each lesson this step asks students to
look at parts of words to help them understand new words. For example,
in the analysis step of the Vocabulario de la lectura (-RT- Vocabulary
for the reading) section of lesson 22, "Los Viajeros', teachers are
directed to write the vocabulary words on the board and point out
certain clues within the word:
AnJlisis: Busquen en las palabras indicios que les ayuden
a determinar el significado 0 el uso de estas palabras. Por
ejemplo:
Preterito: 0 en aprobo.
Sufijos: icos en atmosfericos; encia en conferencia;
ado en in~ado; si6n en propulsion, transmision.
(p. 242)
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-RTAnalysis: Look for clues in the words that will help you
figure out the meaning and use of these words. For example:
Preterite: 6 in aprob~.
Suffixes:icos in atmosfericosj encia in conferencia;
ado in intrigado; sian in propulsion, transmision.
The subword skills evaluated in the ESRS and reported in Table 1 all
focus students on parts of words. If the subword skills constitue 35X
of all the skills evaluated, it can be concluded that word analysis is
considered an essential strategy for students to use to get cues from
print.
Semantic Context.

In the steps to the identification of

vocabulary words, students are always given words in a sentence and/or
asked to put the word into the context of a sentence to be sure that
the word is properly identified. This strategy is intended to help
stUdents identify individual words rather than to gain meaning of
larger portions of text. In the ESRS the word is always the basic unit
of understanding to be identified through word anaysis and semantic
context. In the monograph "Reading Comprehension and the Classroom
Teacher", this view is expressed:
The reader must be familiar with both the structural
attributes of words (prefixes, suffixes, inflectional
systems, etc.) and their semantic or meaning-bearing
characteristics. Words represent the cornerstone of all
conceptualization. Although grammatical features, i.e.
phrase, clause, sentence relationships are also imp ortant,
the reader who cannot see meaning embodied in single words
cannot process the relationship features found in larger
units of written expression ••• "(pp. 2,3).
Though the authors of the ESRS do realize that context can be
used as a strategy for comprehension, the context is usually limited
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to the sentence and the purpose of the use of context is not
comprehension of text but of isolated words:
It is clear, then, that there is a concept of "sentence
meaning" which goes beyond comprehension of individual
vocabulary meaning. However, individual word knowledge is
fundamental to sentence comprehension. Words are the meaning
building blocks (p.3).
View of Comprehension
Although it is possible to view comprehension as a product or
to view comprehending as a transactive process, basal reader series
consistently take the former approach.
Comprehension as a Product.

Because most of the comprehension

activities in the ESRS reflect the view that comprehension is
something that can be taught through skills and is measurable by fixed
answers, the category on the SPPI was given a three rating indicating
predominance of the characteristic. As discussed under "Meaning", all
but 2t. of the comprehension questions found in the Levels 11 and 12
series workbooks and the

comprehe~sion

questions in the other

workbooks provide teachers with exact word answers or probable
answers. Meaning is considered to be in the text and the reader's role
is the passive one of extracting the author's meaning as seen by the
writer of the questions.

Levels of Comprehension
Comprehension as a product is reflected in a major portion of
the ESRS materials. Of the 235 items evaluated in the series, 112 or
48% are testing comprehension skills. Of those, 7St. are at the literal
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level of comprehension, lBi. are at the inference level, and 7i. are at
the evaluative level. None of the comprehension skills tested are at
the appreciative level. Table 4 gives a summary of these results and a
more detailed account of the comprehension skills tested at each level
can be found in Appendix 1.
Table 4. Level of Comprehension.
LEVEL OF COMPREHENSION

NUMBER

PERCENT

LITERAL

B4

75i.

INFERENCE

20

lBi.

----------------------------------------------------------

EVALUATIVE
TOTAL

B
112

7i.

1007.

Literal Level of Comprehension. Literal comprehension skills
taught in the ESRS include categorization,

recall of details,

identification of main idea or theme, following directions, ordering
of events into a sequence, drawing conclusions, summarizing text,
making comparisons, identifying characters, and understanding cause
and effect relationships. Three of these, making comparisons, recall
of details, and ordering of events into sequence, are the literal
comprehension skills tested the most. Sixteen percent of the literal
comprehension exercises are comparisons, 127. are ordering of events
into sequence, and 121. are recall of details. Examples of the
evaluation of each of these is found in Figures 37, 3B, and 39.
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·2

Evaluaci6n y
ensefianza alterna
COMPRENSIOH
CompanocIanet: oemejl/UU Y dllorendu C3a

US.,h. loIlowing prosonl."on 10ovalUlI. 111. pupll,' abililylo Idontifyalmllarld..
and d,"oreneo .. o;,play TMjelu de dibuiO libel' (bee), 8 marIpoao (b<J1to~Iy),
and 27 cisne (swan). All< 1110 pupds 111. Iallowing questions.

,En qu~ so pu<een La .!>oj., La nurlposa y.l dsn.l (rodos

ti.n.n aLas y vu.lan.) ,En qu~ son diI.",nlosl (m .11.1matta, rl color, ~ (orma; dos son iruedos; uno rs un lve)
,CuAI •••1m.Is grand.? (.1 dsne) ,Cuilos.' mi. poqu.tIol
(La .b<j.) ,Do qu~ color os La .!>oj.l (color car.) ,Do qu.
color ~ el cisne? (bLtnco) ,Cu.t.l tiene el pHCUezo Largo?
(el cisne) ,Son .tvn lodos ~tos aniJmles? (no) ,eu!! es un
Ive? (e1 cisne) ,Pue<ien pmsuen Alga mAs que lengan de
p.1n:"Cido 0 diferenle e-stos animates? (Lu resputstu varia·
r.ln.) jA cu.". guSI.I no .. r.n .I.guol (al dsn.) ,A cuAlos
I.. guSl. volar .nlre La. noro.l (La .bq., La ""'nposa)

me umo abOu1me bet, me butt'~Iy, and
!he owen? (They all have .nngs and IIy.) WhII is
different about tnem? (lize. cobr. shape; two ItO

WhII II

""""'" one is. ,,"d)_ II d10 lorgosrl(1ho owenl

_
Illhe small."? (Ihe bee) What C<lIOt is !he
boo? (brown) Whol C<lIOt 's!he swan? (whill) Which
hu • long neck? (1110 swan) /oJ. all Iha .. animals
birds? (no) Which is. bird? (Iha swan) can you Illinc
01 anyIl'\tng elsa thai illhe ume or different about
lheso antmall? (Answera WIll vary , WhIch one kket
10 float on the wlfer? (the twan) WhICh one. like to
Ily among ltowers? (lno bee, !he bulio~ly)

Crtteno: PuPil. can ldenllfy aimltanbn and drH.tencll in W1I'IgId creatur.s.

_Hq_ deltabalo patlLa dilueu 53 en RoaJrIOl par. eI maestro
ENSENANlA AUERNA
DIsplay TafJefa de concttpiO 2 Lasntadonrtl dellII\o('TM Seuons of the YUl).
Have the pupdS IOenllty "ml'alltleS and differences'" me lour scenes thar art
pictured

Fig. 37. Evaluation of Comparisons.
Teacher's Guide. Vueltas en carrusel p.249.
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Evaluaci6n y
ensefianza alterna
COMPRENSIOH

II

SeaJencia oomecu1lva C2

U!.e Iho loIlowIng p,escnlalion 10 evaluale Ihe pupils' underslanding oIsoqueolIal relallOOships. Have the pupds IIslen to Iho 100IOwlng senlences IOf Iho Older
in which rhe ovenls happen.
1. los nhias qui~ren it al parque hoy.
2. Luega agarran una pelota y una cornell.
3. AI rollo, se cneuenlr.Jn con sus ami gas en el parque y
linollm~nle se ponen a jugar.
4. Primero Vol" donde su mamJ. y Ie plden permiso.
S. Oespues IIJm,a" por lehUono ,. sus amlgos y s.tlen.

1. ,Que ~s 10 que quieren hacer los ninos? (ir al par·

qud

2.

,Qu~

hacen primero? (rid en permlso a su mamA.)

J. ,Que h.1Ccn lu~go? (Agarran una pelala y cornela.)
-I. ,QUI.' hJL"cn Jcspues? (llo1mJn por tehHano 01 sus
oI"lIhOS Y sollcn.)
5. ,Qu~ PJs.l frn.llmente7 (Se ponen a jugu.)

1. The children wanl 10 go 10 the paf1\ today.
2. Then thoy gel I ball and a klle
3. Atter a while Ihey meel IIl81' Itlonds In the pat1c.
and linally Ihey sIan pla~lng
4. Fl,sllhoy ask their mother 10 lellhem 00
5. After IhSllhoy phone thetr IttelldS and leave.
1. 'Mlal do Ihe children wanl 10 dO? (go 10 lho
park)
2. Whal do Ihey do IlIsl1 (They ask Ihetr molhe, 10
lellhem go.)
3. Wtlal do Ihey do Ihen" (get a ball and kilO)
4 Whal 0:0 IheV do aller Ihal" (They phone Ihet,
frIends and leave)
5. Wtlal happens Ill"Islly? (Thoy sIan playltWJ )

Call 104' voIunteors 10 pul Ihe lenlences about lhe children III sequenllal ardor
(1.4.2.5.3). Then have Ihem lell which words help lelilha corroct order 01
ovenls Elpecl responses 10 U'lclude pnmero ('lrSI), luego (lhen). despue. (Iiier). al rala (atter a while). and hnalmonle ","aUy)
Cnleno: Pup'IS can lecOOntZD Ihe order In which evenlS happen U'I a SIDIY.
• Hqa de traba,o parala dostrez8 26 en Rocursos pat. 01 maeslro

ENSENANlA ALTERNA
Call 101 VOlunteer. 10 lell Ihe clau. m sequential order. what they do every
motrul'lQ before cammo to IChOOl. Hav8 Ihem wrlto Ihe sequence 01 evenlS on
the chaUibOatd and compare lho Older.

Fig. 38. Evaluation of Sequence.
Teacher'S Guide. Murmullos lejanos, p. 106.
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COMPRENSION
La lotalidad y sus paries integrales: detalles. tema Cia. b
Use the following presentation to evaluate the PUPIlS' understanding of wholepari relationships. Read the follOWIng paragraph to tM pupils and have them
listen for details and topiC.

Jorge estA entusiasmado con su viaje a Ia orilla del mar. El
y su hermana tienen trajes de bano nuevos y sandalias
para llevar al viaje. Jorge tambien va a llevar su cubo de
arena rojo y su pala. Quiere usarlos para hacer castillos y
hlneles en la arena. Su hermana quiere buscar bonitas conchas de mar rosadas y blancas.

Jorge is excited about his trip to the seashore. He
and his sister have new SWImming suits and sandals
to take on the trip. Jorge is also gOing to take his red
sand pail and shovel. He wants to use them to make
castles and tunnels in the sand. His sister wants to
look for pretty pink and white seashells.

,Ad6nde van Jorge y su familia? (de viaje a la orilla del
mar) ,Que va a llevar Jorge en su viaje? (traje de bano,
sandalias, cubo de arena, pala) I.Que va a hacer Jorge a Ia
orilla del mar? (castillos y hineles en Ia arena) ,Que va a
hacer su herrnana? (buscar conchas)
que se trata eSle
cuenlo? (del viaje de Jorge a la orilla del mar)

Where are Jorge and his family going? (on a trip to
the seashore) What Is Jorge going to take along on
the trip? (swimming suit. sandals. sand pail. shovel)
What is Jorge going to do at the seashore? (make
castles and tunnels in the sand) What is his sister
going to do? (look for seashells) What is this story
about? (Jorge's trip,.lo the seashore)

,De

Criterlo: Pupils are able to identify details and topic of a paragraph.

Fig. 39. Evaluation of Details.
Teacher's Guide. Vistas brillantes, p. 340, 341.
All three of these are carefully guided and controlled literal
exercises. Students do the exercises successfully if they answer the
questions using the limited text given.
Inference and Evaluative Levels of Comprehension. As Table 4
above shows 18 I. of the evaluated skills are inference level skills
and 71. are evaluative. The inference level skills tested include
prediction, use of figurative language, and use of context. The
evaluative skills tested include identification of facts and opinions
and recognition of the difference between reality and fantasy. Figures
40 and 41 give an example of how inference and evaluative level skills
are evaluated in the program.
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COMPRENSION
Prodeclr re5ullados C5
Use the following presentation to evaluate the pupils' ability to predict outcomes.
Read the following slory to the pupils. Have the pupils listen carefully for clues
to predict what will happen when Rosa tries to catch the ball.

Los niftos no querfan que Rosa jugara en el equipo de

The boys dldn't want Rosa on the Comets baseball
team. They lhougtit she wouldn't be a very good
player. But the coach said Rosa could play center
field. The coach knew that Rosa had been practicing
baseball with her big brother.

~isbol de los Cometas. Pensaban que ella no era muy

buena juga dora. Pero el entrenador dijo que ella podia
lugar en el campo central. EI entrenador sabra que Rosa
practicaba el ~isbol con su hermano mayor.

Era Ia Ultima entrada del juego, y el equipo de los Cometas
iba ganando por un punto. Era un partido de campeonalo.
EI Ultimo bateador tir6 una pelota alta. Rosa via como la
pelota ascendi6 mucho y despues empez6 a descender.
Rosa corri6 para recibirla, estaba muy nerviosa, y 50 dijo
para 51 misrna: "Tengo que agarrar esa pelota, lengo que
agarrar esa pelota".

II was the last inning of the game, and the Comets
were ahead by one point. This was Ihe championship
game. The last bailer hit a fly ball. Rosa watched as
the ball; soared up and then began to come down.
Rosa ran to catch the ball: she was very nervous.
"I've got to catch this ball. I've got to catch this ball,"
said Rosa to herself.

Rosa mir6 hacia arriba y levanl6 el guanle. Rosa ...

Rosa looked up and raised her mill. Rosa ...

Have the pupils write an ending for the story. Expect the responses to include
that Rosa caught the ball and the boys were then happy to have her on the
team.
Crllerio: Pupils are abte to use Information in a selection to make predictions .
• Hoja de trabajo para la destreza 29 en Recursos para el maestro

ENSENANZA ALTERNA
Have each pupil create a beginning for a story. Have the PUpltS tell their story
beginnings to the class Cal! for volunteers to predict possible outcomes. Have
the pupilS who staneo the story tel! If tne preolctlon was the enolng they had
in mind and why.

Fig. 40. Inference Level: Prediction.
Teacher's Guide, Huellas matutinas, p. 140.
Hacer juicios: fantasia 0 realidad C9a
Use the following presentation to evaluate the pupils' ability to recognize fan·
tasy or reahty. Read the follOWing paragraph aloud.
Julian caminaba distraido por un sendero del parque.
Vio alga que brillaba en el suelo. 5a agacha a mirarlo y
vio que era un pedazo de espejo.

Julian walked absent·mindedly down a path in the
park. He saw something shining on the ground. He
bent over to take a look and saw that It was a piece
of mirror

c:Podria ocurrir de verdad 10 que Ie pasa a Julian?

COUld wnat happened to Juhan really happen?

Tell the pupils that they are now gOing to ;Isten to the end of the story.
Muy contento, Julian se quit6 los zapatos para no rom·
per el espejo y entra en el. 5e deja flotar hasta lIegar a un
lago Y SI! sento en la orilla. Can un guilio, saludaba a los
peces, que miraban asombrados mienlras buceaba hasta
la brillante ciudad submarina.

Happily. Juhan took off hiS shoes so the mirror
wouldnt break and he entered It. He let himself float
until he got to a iake. and he sat on the shore. With a
blink. he greeted the Iish. wno walched In amaze·
ment as he swam to the ght!enng undersea City.

,Podria ocurrir esto de verdad? ,Por que? (No puede
ocurrir de verdad, porque no es posible entrar en un
espejo ni es po sible que los peces sientan <lsombro, y la
brillante ciudad submarina no existe.)

Could tn,s really happen? Why? (II eouldn't happen.
because It IS ~ot posslole to enter a mirror: It IS not
posslOle lor flsn to waten In a".,azement: and a glil·
terlng undersea City doesn't exist)

LComo se lIaman los cuentos de esle tipo? (fantasia)

What IS thiS kind of story called? (fantasy)

Cnterio: Pupils can recognize what is fantasy and what IS reality In a story.
• Hoja de trabajo para la destreza 57 en Reeursos para el maestro

Fig. 41. Evaluative Level: Fantasy or Reality.
Teacher's Guide, Ventanas cristalinas, p. 223.
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Though these exercises give students practice in the comprehension
skills indicated, the authenticity of the text used to practice these
skills must be questioned. The texts in both cases are extremely
short. The example of the prediction is interesting because the
teacher's guide tells teachers to expect students to end the story
with Rosa catching the ball. There are other possible endings to that
story. The line between fantasy and reality in this story about Julian
switches

SD

quickly from a real sequence when Julian finds the mirror

to fantasy when he steps into the mirror that students might easily
lose sense of the story. The limited text lacks the cohesion that a
fairy tale, for example, would have because so many details are left
out to keep the item short.
Comprehension skills evaluated in the ESRS mostly involve
literal questions. In all of the teacher's guides there are questions
that are labeled "textual", "inferential" and "analytical" intended to
be asked orally of the students. "Textual" questions are those which
can be answered directly from the text. Those questions would be
included under "literal" in the SPPI. However, some of the questions
labeled by the ESRS authors as "inferential" fall under the category
of literal comprehension on the SPPI. For example, a question in Level
5 teacher's guide, Huellas matutinas, for the story "La excursi6n"
(-RT- The outing) though labeled "inferential"- is considered literal
for the

SPPI:~C6mo

se da cuenta la familia que Amigo se ha perdido?

(p.Bt) (-RT-How does the family realize that Amigo has gotten lost?).
This question is not an inferential one but is answered in the text
when one of the characters says, "Cuando llegamos, todos llegamos
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juntos ••• pero ahora Amigo no esta aqu{". (p. 81> (-RT- When we
arrived, we were all together ••• but now Amigo is not here). By
providing a "when" answer to a "how" question, the writers of the
teacher's guide effectively change a potential inferential question to
a literal question whose answer can be found in the text.
other questions labeled inferential are also considered to be
inferential on the SPPI if they involve prediction or figurative
language. They are considered evaluative only if they include
judgements. A question given for the story "EI trabajo de Sofia"
(-RT-Sofia's Job) from the Level 6 teacher's guide for Alas blancas
(-RT- White Wings) provides an example of an inferential question that
would be categorized as "inferential": "tCreen que el trabajo de Sofia
sera mas fa'til

0

mas dif(til si ella no termina su trabajo antes de

Que llueva? (.Por que?,,(p. 78) (-RT-Do you think that Sofia's job will
be easier or harder if she doesn't finish before it rains? Why?).
Though the prediction is perhaps obvious, the answer to the question
is not given in the text and the student has to use prediction to
answer the question.
The questions labeled in the ESRS as "analytical" might be
categorized under either "inferential" or "evaluative" on the SPPI.
For example, in another story in Alas blancas (-RT-White wings), "La
guadabosques" (-RT-The Forest Ranger), the question under Anilisis
Crltico (-RT-Critical Analysis) would be categorized as inferential
because is involves prediction: "lCreen que Ursa y sus cachorros se
guedaran con Susana

0

que regresaran al bosque a vivir?

,.

tPor que?"
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(p. 222) (-RT-Do you think that Ursa and her cubs will stay with
Susana or return to the woods to live? Why?).
Seventy-five percent of the comprehension tasks evaluated in
the ESRS are literal comprehension tasks. Questions about the textbook
readings that are in the teacher's guide are labeled "inferential',
"textual", and "analytic". Many of the inferential questions are
actually literal comprehension questions. Questions that are under
Antlisis Cr{tico (-RT-Critical Analysis) are usually evaluative or
inferential. Even if categorization of questions under inferential and
analytic is not questioned, the number of literal level questions in
the ESRS far outnumbers any other level of question. A survey of all
the comprehension questions asked for the eight text selections in the
first unit of the Level 9 teacher's guide for Aguas tranguilas
(-RT-Quiet Waters) reveals that 107 of the 145 questions to be asked
by teachers are labeled as "textual" or literal questions.
Seventy-four percent of the questions in that one unit are literal,
29% are labeled as"inferential" and 7% as "analytic". Throughout the
series, then, the conclusion is that the majority of the comprehension
skills and questions are at the literal level.

Comprehension Tasks
The kinds of comprehension tasks found in the teacher's
guides and the student workbooks differ. Most of the comprehension
questions given teachers to ask stUdents are questions about the
student textbook passages or passages to practice different
comprehension skills. Workbook comprehension tasks, on the other hand,
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are multiple choice questions, fill in the blank questions, true/false
questions, or following directions exercises.
In order to get an idea of the proportion of types of
comprehension tasks in the student workbooks of the ESRS, a survey was
taken of the comprehension task pages in three workbooks chosen at
random: Vistas brillantes Level 4, Murmullos lejanos Level 7, and
Lugares altos Level 10. There were 151 different comprehension tasks
counted. The types of tasks and the percent of the total is given in
Table 5.
Table 5. Workbook Comprehension Tasks.
WORKBOOK COMPREHENSION
PERCENT
TASKS
NUMBER
=====================================================
92
60.91MULTIPLE CHOICE
FILL IN (WORD OR
SENTENCE)

49

32.51-

TRUE/FALSE

7

4.61.

FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS

3

21-

151

1001-

TOTALS

Over one half, almost 611., of the comprehension tasks are multiple
choice. The other major type of ·task is the fill in the blanks task.
Almost thirty three percent of the tasks in the workbooks surveyed is
fill in the blank. Some of the tasks required only one word, but many
required phrase or sentence answers. Therefore, in summary, it can be
said that multiple choice and fill in the blank questions dominate the
student workbook materials.
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The survey taken of the kinds of skills evaluated in the ESRS
also identifies other types of comprehension tasks. The survey
delineates categories found on the SPPI including "message
recognition", "sequencing", "categorizing", "identifying cause and
effect", "identifying fact and opinion", "making comparisons", and
"making predictions". It also includes some comprehension tasks not
included in this section of the SPPI. Summary Table 6 indicates the
number of times each of the comprehension skills was evaluated in the
ESRS and the percent that skill was evaluated in comparison with the
total number of evaluated skills.
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Table 6. Comprehension Tasks Ev.luated in ESRS.
PERCENT OF
NUMBER OF
SKILLS TESTED
SKILLS TESTED
=========================================================
Recall Details
10
9~
TYPES TESTED TASKS

Main Idea

7

6~

Theme

8

7"1.

Categorize

8

7"1.

Follow Directions

3

3~

10

9~

Draw Conclusions

9

B~

Cause and Effect

6

5~

Summarize Text

8

7"1.

Comparisons

13

12~

Identify Character

.,.

2~

Predict Outcomes

7

6~

Figurative Language

6

5~

Use of Context

7

6r.

Fact or Opinion

5

5~

Real ity Dr Fantasy

3

3~

112

100r.

Sequence

TOTAL

Table 6 reveals the kinds of comprehension tasks present in the
program and the emphasis given to the different types of tasks.
Message Reproduction.

The question as to whether students

always have access to the text when answering questions about the te>:t
passages is not directly addressed in the materials. The questions in
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the teacher's guide seem to go along with the reading of the text so
the assumption might be made that students have access to the text as
they answer the oral questions. There are no instructions about use of
the textbook when students are asked to answer workbook comprehension
questions related to the textbook

It is assumed that teachers

re~ding.

might make individual decisions about the use of the books when
answering.
Relating Reading to Background Knowledge. As has already been
mentioned, each lesson plan for teachers includes a section entitled
Desarrollo de Antecedentes (-RT-Development of Background Knowledge).
This section contains two parts: Examen preliminar del texto (-RTPreview of the Text) and Contenido del cuento (-RT- story Content).
The Preview of the Text contains some explanation of the form of the
text itself. For example, this section deals with topics like
punctuation; types of text such as fantasy, folktales and non fiction;
setting in stories; technical words; and functions of types of print
such as boldface and italics. The intent of this section i's to give
students the necessary background knowledge of these topics so they
are able to interpret the text more easily.
The second section of Desarrollo de Antecedentes deals with
the content of the story itself. Students are given factual
information that is meant to help them better understand the meaning
of the text. For example, in- the teacher's guide for the Level 9 book,
Aguas tranquilas (-RT-Quiet Waters), a comet is described in the
"Story Content" section for the story "La

ni~a,

la golondrina y el

gato" (-RT- The Girl, the SHallow and the Cat) because the girl in the
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story rides a comet on an adventure with a swallow and a cat. This
section of each lesson always provides information related to the
story though it seldom draws on the background knowledge of the
student. Background information is presented to the students but not
necessarily connected to the students' own background knowledge.
Extension of Reading to Other Areas. There

~re

two sections of

each lesson plan that might encourage students to extend the reading
to their own lives or to other areas. One is the Analisis Cr{tico
(-RT-Critical Analysis) and the other is Actividades de
Enriquecimiento (-RT-Enrichment Activities). The questions in the
Analisis Cr{tico part of each lesson ask stUdents to extend their
understanding of the text reading to other areas. For example, in the
story discussed above, "La nifia, la golondrina y el gato"(-RT-The
Girl, the Swallow and the Cat), the critical analysis question is
~

"LPor que es posible aprender mucho cuando se hace un viaje a un lugar
nuevo?" (p. 305). (-RT- Why is it possible to learn a lot when one
makes a trip to a new place?) The story of the trip the girl and the
animals make is used as a catalyst to get students to consider the
value of travel.
In that same teacher's guide for Aguas tranguilas (-RT-Quiet
Waters), there is an expository text reading about recycling with a
critical anaylsis question that encourages students to extend their
understanding' "LQu~ otros problemas ocurrir{an si no se solucionara
el problema de c6mo eliminar los desperdicios?" (p. 118) (-RT- What
other problems would come up if the problem of how to eliminate waste
products was not solved?) However, though these critical analysis
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questions are present in the materials, there is only one critical
analysis question from each student text reading, and it is placed
after all the other comprehension questions right before La extension
de la lectura (-RT- Extension of the Reading).
La extensidn de la lectura is the other section that includes
activities that encourage students to extend their understanding of
the reading. The reading extension section includes an idea for a
writing assignment, activities to reinforce the skills taught in the
unit and enrichment activities. The location of this section of the
lesson might be a problem similar to the one with the critical
analysis questions because these important activities are placed last,
and some teachers might consider them supplemental or not have time to
get to them.

Figure 42 is the reading extension page for the recyling

text, "Recircular la basura" (-RT-Recycling Trash).
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3

LA extensi6n de la Zectura
EJERCICIO DE REDACCION
Have the pupils write three sentences to answer the lolloy.'ing question. II you
could solve the problem 01 waste. what would you do?

ACTIVIDADES DE REFUERZO

IeJ Palabras tecnicas V4
Have volunteers make sentences with the following pairs of words: desperdi·
cios s61idos (solid waste). desperdicios organicos (organic waste). and recur·
sos naturales (natural resources).
• Hoja dQ trabajo para la destreza 35 en Recursos para el maestro

IBI Comparaciones: semejanzas y diferencias C3a
Have the pupils tell which of the following is solid waste and which is organic
waste: apple core. paper cup. banana peel. paper napkin: juice bottle. raisin
box. plastic spoon.
• Hoja de trabajo para la destreza 36 en Recursos para el maestro

IBI

Secuencia consecutiva C2
Ask five volunteers to come to the front to represent each of the following: close
the envelope. put the letter in the envelope. write a letter. take the envelope to
the mail· box. stick a stamp on the enveiope. Have :ne VOlunteers line up in the
order in which these events could take place.

ACTlVlDADES DE ENRIQUECIMIENTO
Lectura oral
Have the pupils find and read aloud the paragracn about recycling trash into
building materials.
Kinestetica
Ask the pupils to bring empty egg cartons to class. Ask them to cut the egg
companments In hall. Adding pipe cleaners lor legs ana antennas and then
painting will allow the students to make toy cent,peaes. have Dupils discuss.
how something useful has been made from Items t~at are usually throwr" away.
Conversacion. Atencion
Discuss with the PUPilS the traaltlonal proverb: 'Waste not. want not."

Fig. 42.

of Reading. Teacher's Guide,
Aguas tranguilas, p. 119.

Extensi~n
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All but the Secuencia consecutiva

(-RT-Se~uence)

exercise are directly

related to the topic of the lesson. Though the writing exercise is
limited to only three sentences and the lectura oral (-RT-Dral
Reading) is simply an oral reading of the story, the other suggested
activities do offer the possibility for students to extend their
knowledge and understanding of recycling.
Language
The second major category to be examined, Language, has five
subcategories. These include the view of language, the unit of
emphasis, the conception of meaning, the nature of text, and the type
of translation.

View of Language
This section looks first at what language in general is as
reflected in the series. Then it looks at what written language is as
the series represents

ii.

What language is.

The materials of the ESRS basically reflect

the view that language is habit. Skills are carefully sequenced for

,

repeated practice. The skill strands are labeled Introduccion (-RTIntroduction), Repaso (-RT- Review), Evaluacion (-RT- Evaluation) and
Mantenimiento (-RTskills are labeled
twice,

~

Mainte~ance).

The teacher's guides explain that

l when first introduced,

when evaluated, and

~

~

when reviewed at least

when being maintained. "Each skill is

built upon previous learning and applied in the reading selection" so
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that students only are exposed to what they have already practiced (p.
iv).
The Scope and Sequence chart for the program shows how many
times skills are practiced in the Libros del maestro (-RT- teacher's
manuals), Libros de actividades (Activity or workbooks), Hojas de
trabajo para el descifrado (-RT-Decoding worksheets), and Hojas de
trabajo para la destreza (Skill worksheets). For example, there are 31
decoding practice pages in the program to work on the letter! and the
sound '!' in syllables, 93 pages to practice suffixes, and 143
practice pages for similarities and differences.
Though authors of the monograph on reading comprehension in
the Teacher's Resource Notebook do admit that students bring prior
knowledge and experience to reading and that the context of the
reading and the mental set of the reader are important, it is also
made clear that " ••. the reader must know about written language: its
structures, forms, uses, and processes" (p. 2). Most of the basal
exercises concentrate on the first two, structures and forms. It is
considered necessary to teach these "text-driven" elements to students
in a step by step process, giving them considerable practice.

The

huses and processes" of written language are seldom mentioned in the
materials.
Whether or not language is personal and social is considered
under the heading of "What language is." Most of the materials in the
ESRS are geared for whole class or group or individual practice.
Though students sometimes read together or answer the teacher's
questions while physically in a group setting, most of the reading
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practice is done by having students respond to the teacher orally or
by having them do a practice page on an individual

basi5~

Very little

of the reading is made personal, and social activities with the
reading are seldom part of the lessons.
In the Desarrollo de antecedentes(-RT-Building of Background
Knowledge) sections of the lessons, teachers are usually guided to
give students background information rather than build upon personal
experience and knowledge that student already have. Sometimes summary
statements are all that are provided. For example, in the story, "EI
suefio de Masiel" (-RT-Masiel 's Dream) in the Level 11 teacher's guide
for Cielos pintados (-RT- Painted Skies) the following information
appears:
"EI sueKo de Masiel" es un cuento acerca de una jovencita
que qui ere trabajar en un periodico. En el cuento, Masiel
descubre los elementos necesarios para la publicaci~n de un
periodico y luego se dedica a hacer que sus sueKos se
conviertan en realidad (p.233).
-RT"Masiel 's Dream" ia a story about a young girl who wants to
work for a newspaper. In the story Masiel discovers the
necessary elements in the the publication of a newspaper and
then dedicates herself to making her dreams come true.
In Huellas matutinas (-RT- Footprints on the Seashore), there
is an expository reading about Disneyland, a place that most children
in this country would have some personal knowledge of. However, the
"Building of Background Knowledge" section does not draw upon
information or experiences children might already have. On the other
hand, an assumption is made that the students' understanding of the
word parque (-RT- park) includes the idea of an amusement park where
admission is paid. The questions asked make no distinction between
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parks and amusement parks though in many dialects of Spanish an
amusement park is un pargue de atracciones or centro de diversiones
(-RT- amusement park) but un pargue is a place with trees and grass
for picnics and Sunday afternoon outings •• It is possible that
students would need to discuss that distinction.
La sel ecd on
EI Par que de DISNEYLANDIA" es un art! cuI 0
acerca de un parque de California. L Cu~les son algunas de
las cosas que hace la gente en un parque? (Las respuestas
pueden incluir p-asear en juegos meca'nicos, participar en
juegos para ganar premios, ver los personajes de las tiras
cci~icos, comer perros calientes.) EI art(culo uEI Parque
de DISNEYLANDIA" nos da informaci6n acerca de ese parque.
II

(p. 113)

-RTThe selection "DISNEYLAND Park" is an article about a park
in California. What are some of the things that people do
in a park? (The answers can include going on rides, playing
games to win prizes, seeing characters from comic stips,
eating hot dogs.) The article "DISNEYLAND Park" gives us
information about that park.
Some of the activities in La extensidn de la lectura (-RTReading Extension) section of the lesson plans do suggest that
teachers help students become personally and socially involved with
the text readings through discussions, songs, writing and sharing,
cooking, field trips, joint art projects, skits, and writing
advertisements. However, none of these activities are chosen by
students themselves and, therefore, the social interaction is never
really by choice.
What written language is.

Though there is an Ejercicio de

redaccion (-RT- Writing Activity) suggested for all the lessons in the
series, the writing is carefully controlled, especially at the
beginning levels, and students are not expected to write things they
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have not already learned to read first. Teacher's guides explain that
oral language is the essential first step in all reading:

Strong oral language interaction promotes communicative
growth by using language activities to build concepts and
vocabulary that provides the core for successful reading
comprehension. Vocabulary and concepts are developed
through the use of oral language ••• (p.iv).
The monograph "Bilingual Reading Process" explains the
hierarchy of skills for the ESRS:
Sequential stages of development begin with oral language as
a base; continue with phonics, vocabulary development, and
literal comprehension; and later expand to the developmental,
functional, and critical dimensions of reading ••• Orderly
progress within each area of reading-from early emphaSis on
decoding skills to later emphasis on critical and
inferential cognitive skills- demands a gradual and
unfolding system of instruction (p. 2).
It is clear that the "oral/written parallel" category on the SPPI
would result in a

~

rating indicating that there is no evidence that

oral and written language develop in a parallel manner. Oral language
is considered an essential first step in reading.

Unit of Emphasis
As has been already discussed under "Program Focus" and
"Strategies for the Use of Cues from Print", the syllable and the word
receive the most emphaSis in this program. Letters are built into
syllables which are the basis for skill lessons as well as for
controlling the written language of the readings. The preprimer
stUdent texts are based on

~he

syllables that are presented in the

unit skill lessons. For example, in the fourth text for the first
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preprimer, Toditos saltan (-RT- Everyone Jumps), the text of the first
page reflects recoding skill practice exercises of syllables
vowels lal and 101 and the consonantes 151,

~,

~ith

the

Itl, Ill, and In/.

Figure 43 is the first page of the four page text.

Toditos saltan

-RTEveryone Jumps
They are little frogs and they jump all by themselves.
They are little bears and they jump all by themselves.
They are little ducks and they jump all by themselves.
Fig. 43. Syllable Unit of Emphasis.
Student Text. Lluvias cantantes, p. 13.
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The word is the other basic unit of emphasis. As explained
earlier in this chapter, the monograph, "Reading Comprehension and the
Classroom Teacher", stresses the importance of the identification of
the word as "the basic unit of meaning found in text.

u

Vocabulary is

controlled up through Level 6, and lists of new words introduced into
the lessons are in the back of the book. Beginning with Level 7, books
contain a Glosario (-RT-Glossary) meant to help students with words
they

~ight

not understand. In the first B levels, new words are

presented before each story. Figure 44 shows lists of new vocabulary
words found in the first preprimer,Lluvias cant antes (-RT-Singing
Rains) and in the Level B student text, Ventanas cristalinas (-RTCrystalline Windows)
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Todos corran y nadan
Palabrae nuevae

I. Los osos y los sapitos ~.
2. Los sapitos no corren.
3. Los 0505 Y los sapitos lIegan en
carras.
4. Las focas nadan.
S. Los sapitos ven ,!:!.Ias focas.
6. Los 0505 corren
rap ida mente.
7. Los 0505 lIegan
primero.

-RTEveryone Runs and SMiDS
NeM Words
1. The bears and the little frogs !:.'!!!...
2. The little frog!l do ~ run.
3. The bears and the little frogs arrive in cars.
4. The seals sKiD.
S. The i'TIITe frogs !!.!!.!. the seals.
6. The bears run ~.
7. Th. b,.rl arrive ~.

29

Si fuera maS alta
Me

H

Pal.brae nuevae

1. Las jirafas quieren alcanzar las ramas del
--arbolito.
2. Mi madre tenIa los vestidos en el ropero.
3. La maestra se sienta en la silla.
4. EI perro descansa en el ~.
5. Me gusta scntarme a mirar las estrellas.
6. Juan y Cristobal cstaban jugando al
baloncesto.

-RTIf I Were Only Taller

New Words
I.

3.
4.
5.
o.

The giraffes Hant to reach the branches of the little tree.
Mv mother had the dresses In the closet.
The teacher Sits down on the chalr-.-The dog rests on the floor. - I like to Sit mvself ~and look at the stars.
Juan and CrlstoDal Here plaYing basketball.

83

Fig. 44. New Words. Student Texts, Lluvias cantantes,
p.29 and Ventanas cristalinas, p. 83.
Though the words are presented in a sentence context, the context is
often

50

limited that it is of little help in identifying the words.
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Variability of unit of emphasis.

The unit of emphasis does

shift fairly consistently throughout the series. Exercises that are
meant to practice syllables also highlight words. For example, in a
workbook activity in Lluvias cantantes (Singing Rains), students are
asked to pick out repeated words in a poem. The words of the poem are
directly from the practiced syllables of the text reading shown in
Figure 45.
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LenguaJe f1gurodo: repotlcJ6n

"J0ditos salla n" Paoinas
Thev All HOD P-aq9s i3-16

. Somos sapos, somos sapos,
. We ara Irogs, we ara Irogs,

somos 105 sapitos .
.... ara Iha linla Irogs,

Somos 0505, somos 0505,
We ara bears, wa ara baars,

somos 0505 y sapos .

... a ara bears and Irogs,

0505

y sapos, sapos y 0505,

Boars and lrogs, Irogs and bears,

somos 105 sapos y 105 0505.
we are Ihe Irogs and the bears,

Fig. 45. Repeated Words in a Poem.
Student workbook. Lluvias cantantes p. 15
An exercise with as little internal meaning as this one can only be
meant to practice word and syllable identification.
Subword, comprehension, and vocabulary skill exercises are
found one following the other in the teacher's guides. For example,
the lesson plan for the expository reading

"Se~ales

de seguridad"

(-RT- Safety Signs) in the Level 7 teacher's guide for Murmullos
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lejanos (-RT- Distant Whispers) contains exercises that have students
look at parts of words, paragraphs, sentences, words, and the student
text for the unit.
Under

EI Desarrollo de Destrezas y Conceptos (-RT-The

Development of Skills and Concepts) students pick out suffixes on
words that are introduced in sentences, predict information on the
basis of a short paragraph, and identify stress patterns Mith spelling
patterns. The Lectura

de Comprensi6n (-RT-Reading Comprehension)

section introduces the reading by providing information. Next follow
suggestions for students to do skill sheets on inflectional endings,
grammar, and spelling. The vocabulary section encourages students to
pick out whole words, analyze the words and use the words in
sentences. The comprehension questions that teachers ask about the
text focus on students getting answers from the text pages and
extending their understanding of the reading. La Extension de la
Lectura (-RT-Extension of the Reading) has students write a paragraph,
practice suffixes, predict results after hearing two sentences, work
on accents, read passages from the text, and orally discuss safety
signs (pp. 40-50). Throughout the teacher's guides, then, there is a
constant shift in the unit of emphasis.

Meaning
Level of Representation-Lexical. As discussed above, the ESRS
monograph, "Reading Comprehension and the Classroom Teacher" clearly
states that "the word is the basic unit of meaning found in text
(p.2)". Though the word skills tested in the series only comprise 7%
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of the skills tested, many of the decoding, vocabulary, and
comprehension skills in the teacher's guides and student activity
workbooks are really word centered (see Table 7).
Table 7. Word Skills Tested.
WORD SKILLS TESTED
SKILL

NUMBER

PERCENT OF WORD SKILLS

Identify Repeated
Words

1

51.

Antonyms
Synonyms

7

411.

Referents

3

18%

Homophones

2

121.

Homographs

2

121.

Compound Words

2

121.

SERIES TOTAL

17

1001.

----------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL PERCENT
OF SERIES

7i.

The goal of many of the word recognition exercises is to
identify the word using parts of the words to build to the
pronunciation of the entire word as in Figure 46. As students
pronounce the words and look at the pictures, they also identify the
meaning of individual words. Sometimes vocabulary words are presented
in the context of isolated sentences, but as Figure 44 demonstrates,
the context is so limited it is of little help in word identification.
Words are not identified as part of the meaning of whole texts because
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the assumption is that "the word" not the text is "the basic unit of
meaning."
Exercises of "Descifrado" (-RT-Decoding) use the word as the
basis of both synthetic phonics and analytic word analysis. Students
are instructed either to build up to words or to pick out letters Dr
syllables in given words. Figure 46 shows a representative preprimer
workbook activity which has students practice syllables with the
consonant

~,

fill in syllables with! and use the completion of the

word as vocabulary identification. In activities like this one,
picture clues help students identify the meaning of individual words.
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Consonantes: d-idl

do

de

du

-.
~
.

Ie

--_1-__ -. ---_J-=r
~Iie

~dOS

---~I-,-.
~razno

--dOce

----=-.J-~.

---,.=.J~ -'-:-

dahlia

twelve

~me

--.Uilche

-do-

--=--L-==.,--

tien
• ('Igor

Slor8

Mira las silabas en la pano de arnba do esta pagll1a. Mua cada drbu,a

y lIena al espaCJo con la srlaDa correcta.

Shower

neflU
sWims

LOOk al lI"'e sv"ablOS at the lOP 01 this oago. Look; at each plctur. and
1.11 In tno olank 'limn tho corrlJCt syllaCla.

Fig. 46. Lexical Meaning. Student Workbook,
Lluvias cantantes, p. 14.
The teaching of vocabulary naturally emphasizes lexical
meaning. In the student textbooks, new words are introduced in the
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context of isolated sentences. The word is underlined and the students
are directed to focus on the word. The teacher's guide introduces new
vocabulary with flash cards that focus on the wor.d and various types
of word analysis. Student activity books have students practice
vocabulary by writing words into appropriate blanks in sentences or
paragraphs.
Often comprehension of a reading is also evaluated by the
identification of word meaning. The assumption is that students
comprehend if they are able to complete a sentence with a word or pick
out the correct word in a multiple choice question. Though there is
also meaning represented at the morphemic level when syllables are
analyzed in word analysis and at the textual level when inferential
and evaluative questions are asked about text, the major emphasis in
the program is lexical.
Readers Contribution to Meaning. The reader seldom makes a
contribution to the meaning of text.

Some of the inferential and

critical analysis comprehension questions in the teacher's guides and
some of the comprehension questions in the workbooks do allow for
students to contribute their own meaning to the text. However, most of
the meaning that students are asked to get from the text is a fixed
meaning. Students are seldom encouraged to look for individual,
personal meaning in basal reading texts and the ESRS is no exception.

Nature of the Text
Almost all of the ESRS text, with the exception of the poetry,
is adapted text. This is an important observation because the series

1B2

is advertised as one in which

1I • • •

the beauty of the Spanish language

comes through in every sentence of the reading materials." The program
focus on Hispanic culture and materials is done " ••• by presenting the
works of well-known Hispanic authors.

u

However, most the text that

comes from those authors as well as the text written by the series
authors is adapted in ways that will be discussed under "Criteria for
Adaptationll.
There are two texts, "Mi amigo Muk Kum"(-RT- Hy Friend Muk
Kum) in Level 9 and "La paloma y la hormiga" (-RT- The Dove and the
Ant) in Level 8 which are not adapted because they come from
children's anthologies originally written in Spanish. There are two
other text selections that do not indicate they are adapted in the
acknowledgements at the end of the texts, but which seem to be
simplified versions of original texts:"La aventura del barco
encantado" (The Adventure of the Enchanted Boat) from Don Quijote de
la Mancha by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, a seventeenth century
writer, and "Siete affos de la vida de Pedro Serrano" (Seven Years in
the Life of Pedro Serrano) by Inca Garcilaso de la Vega who wrote in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In both cases, neither the
vocabulary nor the inflected verb forms reflect the writing of
sixteenth and seventeenth century authors.
The adapted texts include a variety of genre. There are
examples of all the types of text listed on the SPPI in the ESRS:
myths, legends, fairy tales, fiction, and exposition. Much of this
adapted Spanish language text is not new, however,

~o

the 1987 Economy

Series. A survey of three student texts in the 1980 Spanish Economy
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Reading Series, Nuestros Suenos (-RT-Our Dreams), Mi Mundo (-RT-My
World), and Nuestra AlegrIa (-RT-Our Happiness), revealed that 41 of
the text selections in those three books are also in the 1997 series.
For example, out of 23 selections in the 1987 Level 10
textbook,Lugares altos (-RT-High Places), 16 are selections that are
also found in the 1980 Level 9 book, Nuestros Suenos (-RT-Our Dreams).
Therefore, it might be said that the Economy Series does have a
variety of types of adapted text in the series but that much of the
text is not new to the program.
Criteria for Adaptation.

The major criteria for adaptation

for the text in the ESRS has to do with readability, phonics, and word
frequency. The three categories on the SPPI are interrelated. Authors
of the text control the text to conform to the letter/sound
correspondences taught in the Descifrado (-RT-Decoding) sections of
the lessons. Vocabulary is carefully controlled at the preprimer
levels to conform to the syllables taught. Through Level 6, all the
words in the stories that are newly introduced are listed at the back
of the book so there is a cumulative list of all vocabulary students
should know. Text vocabulary and sentence structure is kept simple.
The first page from a Level 5 story, "EI d{a antes de una fiesta"
(-RT- The Day Before a Fiesta) exemplifies this type of adapted,
simplified text (see Figure 47).
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EI dia antes
d na fiesta
I

-RTThe Day Before a Fiesta
Today is the day before the fiesta.
TOlar row is Hay 5 and
there is a fiesta throughout all the city
to celebrate the day.
The day before the fiesta, Sara
IS at home and is looking for her violin.
When she cannot find the violin, she call Pepe.
"Where is my Violin?·
asks Sara.

Hoy es el dia antes de Ia fiesta.
Manana es el Cinco de Mayo y
hay fiesta por toda Ia ciudad para
celebrar el dia.
EI dia antes de Ia fiesta, Sara
esta en su casa y busca su violin.
Al no ver el violin, llama a Pepe.
-lD6nde esta mi violin?
-pregunta Sara.

,,'

38

Fig. 47. Adapted Text. Student Text,
Huellas matutinas, p. 38.
In the vocabulary list at the back of the book, there are six new
words listed for this page: dla (-RT-day), antes (-RT-before), fiesta
(-RT-fiesta), Mayo (-RT-May), celebrar (-RT-to celebrate), and violln
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(-RT-violin). All of these words are presented in the lesson as
Palabras Nuevas (-RT-New Words). No new words are in stories unless
already introduced. In an effort to make the text easier, the authors
of the program have chosen to adapt text rather than have students
experience authentic text. It must be questioned, however, whether a
simplified, unnatural text is really easier to read. Opportunities for
prediction are usually absent in such text. Figure 48 gives an example
of an adapted text from the Level 4 Preprimer that lacks
predictability. The reading, entitled Las cebras (-RT- The Zebras)
begins by describing the jungle as "big and green." The next sentence
explains that animals in the jungle are strong. This is followed by a
sentence which states that the animals in the jungle are huge.
Finally, in the fourth sentence of a five sentence page, the zebras,
which are not huge and do not live in the jungle are introduced.
Neither the pictures nor the title helps students predict the first
three sentences of the text.
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La selva es grande y verde.
Hay animales fuertes en la selva
grande.
Animales enormes viven en la
selva grande y verde.
Tambien viven animales de rayas
negras cerca de la selva.
Se lIaman cebras.
32

-RTThe Zebras
The jungle is big and green.
There are strong animals in the jungle.
Huge animals live in the big, green jungle.
Black striped animals also live near the jungle.
They are called zebras.
Fig. 48. Text Lacking Predictability.
Student Text. Vistas brillantes. p.32.
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Criterion for Selection.

The ESRS does include some evidence

of representation for purposes of selection based on different
categories listed in the SPPI: representation of minorities, different
classes, different cultures, different social context, and

different

role models. The text selection includes· especially good
representation of different cultures and different role models. In
Levels 11 and 12 alone, twenty-two texts present different cultures in
some way. The topics of the texts vary and include both fiction and
nonfiction: the famous Spanish musician, Pablo Casals; a trip through
South America; a poem about Cuba; a story about the Yucatan and its
ruins; legends from the Incas and Mayans; stories and poetry about the
Gaucho from Argentina; a Greek Myth; the life of a famous American
flamenco dancer; the true life story of an Hispanic girl at West
Point; a Japanese tale about a tidal wave; adapted excerpts from Don
Quijote; and several stories about middle class Hispanics in the
United States. The other texts also include stories from other
cultures, poetry written by Hispanics about the Hispanic culture,
expository texts about cultural differences, biographies of famous
Hispanics, and legends from other cultures.
There is also an excellent representation of different role
models and different social contexts in the series. For example
different roles are represented when a father makes excellent arroz
con polIo (-RT-chicken and rice), a male nurse helps a female doctor,
a mother studies to be a lawyer, males learn ballet, and a girl is not
afraid of an insect, but a boy is afraid of a

frog~

Characters appear

in many different settings: at school, at home, at play, in the

lSS

marketplace, in an office, at contests, on vacation, at camp, in the
country and in the city. The authors of the series made an effort to
avoid stereotyping role models and to represent different social
contexts.
Though there is an excellent representation of minorities in
the art work of the series, there is very little text that deals with
people being minorities and having problems because of being a
minority person. Pictures depict people of different races,
handicapped people, poor people, and old people. However, only a few
stories even remotely refer to the minority status of the characters
in the story. For example, in one story in the Level 6 reader, "Las
violetas de Rosaura" (-RT-Rosaura's violets), a poor farm girl from
Guatemala is embarrassed to ask people to buy her goods at the
marketplace. However, the story suggests that her reluctance to
solicit sales is due to shyness.

II

Periodicos" (-RT- Newspapers) is a

story about two poor newspaper boys in Madrid. Though the boys are
poor and not leading lives of normal children, the story depicts the
job they have as an enjoyable one because the newspaper boys have such
a unique selling cry and develop a friendship. Authors avoid any
direct reference to problems related to minority status.
Similar conclusions can be drawn about the representation of
different social classes. There are stories in which characters are
obviously poor. However, the stories do not have the characters
dealing with the problems of not having money. At the same time,
extemely rich or influential characters are not included in stories
either unless the stories are obviously fairy tales or folktales. The
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materials of the ESRS, then, include a good representation of
different cultures and role models. However, the representation of
minorities and social classes is not a very accurate representation of
the society in this country.

Translation.
Very little of the text in this series is a translation from
English to Spanish. Most of the text was written originally in Spanish
and is adapted, but not translated. Those few selections in the series
that are translated include parts of Wilder's Little House on the
Praire, Twain's Tom Sawyer, Zambosco's Bambi, Hoff's Danny and the
Dinosaur and Bond's Paddington's Garden. However, these selections
were not translated by Economy series writers but are selections that
had been professionally translated into Spanish before the series was
written. The Spanish translations of these selections are well done.

Learning
The materials of the ESRS reflect a behavioristic view of
learning. A behavioristic view is one that views learning as a
stimulus-response process. Students are passive recipients of
knowledge that teachers, using basal materials, impart. As already
discussed under "View of Language", skills and vocabulary are
introduced and practiced many times because learning is viewed as
something that happens after repeated practice. Students are expected
to master skills rather than to develop understanding.
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There is also some evidence of a mentalistic view of learning
because it is assumed that students must be taught the skills and that
learning has a direct relationship to teaching. The exercises and
training provided by the basal materials are considered essential to
mastery of reading.

View of the Learner
In the ESRS the learner is viewed as a passive, dependent
receiver of knowledge. The learner is totally controlled and basically
deficient because the learner needs to be given all the information
and knowledge that the materials contain in order to succeed as a
reader. The pages and pages of exercises and instruction in the
materials make it clear that the learner lacks a great deal of
knowlege that the materials are going to supply.
Teaching
Teacher's Role
The teacher's role is closely related to the view of the
learner. While the learner is controlled, the teacher is in control.
The learner is dependent, deficient, and passive because the teacher
is the source of all wisdom, the judge of all progress, and the
director of what is to happen in the classroom. Teachers seem to have
a great deal of power, but they are actually technicians or scripted
performers carrying out the instructions of the basal materials that
promise to "promote reading independence." There is no provision to
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view the teacher as an educated professional who makes decisions about
the needs of students because the materials guide every teaching step.

Pedagogical Approaches
Although there are elements of several of the pedagogical
approaches listed on the SPPI in the ESRS, the two approaches that are
most evident are the phonetic approach and the syllabic approach. The
beginning materials start by teaching students sound/letter
correspondences of individual letters and move to syllables. The
student text is written to accommodate the syllable sounds being
highlighted, and the workbook activities further reinforce phonic and
syllabic emphasis. As the reading comprehension monograph explains,
students are given direct instruction in recoding letters and
syllables because "At the most basic level, the reader must understand
sound/symbol relationships: which letters and letter combinations are
used to represent the most significant sounds we use to produce words"
(p

2).

Grouping
There is very little discussion in the teacher's guides about
grouping of stUdents. Though there is a Prueba de admision
(-RT-Admission Test) for "appropriate student placement in the
program", there is no discussion of ability groups. The materials seem
to be mainly geared for whole class presentation or for individual
work. As a class, students answer teacher-directed questions about the
readings and as individuals they complete their libros de actividades
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(-RT-activity books). As discussed under "Language IPersonal and
Social", there are some group activities suggested in the La extension
de la lectura (-RT-Extension of the Reading) sections, but those
groups are

teacher-dir~cted

and probably represent neither the

self-selected nor the interest groups listed on the SPPI.

Basal Organization
The SPPI lists four considerations for basal organization:
linguistic considerations, literature, technical information, and
content units. The ESRS has evidence of all four of these categories.
Especially at the beginning levels, there is evidence that linguistic
considerations drive the text. The story "Los osos fuertes" (-RT-The
strong bears) in the first preprimer talks about bears lifting kilos y
kilos of weight because the letter
"En las

ma~anas"(-RT-In

~

is being featured and the story

the Mornings) is about cachorros (-RT-bear

cubs) because the ch is presented. All of the preprimer materials
including the student text, the teacher's guide, the workbooks, and
the skills sheets are organized around the syllable.
Linguistic considerations are a major portion of the
technology of reading that assumes that reading is taught by
presenting students with a series of skills in a certain order. The
ESRS lists in the Scope and Sequence the skills that students need and
the order in which they must be taught. There is a Scope and Sequence
for the teaching of readiness and oral language in Kindergarten, and
for vocabulary, comprehension, decoding, literary ,skills, and study
and life skills from the first grade to the fifth. The ESRS provides a
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separate booklet about the program's
Scope and Sequence in the
\
Teacher's Resource Notebook. In this booklet the rationale for the
inclusion of the different skills is explained.
For readiness and recoding there is some rationale given for
the order of presentation as well as inclusion of- the skills. The
explanation for the order of introduction of the "decoding" skills is
quite extensive:
Decoding begins with an auditory introduction of each
letter. Once pupils are familiar with the sound of a
letter, the letter symbol itself is presented. Vowel sounds
are i~troduced first. Consonant sounds are introduced in
order of their frequency in the language, with highest
frequency consonants introduced first. Syllabication
begins concurrently with the presentation of consonant
sounds and letters ••• The presentation of decoding skills
.•• continues with the introduction of dipthongs and
consonant blends. Syllabication usage is expanded with
discussion of syllable division ••• Once syllable division
is mastered, pupils can easily learn rules governing stress
patterns .•• The decoding strand is completed with the
presentation of spelling changes .•. p. 30.
Except for the comment on the frequency of consonants being a basis,
there is no rationale given for the ordering of the skills.
The assumption is that this technology, this systematic presentation
of skills and controlled text, will teach students to read.
The book is also organized around Hispanic literature. Poetry,
representing different Hispanic communities, is placed throughout the
series in appropriate content sections. The books offer individual
units that provide a loosely woven theme to the readings which are
often centered around Hispanic culture. For example, in the Level 12
book the first unit, entitled Viajes y lugares (-RT- Trips and Places)
contains a text about a trip around South America, a trip from Mexico
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City to Los Angeles, an excerpt from Swift's Gulliver's Travels, the
story of a camping trip, and a poem about leaving Cuba.
The unit theme serves as an organization throughout the
series. In another example, in the Level 10 book, the first unit is
entitled, Alternativas (-RT- Alternatives). In this unit, characters
in the stories make decisions based on different alternatives. Within
other content-units, the series authors have placed adapted texts that
have been chosen from a variety of Hispanic literature. As the
advertising brochure explains, "The selections cover a complete range
of genres from fiction to nonfiction, poetry to plays, biographies to
fairy tailes, folklore to classics ••• " which are organized under
topics (p. 3).

Reading Problems
Approach to Problems: Curriculum.

At the end of each unit,

the ESRS provides a section entitled, Evaluaci6n y ensenanza alterna
(-RT-Evaluation and Reteaching). This section offers to teachers
activities that are meant to evaluate different skills presented in
the previous lessons in the program. Besides the evaluation activity,
there is also listed the page number of the skill sheet in the
Teacher's Notebook that reinforces the skill and the criterio
(-RT-Criterion) that teachers are to use to decide if students need
more practice with the skill. If students do not meet the criterion,
there is an Ensenanza alterna (-RT- Reteaching) activity that gives
students more practice with the skill. Figure 49 shows a sample
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"Evaluation and Reteaching" activity found in the Level 10 teacher's
guide for Lugares altos (-RT-High Places),
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Evaluaci6n y
ensefianza altema

6

VOCABULARIO
Claves estructurales: piefiJos Vlc
Use the following presentation to evaluate the pupils' ability to recognize prefixes as structural clues. Write the following sentences on the chalkboard.

!l boat.

Los obreros descargan el azucar de un barco.

The workers unload the sugar from

EI bisabuelo bes6 a su bisnieta.

The great-grandfather kissed his great-granddaughter.

El autom6vil coma veloz por el camino.

The automobile ran fast along the road.

Direct atlention to the first sentence and ask the fOllowing questions.
,Cud I es la palabra que liene un prefijo en la primera
oracion? (descargan)

What word in the first sentence has a prefix? (descargan)

,Cud I es el prefijo de la palabra descargan? (des)

What is the prefix in the word descargan? (des)

que palabra se Ie agrego el prefijo des para obtener la
palabra descargan? (a cargan)

To what word was the prefix des added to obtain
Ihe word descargan? (to cargan)

,Que quiere decir la palabra descargan? (10 opuesto a
cargan, es decir: "quitan la carga")

What does the ',\ord descargan mean? (the opposite to cargan: ·they remove the cargo")

,Que significa el prefijo des? (opuesto a)

What does the prefix des mean? (opposite to)

,A

Follow a similar procedure With the rema:mng sentences.
Criteria: Pupils can identify ana decoOe 'Nords with prefixes .
• Hoja de trabajo para la destreza 94 en Recursos para el maestro

ENSENANZA ALTERNA
Ask pupils to wilte sentences uSing tre '~ lo·.'"ng words With prefixes. subtemlneo (suDterranean). semtdormldo (ha:f-3sieep). tilimguto \:r1angle). indeciso
(undecided). intercambio (interchange) Cal: for volunteers to read thelf sentences ana teli the meaning of the preil' In each of the given 'Noras.

EvaluaCIOn y enserianza alterna

379

Fig. 49. Evaluation and Reteaching Activity.
Teacher's Guide, Lugares altos, p. 379.
Approach to Problems: Student.

The ESRS offers two basic

types of testing: a placement test and assessment tests. The Prueba de
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admision (-RT- Admission Test) is intended to place students in the
program. This test evaluates auditory discrimination, decoding skills,'
vocabulary development, and comprehension of selected passages. The
purpose of this test is to check prerequisite reading skills as well
as reading achievement in order to place students. The Pruebas de
asimilacion (-RT- Assessment Tests) provide periodic, criterion
referenced testing of the skills evaluated at the end of each unit.
The Assesment Tests are in a standardized test format and are meant to
monitor student progress.
The basic approach to reading problems is one of stressing the
focus of the skills students have not mastered. Since the program is
based on a system that requires mastery of one skill to move to the
next, it is not possible to change the focus of instruction for
students who have problems with reading. Instead, students are given
more practice doing the skills that they are having trouble with.

Curriculum Thrusts
The basic thrusts of the ESRS are behavioristic and
~echnological.

Behaviorism is reflected in the

importa~ce

given to

direct instruction. The teacher's guides explain that "Direct
instruction practices enable teachers to model vocabulary,
comprehension, decoding, study/life and literary skills before skill
application" (p. iv). The philosophy is a behavioristic one because it
assumes that the model will serve

a~

a stimulus and the student will

respond with mastery of the skill modeled. The'assumption appears to
be that if the skills are practiced enough, they will become habit.
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Not only are skills introduced by the teacher and practiced with the
group, they are also reinforced through skill sheets and workbook
exercises. If unit evaluations show students have not mastered the
skills, there is further practice offered.
The behavioristic organization is based on the belief that
reading can be taught by sequencing and controlliilg the

~kills

and the

text. This belief results in a kind of technology of reading. Teachers
become "technicians" running the students as they might machines. The
assumption is that by simply following the directions, teachers can
produce successful readers.
Behaviorist, technological thrusts lead to materials that
reflect academic rationalism. When adults believe that certain skills
and texts are essential inclusions in any reading program for students
to be successful readers, there is evidence of academic rationalism.
Goodman and Page (1978) explain that academic rationalism assumes that
school is a preparation for life rather than an important part of life
(p. 197). The skills taught in the ESRS are considered by program
authors to be essential to reading and much of the literature chosen
for the students was chosen because it is conceived as the best in
Hispanic literature. The ESRS materials assume that certain things
need to be taught and that students need to be prepared.
There is some evidence of other curriculum thrusts in the
materials. The importance of cognitive process is emphasized in the
"Reading Comprehension and the Classroom Teacher" monograph in which
the importance of the student's schema or "mental set" and prior
experience and prior knowledge to comprehension is discussed. In the
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Desarrollo de antecedentes (-RT- Development of Background Kno"ledge)
and the Motivacion para la lectura (-RT- Motivation for Reading)
sections of the lesson plans, there is an effort to build background
knowledge for the students before reading text and an attempt to help
give students a mental set. Inferential and critical analysis
comprehension questions also are intended to involve students in
thinking about what they read and to help them to relate it to their
own understandings. The teacher's guides describe this goal of the
program materials: "Comprehension questioning strategies activate the
process of thinking at different levels and difficulties" (p.iv).
However, though the goals and some of the materials reflect
comprehension process, the organization and implementation of the
program keeps students from becoming as actively involved in

think~ng

and learning as they would if there was some choice and personal
involvement in the text and activities.
Conclusions for ESRS
The Economy Spanish Reading Series is representative of a
~yllabic

Spanish language basal reading program in some respects but

also is unique in some ways. As in most basals, the program materials
are carefully sequenced following the introduction of syllables and
vocabulary. The text students read in the first levels is controlled
by the introduction of new syllables and new vocabulary. The text at
the other levels is also adapted to the students in some way. It is
either a text written by the program authors at an "appropriate level"
or an authentic

te~t

that has been simplified to make it more
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comprehensible for the students. Comprehension skills are emphasized
and comprehension activities attempt to draw on student interest and
background. The series offers lots of opportunity to practice the
skills through workbook exercises and skill sheets. Skills are
evaluated and reteaching lessons are available. Success in reading is
determined by success in mastering the Skills.
The text, though adapted, does represent a wide variety of
Hispanic literature and culture. Students read a wide variety of
poetry, excerpts of adapted versions of fiction by famous Hispanic
authors, and expository texts about ancient Hispanic cultures as well
as about the lives of present day Hispanics. Even the fiction written
by the series authors includes Hispanic characters in our present
society. Though much of the text in the 1987 ESRS was also in the 1980
Spanish language basal series, the ESRS offers an excellent selection
of reading for Hispanic children in the United States.
The ESRS is different from the other three syllabic series in
the approach to print. Though the series does use the syllable as a
basic unit of emphasis, the authors never discuss the mastery of the
syllable as essential for Spanish readers. Instead, the word is
considered the "basic building block of reading". All of the recoding
exercises dealing with the syllable use the word as a the basic unit
by either building from the syllable to the word or analyzing the word
to study the syllable.
The Economy Spanish Reading Series, then, is a complete
Spanish language basal program that offers much of what it promises.
It includes direct instruction of skills with lots of practice,
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comprehension questions at "different levels and difficulties",
"Integrated language arts activities in the areas of oral language,
listening, reading, spelling, grammar and writing skills ••• " (p. iv),
and a variety of types of literature and literary styles including a
selection of Hispanic literature and culture readings.

Comparison with Other Series
In order to make a comparison of the Economy Spanish Reading
Series with the other three syllabic Spanish language basal reading
series, serveral preliminary steps were taken. (1)

Each series was

reviewed by reading some teacher's guides and several student texts
and student workbooks. (2) The Program Profile Continuum Survey was
completed for each series. (3) All the available materials for the
~eries

were read over. (4) The Spanish Program Profile Instrument was

completed for each series. (5) The Economy Spanish Reading Series
narrative was completed.
The remainder of this chapter will include descriptions of
three Spanish language syllabic basal series: Mil Maravillas, Lectura
en dos idiomas, and

Hagamos Caminos.

Each description will highlight

ways in which the series is the same as the ESRS and ways that each
differs from it.

Mil Maravillas
Macmillan's series, Mil Maravillas (-RT-A Thousand Marvels)
has component parts similar to the Economy series, offers teachers
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lesson plans organized in a similar way, and appears to emphasize
similar categories on the SPPI. However, a closer look at the
materials reveals that the Macmillan series offers a different
approach to the presentation of skills in the lessons and emphasizes
categories differently.

Reading
Program Focus
Program Focus: Syllable/Word.

Like the ESRS, Mil Haravillas

(MH) focuses on the the syllable, word analysiS, and synthetic phonics
in order to help students learn vocabulary. Though the word becomes a
central objective and focus, the reliance on the syllable to identify
words is much more obvious in MM than in ESRS. Under "Program
Philosophy" in the teacher's guides and in the "Program Overview", the
importance of the syllabic method is made clear:
The vocabulary strategy in Mil Maravillas is especially
significant. Unlike programs that are mere translations of
English reading programs into Spanish, in Mil Maravillas
vocabulary is aligned with the syllabic skill being taught
(p. T-13).
Under the introduction to the lesson plans for the series, the
syllabic emphasis is further explained: "Vocabulary is always
introduced syllabically and in context to ensure successful
comprehension of the selection" (p.T-14).
The importance of the syllable in word identification is
obvious in the teacher's guides, student texts, and workbooks. Though
the organization of the first three levels is around a letter, the
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letter is always combined with vowels to form a syllable. For example,
the letter L is the focus in Figure 50, an example from the Level 2
teacher's guide lesson for the story "Adela solita" (-RT- Adela All By
Herself). The previous page of the teacher's guide explains that "When
children are able to read the new syllables, direct the decoding of
the new syllables within words" (p. 244). Then teachers direct
students to write the syllables

~,

~

and

~.

The instructions in

numbers 2 and 3 in Figure 50 show how teachers are told to build words
synthetically.
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2. Ahora lean cada silaba que yo scilale. (Seilale primero pa,luego ya y luego so. Repita

el proceso mas rapidamente "asta que los
nit10s digan la palabra payaso).
3. (Escriba payaso). Las silabas que han leido
forman la palabra paraso. Lean pa}'aso
conmigo . , . paraso. (AI decir la palabra
can los 1lit10S, trace una lillea cun'a call la
ti=a debajo de cada silaba de la palabra.
Haga que \'arios Iliilos leall la palabra illdi\'iduaimellle).

2.

Now read each syllable as I point to It. (Point
first to pa, then to ya, and then to so. Repeat thlt
process at a faster pece until children are saying
the word payaso.)

3,

(Write payaso.) The syllables you have read
make up the word payaso. Read payeso with
me. , .. payaso. (As you say the word with the
children, draw a loop with the chalk under each
syllabla of the word. Have children take turns
reading the word.)

Follow the same procedure to practice decoding the new syllables. Use the following words: ,rale, o,rt.', J't.'S(}, .1'II,ro. IU,rIl, a,rllda, ,rlllt.'.
•

WORKBOOK:

page 73

PREPARING FOR READING

Open syllables: ya ye yo yu

PREPARACION PARA LA LECTURA
S~abas diredas: ):!! ~ ~ Y!!

Listen.

Escucho.

l
clown

Yy

yoyo

?:t,
~ ~ 1ts:.
.. j'...

cast
breakfast

~~

poyoso

yeso

~

l!fl

't!!.yo

!

:::'" . ,~~ ::::~:
desayvno

Fig~ 50. Synthetit Syllabic Word Building.
Teacher's Guide, Mil Maravillas , Level 2, 245.

The text, especially in the first three levels, also reflects
the emphasis on syllables and letters. In the Levell student text,
the first page of the student reading, "Tomasita", contains eight
W0

r dsan d e i ght use s

0

f a s yI I a bI e

I'~ i

letter of the lesson (see Figure 51).

t h the let t e r

~,

the f eat ured
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jTomasital
jMira, Tomasita, mira!
Es tu tro.

-RTTomasita
"Tomasi ta!"
"Look!, Tomasi ta, Look!"
"It's your uncle."

Fig. 51. Syllable Emphasis in Text.
Student Text, Hil Haraviallas, Level 1, p.32.
The syllable is used in other levels to help stUdents identify
words. Word analysis and synthetic word building is used as students
work with suffixes, dipthongs, verb endings, plurals and orthographic
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changes. Skill exercises in the lessons, reteaching exercises,
workbook pages, and flash cards reinforce subword approaches to
identifying words.
Word. Though subword skills are emphasized in the series, the
goal is always to use the skills to identify the words. New words are
further emphasized by paragraphs that explain the words' meaning and
give examples of the words in sentences. For example, the word
cucharita (-RT-teaspoon) in the second lesson of Level b, "Canta el
I
COgUl"
(-RT-The Coqui Sings) is first presented underlined in a

sentence on the "Preparcion para la ledura" (-RT-Preparation for the
Reading) page that introduces vocabulary and syllables with

~.

Then,

each new word is described separately:
Una cucharita es una cuchara chiquita. Nos sirve para comer
lfquidos 0 cosas blandas. Piensen en algunas de las cosas
que comemos con una cucharita. Ahora completen y digan la
oraci6n siguiente: "Usamos la cucharita para comer ______ "
(p. 35)

-RTA teaspoon is a little spoon. We use it to eat liquids or
soft things. Think about some things that we eat with a
teaspoon. Now complete and say the following sentence:
"We use the teaspoon to eat _________ ."
This type of presentation of the word also relates to a strong
emphasis on meaning.
Meaningl Comprehension as a Product. Meaning is a central
objective of all of the lessons in MM. The teacher's guides refer to
"recent research" to draw conclusions about Spanish reading:
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••• Spanish reading, like English reading, is not merely a
decoding process, but rather a complex conceptual process
which requires readers to be actively involved in using
their stored thoughts and language knowledge along with
written context to identify unknown words and construct
the meaning of text (p. T-13).
Every lesson includes under La Lectura (-RT- The Reading), the
"Developing Background" and "Setting Purposes" sections meant to
"actively involve" the students to use their background knowledge and
to construct meaning. Figure 52 gives an example in the Levels 6-7
teacher's guide for the story "EI niflo que atrapa el viento" (-RT- The
Boy Who Traps the Wind).
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DEVELOPING BACKGROUND
Be sure children are on page
and disadvantages of wind.

n. Involve them in a discussion about the advantages

EI viento ayuda a la naturaleza y aI hombre.
como ayuda a un papalote que vuela en el aire.
cuando no sopla muy ruene. EI viento rerresca
el ambiente cuando haec calor. Transpona el
polen de las plantas. Empuja las nubes para que
la lIuvia caiga en direrentes lugares. Cuando el
viento sopla can gran ruerza y velocidad. Ievanta todo 10 que encuentra a su paso y 10 destruye. EI viento puede ser un amigo del hombre
y de la naturaleza. Pero. cuando eslli enojado.
sopla ruene y violentamente y se conviene en
un elemento temible y destructor.

The wind helps nature and man just as it helps a kite
flying in the air. when it doesn't blow too hard. The
wind cools the environment when it is hot. 11 transports plant pollen. It pushes the clouds so that rain
wiIJ fall in different places. When the wind blows with
great strength and speed. it picks up everything it
finds in its path and destroys it. Wind can be man
and nature's friend. But. when it is angry it blows
hard and violently and tums into a frightening and
destructive element.

Have children read aloud the directions above the short story on page 77. Then
have them read the title.
EI cuentecito de esta p:igina nos habla del
viento. EI viento cambia la temperatura y el
ambiente. Por ejemplo. durante el verano. nos
gusta el viento suave que nos rerresca. En cambio. en invierno. cuando trae i1uvia y rrio no
nos agrada tanto. Ahara lean el cuentecito.

The lillie story on thiS page tells us about the wind.
The Wind changes the temperature and the atmos·
phere. For exam pte. dUring the summer we like the
salt wind that refreshes us. On the other hand. 11)
winter. when the Wind brings rain and cold. we don't
like It as much. Now read the lillie story.

After children have read the short story silently. discuss it with them. as follows.
"Cudl es la dirercncia entre los dias bonitos'y los
dias que no son tan bonitos? (Los dias bonitos
sale el sol: los dias no tan bonitos la i1uvia cae v
se aye soplar el Viento del :-Janel. i.Por qu~
mucha gente Ie tiene mledo al Vicnto del
:-Jane? (porque a veccs cl Viento del None es
muy violentol

What IS the difference between beautiful days and
the days that are not so beautiful? (On beautiful
days the sun comes out: on the days that are not so
beautiful. rain falls and we can hear the North Wind
blow. I Why are many people afraid of the North
Wind? Ibecause sometimes the North Wind IS very
viole nil

SETTING PURPOSES FOR READING
Have children use the Contents to find the title page of "EI nllio que atrapa al
viento." When they are on page 7B. have a volunteer reaO the title.
EI titulo nos indica que el cuento de hoy trata
de un nino que atrapa al viento. "Como puede
un nino atrapar al vicnto·.' .\hora lean el cuento
para averiguar si un nino puede 0 no ayudar a
la gente de su pueblo atcmorizada por el viento.

The title tells us that tOday·s story IS about a boy
that catChes the wind. How can a boy catcn the
Wind? Now read the story to find out II a boy can or
cannot help the people of n,s town who are afraid of
the Wind.

Have children read the story. Questions above the reduced pupil pages may be
used selectively for guided reading. Questions for discussing the entire selection
may be found under DISCUSSING AND READING.

Fig. 52. Background Knowlege.
Teacher'S Guide. Mil Maravillas, Level 6-7, p. 171.
Following the sections on background knowledge and setting of
purpose, there are a series of questions which relate to the pages in
the student text. For the text, "El

ni~o

gue atrapa el viento", there

are 33 oral questions suggested for eight pages of text. These are
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by a page of 8 more questions for "Discussion and Rereading".

follo~ed

The student also is asked 4 questions in the student textbook and 15
multiple choice questions in the workbook. Students could conceivably
be asked 60 questions about the eight pages of text in the story. The
background knowledge of the children is called upon before reading,
but only 6 of the answers in the teacher's guide allow for a variation
in the student answers. All of those six answers which allow for
variable answers or possible answers provide a probable response from
the students.
Though the emphasis in the program clearly is to have students
understand the reading, the meaning is more narrowly conceived than
knowledge construction. In the Level 6-7 workbook, Ritmos (-RTRhythms), there are 79 "Comprehension and Vocabulary Objectives"
pages. Of those, 24 are meant to demonstrate comprehension of the
story. All of those pages ask for multiple choice or fill in the blank
responses from students. There is only one possible correct answer for
each item.
Using the comprehension exercises of the lesson, El nino gue
atrapa el viento and the types of comprehension questions in the Level

6-7

workbook as a sample, one could conclude that the MM program

offers very little opportunity for students to construct their own
understanding of the text. Comprehension is conceived as a product
that can be measured by answers provided by the textbook writers
rather than a process that allows readers to construct their own
meanings.
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Cues from Print-Semantic Context.

The MM series mainly

approaches print through syllable and word analysis as discussed
above. One feature that is completely unique to this series, however,
is the use of nonesense words to help students use context in
sentences to identify words. While other series encourage students to
use the context of a sentence to identify words, the use of nonsense
words is never used. Figure 53 shows how teachers are to conduct the
skill activity.
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COMPREHENSION AND VOCABULARY SKILLS
Deducir el significado de una palabra por el contexto: sustantivos 0 verbos
Deline words using context clues: nouns or verbs
Review the concept of context clues with the children.
A veces: cuando leemos. encontramos palabras
dificiles. Podemos utilizar las otras palabras que
estan junto a elias para saber el significado de
las palabras desconocidas.

Sometimes when we read. we find difficult words.
We can use the neighboring words 10 find out the
meaning ollhe unknown words.

Have Children listen to the following sentences and then choose the meaning of
each nonsense word they hear.
Ahora les voy a leer una oracion que contiene
una palabra inventada. Despuc:s de leerla. les
voy a decir dos palabras. Quiero que escojan la
palabra que podemos usar en lugar de la pal abra inventada.

Now I am going to read you a sentence thai contains a nonsense word. After reading il. I am going
to tell you two words. I want you to choose the word
that we can use Instead 01 the nonsense word.

Escuchen bien:

Listen carefully:

1.

Panchita dio a la mti9uica con su bate.
) Iruta
a) I:!l:!ota

1.

Panch ita hit the magUica Wllh her bat.
a) b<l~1
b) frUit

2.

Al notolo Ie gusta hacer su nido en el arbol.
a) hlpopotamo
b) pajaro

2.

The notolo likes to make its neSI in a tree.
a) hippopotamus
b) bi!!!

3.

Miguelito corre y se canifrea al agua.
b) duerme
a) tira

3.

Miguelilo runs and canlfrea into the water.
a) dives
tiiST'eeps

Continue the activity with the following sentences. and have children explain how
the sentence helps them understand the difficult word.
Ahora les voy a leer otras oraciones. Cada una
contiene una palabra verdadera que tal vez sea
dificil. pero con la ayuda de las otras palabras
de la oracion. se pucde adivinar el significado
de la palabra dificil. Escojan la palabra que podemos usar en vez de la palabra dificil.

Now t am gOlOg to read you other sentences. Each
one contains a real word that may be difficult. but
With the help of the other words in the sentence. you
can guess the meaning of the difficult word. Choose
the word you can use Instead of the diificult word.

Escuchen:

Listen carefully:

1. Se enclaustro la niila en su recumara por-

1. The girl cloistered herself in her room because
she wanted to be alone. Ishe locked herself in or
went out of)

que queria estar solita. (se encerr6 0 salio)
2.

Su atavio consistia en una camisa verde y
en iiiiOs'iiantalones azules. (~ 0 juguete)

2.

His attire consisted of a green shirt and some
blue pants. (clothe,:; or toy)

3.

Nos sentimos felices porque se regenero la
cola de la laganija despues de que se hubiera roto. (desaparecio 0 crecio de nuevo)

3.

We felt very happy because the lizard's tail regenerated after it had fallen off. (disappearedOr
grew again)

74

Fig. 53. Semantic Context. Teacher's Guide.
Mil Maravillas, Level 6-7, p. 74.
Levels of Comprehension. The high number of questions asked
about a text leads to an exploration of the levels of comprehension
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,

questions asked. In the Level 6 story, "Cabailln" (-RT-Sea Horse) of
24 questions to be asked by the teacher, 23 would be classified as
literal questions using Barrett's categories (Goodman/Page, 1978). The
sixteen comprehension questions in the workbook would also be
classified as literal. Thus, the type of comprehension stressed is
literal comprehension.

Language
View of Language
. Habit/Social and Personal. Throughout the series, there is
evidence that the writers of MM view language as habit. The teacher's
guides emphasize "frequent repetition of instruction" and "abundant
practice" as important elements of the program. Syllables and words
are frequently practiced with lists and flash cards. Workbook and
teaching masters provide practice with skills taught in the lessons.
More than the other syllabic series, MM suggests and
encourages teachers to have students work together, do language
experience stories as a group and share what they do. Games are
?uggested as well as sharing. In the Level 2 teacher's guide, it is
suggested that students make personal folders in keeping with the
theme "Vo Solita" (-RT- Me, All By Myself). Figure 54 shows the
teacher's guide page that introduces the personal activities for the
unit.
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''';

GETTING SET
The selections In iYo solita! are about children (and a few young animals) becoming
more Independent and doing things by themselves. To prepare children for reading
these stories. you may wish to have them do the following ac!lvities.
Invite children to make an "All About Me" folder. Have them draw a self-portrait for
the cover and. as the year goes along. put things they like or things that especially
describe them inside. Distribute the folders and crayons and introduce the activity
as follows:
Ahora van a empezar sus carpetas especiales.
Cada uno va a hacer una carpeta que se lIamara
"Asi soy yo". Para empezar. puedcn dibujar un
dibujo de ustcdcs mismos en la cubierta de su
carpeta.

Now you are going to start your special folderS.
Each of you is going to make a folder that will be
called "This is What I Am Uke." To begin. you can
draw a picture of yourself on the cover of your
folder.

En sus carpetas. puedcn poner sus dibujos favoritos. las palahras que les gustan. etiquetas
cngomadas. premios que hayan ganado y cualquicr otra cosa que quieran meter.

In your folders. you can put your favorite drawings.
words that you like. stickers. prizes that you have
won and whatever other things that you want to put
in.

Estas son sus carpetas particularcs. No tienen
que mostr:irselas a los demas si no quiercn.

These are your private folders. You don't have to
show them to anyone else If you don't want to.

You may also wish to have individuals privately record a sentence or two on a tape
recorder. Then play back the recordings and ask children to identify each speaker.
Introduce the activity as follows:
jVamos a haecr algo muy di\crtido! Cada uno
de ustcdcs \'a a grahar su voz. dicicndo una 0
dos casas que sepa hacer solito 0 solita. Cuando
tad as las voces cstcn grabadas. vamos a adi\inar
a qui':n pertenccc cad a "oz.

Let's do something that IS a lot of fun! Each one of
you IS gOing to record your vOice. telling one or two
things that you know how to do by yourself. When
all the vOices are recorded. we are gOing to guess
whose vOice is whose,

Afterwards. discuss the fact that each voice is different and is just one of many
unique characteristics of a person,

138

Fig. 54. Language Is Personal.
"l
Teacher's GUide, Mil Maravillas, Level ",
p. 138.
Oral and Written Language. Though oral language development
is stressed by the teacher's guide as important to the foundation of
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reading instruction, written language also is emphasized more than in
some other syllabic series. In the beginning levels, writing is
introduced by a kind of language experience activity in which students
dictate a group story and revise it as a group. Teachers are
instructed to keep a classroom Storybook File of class stories. In
Figure 55 this procedure is explained:
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ACTIVIDADES· DE·
ENRIQUECIMIENTO
BLAST OFF!
Materials

A Classroom Story Project

chart paper

In this activity children will dictate sentences about riding into space as you record
their story on chart paper.
PREWRITE:

Have the children collect ideas for the story.

i.Recuerdan como la palomita y su papa volaron a la lorna? Parecia muy divenido, i.verdad? La gente puede volar tambien, pero debe ir
en alguna c1ase de avion. Cierren los ojos y
piensen como seria si ustedes estuviesen en un
avi6n. Imaginense que son astronautas y que
pueden viajar por el espacio en una nave espacia\. i.Como seria su nave espacial? i.Que se
pondrian ustedes para viajar por el espacio?
i.Como se sentirian ustedes en el momento del
despegue y al viajar por el espacio?

Do you remember how the little dove and her father
flew to the hill? It looked like fun. didn't il? People
can fly too, but they must ride in a plane of some
kind. Close your eyes and think about what it would
be like to be in a plane. Imagine thai you are astronauts and could go all the way into outer space in a
spaceship. What would your spaceship be like?
What would you put on to travel through space?
How would you feel at blast-off and during the trip
through space?

WRITE: When children have brainstormed many ideas about what it would be like
to go into space, ask them to dictate sentences as you record them on chart paper.
REVISE: Reread the story with the children and help them revise their work by
asking the following questions:

I. i.Han dicho todo 10 que quieren decir?
2. i.Est:in las oraciones en el orden correcto?
3. i.Han usado las mejores palabras para ex presar sus ideas?

1. Have you said all you want 10 say?
2. Are the sentences in the right order?
3. Have you used the best words to tell your ideas?

Finally, recopy the story for the classroom Storybook File for future reference.

Fig. 55. Classroom Story. Teacher's Guide.
Hil Haravillas, Level 1, p. 114.
In the upper levels, teacher's guides contain some sections of
"Ejercicio de Composicion"(-RT- Composition Exercise) which they give
guided writing exercises for activities such as descriptive writing,
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story writing, and letter writing. Students are encouraged to do
prewriting, write, think about the topic, and edit for punctuation.
Figure 56 gives a sample composition lesson.

EJERCICIO· DE·
COMPOSICION
Miren la primera pagma. Escuchen mientras
leo el parrafo que esui escrilo encima de los di.
bujos.

Look at the first page. Listen while I read the paragraph that is wntten above the PIctures.

Give the children time to look at the pictures. Distribute drawing paper and crayons.
Then read them the directions and questions below the pictures. When the children
have finished their pictures, distribute writing paper and pencils,
WRITING ACTIVITY
WRITE A DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPH

P,.wma
ESCRIBE UN PARRAFO QUE
DESCRIB"

Tne ~ tree doe$ll't lti<e tne aays of Wlnler mUCII. h
""es tile WO'\CIer of spong a 101. 11 ~.es tne SUf11I118f
sun. fl ...es ''''' fan COlors. Look at tile araWlngs of tile
four seasons. Wr.c:n aeason dO you ""e tile most?

AnI •• De ••ertbl,

Draw a pocture ot tile Mason you toke tile most. WNII
IS tile wealner ""e? Is thefe sun or OOUds? Does n
&now or ram? Is n COld or hOI? IS thefe WInd?

AI manzano no Ie guslan mucno los d.as
ae InvlI!rno. Le Cluslan mucno las
maravillas oe pllm8vera. Le PUSI8 el so. ae
verano. Le gUSlBn 105 colores ae oloilo.
MIIB lOs d.Du,os ae lias cualro eSIBc,oneS.
tOue eSlBei6n Ie gUSl8 mas?

@~~~~.
.~

...

: ,..

..

.

II ~.~~-~
~'i'l tE:1L'~J
.. ' ',.I

~.,

Haz un d.DUp de fa eSlBc.on Que mas Ie
gUSla. tOue ftempO hace? tHey solo
nUDes? tN.eva 0 lIueve? tHaee frio 0
calor? tHay VlI!nlt'?
lU

302

Fig. 56. Writing Activity. Teacher's Guide.
Mil Maravillas, Level 6-7, p. 302,303.
Nature of the Text
Most of the text, with the exception of poetry, in MM is
adapted. Either the text is written originally for the program and,
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therefore, controlled by the constraints of the skill emphasis of the
lesson and limited vocabulary, or the text is adapted from another
text that was written for some purpose other than inclusion in a basal
reader. The texts are not only adapted, but many text selections are
both adapted and translated.
The HM materials include myth, legends, folktales, fiction,
and exposition. A variety of adapted texts are represented. Different
cultures and minority groups are introduced through the inclusion of
selections such as an American Indian legend, two biographical fiction
selections on Harriet Tubman, a Greek myth, a report on the Special
Olympics, a Chinese legend, a selection about dogs' service to man, a
selettion about a deaf girl and her dog, fiction including Hispanic
characters and traditions, nonfiction about space exploration and
transportation, an article about paramedics and an article about
saving an eagle.
However, though these texts are included in the program, the
reason for their inclusion is seldom emphasized. It is as though the
inclusions are token inclusions. For example, for the selection about
an eagle in danger of extinction, teachers are directed in the
teacher's guide to discuss helping animals that suffer. At the end of
the article about the eagle, the four student questions relate only to
getting information about the text:
1.
2.
3.
4.

lQue animal vive en el norte de los Estados Unidos?
lQuien es Elisa?
lComo ayuda Sami a Brisa?
lC~~o se siente Elisa cuando Brisa vuelve al norte?
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-RT1. What animal lives in the northern part of the United
States?
2. Who is Elisa?
3. How does Sami help Brisa?
4. How does Elisa feel when Brisa returns to the North?
In another story, "La canasta de frutas", (-RT- The Basket of Fruit),
two girls living in the desert are asked to ride their horses to their
grandmother's with a basket of fruit. Though the pictures in the story
depict Indian girls in the Southwest, the discussion of the text in
the teacher's guide makes no mention of culture. In fact, the main
topic of the lesson in the teacher's guide is the desert. It appears
the story is included to satisfy a science topic and at the same time
the story serves to represent another cultural group. Figure 57 shows
a page from the story and the questions included in the teacher's
guide.
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LA·LECTURA
Recordar detalles i.C6mo es el calor por la
manana? (~o I:~ tan fUl:nel. i.Cwindo van aver
la casa de la abuelita? (I:n OOS hmasl

Recall details What is the heat in the moming
like? (II is nOI so slrong.) When will they see their
grandma's house? (in Iwo nours)

Lenguaje: Identificar dialogo Lean las ultimas
dos oraciones de la pagina. Las ninas siguen por
el camino. i.Que dice Leida un poco despues?
(ZlIila. 11'11,1:0 11'e/. ,-1:"1 wlor ,'I 11111 .flu'r/t'.'l i.Que
Ie contesta Zoila? WIII'I/O. lWI/O.I a /111.\("£/1' 111/

Language: Identify dialog Read the last two sentences on the page. The girls follow the path. What
does Leida say a little later? (Zoila, I'm thirsty. It is
so hot', What does Zoila answer? (Well, lets look ler

Illgar

.111/ IIlIlC/1IJ

a place without much sun)

.101.)

Infer Character's motives Why does Zoila want to
look for a place without much sun? (because In the
shade. Ina heal is (elt less)

Inierir los motivos de un personaje i.Por que
quiere buscar Zoila un lugar sin mucho sol?
(porque en la sombra. el calor SI: sil:ntl: ml:nos)

"Oh, it's so hot!" says Leida.
"The heat IS not as strong In the morning. Leida. In
two hours we Will see grandma's house," says ZOlla.
The girts go along tne path. A hllle later. Leida says,
"Zeila. I'm thirsty. The heat is so strong!"
"Well:' says Zeila, "let's lOOk for a place without
much sun."

-iAy.

que calor hace! -dice Leida.

-De manana el calor no es tan ruene,
Lelda. En des horas vamos a var la caaa da
la abUelila -dice ZoUa.
Las n1l1as van por el camino. Un poco
despucs, Leida dice:
-Zolla. tengo secl. iEI calor es
tan fuerte!
-Bueno -dice ZoUa-, vamos a buscar
un lugar sm mucho sol.
111

Fig. 57. Depicting Culture in Pictures Only.
Teacher's Guide, Mil Haravillas, Level 6, p. 245.
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Translation
Of the syllabic series, MM is the series with the most
translated text. The beginning levels, which are centered around
syllables and controlled vocabulary, are not translated but written
specifically for the series, However, after the first levels, much of
the text is a translation of the English Macmillan series, Reading
Express (1986). For example, 80% or 21 of the 26 fiction and
nonfiction text selections at Level 8-9 of Mil Maravillas are also
found in English in Levels 8 and 9 of Reading Express.
The translation is quite natural. There is an attempt on the
part of the translators to do more than simply translate word for
word. For example, in the text "EI misterio del lunes", (-RT-The
Monday Mystery) the text of the first two paragraphs is slightly
different from the English text to keep it more natural:
English Reading Express story:
What was the experiment for today?
The class at West Rivers School looked on as Hr.Foley
began to get all the things riady. There was a light for
the sun, a big ball for the earth, and a small ball for the
moon. (Orbits, Macmillan Reading Ex~ress, 1986)
Mil Maravillas translation:
LCual iba a ser el experimento de hoy?
La clase miraba al senor Foley. EI preparaba todas las
cosas necesarias. Hab{a una luz que era el Sol, una
bola grande que era la Tierra, y una bola pequeoa que
era la Luna. (Vistas, Macmillan Mil Maravillas, 1986)
-RTWhat was going to be today's experiment?
The class was watching Mr. Foley. He was preparing all
the necessary things. There was a light that was the sun,
a big ball that was the earth, and a small ball that was the
moon.
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In the Spanish translation the name of the school was left out and two
sentences instead of one were used to explain what was happening. The
translation into Spanish is much more natural than it would have been
if a word for word translation had been done.

Learning
The materials of the MM program do not differ greatly from the
other syllabic series in relationship·to learning except for the
inclusion of activities that allow the students to interact. These
activities reflect a more social and personal view of learning than is
reflected in the Economy and Santillana series. In MM the teacher's
guides specifically suggest that students share work in pairs and
groups. Games and sharing of drawing and writing are suggested in the
teacher's guides throughout the series. Though these sharing times
often involve skill practice, and most activities are individual or
whole group, there are enough suggestions for persona) and social
sharing that it should be noted.
Unlike most of the other series, there are specific activities
that encourage students to think about themselves as individuals and
to begin to explore their identity. Though the activities are very
controlled, they are unique to the basal programs examined. The
activity described under ULanguage/Social and Personal u and shown in
Figure 54 is specifically geared to encouraging students to be more
independent. In this activity, students make individual folders and
record their own voices.
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Teaching
Reading Problems
The assesment of reading problems in the MM program is only
slightly different from the other series. While the Macmillan program
does not have a specific placement test, there are criterionreferenced unit tests, mid-year tests, and year-end tests. The
teacher's guides suggest that teachers administer the unit tests as
pretests because they will help teachers " ••• select teaching
activities in this Teacher's Edition which best meet the needs ••• " of
their students (p.3). The results of the unit tests taken after
completion of the unit are meant to help teachers " ••• determine which
students need additional instruction for specific objectives ••• "(p.
3). Each teacher'S guide includes as part of the units reteaching
activities and alternate learning activities. The Teacher's Manual
also provides suggestions for additional instruction and practice for
each tested objective. Skills that are not mastered are stressed by
the materials and repeated until the student achieves mastery.

Curriculum Thrust
Like the other series the MH program is based on the concept
that reading can be taught by a carefully planned, technological
program. The scope and sequence of the program controls what is
introduced to the teachers and students and when it is introduced.
Mastery of each step is required before students move to the next
level. It is assumed that mastery can be achieved by repeated practice
and that it is best achieved by beginning with the syllable. Though
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cultures and topics of timely interest, the text is not authentic.
Learning is sometimes put into a social context, but activities
provided by the materials of the MM series are usually organized for
passive students to master as individuals or as a member of a large
group. The Macmillan Spanish Language basal program, Mil Maravilas, is
representative of the other syllabic basal series examined in this
study.

Lectura en Dos Idiomas
The Santillana Spanish language series, Lectura en dos idiomas
(-RT- Reading in Two Languages) is a complete Spanish basal series
that has an English component which extends from kindergarten through
grade 8. For the purposes of this study, the first eight books,
through grade four were examined. The program, which was originally
especially designed as a second language developmemtal reading system,
includes student textbooks, libros de actividades (-RT- activity
books), teacher's guides, and a complete criteria referenced testing
system. Though the program is unique in some ways, in general, it is a
typical syllabic basal reading program.

Reading
Program Focus
Subword/Word.

The materials of the first eight books,

covering Levels kindergarten through fourth grade, in Lectura en dos
idiomas (LDI) stress both a syllabic and word identification approach
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to reading.

In the teacher's guides, the series authors support a

syllabic approach for word recognition because they believe that in
Spanish "the representation of the sounds by written or printed
symbols is far more consistent ••• than in any other language" (p.viii).
The

e~ercises

that students do are based on syllables, but the

goal of these exercises is word identification. In fact, in the
teacher's guides the section that explains the rationale for a
syllabic approach is entitled "Word Recognition." Under that section,
each type of syllabic exercise uses the syllable to form words:
-Writing or saying words beginning or ending with a certain
syllable (~l a, ~tata, ~iio, ~pel eta, or ca~,
rna!!.!!., ro£..!, desta£..!) (-RT- shovel, potato, rag, slip
of paper, cloak, map, clotes, uncover)
-Writing words from given syllables (mo, te, tor,do,
~) such as Ana, tema, mote, tornado;-modo, -----tordo. (-RT-Ann, theme, emblem, tornado, manner, dapplegray)
-Inverting the order of the syllables of one word to obtain
other words (pelota, petalo, tapelo) (-RT-ball, petal,
put the cover on)
-Substituting one syllable for another in order to obtain a
new word (lata: pata, P.!!.!!., sala) (-RT- can, animal
foot, shovel, living room)
-Deleting syllables from or adding syllables to one word to
form others (ametralla: ~, mella, tralla,
ametrallado, ametralladora) (-RT- machine gun-verb,
love-verb, dent, lash, machine gunned, machine gun)
(p. viii)
The lessons themselves include skill practice with syllable
sounds that build synthetically to words. In the three primers and the
first reader, there are skill pages in the student books that isolate
syllables for practice, include words with the syllables, and put the
words into sentences. The instructions given in the teacher's guides
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to give students are fairly standard: Have the children read the
syllables, look at the pictures and read the words that identify the
pictures, read the sentences with the words, and ask questions about
the meaning of the sentences. The syllables and the words with those
syllables are further practiced in activity workbook pages. Figure 58
shows two skill pages, one from the first preprimer which works with
syllables with the letter

~,

and the second frDm the first reader

which works with syllables formed with the consonant blends,
flo

~

and
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di

do

de

12

doce
EI tiene doce dados.

do

du
-RTTwelvI
He has twelvu dice.

los dados

-RTthe thimble
The thimble is on the fingllr

~:
el dedal
dal est6 en el

EI

thu diclI

el
do.

the fi nger

-RTtwo
The mother, has two coins.

dedo

the coins

-RTYes, I have laney for mother.

~
~

A thilbfe:in exchange for two coins.

dos
las monedas
La mama tiene dos monedas.

~r~
&Ie~

~t

Si, tengo dinero para mama.
Un dedal por dos monedas.

, cloverleaf

j

trucha
tronnr

-RTto cl ilb

trinlp.

truco

triple

-RT-

fletar

flaco
thin

trono

trick

flecha
to charter

trineo

flotar
to float

trebol

trabajo

thunder

work

~.

flamenco
flojo
lazy,

tribu

fluvial
fluvial

tribe

l'
florero
flotante
flaMer vase

-RT-

EI flamenco es un ave de patas largas.
The flamenco is a bird with long feet.
L
I
.
The 'rose bushes are ready to bloom.
as rosa es yo estan par florecer.
We wi II go to Europe in a chartered plane. [remos a Europa en un avian fletado.
That suit makes you look thinner.
Ese traje Ie hace lucir mas flaco.
The ship's cargo is on board.
L '
Who can translatE! that Mord into English?
a Inpulacian de 10 flota yo esta a bordo.
Can you help Flora?
(,Ouien puede traducir esla palabra al ingles?
(,Puedes ayudar a Flora?

Fig. 58. Skill Practice with Syllables. Student Textbook, Cascabel,
Preprimer 1, p. 41, Rayuela, First Reader, p.78.
The activity book for that lesson in Cascabel (-RT-Jingle Bell)
includes five pages of exercises that practice syllables with! or
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words with! syllables. In the Rayuela (Pitching Pennies-game)
workbook, there are three pages that specifically work with the
syllables with the two blends,

~

and [l, and words with those blends.

Sight words are also taught in the preprimer books as some of
the words in the readings contain syllables not previously taught.
Beginning with the first reader, each lesson contains a list of basic
vocabulary words and a list of review vocabulary. The first list
contains the new words introduced in the reading for the lesson or on
the skill pages, and the second reinforces vocabulary previously
taught.
Meaning.

Though the main focus of the program is to identify

words through a syllabic approach, the materials of the program also
encourage students to discover the meanings of the words and to get
some meaning from the text. The teacher's guide activities for a
typical skill page include questions to identify syllables, questions
to indentify words, reading aloud of sentences, and then asking
questions about the sentences so that students can figure out the
meaning of the sentences. Figure 59 is an example of the procedure
from the third preprimer book, Umbral (-RT-Threshold).
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TEACHING SUGGESTIONS
Sldll Pal" Pili II.

Wi

(JbnrvfTl 10. dlbr4o, qUI apartCtTl tTl 10 pdgino.
1d6l1li/iqutTllo. y dlSerlbanlol.
LooIt 11th. piccures thol appear on the pas•• Identify and
dtscribe them.

~ Ibien I [QIQJ

II. Word R.eOlnltloD

".,TI

I. Ob..
Y ItaTl la./ra... qUt aparrCtTl .obrt cada
dJbqJo.
Look at and read the words above the picrures.
L

b.

c.
d.

..

r.

EI claval
es una liar linda.

la blusa blanca

A. PI.IV .. Inl.rpretatlon

QuilTl putdt 1..,10 qut mil .obrt tl primtr dibr4o?
Who can read what is above the fi"t picrure?
,lHqui colo,tsla blUla?
Whit color is the blouse?
,QuilTl pu.dt 1..,10 otra?
Who can read the other one?
.Como .. llama 10 flo,?
Whll is the name of the nower?
• Dondt ernen 10. flo, ..?
Whete do nowe" grow?
,Dt qut colort. lSt. c/o I'./?
What color is this carnation?
•

2. F(jtnu In los dOl primtros rtcuadroJ.v Itan laJ silabas.
Lutgo I.an las palabra. que apart«n debojo d.

"0'

TtcuadroJ.

Look carefully .. the titS! tWo boxes and read the
syllables, Then read the words that .ppear below these
boxes.
;, QUt diet II pn'mtr rtcuadro?

What docs the first box say'!

Lton las palabros una por una en ~'O: alia. Formtn
O1'OClO"'J con algunos dt tllas y nombren olras pa/obTas
qUI rtngan tstos mismas silabas.
Read the ,",ords aloud one by one, Fonn sentences with some
or the words and name other words thai ha\'c the same:
syllables.
Ha\'C the students note that these syllables are dltferent from
the tirst in the addition of the letter n.
Help them. if necessary. with the meaning of the words.

3. Conlinutn con los olros dos recuadros y las pa/abTas que
apartctn debajo. uJando el miJmo proctdimienlO.
Conunue with the other tWO boxes and the words that
appear below uSing the same procedure.

IJiQIJ

blusa

blanca

clavel

liar

blaque

hablen

claro

inllar

labia

tabl6n

cllma

lablita

bllndar

Clhancleta

cable
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

lnlla los glabos para 10 fiesta.
Debes planchar las blusas.
Los claveles se dan bien en nuestra clime.
Na se debe hablar en voz alia .
i,Senliste ellemblor de tierra?

Cuido bien los claveles.
b . • QUt ~ay qut hae"l. a 10f globo.?
What has to be done to the balloons?
c. i. Para que Jon los globas,'
What are the balloons for?
d. i. Qut debu haurlt a laJ bluJOJ?

What do you have to du to the blouses'!
e. 'QUt.lt usa para plonchar?
What do you use to iron!

r.

"Donde It dan bien los c1a\·tlts?
Where do carnations do \10 ell~
g. ,Como ts tl ,lima dt dondt \'idmoJ?
What is the climate like .... here we live!
h. ,Por qut no St debt hab/ar en \'Ol alia?
Why shouldn', you speak In a loud "olee?
i. ,En 'dondt no It debt hablar en \'0': 0110.'
Where shouldn't ""C speak In a lOUd \'oiec!
j. ,Que Jut 10 qUt Cimblo?
What was It that shook?
k. ,Han stntido alguna \'t.: temblor /0 ,itmJ?
Ha\'c you evcr fclt an earthquake:
It is helpful to explain and show photos of earthquakes and
natural disasters that occur.

Fig. 59. Meaning Emphasis in Skill Page.
Teacher's Guide, Umbral, p. 13.
It is not until the fourth section under "Word Recognition" that
meaning becomes a focus. Other skills receive more emphasis.
For the readings in the stUdent textbook, there are
comprehension questions provided in the teacher's guides. In fact, for
the preprimer through third reader, there is a page of questions that
teachers can direct to students for each page of student text. The
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organization of these pages is consistent: Part A has questions for
"Picture Interpretation", Part B contains comprehension questions, and
Part C has some "Word Recognition" questions. At the preprimer level
especially, it is possible to have more questions about the text on
the page than there are words of student text (see Figure 60)
Selecdoll: Pa.. 18

EL CARRO DE CARRERAS

/.. PIcture Interprel.ldon

"Olmrwn d,/alladam,ntt la ilumaci6n d, I. pacina.
Look carefully al the picture,

•
-L

,A quitn

~n?

:J. Whom do you see?
:'11. iQu; hac,,1 niflo?
"Co

Whal is the boy doing?
,COlllra qui fsta apoyado?

Whal is he leaning against?
d. ,Qu; hay,n ,I tscapara/,?
What is in the store window?
eo J D, qUI color If tl carro?
What color is the car?

t ,Y la bola?
And 'he ball:

B. Comprehension

Ltan tn Ii/indo tas oradonts qu~ apartctn In la pagit1a.
Read the sentences un this page 5a1cntl~'.
Del.lll
a ,Cual t'S ,0/ liw/o d~1 c:urn/o.' roEI Carro de CarrerOls",
Wh,u IS the tltlt! of the <alory.' f"The Race Car")
b. i. Como rr llama d nino? f Ramonl

Ram6n miraba el escaparale.
jC6mo Ie gustaria lener ese carro de carre res!

What is the hu! ' .. name! f RamOn)
.:, ,'QUI hacia Raman.' (Miraba cl c:lrro en cl c5caparate)

What .... as Ramon dOing! (looking. 3t the car In the: store:
window I
d .:Qur qUl'ria Un", e/." I Un c3rro de carreras,
Whal "ould he: like 10 have.1 I t\ race can
e. ':Qut' "po dt' carm I't." f Dc ~arrcr3sl
What kind lIf car i'i il.l I" r~ce c~rI
" Como H' slinte Ramon.' I Re~puest.a .. arl~d~1
Ht)~ dO(~ R~mnn h:cl.' I An)~crs \31"}')

Explain to thl! ,Iuden" th31 In Illhcr counlne'i >tlU can "lay
ridriaQ or t'lmnu IIlr ,'f('aparute Ill":I ..,Iore. You can a)k If
they "'now antllher n3me

Inference

I:Q'It'

dUh' df tu'nda it'ra "tta.' I Rl·,puc'til \3n:1IJ31
What kind III' ,ture IS (hl'i,' I "n,wer .. \3r~ I
b. .;QtH' mrar (Dlas rnul,'ron ,'n ,'sla tirndu.' I Rc,puc~(a
\anadal
What other thln~~ J~e: 'itlld 10 (hi' 'tnre.' I An~wer., ",aryl
Co i. Pnrqu,' (r,',", qlll' Ruman qUlrrt' IUnto nll'furm.' f P3ra
J.

JUI.l3r1

Why dtl ~tlU think Ramon "anl\ thl' car ,It much.' I Til
pla~ "lIh HI
d• •:QIII' ,'T,','" qlH' huru Ruman,' I Rc~puc~la .. ana!Jal
What In ~ou thin!.. It3mnn \0\0111 do' f "n"''ocr .. 'oJr~ I

\'0: /.llta.
R..:ad Ihe IC\( aloud.

L"WI "'11'.\"/11 t'"

C. Word Rc:cognillon
perro.'
\\'hal \\llrJ rh\ me, \\ IIh l'II"r",'
•. QIII' {,ulu/"lql • ""'il":U ,·,11' iu \/I,,/lu r3.'
\\'h;11 \\,lr.! ~"'':I!'' .\llh Ih..: .. \ll..~k',,'

.t. I. Qlh' [lu//.lhru nmu !'tlll

Fig. 60. Questions About Student Text.
Teacher's Guide, Umbral, p. 25.
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On this page there are 18 questions for twelve words of text. Though
there are questions that are labeled "Inference" and students are
allowed to construct their own answers to four of the questions, the
proportion of questions that seek specific predetermined answers,
suggests that most meaning in these materials is to come from the the
text, not from the students. Host of the meaning in LDI, then, is
narrowly conceived.

Strategies for the use of Cues from Print
The main strategy taught to help students get cues from print
in the Santillana LDI series is the use of the syllable. However,
there is also evidence of the use of configuration, analytic word
approaches, and pragmatic context through pictures. From the beginning
books, the syllable is emphasized and students are asked to identify
syllable sounds found in familiar words. In LDI different vowels are
assigned different colors in the second and third levels, Estrella
(-RT- Star) and Cascabel (-RT-Jingle Bell), to help the students
recognize syllables when the vowels ara combined with consonants. Thus
the i and syllables with L are always orange, the

~

~

is always brown.

is always blue, the

~

is always green and the

~

is always red, the

Figure 61 demonstrates the first page in Estrella which asks children
to pick out the picture that begins with the same syllable as is on
the right. The teachers are directed under "Visual Discrimination" to
have children associate the syllables with the colors.
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rna

.

ml

mu
me

..
LESSON 2
A. OBJECTIVES
At the conclusion of thl) lesson. the student \\ III be !\ble to:
I. Orll LanaUlle Deulopmtnl

- Idencify and name pictures.
2. Word RlColnition

AudUo,y Dlmlmlnilion

- Identify the initial sounds mo. mr. ml, mo, mu
through pictures.

B. TEACHING MATERIALS

Visual Discriminalion

Idcnllfy the syllables ma, mt, ml, mo. mu.
- Assoclale the syllabic with ilS correspond'"l color.

-

Estrtllu Readiness Boo~ 2 - page 14.
Santillan.'s Ta,jelas Silabita. - &6·10,
Other mat.eriaJs: cra~'ons. dra\A inS paper. construction pipe'
or tagboard cards.

Fig. 61. Initial Syllable Identification.
Teacher's Guide, Estrella, p. 28.
Another strategy introduced to students is that of
configuration. The goal of this strategy is to help students associate
words with their visual outlines. The Teacher's Guide first instructs
teachers to have children play with boxes putting things of
appropriate size into the boxes. Then students are asked to put boxes
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around words to show the shape.

Finall~

the students are asked to

match shapes to words (see Figure 62).

-RTPIPE

pipa

-RTHILL

lorna
I

I

I

i

i!.
H

H

.:>

LA", tlIIy.,1I WI roftItIUC'OOO PII'" or ",board to eva CUI
'tlS\UIO\Ithnn.

A. OBJECTIVES

O. PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES

Al U'W conclusion 01,111' InlDl\, 1M uu4cnl .... 11 tc Jol.

UT-

I. OM ... , 01' moliVilltll tM lIu4tn1111 to

I. Wo.... Rcclt1l1ilio.

to_ .. 01 ..hlTrrtm

IIU' and 5¥\1peS on

.a

~KI '1I1CN'
t~I,.

PlICa

vDIf'(U 1111I(&n w putlnla LhC OOIUI(OfCI.mPIC: shOlS,
:~~u.

-Follow ouQurnu at pu;uuu.

;cncUL ttc.1 on lnotlllf taot •.
S~w Ill' uud,nu I.M boln 1M 00ItcU. Alk thu •
OG&,
flY \0 CMoM Ull boa matcorrnporxlllrJ
II" t.:I rletl oOlen Po,n' OUt till' til.,/, .hould pay
,ultncOl\ to tN ,nlPt and II" ot flen ooJf('t. $0 th.1 UII
.:1) Ift;! ",,,I fil ,"alGI tr.t bot.. l!wnwoMollcrtlllobtfC1

OM". the.,

,c(u~ln, 10 LrlSlr\I!:1IOft\.

-Id,nuh (nlue'lln

0. TEACHI:'IG MATERIALS

~IOOIULaldOllnotc:ornnxxvi.Ultl\'ldu1dtorltl4

Eltrtllo Rudlnr" 80011 ! - pa_, 10
Chht, maten,l\: cr.vont. ("".INCtIOn paper or U4t'1'1.n1
bolU ul.MfcrtnllllrL Ub/II.:U, t.:IIWH1.

lnolJ\tr tolltl wnlch tbI oCIrct m., I~L
•. Wnll Int 10UowlIl, _Cfd. o. 1M clla"boUlt IItCP&

p.pa. :........ "'."' .. AU. tbl "udlnll to copy lhe wOrGL
dr.WI", p.ptf.
--------------------!r::.,l:r~h~n:~h::0:~I:~:;::::::;cn:7::~·~~:

111.11 Sla_'alYlh,lIl1dntU
I'"
malIG,dG IM0"Um&. 11,0\&
_ald.

~a"..

I

maU a bo_ IIOUM tbrl {i,.t _'4 &ad ....
IUlmpl
IlIclII
Ilia.
"Imp'"

tllln" II II ad" ... ltk

pi

,.I

_._. __ -1

Fig. 62. Configuration. Teacher's Guide,
Estrella, p. 32, Student Text, p. 18.
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Word analysis is evident in the materials throughout the
program's materials. In the beginning levels, once students have built
words synthetically with syllables, they are asked to identify the
syllables within words and find words that contain certain syllables.
After the first three preprimer levels, suffixes, prefixes, verb
endings, and adjective endings are introduced and are often the basis
of skill practice. Students are also asked to divide words into
syllables and indicate endings that show agreement. A Skills Review
page from the Level 7 teacher's guide, Adelante (Go Forward),
demonstrates a word analysis

e~ercise

with dipthongs (see Figure 63.)
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Pa,inll de Repaso de Destrezas
Skill POf(t' - Pogt' 13.)

(R('\'I('M'

The objective of this page is to review and evaluate the
word recognition and the comprehension skills
presented in this selection. The page has been designed
for the students to do independently so that the teacher
will be free to evaluate their skills using certain
questions. First. ask the children to read silently the
words within the fish. Then ask the following
questions:
a. ~Que polohros ,it'nen t'l diplOnf(o ua dt'suave?
Which words have the diphthong ua as in suave?
b . .:Qu~ polobros Sf' port!ct'n a 10 polohra junes? i. Por
que?
Which words are similar to the wordjueves? Why?
c. ,; Que polobra timt' t'l diplOngo ia 01 principia. como
diam.nte?
Which word has the diphthong la at the beginning.
like diamante?

Mira los peces. Lee el nombre que lIeva coda pez.

With these questions. you can check to see if the
children have acquired the word recognition skills.
Ask the children to read the text silently and answer
the questions.

Ahora contesta estas preguntas:
1. l,En que se parecen los peces enagua, agua y estatua? (, Y los peces mueble y obuelo?
To evaluate the skill, choose three sentences from the
story "Rumba a /0 is/a" that are statements the
2. l,Oue palabra termina igual que Gloria?
children made. Ask the students to identify who is
3. l,Cu61 de estas polo bros es el nombre de un nuspeaking in each sentence. If you think it is mero?
appropriate, you can ask three children to pick the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
three sentences.

Lee este cuento.
-Apurate, que comenz6 allover -dijo Silvio.
-Me gusto mucho cominar bajo 10 lIuvia -contest6
Juan.
-A mi no, porque se me mOjo 10 ropa con el agua
-contest6 Silvio.
- Entonces, vamos a compror un paraguas.
-Si, vamos -dUo Silvio.
(,Te gust6 el cuento? Ahora vamos a jugar el juego de
"l,Ouien dijo?"
(,Ouien dijo "Me gusto mucho caminar bajo 10 lIuvia"?
l,Ouien dijo "Apurote, que comenz6 0 lIover"?

Fig. 63. Word Analysis.
Teacher's Guide. Adelante, p. 15.
Throughout the LDI series, all of the pages in the teacher's
guide that ask questions about the student text include questions that
encourage student to use the picture context to get meaning. The first
section of every "Selection" page is entitled "Picture
Interpretation." The first instruction teachers are to give students
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is "Observen detalladamente la ilustraci6n" (-RT- Look at the picture
in detail). In Figure 60 above, there is a sample of "Picture
Interpretation" questions in Part A. The questions about the picture
are meant to encourage the children to use the pictures as well as the
text to get meaning.
Often the illustration is essential to understanding the text
in the first levels when the text is carefully controlled to include
only words that have syllables and sight words that have been
introduced. In the second student text selection of the third
preprimer, Umbral, the story is about two children who find a dog.
Without the illustrations, it would be impossible to determine what
the children had found and why they were building a little house. The
word for dog, perro, appears not to have been used because syllables
with the double r are not introduced until the following lesson.

Comprehension
The Santillana LDI materi.ls reflect more of a "comprehension
as product" view of reading than a

"co~prehension

as process" view. In

the "Preparation for the Lesson" section of each lesson, beginning
with the preprimers, there are "Extension and Enrichment Actitivites"
suggested to help students extend their understanding of the reading
to their own lives. In the first, second, and third reading books,
there is also a section that calls for discussion related to the topic
of the reading as a preparation for reading. However, these activities
are often controlled because the students still produce an expected
product. Figure 64 shows a page from the teacher's guide of Rayuela,
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the first reading book, which is meant to introduce the story of a
rooster who was bored with the chicken coop and decided to travel for

I

adventure. The prereading activity under " For the Selection" and the
"Extension and Enrichment Activities" are controlled activities that
even have doubtful relation to the reading.

G.

ACTIVIDADES DE AMPLIACION Y
ENRIQUECIMIENTO
(EXTENSION AND ENRICHMENT
ACTlJIITIES)

I. Lecturu Complementarlu

1. Para la Selecclon

(Suppltmtntary Reading)

(For the Stlu/ion)
One way 10 mali vale Ihechildren 10 read Ihe Slory is 10
ask Ihem 10 name animals and 10 group Ihem by
differenl charaaerislics (size. appearance. place where
Ihey live. whal Ihey cal. Iheir covering. elc.).

F. ACTIVIDADES DE REFUERZO
(REINFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES)
These aClivilies arc suggesled for Sludenls wbo have
nol maslered Ihe skills ofidenlifying anlonyms or who
do nOI yel undemand Ihe relalionship of cause and
clfecl.

Sec currenl Sanlillana calaiog for supplemenlary
reading books.
1. Clend.. NOlurol .. (No/ural Scitnus)

a. ,Quitn soy?
Pin a card wilh Ihe name of an animal on Ibe back
of a child's clolhing. let Ihe olher children read lhe
word silenlly. Based on Ibe classmales' quesliollJ,
Ihe sludenl will Iry 10 find OUI Ibe idenlilY of Ibe
animal. The qucslions have 10 be yes-no quescions.
b. Have Ibe children make a Iisl of animals and Ihe
foods Ibese animals usually cal.

Game: Encontrar tl Par (Find the Pair)
3. elend .. Sodol .. (Social Scitn~tS)
I. Give the children a list of words wrinen in parallel
columns. as in lhe example:

alto
dia
(anttm"
grande
blunco

"hiqUlI/O
Urslt

ntgro
ba}o
nocht

Ask Ihe children to pick an
interested (such as a pencIl.
children can Ihink aboul the
arc usually found and how
them.

objecl in whicb ihey arc
sponge. stone. etc.). The
places where these things
they should take care 01

Ask them to draw a line from each word to its
corresponding antonym.
2. Ask the children to draw a picture of two choldren
walking on a snowy SIdewalk. One 01 the children
has boots and the other doesn·t. Help the students
to explain whal can happen to the child who doesn'l
have bOOIS and why.

Fig. 64. Comprehension as Product.
Teacher's Guide. Rayuela, p. 42.
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Some of the questions teachers ask students about the text
include questions beyond the literal level. Sometimes students are
allowed to vary their individual responses, but the majority of the
questions asked about text in the teacher's guide, student books, and
activity workbook exercises call for a fixed correct response. A
survey of all the comprehension questions asked in the student books,
teacher's guide, and workbooks in the first five units of the third
preprimer, Umbral, revealed that only 23 of 294 questions or ay. of the
questions allowed for a variation of response from the students.
Message Recognition.

The comprehension tasks in the LDI

materials appear in all types of forms: true/false questions, multiple
choice questions, fill in the blanks and follow directions exercises,
and questions about the passage. Through those question formats,
various comprehension skills are tested: identifying the main idea,
details, place, realilty and fantasy, and cause and effect;
interpreting sequence of events, characters' feelings, and context
clues; predicting outcomes; drawing conclusions; and creating endings
for stories. The tasks, then, given to stUdents to help them
compr~hend

text are similar to those found in most basal reader

series.

Language
View of Language
Language is viewed mainly as a habit that can be acquired
with guided practice. Students are asked to copy, read silently, read
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aloud, and repeat syllables and words with certain syllable sounds.
Activity workbook exercises provide further reinforcement of the
syllables taught in the lessons, and the "Reinforcement Activities" of
each lesson give students still further practice. The assumption seems
to be that with repeated practice comes mastery and the mastery of
syllables and words leads to reading.
What Written Language Is. There is a strong emphasis on oral
language development throughout the LOI especially at the beginning
levels. The first two books for kindergarten include an "Oral Language
Development" portion in the units and most of the activities are
intended to encourage students to talk about pictures and concepts to
develop vocabulary. The "Picture Interpretation" questions in the
later levels also encourage oral language development.
Under a special "Oral Language Development" section in the
introduction to the teacher's guides, program writers explain that the
oral language developed should be the students' own language and that
dialect variations should be accepted. One goal of the oral language
practice offered is to help students ", .• be able to identify their own
idiomatic expressions and learn also how people from other places
express the same ideas and concepts" (p. vi).
While there is emphasiS on development of oral language
throughout the series, there is little writing required of the
students beyond filling in workbook pages. A few activities in the
teacher's guides suggest that students draw pictures and write
sentences about the pictures, copy sentences, or write sentences with
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vocabulary words, but there is no encouragement for students to write
text longer than a sentence.

Nature of the Text
In the first eight books of the series all of the texts are
adapted with the exception of some poetry. The text included in those
books is written especially to reinforce syllables and skills that are
emphasized in the lessons.
Characters name's often reinforce sounds being taught. For
example, when the syllables with

~

and

~

are taught in the first

grade reader, Rayuela, the story is about a rooster named Bartolo who
lives in a coop with Vilma and Burbuja. In the second grade reader,
Adelante, there is a story is about Guillermo who tells the children
about an adventure featuring pinguinos (-RT-penguins) and ciguenas
(-RT-storks). These birds were apparently chosen because their names
reinforce the syllables gue and gui. Certainly, the preprimer texts
demonstrate adapted text controlled by the syllables that have been
introduced. Figure 65 shows the first two pages of the seventh unit in
the first

preprim~r.

syllables with d.

The syllables emphasized in the lesson are
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EL DEDAL DE DINA

-RTDina's Thimble

-RTGive me a thimble.

-RTDina asks for a thimble.

Dina pi de un dedal.

-RTTell me, Dina.
Do you have any money?

-RTDon Adan asks her for money.

I

/

/

Don Adan Ie pi de dinero.

Fig. 65. Adapted Text: Santillana. Student Textbook.
Cascabel, pp. 42, 43.
The adapted text in the series does include fiction and
nonfiction selections. The first three preprimers are all fiction
adaptations written exclusively with linguistic considerations in
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mind. However, beginning with the "primer libro de lectura" (-RT-first
reading book), Rayuela, there are both fiction and nonfiction
selections written to be included under different unit themes such as
Cosas que crecen (-RT-Things that Grow), El agua en la Tierra (-RTThe Water on the Earth), and As! se celebra en America (-RT-That's How
It's Celebrated in America).
Becau~e

many of the stories are about animals or have

characters that do not represent different minority or cultural groups
except perhaps in color of skin, there is little representation of
minorities or culture in the series. It is possible that that the
animal characters are purposely used to avoid minority issues.
Characters in stories are drawn to have the physical characteristics
of different groups, but membership in a minority group is never
included in the text or part of the storyline except for the
characters' names which are often common Spanish names. Figure 66
shows a page that is typical of the art depictions of different
minorities.
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i

In the Subllay

, I

~I

- In the station there lIere many people.

q

~ FranCisco and Vera lIera looking at everything attentively. " --,

ka~heir firs~

tilla to travel ,on tha.

s:~::..ar:

En la estaci6n habia mucha gente.
Francisco y Vera miraban todo con mucha
atenci6n.
Era la primera vez que viajaban en «subway».
Fig. 66. Art Depiction of Minorities.
Student Textbook. Umbral, p. 30.
It could, perhaps, be said that some United States and
Hispanic culture is covered in selections that include the first trip
to the moon, a fiesta with mariachis, a fantasy about the pilgrims, a
short biography of Jose Martl, the story of the life of Roberto
Clemente and a play about Columbus asking Isabel for money for his
voyage. However, selections like those found in other basal series
that describe customs and art,

~ive

detailed historical biographies of

minority heroes, or relate historical events are not present in LDI.
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The one text that does talk specifically about a culture presents the
culture in a very stereotypical matter. In the selection an Eskimo
family travels by dogsled and kayak, builds an igloo of blocks of ice,
eats caribou and reindeer for dinner, and plans to hunt a polar bear
with a spear.

Translation
Though there are some parts of well known children's stories
in the series

that might have been translated from English such as

"Pinocchio" and "The Tin Soldier", most of the text of the series was
originally written in Spanish. Any unnatural sounding text is probably
due to the vocabulary control imposed by the ordered introduction of
syllables rather than unnatural translation from English.

Learning
In the Santillana series learners are viewed as passive and
pependent upon the program of reading presented to them in the program
materials. The behavioristic view is like that of the other basal
series: If students are given the skills and given practice with the
skills, reading will automatically follow in a stimulus/response
pattern. In LDI the assumption

i~

that mastery of syllables, leads to

mastery of words, which assures mastery of reading.

Teaching
As in the other basal series, the teacher is the technican,
the scripted performer who leads students through the controlled steps
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to achieve reading competency. The major method used to teach Spanish
reading in the program is the syllabic method. However, in the first
two levels, there are also elements of the ideo-visual method as
described in Chapter Three. Both Lucero (-RT-Bright Star) and Estrella
(-RT-Star) include activities meant to improve

visual~motor

skills as

well as auditory skills. Students practice left-to-right progression,
discriminate visually, match letters, distinguish missing parts, and
use auditory discrimination to distinguish' like sounds. The underlying
assumption for giving children these exercises is that children must
be able to distinguish individual letters or at least individual words
visually and auditorily in order to read. Therefore, the children are
first given practice distinguishing other objects. Figure 67 is a
sample visual discrimination exercise found in the Levell teacher's
guide.
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LESSON 3

C. SUMMARY

A. OBJECTIVES

This lesson will (ncus IntenSively on the visual
discrimination o( objects by posilion. This skill will be
Inlroduced graduall~ by means of slructured qucsllons.
usmg objects found around the classroom. Once familiar
with the aalvuy. the students Wllliransier their e""pcncncc
to the R~Jdl~cs.s 60010..

-\t the concluSion of thIs IC550n. the student will be able 10:
I. Word RecoEnition
-

,

lise \15Uill discnmlnJ.lIon to distinguish IIkenesscs and

D. PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES

dlUerences In pO!llllon.

1. Vlsual·Motor Skill.

I. Place four chairs In the (ront ortheroom Inthe (ollowIn,
pmilions. Ask:

- Use lerH~right progrC'Sslon.
- Follow I he sequence or figures (rom left to right.
Idenl1(YlOg them In order.

B. TEACHING !\IATERIALS
I~u'ro Readiness Book. I - page '1
Other matcnals: draWing paper. finger paants

Fig. 67. Visual Discrimination Exercise.
Teacher's Guide, Lucero, p.IS.
Reading Problems
Since the grouping for the LDI is assumed to be according to
ability, it is necessary to assess the students before they enter the
program and to continue assessing the students' progress. Santiallana
offers a complete' testing program for both the English and Spanish
components of their program. Each level, K-S, has a criteria
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referenced test available to assess progress and make placement.
According to the test management booklet, the Santillana Reading
Assessment provides information about individual achievement and
overall classroom performance. Each assessment consists Df sets Df
materials in both English and Spanish. The assessment separates word
recognition skills from reading comprehension skills to facilitate
" .•• the administration of the testa and " ••• the identification of
specific reading skills" that need reinforcement (p. 5). The total
points for the two tests are 100 and the test booklet explains
specifically how scores should be interpreted (see Figure 68).
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NOTE:
b.
4.

Comprehension Score - 60 points
Every item has a totat score of 3 points.
As variation in scoring may occur for some items, check your Examine(s Manual
for specific instructions on items which require multiple responses.
Determine the individual student total score by adding Word'Recognition and
Comprehension scores.

INTERPRETfNG TEST RESULTS.
Placement of pupils within texts:
The total scores of Santillana Reading Assessment tests are used to place students at
the appropriate reading level and to identify Ihose strengths and weaknesses to be
considered in the reading program.

Student Total Score: 95-100 points.
This score means students can manage the reading skills introduced at the specific level
tested.
You should then give students the next higher level test before placing them in a specific
reading book.
Student Total Score: 80-95 points.
This score means that students need reinforcement work for reading skills missed or
where pupils showed weaknesses. You shoutd give students the next higher level lest to
determine whether students will tie able to function at that reader level. If you place
students at the next higher reading level. plan reinforcement work for the skills detected
as weak or missing.
Student Total Score: 60-80 pOinls.
This score means that students need specllic and detailed instructions to go along wllh
the reading 01 the book. Place students In the reading book corresponding 10 the tesl
level. You may consider this an "automatic placemenl' Index.
Student Total Score: under 60 POints.
ThiS score means that students are missing a number 01 skills at Ihat specilic reading
level.
We suggest you give those students the Immediate lower level tesl and compare both
scores.
•

If second total score in the lower level test is 80-95. place the students at the reading
level lirsttested. but plan to use remedial reading activities for the skills missing at the
preceeding levels.

•

If second total score IS 60-80, place students In the corresponding readmg book
("automatic placement" index. See above menlionea Instruclionsl.

•

If second total score is under 60, continue lowering the testing _le_v_e_1______

J

Fig. 68. Interpretation of Test Results.
Reading Management System Booklet, p. 13.
Students who do not do well enough on the tests are either placed at a
lower level or given reinforcement of the skills at the level they are
presentl yin.
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Curriculum Thrusts
The Santillana Spanish reading series, Lectura en dos idiomas
is a technological program that assumes that learning takes place in a
behavioristic manner. There is evidence of Academic Rationalism in the
program because textbook writers have decided for the students and the
teachers what is best and most important to teach in reading. The
series represents a program of materials that is carefully organized
around the assumption that reading is a step by step process of
mastery of parts. Reading is considered a product that can be produced
by carefully following the directions provided in the instructions.

Hagamos Caminos
The Addison-Wesley series,

Haga~os

Caminos (-RT-Let's Make

Inroads) is the most unusual of the syllabic series and is perhaps the
most unusual of all of the six series. The component parts of the
series are similar to those of the other programs and include student
books, teacher's guides, stUdent workbooks, and teacher resource
books. However, only the teacher's guides which included the student
~ext

pages and one student notebook were availiable for analysis. It

is unclear whether the other workbooks and teacher resource books are
as yet even published. In the 1986 Addison-Wesley Catalog, workbooks
and resource books are listed as not yet printed. Addison-Wesley did
not display materials at either the 1986 California State Reading
Conference or the 1986 National Conference of Teachers of English and
did not respond to repeated requests for more materials. Therefore,
the conclusions here are drawn from the available materials.
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Reading
Program Focus
Subword/Syllabic~

The focus of Hagamos Caminos (HC) is at the

subword level centered on the syllable. The teacher's guides clearly
state that "The structure of the Spanish language rests on the
syllable" (p. 16). Beginning Level 2 text in Andamos (-RT-Let's Go)
centers first on vowel identification .with pictures of things that
begin with vowels in wordless picture stories. For example, the letter
o is introduced in a wordless story in which a bear (un
cannot see a sheep

050)

(una oveja) well goes to the optomitrist

ocullsta). Figure 69 shows the first two pages of the story.

who
el
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Unidod I

Co

Osita

-RTLittle Bear

Fig. 69. Presentation of Vowels.
Student Text. Andamos, pp.5,6.
The other vowels are introduced with wordless stories about Iguana for

L,

Abuelita (-RT-Brandmother) for

Elefantes (-RT-Elephants) for

~.

~,

Uvas (-RT-Grapes) for

In the story for

L,

~,

and

the iguana is a

pirate on a ship named Isabel. He sets a fire (incendio) on an island
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(isla). The grandmother story is about a grandmother squirrel
(ardilla) that tells a tale about flying carpets (alfombras voladoras)
and squirrels in an Arabian palace (palacio arabe). The grapes story
is about rabbits who are harvesting grapes and making wine. The
elephant story is about an elephant using a ladder (una escalera) to
climb (escalar) a mango tree to pick fruit. Though all the stories,
except the one about the grape harvest, obviously contain several
words which begin with the letter emphasized, the themes of the
stories seem very unusual and quite

~npredictable

for Hispanic

children learning to read Spanish in the United States.
Unusual themes and story lines are evident in the rest of the
book as syllables within short text are introduced. Following the
introduction of the vowels, the vowels are combined with s and

~

and a

song about "Ten Little Frogs and Ducks" (sapitos y patitos) is
introduced to be sung to the tune of "Ten Little Indians." The frogs
are pictured as musicians on a lake shore as the ducks swim in front
of them. This selection is followed by a short text about the Bear
Family. Though the text is limited (see Figure 70), teachers are to
~evelop

a discussion about the family and family relationships. Though

the topic of family is familiar, the manner of introducing it is
perhaps not the most obvious one for children.
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Little Bear

I'

oso
ese oso

esc
esc osc

I

fI

-RTBear (ule)
That Bear

.....

-RT-

osite
su osito

Bear (female)

That Bear

-RTLi ttle Bear

Bear (Iala)

S S

'S S S S

,.,

29

Their Little Bear

Fig. 70. Limited Syllabic Text.
Student Text. Andamos, pp. 28,29.
The teacher's guide thoughout these beginning lessons stresses
the formation of letters, formation of syllables, and synthetic
building of words from syllables. In the lesson about the Bear Family
teachers are told to do the following:
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Write the syllables ~,~, ~ ~, ~ on the
board. Ask the children to read them. Write 0 in front
of sa and ask them to read it again. Repeat this, writing
o before so. Then write e before sa and se. This
may be done by using cards that show the-Syllables and the
vowels. Allow the children to play with the cards, using
them to form words. Ask them to read page 29. (Teacher's
Guide, p. 60).
Evaluation of student progress is also centered around the
syllable and mastery of words which contain known syllables. Up
through the last unit in the Level 4 text, Volamos (-RT-Let's Fly),
unit evaluation includes activities such as identifying words with
certain syllables, taking a dictation practicing the syllables,
writing sentences with words made up of those syllables, filling in
blanks with practiced words, copying sentences with emphasized
syllables, and reading aloud text that practices certain syllables.
Meaning. The teacher's guides claim that the method used in the
program " .•• must be more than syllabic to be effective." (p. 16)
program claims to contain interesting texts that

n •••

The

draw upon a

rigorous analysis of the frequency" of syllables and of meaning-bearing
syllables in Spanish." (p. 16) The goal of the program is to guide the
students through the controlled texts building on previously learned
syllables without presenting "syllables in isolation" (p. 16).
To get the students to develop their own meaning of the
controlled texts, the teachers' lessons are organized around four
phases: the Descriptive Phase, the Personal Interpretive Phase, the
Critical Phase, and the Creative Phase. The Descriptive Phase is
described in the teacher's guide as the phase in which the children
receive information or learn what the text says. According to the
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Addison-Wesley HC teacher's guide, "These are the usual comprehension
questions and, for the most part, the only ones asked in beginning
readers" (p. 14). However, He claims to take meaning much further. In
the Personal Interpretive Phase, students are invited to compare the
text to their own experiences, feelings, and emotions to make the text
more meaningful. In the Critical Phase students are " ••• ready to move
on ••• to the level of generalized reflection." Children are asked to
" ••• draw inferences about the information presented: Is it valid?
Always? When? •• "(p. 14). The Creative Phase is meant to take the
meaning even further:
••• once the children have received the information,
compared and contrasted it with their own feelings and
experiences, and arrived at a critical analysis, they will
feel that their self-affirmation is such that they are in a
position to make decisions for improving and enriching
their lives (p. 14).
The author's goal for the program, then, is to go beyond the
text and help students contruct meaning that will

ha~e

relevance to

their lives. Though the goal is an excellent one, the controlled text
makes it necessary for the teachers to lead discussions that seem far
from the text to reach the goals. A discussion of two lessons, one
from the Level 3 book and one from the Level 6 book exemplifies this
problem.
The first text of Unit III in the Level 3 book, Corremos
(-RT-Let's Run), entitled " Cua, cua!" (-RT-Quack, Quack), contains
thirteen lines of text:
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En el lago
iCua, cua! iCua, cua!
Los patitos en el lago.
En la laguna •••
iCucu!. iCucu!
El sapito en la laguna.
En la lorna •••
i Nuu! i Muu!
La vaca en la lorna.
En los pinos •••
El venadito en los pinos,
ni un sonido •••
nada, nada.
(pp. 33,34)
-RTOn the lake
Quack! Quack!
The ducks on the lake.
In the lagoon •••
Croak! Croak!
The little frog in the lagoon.
On the hilL ••
Moo! Moo!
The cow on the hill.
Among the pines •.•
The little deer among the pines,
not a sound •••
nothing, nothing.
In the Descriptive Phase students are directed to read the lines first
silently and then aloud. One child reads the first line of text and
the whole group reads what the animals say until the last line when
the children are silent as the child reading alone reads "nada, nada"
(-RT- nothing, nothing). In the Personal Interpretive Phase children
are asked what other animal sounds they know including cats and dogs.
The children are then asked to talk about how little babies
communicate and how they, themselves, ask for what they need. In the
Critical Phase the children are asked to discuss whether they like
people to say "please" when they ask a favor, and if they are more
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likely to do something if asked nicely. Finally, in the Creative Phase
the children are encouraged to explain " ••• hoM they can use polite
expressions and pleasantries to improve communication" (p. 6B) •. In
this phase children are also told to make a book about animals but
only include those " ••• that can be written with previously learned
syllables ••• "(p. 6B).
Children in this lesson are encouraged to go beyond the text
to create a discussion of communication. Unlike other teacher's guides
evaluated in the study, the teacher's guides in the HC series, do not
provide answers that students should give. However, there are at least
two problems with this lesson. In the first place, the text potential
itself is extremely limited and has little meaning in itself. To draw
a discussion on forms of polite communication from the text as it is
seems far fetched. Secondly, while a discussion of communication is a
worthwhile activity, in this situation it is completely imposed. The
discusssion would not be likely to come up naturally as a result of
reading the text. In fact, one might even say that it is inappropriate
in most situations to relate the production of animals noises to
polite forms of communication.
In the Level 6 book, Exploramos (-RT-Let's Explore) the first
story, "EI cuadradito azul" (-RT- The Little Blue Square) is about a
little blue square with a father who is a "big, strong green square",
a mother who is "a young, happy red square" and little brothers and
sisters who are "playful, mischievous yellOW, black, pink, and purple
squares". The little blue square is unhappy because he would like to
be something else, perhaps a circle or an oval. However, his
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grandmother and grandfather squares talk to him and explain all the
possibilities he has: He could be folded in half to be a rectangle,
put on his head to be a diamond, folded in half at an angle to be a
triangle, or folded other ways to be a little boat, a bird, or even a
windmill.
In the Teacher's Guide, the Descriptive Phase of this lesson
begins with questions asked of the children about what happened in the
story. In the Personal Interpretive Phase, the children are asked if
they have ever felt sad because they are who they are and if it seems
to them that others have things better. The conversation is continued
in the Critical Phase as children are asked if what the little blue
square wanted to be was possible. This phase continues with the
following questions:
posible mejorar y aprender, pero sin dejar de ser
quienes somos? ~A veces las personas dejan de hablar su
idioma para tratar de ser como otras personas? ~Es posible
aprender otro idioma sin abandonar el propio? Si es
importante saber un idioma, no sera aun mas importante
saber dos?
-RTIs it possible to better oneself and learn, but continue to
be ourselves? 00 people sometimes stop speaking their
language in order to try to be like other people? Is it
possible to learn another language without abandoning your
own? If it is important to know one language, won't it be
even more important to know two? (p. 42).
~Es

In the final Creative Phase, children are encouraged to discuss
what they could be someday. They also are asked if they could learn to
be perfect bilinguals and be proud of their culture. The last activity
of the phase asks the children to write on the topic "Yo me alegro de
saber

espa~ol

porque ••• " (-RT- I am happy to know Spanish because •••

>

2SB

This lesson is one that certainly calls upon the children to
consider changing society and societal views. The children are asked
to take the meaning of the text about the unhappy square and extend it
to their acceptance of themselves. That acceptance is to include their
first language. As was discussed in the other story, the goals are
worthwhile and important, but they are also imposed and seem somewhat
artificial. A text story about a bilingual child struggling with the
dilemma of keeping the first language would seem to be a

~uch

more

natural way to approach the topic and discussion. The language
development goals of the lesson, "to develop vocabulary related to
geometric shapes and to recognize synonyms" (p. 40), might not have
been so directly addressed, but the critical thinking goals would have
been more realistic.
In HC, then, meaning is considered important. However, the
controlled text does not often lead naturally to a meaningful
discussion. Though the teacher's guides do suggest interesting ideas
for meaningful discussion and knowledge construction, the ideas are
imposed upon the students and do not flow naturally from the reading
of the text.
Use of Cues from Print/Pragmatic Context.

The main emphasis

of the program is that of the use of the syllable to identify words as
has been discussed above. However, the HC program, more than any
other, also depends heavily on the students' use of the context of the
illustrations to help them understand text:
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Reading is not limited to decoding and comprehension of
symbols expressed as letters; communication is often
conveyed through images as well. It is therefore important
for the children to learn to interpret the messages carried
by the illustrations (p. 16).
The entire Levell text, Partimos, (-RT-Let's Get Started) consists of
illustrations: " ••• rich in content and detail and, as well, picture
stories that ••• start the children on the path to becoming readers" (p.
36). The illustrations are meant to get the students to draw on their
own background knowledge and build self confidence as they are led
through the dialogue provided in the teacher's guide. Thus the
children " ••• develop concepts and vocabulary connected with the world
in which children live" (p. 36). Community related topics with
illustrations include the park, the supermarket, the zoo, the store,
the circus, the hospital, the dentist's office, the airport, the pert,
and the factory. Nature related topics are also illustrated as well as
picture stories of "basic academic concepts" such as colors, numbers,
and vowels, and three folk stories; "The Three

Bears~,

"The Seven

Little Goats", and "The Three Little Pigs".
Figure 71 shows an example of an illustration used as the
basis for a lesson discussion. In Unit IV of the teacher'S guide,
teachers are instructed to first ask the children questions about
their own experiences with hopitals, if they know what ambulances are
for, why sirens are sounded, and how people get into a hospital. In
the Descriptive Phase children are helped to describe the
illustration. The signs in the illustration are read to the children
and discussed. The discussion becomes more personal in the Personal
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Interpretive Phase as children's personal experiences with hospitals
are explored in detail. Children are asked to discuss the need for
hospitals, for good behavior while visiting, and for signs like
"Silence" in a hospital in the Critical Phase. In the Creative Phase
children are asked to discuss what they could do if one of the
children in the class gets sick. These lessons are intended to help
students use illustrations as pragmatic context to get meaning from
text.
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-RTHospital

-RTEllIergenCl es

-RTX-Rays

-RTNo Smoking

-RTRecepti on

-RTSilence

-RTThe Hospi tal

Fig. 71. Pragmatic Context Development.
Student Text, Partimos, p. 33.
View of Comprehension/Comprehension Tasks
The HC program materials, more than those of any other program
evaluated, reflect the view of "Comprehension as a Process" rather
than "Comprehension as a Product". The teacher's guides contain
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questions to ask the students but do not include expected responses.
Most of the questions are beyond the literal level and ask children to
make inferences and to evaluate. The tasks in the series are not the
usual ones of "identifying the main ideas", "identifying fact and
opinion", or "identifying cause and effect." Instead, the Scope and
Sequence chart for HC includes under "comprehension and analytical
skills"

description, identification, sequencing, retelling,

substitution, comparison/ classification, and inference. These skills
are goals of the lessons but are not taught separately as skills as in
other programs. The lessons are set up so that the skills come out of
the questions and discussion. For example, in the first unit of
Navegamos (-RT-Let's Sail), the Level 5 book, students are asked to
categorize animals and their sounds and discuss the vocabulary
involved. Sequence is the focus in different units as questions about
the text reading are discussed in the Descriptive Phase. Unlike other
Spanish Language basal programs there is no direct instruction of
comprehension skills.

Language
View of Language
Habit/ Personal and Social.

The HC program reflects both the

view that language is habit and that language is personal and social.
The careful control of the introduction of syllables and words and the
reinforcement practice of those syllables indicates that language is
viewed as something that is mastered with practice. The teacher'S
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guides explain that "Learning takes place easily and surely, because
the reading material has been carefully programmed and controlled" and
that UContinuous practice of what has been learned is a guarantee of
further learning"(p. 16). For example, the methods suggested for
teachers to follow to help students "carry out the decoding process u
for the song "Sapitos" (-RT- Little Frogs) all reflect a view of
language as habit (see Figure 72).
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Teaching Unit II
LESSON 6

Sapitos (pp.24-27)
Reading Preparation
Talk with the children: /,Les gusta La mUsica? /,Que instrumentos conocen? (piano,
guitarra, violin) /,8aben lo que es una orquesta?
Reading.
Descriptive phase Different methods may be used to carry out the decoding process.
Choose the one you prefer or combine several. You might:
1. Prepare flashcards with the words sapilOs, y, paUlOs and the numerals 1 through 10.

Show the children the cards and practice with them until they can easily recognize the
words and numerals. Then have them read the text aloud.
2. Establish a picture-text correspondence. Have them look at page 24. Ask: /,Que ven en
La ilustraci6n? /,GudnlOs sapitos hay? /,GudnlOs patilOs? Have them look at the text at
the bottom of the page and read it aloud to them. Suggest that they follow along as
you read. Ask them to read it. Have them look at the next page. tGudnlOs sapitos hay
ahora? /,Y cudntos paUlOs? Return to page 24. Ask them to read the text. Then read
them the text on page 25. Have them repeat it. Continue in this manner with the
following pages.
3. Copy the text (pp. 24-27) onto cards and sing it to the tune of "Ten Little Indians."
Point to the words as you sing them. Then have the children read. the text in the book,
first to themselves and then aloud.
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UNIT II

Fig. 72. Language Is Habit.
Teacher's Guide, Andamos, p. 58.
Workbook exercises further demonstrate the language-is-habit view. For
example, students in the Andamos (-RT-Let's Gol workbook are asked to
copy letters, pick out pictures of words that begin with certain
letters, copy words with learned syllables, fill in blanks with known
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words, and match words and pictures. Figure 73 shoMS a workbook page
in which students copy words introduced in the Bear Family text.

-RTBear (male)
-RTThat (mascul ine)

-RTBear (female)
-RTThat (feminine)

-asn-----·-

.·eso . ----------------_._---

-05..0------- ---------

T'illo,~' coptor

los palabras mod.io

Fig. 73. Language Is Habit: Copying.
Workbook. Andamos, p. 47.
Though much of the program does rely on the view of language
as habit, especially in relation to the identification of words

2bb
through syllables, the series also emphasizes the importance of the
personal and social aspects of language. Every lesson includes the
four phases, and in these phases students are asked questions that
encourage

the~

to react personally and to discuss ideas a, a group.

The examples discussed under "Meaning" certainly demonstrate how
students are involved socially and personally by the questions
directed to them.
What Written Language Is: Oral and Written.

The philosophy of

the author definitely emphasizes the importance of oral language in
reading development:
There is a correlation between children's oral language
development and their reading ability. The greater their
store of oral language, the more likely they will be to
come to grips with a book, to understand it, and to make
the predictions necessary for smooth reading (p. 20).
The first level text, Partimos (-RT-Let's Get Started), which includes
only illustrations and picture stories is intended to help students
" ••• begin to adopt the critical analysis and creative outlook that
give true meaning to the reading process" (p. 36). In fact, throughout
the text, the discussion in the four phases is given a great deal of
emphasis and often goes far beyond the controlled text as discussed
above.
The author also gives importance to the development of
writing. In the introduction to the teacher's guide, this is carefully
explained:
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Reading is only part of the integrated process of
communication through the written word ••• It is through
writing that we each present our own point of view, making
truth as we knott it apparent to others. (p. 16)
The writing that is introduced to the students is very controlled at
first. Students are only allowed to write words with syllables that
have already been mastered. At the end of Level 3, written expression
still is limited to tracing letters and writing sentences with known
syllables. At the end of Level 4, students are asked to writ9
sentences using given words. It is only at the fifth level that
writing assignments are not governed by the constraints of known
syllables and controlled vocabulary. The last unit in Navegamos
(-RT-Let's Sail) suggests that students "write on an assigned theme"
and "write a dramatized story" (p. 126)

Unit of Emphasis
As has been made clear, the syllable is the central unit of
emphasis in the series.

However, there is one genre type that is also

emphasized in this series more than in any other: poetry. Not only
does the text contain more poetry than the other basal series, but the
teacher's guide includes many poems and songs that the author suggests
teachers use with different units. The teacher's guide alone could
serve as a resource book of poetry and songs in Spanish for bilingual
Spanish/English classrooms.
In fact, the text of the series actually becomes a bit strange
because so much of it is poetry or at least story written in stanzas.
Of 53 selections in the Level 5 text, Navegamos (-RT- Let's Sail), 42,
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or 791, are poems from folklore, songs, and what the author calls
retahilas which are described as "cumulative tales" found in folklore
which are easy to remember because of their frequent use of rhythm and
rhyme. Five of the remaning selections are riddles, and six are short
fiction texts. The resulting textbook, therefore, is one that is very
different from the other basal readers. The poetry and songs are meant
not only to "promote language development" but also to serve "to
awaken children's aesthetjc sense u (p. 22). However, the topics of the
poetry and the cumulative tales are usually extremely fanciful and the
vocabulary is often literary. The predictability of the text,
therefore, is something that might be questioned especially for most
Hispanic children in the United states. In fact, much of the text does
not really make sense except in fantasy. Figure 74 gives pages from
two of the texts to demonstrate the unusual themes and vocabulary.
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~~~~9~'______L_a__v_ac_a__e_s_tu_d_l_o_sa______~J
MtJrf. Elen. W.lsh

Habra una vez una vaca
en la Quebrada de Humahuaca.
Como era muv vieja. muv vieja.
estaba sorda de una oreja.
Y a pesar de que va era abuela
un dfa quiso ir a la escuela.
Se puso unos zapatos rojos.
guantes de tul V un par de anteojos.,

);;'.,~.~~,

/.

-RTThR Studious COli

•, ••-:1

ThRrR once Mas a COM
in the Quebrada of Humahuaca.

,.

..

'

,

••

."

..

'0

.

As she Mas very old, very old,
ShR Nas deaf in one ear.

'J

And besides the fact that she Nas already a grandmother
ShR tried one day to go to school

,

~.

~~,.,-.

She put an same red shoes
Tulle gloves and a pair of glasses.

....

-~

,. ..:.:

_'0f'_ .. ••

.~

En el polo

Graciosos pingiiinos
de negras levitas:
Son senores finos
que van de visita.
Alegres pingOinos
en traje de noche:
Son senores finos
que pasean en coche.

-RTFunny penguins
With black frock coats:
They are courteous gentlemen
Who are going visiting.
Happy penguins
In their night finery
They are courteous gentlemen
Who travel by car.

114

Fig. 74. Unusual Texts. Student Text.
Navegamo5, p. 114 and p.65.
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The first text about the penquins compares their outer covering to
being dressed up for a fancy evening out. The second is about a
grandmother ,cow who decides to go back to school. Neither text seems
likely to immediately interest children. It is through the discussion
that is included in the phases of the teacher's guide that the
stories' relevance is suggested to the students.

Nature of the Text
Much of the text is adapted to reinforce the syllables being
stressed in the lesson. It is obvious, for example, that in the
sele~tion,

"EI gato del mago" (-RT-The Magician's Cat), syllables with

~,~,~,~,!,t,~,~,~,

and

~

have already been presented:

EI gatito vago,
subido al sofa,
Ie pide
al palo del mago:
- Sa, se, si, so, su,
dame lana ttl!
Pa, pi, po, pu, pe,
dame lana y miel!
-RTThe little loafing cat,
up on the sofa,
asks for
the Magician's magic wand:
-Sa, se, si, so, su,
give me yarn, you,
Pa, pi, po, pu, pe,
Give me yarn and honey.

Certainly, the story is adapted to the sounds taught and is not very
meaningful.
In the HC program materials there is a great deal of authentic
poetry and song, and, in fact, represents a nice collection. However,
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there is no representation of either Hispanic fiction or expository
text, either authentic or adapted. Folklore and poetry are
well-represented, but other kinds of fiction are absent.
There is little or no representation in the texts of different
minorities, economic classes, or role models. Almost all the text
stories are about animals characterized as people. Though the issues
of being a minority from a different culture do come up in the
discussions in the teacher's guides, the stories do not provide a
varied representation of different minorities, classes, cultures, or
role models.
In fact, the text sometimes seems purposefully inoffensive so
that children might not be upset by the topics discussed in the
phases. In the story that does tell about the Mexican legend of
Quetzalcoatl in Exploramos (-RT-Let's Explore), the text describes
only how Quetzalcoatl decided to leave Mexico and promised to return.
The discussion that follows in the teacher's guide moves from the
facts in the text to the purpose of legends, to what happens when
people forget their past history, to what happens when people forget
their families and native language, to what Hispanics can do to
preserve their language and culture. The text that the children read
does not address any of the important issues brought up in the
discussion.
Another unusual story for the topic it is meant to emphasize
is "Lilt, Lo16, y Lul~" in Navegamos (Let's Sail). This is the story
of a pair of ants, Lil{ and Lulu, who go to

the kitchen where they

usually get food only to smell an unusual odor and to see a box with
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writing on it. The two ants suspect something is amiss but cannot read
"people language" so they seek out Lola, a bilingual ant who has
travelled a lot and is literate in the second language. When Lolo
reads the box, he is able to warn his friends that the box contains an
anteater. The discussion of the story leads students to consider how
they might become bilingual.

Learning
As discussed above, the He program materials reflect a
behavioristic and social and personal view of learning. The materials
also reflect a mentalistic view of learning in the sense that the
poetry and songs presented to the learner are considered important for
Hispanic children and the means by which Hispanic children will come
to appreciate their language and learn new vocabulary. It is assumed
that by presenting the syllables, the literature, and the issues to
the children, they will learn to read, to appreciate, and to
understand.
The view of the learner reflected in the materials is
generally like that of other programs. The learner is passive,
dependent, and controlled. Though the phases do encourage children to
express their understandings, the topics are controlled and and the
activities organized for the learner.
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Teaching
Teacher's Role
The teacher's role in He is similar to the role represented in
other materials. However, there are a few small differences. While the
teacher is in control of

~hat

is to be done by the student and when,

there is flexibility in responses students can give. Responses to
questions are not provided in the teacher's materials. Therefore, in
this program, teachers become more mediators and initiators as they
lead discussions suggested in the teacher's guides. The teacher's
materials do control the direction of the discussions, but there is
more possiblity for teachers to lead students in the discussions than
is found in other basal series.

Pedagogical Approaches
As already discussed, the predominant method employed to teach
Spanish reading is the syllabic method. However, it should be
mentioned that in the first levels, elements of the ideo-visual
approach to teaching reading are present. For example, in working with
the sound /0/, students are given audio, visual, and kinesthetic
practice with the letter in order to learn it. Figure 75 shows the
page in the teacher's guide of Andamos(-RT-Let's Go) that makes the
different suggestions for teachers to follow.
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Reinforcement of Reading Skills
Call the children's attention to the initial /0/ sound in the words osita, ojo, oculista. Ask
them to look at page 6 again. Ask: iQue ven en el cartel que el oculista enseiia a la
osita? (oso, olla, ocho, oveja, 0$0) Have them repeat the words, emphasizing the initial
sound.
Ask the children: iQue otras palabras empiezan con lot? Write their replies on the
board. iConocen a alguien cuyo nombre empieza con lot? If someone suggests a name
beginning with Ho-, such as Hortensia or Horacia, accept it and write it on the board.
Explain that the letter before that 0 is silent. Going into detail is not necessaty; however,
it is important to recognize that the initial /0/ sound was correctly identified. This is also
useful when reinforcing the other vowels.
Haye the children experiment with the letter 0 in different ways. They might:
iii Make an 0 witIl their mouths. Or with tht;lir bodies, by holding their arms in a circle
over their heads or by bending over and touching theil' toes.
a Make an 0 by having two children hold hands. (There are many ways to do this.)
.. Walk or jump on one leg around an 0 drawn on or taped to the floor.
a Draw an 0 with crayons, watercolors, or chalk; or paper, on newspapers, or on the
board.
a Cut O's out of newspaper headlines or advertisements.
II Underline or highlight all the O's on a printed page .
.. From among several cards on which different vowels have been drawn, choose the ones
that show the letter O.
a Respond physically to your instructions by jumping, standing up, bending over, or
clapping whenever you say 0 or use a word beginning with /0/.
• Glue or draw an 0 on a sheet of paper and then glue on pictures of objects whose
names begin with /0/.
As was emphasized in the Introduction, the writing process should go along with the
reading process. For this reason, it is important that from the vety beginning the children
write the letters and syllable combinations that they read. To develop motor skills, the
children might make an 0 by:
&:I Tracing large circles, with finger and arm extended, in the air, against a wall .
• Tracing smaller circles, with a finger, on a table.
.
II Tracing large circles, with chalk, on the board and also on a newspaper.

44

UNIT I

Fig. 75. Ideo-Visual Methods. Teacher's Guide. Andamos, p. 44.
Reading Problems
The

He program is also unusual in the approach that is taken

to reading problems. At the end of each unit in the first four levels,
there is a short evaluation suggested for the unit. These evaluations
include no more than six activities. For example, the evaluation for
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Unit II of the Level 4 book, Volamos (-RT-Let's Fly), includes five
items:
To be sure that the children are progressing without
difficulty, ask them to:
1. Give three words containing the letter X and use them
orally in sentences.
2. Write three words containing the syllables gue Dr gui.
3. Write sentences as YDU dictate them •••
4. Read aloud a text of your choice from the unit.
5. Give two words that rhyme with boton and two that
rhyme with Ana.
(p. 60).

The only instructions given as to how to approach the problem if
students do not do well on these evaluations are "Provide any
necessary individual attention." Therefore, there are many
possibilities for helping students. The teacher is responsible for
deciding what to do. This is found in no other series.

Curriculum Thrust
Like the other series, the He program assumes that technology
can help to teach reading. If a carefully controlled program is
followed and if steps are mastered in order, reading should result.
Behaviorism is also reflected by the view that by constant review and
repetition stUdents will learn to read. The curriculum is set for the
students as being what is best for them to read, to do, and to learn.
However, there is one thrust that is present in this series
that is not in the other Spanish Language basal programs: social
reconstructionism. The discussions that are suggested in the four
phases of each lesson often are designed to lead children to consider
changing the status quo. In one lesson, children are encouraged to
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consider maintaining their first language and developing the second.
In another, children discuss the importance of keeping cultural
traditions and of being proud of them. In still another lesson, unjust
acts by one group are discussed and ways to remedy the injustice are
explored. Though other series may include text that refers to problems
of society, there is no discussion about what to do with those
problems except in this series.

Conclusions
The Addison-Wesley series, Hagamos Caminos, is like the other
syllabic series in the approach to print. In fact, the careful
introduction of syllables in HC is probably more controlled than in
the other series. The text comes from the syllables being taught and
is reinforced carefully in texts in later series.
The series' texts are very unusual. The stories that are
written are so closely aligned with syllables that they are difficult
to make sense of. Characters are almost always animals doing unusual
things. Though the stories are probably written to encourage specific
discussions about topics of interest for Hispanic children, they are
often so odd that it is difficult to imagine the children relating to
the stories.
The materials contain a wealth of Hispanic folklore, plays,
songs, and poetry. In fact, much of the text is poetry. This emphasis
is good, but does not give student experience with other kinds of
fiction or with expository text. If teachers could eliminate the
earlier nonsense texts and the strange stories in later books, the
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series could best be used as a resource for Spanish poetry, songs, .
plays, and folklore rather than as a complete Spanish reading program.

The Four Syllabic Series
As early as 1975 Hudelson's research with miscue analysis
showed that the reading process in Spanish was not dependent on the
control of syllables. Instead, reading in Spanish is like reading in
other languages. It is a meaning seeking process. Vet, four of the six
most recent Spanish language basal series have centered their approach
to reading in Spanish around the syllable. Though all four series
actually use the syllable to identify the word, the unit that seems to
be considered basic to reading, it is through the syllable that words
are identified.
Each series is different from the others in some way. Two
series include all types of literature for readers, one limits
readings almost exclusively to poetic language, and the other has text
written exclusively for the Spanish program. However, all of the
series are more alike than different.
In the next two chapters the two other basal series chosen to
be evaluated for this study will be described. From the narration of
those two series, it will be possible to compare all six series and
make some conclusions about the nature of the Spanish language basal
in the United States.

CHAPTER SEVEN
EVALUATION OF FOCUS:LEER PARA TRIUNFAR: A SPANISH SERIES THAT IS A
TRANSLATION OF AN ENGLISH BASAL SERIES
In this chapter the Scott Foresman program is described. The
Focus: Leer para triunfar (-RT-<Researcher's Translation> Reading to
Triumph) basal materials were identified by the Program Profile
Continuum Series (PPCS) as materials that approach reading from a word
approach. The in-depth study of this series is organized around the
results of the Spanish Program Profile Instrument (SPPI).
Description of the Program
Scott Foresman's, Focus: Leer para Triunfar is a Spanish
translation of the first eleven books of an English reading series
especially designed for troubled readers who are not considered to be
successful in a regular basal program. The eleven books are leveled to
be used from kindergarten to fifth grades. The English series is
advertised to be used for students "When learning to read isn't as
~asy

as ABC". In the English series the program, as explained in the

1986 catalog, claims to have a strong emphasis on bUilding oral
language, concepts, and vocabulary by "direct teaching, teacher
modeling, and nonprint skill presentations". The promotional materials
also promise "preteaching of skills with practice and application
coupled with a strong emphasis on building good reading behaviors"
(p.ll>.
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According to the teacher's guides, Scott Foresman's Spanish
translation series was developed in response to a need expressed by
teachers of Spanish-speaking students. Teachers wanted
Spanish-speaking students to be able to read the same stories that the
English-speaking students were reading. Leer Para Triunfar (LPT) is
advertised as presenting the same philosophy, organization, and
instructional principles as its English counterpart emphasizing oral
language, concepts, and vocabulary development. The goal of the
developers of LPT is for Spanish-speaking students to develop the same
solid foundation that English-speaking peers do (p.17).
The English-speaking peers are troubled readers. The teacher's
guides for LPT explain that the series is a translation of a series
developed for students who are not currently succeeeding in reading.
The fact that the series chosen to be translated is not the regular
basal series but the series for readers not successful in the regular
basals, might imply that Spanish-speaking students are students that
in their first language must be poor readers. But, in fact, no
explanation is offered of why this program was chosen for the
translation.
To look at the theoretical base of LPT, it was necessary to
take the results of the PPCS and SPPI and explain the findings under
the headings of reading, language, learning, and teaching." In order to
arrive at the point of writing the narrative, the six prelimary steps
described in Chapter Four were followed. Each of these steps seemed
necessary in order to become thoroughly familiar with LPT and to be
able to identify the theoretical underpinnings of what is included in
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the books for teachers and for students. Some of the theoretical
categories were represented consistently throughout the series and
received the 3 rating, others were not present at all and were given a

o score. However, many of the categories were difficult to rate
because evidence of the theoretical category was present to some
degree in some materials and to a lesser or greater degree in others.
Through the explication of the categories in the narrative, these
distinctions can be explained.

Reading
Program Focus
The focus of LPT, according to the result$ of the application
of the two instruments, is strongly centered around the word and
comprehension tasks. These two focal points account for 971. of the
exercises used in the workbooks for end-of-quarter reviews. Table 8
summarizes the results of a survey of the types of exercises in the
quarterly summaries that are found in the workbooks. Appendix J gives
a complete breakdown of the figures for each workbook. The word focus
and the comprehension focus

will both be discussed with examples from

the series to clarify these conclusions.

2B1

Table B.

End-of-Quarter Review Exercises

VOCABULARY
EXERCISES

41

477.

COMPREHENSION
EXERCISES

44

507.

3

37.

OTHER
EXERCISES
TOTALS
Word Focus.

88

1007.

In LPT there is an overwhelming focus on words

and controlled vocabulary. From the beginning of the series to the
last book every lesson emphasizes word identification and/or word
meaning recognition. Forty-seven percent of the worl:book quarterly
reviews consist of identifying words read or choosing the word that
best fills the blank in a sentence. Twenty-six percent of the total
exercises dealing with words are word identification exercises while
747. are word meaning recognition exercises. Figures 76 and 77 provide
an example of each type of exercise.
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UOIiIS THAT YOU KNOll

-RT-

Color In tha clrc1a bntde
NOMIIRE
tha .ord that your teacher raad •• - - . . ; . ; . . . ; ' - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Palabras que conoces

Colorea el drculo al lado de la palabra

DirtICtJons: TeU puolls that In eac" box they wIll
choose Ihe word you say. To helo puolls completo
the samolD. sav: "ESCueh!!" I)!Ua calaDra: d!btl.
Colore en el circulo al lado de la palsera dt!bfl." For
each Item, repeat the dlrOCtlOns. substitutIng these

words: 1. alfombrs 2. cad" 3. /J/!ott!lJn 4. dlftICC/on

que lea tu maestro.

5. hOglJft!S 6. to(}O 7. 'lfutiido 8. dtlbt!riam03
9. mtentalJlJ '0. segura t 1 protegen 12. mIJTCIJI

13. Drug" 14. e"or 15. nuestro.

.

1.

0 valor

alfombra

@

verdad

@ alguna

@

debe

@

0 hurno

•

•

(£) desordenada

S.
0 derrumbar
(I)

deberiamos

(£) desperto

•

cada

@ pesque

cosa

@ piedra

•

hogares

0 herido

7.
topo

0 gusano

@ tocar

CD gruiiido

@ tomar

@ grieta

--

9.

•

..

11'

10.
intentaba

® irritar
(£) incluso

0 sueno

® preparara

•

@ preocupaba

seguro

(£) sirenas

13.

12.

(j pisotean

6.

0 dibujas
direccion

0 cebo

@

alarma

5.

4.

3.

2.

14.

(J

protegen

15.

~

marcar

0 oreja

0 esrrella

@ nuestro

@

masticar

@ olieras

CD error

® nudos

•

0 escarban

@ nieve

(£) maestro

130

oruga

Usar deSPu';9 de Activldade. para el cuana de
Vocabularlo: Reoaso final

e~a

escolar

Fig.7b. Word Recognition Workbook Exercise:
Silbos y Suenos, p. 130.
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YOCABUI.ARV

-

RT-

Read each sentence. Fill in the circle beside
the word or words that make the most sense in
the sentence.
Vocabulario
~ Lee cad a oraci6n. Rellena el cfrculo al lade
de la palabra 0 las palabras que tienen mejor
sentido en la oraci6n.

':'dClflonal actlvltV: Have QUOits wnHt stOries fnat

i;;(i"'"'W11n one of InB sentences In tnl! exerCIS8.

1. El barco lleva __ de carbOn.
@ una tropa
@ una escue1a
@ una carga
@ un libro

6. El aviador salta en __ •
@ un techo
@ una alberca
~ un paracaidas
@ un carnien

2. __ se eleva a las seis en punto.
@ La alfombra
@ EI dentista
• El cohete
@ La canden

7. Olmos el aullido quejumbroso de

00 __ .
@
@
@
•

3. Debemos guardar 1a comida en __ .
@1asa1a
@ la recimara
@ 1a almohada
@ el refiigerador
4. Si hay 1m incendio se I1ama a __ •
@ las escuelas

G los bomberos
@ el alguaci1
@ 1a farmada

5. Los astronautas viajaban en __ .
@
@
@
@

una barcaza
un tren
una locomotora
una nave espacia1

a.

pato
papalote
conejo
coyote

Para subir al piso 18 tomamos __ .
@ un buque de guerra
@ una linterna
• un ascensor
@ una carreta

9. Me gusta 1a ensa1ada de lechuga
y-.

® avena
@ pJatano
@ rana
@ tomate
10. La policia observa el transito
desde __ .

®

un palomar
@ un corral
@ un helicoptero
@ una nave espadal

I
'\I

a

~

i
J

a

'"o
~

i

~

--------------------------------------------------~
Usar daspu8s de Acti"idades para 01 cuano de a"o oseolar

190

Vocabulano

Fig. 77. Word Meaning Workbook Exercise:
Listos para Todos, p.190
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Up to the end of Level 6, the second section of each lesson
in the teacher's guides called "Teaching Vocabulary and Reviewing Word
study" carefully develops new words introduced in the lessons. Charts
which introduce new words to be learned in the context of single,
usually unrelated, sentences are used. Teacher's guides in the first
six series suggest a six-step sequence for introducing the new words:
1. Frame the word in isolation.
2. Pronounce the word and say: Please ·pronounce the word
after me.
3. After the word is pronouncecd, say: Read the sentence
silently. Use the sentence to figure out the
meaning of the new word.
4. If pupils need help, use meaning clues given with the
listed words.
5. Now reread the sentence to make sure that the word makes
sense in the sentence.
6. To reinforce and confirm pupil understanding, use the
activity given with each word (p.7)
After students reach book seven in the third

grade~

teachers

no longer use this six-step procedure. Instead, they are instructed to
have the students read the charts and try to use the context of the
sentences to figure out the individual, underlined words and their
meanings. The guides do, however, continue to provide definitions and
further information for each word that the teachers can use if
students need help.
Considering the subword categories in the SPPI, the materials
in the series reflect word analysis rather than synthesis. In the
first teacher's guide, there is a "Word Study Review" section to be
used before beginning the first unit. In this section the vowels, the
relation of letters to sounds, the consonants, and readiness
vocabulary is introduced. However, every sound or letter is introduced
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by first having the students think of or say words that contain the
sound or letter being taught. For example, the teacher is instructed
to ask, "What do birds and airplanes use in order to fly?" The
students are expected to reply alas (-RT-wings). Then the teacher has
the students

rep~at

the words, alas (-RT-wings) and aviDn (-RT-plane)

and says, "With what sound do both of these words begin?"
Word analysis exercises are common in the series as students
are asked to pick out or add prefixes, suffixes, augmentatives,
diminutives, and different kinds of endings such as the -mente (-ly)
ending for adverbs.

In workbook exercises students are asked to

analyze compound words for meaning or to put two words together to
make a new word. In other workbook exercises, students are asked to
pick out words with or without accents depending upon the meaning
conveyed by the sentence. Though all of these exercises are presented
in the context of a sentence or short paragraph, the emphasis is
always on highlightling and isolating the individual word within the
context. Because of this consistent emphasis, both teachers and
students must at some point become aware that words are what this
series considers important.
Meaning Focus. According to the teacher's manuals, meaning is
a second major focus stressed in this Scott Foresman Spanish Language
series. From the first book, teachers are encouraged to draw on
students' background knowledge and develop concepts so that students
can better comprehend text. By the end of the series, students have
worked with exercises that call for picking out details, main ideas,
goals and results in a story. They also have exercises intended to
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help them in identifying time sequence, cause and effect, fiction and
expository text, authors' intentions, characterizations and similes
and metaphors. End-of-quarter and end-of-book reviews, which usually
include some type of reading with comprehension questions, emphasize
these types of comprehension exercises. However, the meaning that is
stressed in the series is almost entirely narrowly conceived since it
is the teacher's guides correct responses that are looked for when
dealing with the text rather than the student's interpretation of the
text.

The answer is referenced in the teacher's manuals with page

numbers. An example of this type of comprehension task is demonstrated
in Figure 78.

2B7

Page 11

Page 10

1 Have pupils look at the picture on page 10. Ask how 5 Have pupils look at page 11. Ask how Elephant.
Mouse. and Bear look. (happy) Have pupils read to
Mouse and Elephant look. (happy) Have pupils read
find out if Elephant and Mouse like their hats. Then
the page to find out what Mouse is giving to
ask:
Elephant. After reading. ask:
2. What is Mouse giving to Elephant? (the long blue 6. Are Elephant and Mouse happy with their hats?
(yes) Read the sentences aloud that tell you how
hall
they feel. (Elephant likes the long blue hat. Mouse
3. How does Mouse help Elephant put on the hat?
likes the little yellow hat.)
(Mouse climbs on Elephant's trunk.)
4. Which hat Is Mouse wearing? (the little yellow
7. Why do you think they are happy with their
hat)
hats? (Pupils will probably say their hats fit better.)
8. Why do you think Bear is happy? (Answers will
vary. Help pupils see that Bear is happy because
Elephant likes the hat Bear made.)
Oral ReDding
9 Have pupIls read pages 10 and 11 orally. Have some
children read the sentence that tells whom Elephant
likes. Have others read the sentence that tells whonMouse likes. Have pupils read with expression to
show that the animals like each other.

Checking Comprehension
Questions and Answers
101. Who gave the long blue hat to Mouse? (Bear)
(details; literall
112. Do you think Elephant and Mouse were smart
to give each other their hats? (PupIls will probably
say they were smart because they each have a hat
that fits. I (evaluative)

Raton Ie do el gorro largo a EleFante.

A Elefante Ie gusto el gorro azul largo.

Raton Ie do el gorro azul largo 0 Elefante.

A Raton Ie gusto el gorro amarillo pequeno.

Elefante tiene el gorro azul largo.

A Elefante Ie gusto Raton.

Raton tiene el gorro amarillo pequeno.

A Raton Ie gusto Elefante.
.....

Fig. 7B. Comprehension Task Questions.
Teacher's Guide, Grande y Pequeno. p. 12.

I
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Though the teacher's guide does provide articles by different
reading experts on the topics of the importance of background
knowledge and the nature of reading comprehension, the directions to
the teachers and the exercises provided for the students are directed
at getting students to understand what the author means rather than
encouraging students to draw on text to construct their own
understandings. There is no evidence of comprehension viewed as
process. Instead comprehension is viewed as a product that is measured
by finding the correct expected responses.

Purposes for Reading
Purposes for reading are mainly determined by the series and
told to the pupils by the teacher. Though the teacher's guides
instructions are directed toward getting students to establish a
purpose for doing the reading in the basals, it is the teacher who
explains the purpose or asks the questions that set the purpose for
reading. For example, in the teacher's guide for the first book,
Trabajar y Jugar (-RT-Work and Play), the purpose for the reading in
the fourth unit is established by the teacher who is directed to say:
uAl leer vamos a ver como Oso Pequeno ayuda a Oso Grande a aprender
casas acerca de los libros" (1986, p.63). (-RT- As we read we are
going to see how Little Bear helps Big Bear learn things about books.)
In the Grade 4, Level 9 teacher's guide for Carretas y Cohetes
(-RT-Covered Wagons and Rockets), the teacher is directed to set the
purpose for the story "Hi hijo, el polic{a" (-RT-Hy son, the
policeman) in the following way:
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~Han pensado ustedes alguna vez que quieren ser cuando sean
mayores? ~Han pensado alguna vez que les gustarla ser
policia? La gente tiene que pensar acerca de que clase de
trabajo va a hacer, porque hay que entrenarse para hacer la
mayor!a de los trabajos ••• Leamos el t(tulo juntos. ~De
qu~ va a tratar este cuento? ~Por qu~?
(p.130).
(-RT-Have you ever'thought about what you want to be when you
are older? Have you ever thought about being a policemanl
woman? People have to think about what kind of work they
are going to do because it necessary to be trained for
most jobs. Let's read together the title. What is this
story about? Why?)

Strategies for the Use of Cues from Print
Though there are exercises in the series that stress different
strategies for the use of cues for reading, the synthetic word
approach is the most often used. The assumption of many exercises and
prereading and postreading activities is that once individual words
are understood, the parts, in this case words, can be built upon to
more complete, meaningful text. If errors are made, the errors are
assumed to be word recognition errors.
However, other strategies for reading are alio pr.sent in the
series. One feature that is not present in the English series is the
presentation of syllables in the first book of the series in a way the
syllables might be taught in a Spanish syllabic reading method. Though
the syllables are presented as pa, pe, pi, po, pu, the purpose of this
type of introduction seems to be more for identification of syllables
in words than the syllabic building of words from syllables found in
the four programs discussed in Chapter Six (see Figure 79). If, in
fact, syllables were presented as in the Spanish syllabic method, that
would have necessitated too great a deviation from the English text.
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In the more advanced levels, workbook exercises with syllables
concentrate more on how words are divided into syllables and the use
of those words in sentences rather than the building of syllables into
words (see Figure 80).
TRABAJAR V JUGAR : UNlOAD 1

NOMBRE
D,f«C1ons: Read and exola." the dlreCflons. To help
PUPilS comolate (he samole. trace lhe syllable p~.
Then nama the first OlelUre emonas,zlng the

Sdabas

beglnnlOg soundS. Do the 'Irst row. POint out that
not all names ,n the page have a po svllable.
Idenutv each Olcture.

~ Traza las s~abas.
-RT-

> Subraya coda dibuio cuyo

~

/--------perro

-p~·e-

'.>

1,\

raton

=pr

"

h~..;]. ~

,,-.~

~

~'J
......
~

avian

FII

"i;II

--------l,··r~
~.
'~-5.

'

pito

~
,/

taza

~"

,~~
pupitre

....
~

~

pera

~.~~'

trompo

X

I

~.

cepillo

polio

--O~U-

capa

ventana

~

J

TracR the syllabi •••
Underline each picture
.yllabll you traced.

pato

pala

plCturel of

things made of WOod.

SYLLABLES

s~abo que

10

nombre tiene
trazaste.

R,u!e 01 plJgr. Have DUpds Circle the

coraz6n

'::t

Fig. 79. S{labas. Workbook Exercise,
Trabajar y Jugar, p. 27.

~hole

na •• has the
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conBINATION OF SYLLABLES -RTWrite the syllables for each word in the square.
Then use the words to complete the sentences.
Cambinacion de sfJabas
Escribe las silabas de cad a palabra del
cuadra. ~ Despu8s. usa las palabras para
campletar las araciones.

Pronounclt I!lcn IJf ""It wordS Clearly
~QII' can near t!'le sVllable creaKS,
~e"'lew tne meanlnq or c1lJntnon9. as well as
Ul. syUablcaUon rules.
~""CfIQ"!.·

~

ausencia
limpio~

palacio
alllomovil

au sen cia

aCtIVIty: Have DUDlls hll as many

mis te rio sa

misteriosa

lim pios

cambio

pa la cio

coniendo

co rrien do

au to ma vii

\'a1ieme

va lien te

jau la

remedio

re me dio

jaula

1. Habla una \'ez lin pnncipe que \'hia

~e

lIamaba Amalia, Por 10 general. no

2. L;1'i cuanos esraban muy

tema miedo de nada porque era muy
valiente

___
li_m..;..p_io_s_ _ , :\'0 habia ni un

6. L'n dia entro t!n una casa

juguete rirado en el suelo,

\'i~ja

y

misteriosa

3. L'n dla el pnncipe subio al
__
au_t_o_m_o_'v_il__ real ... Por tamr.
lIe\'eme a un lugar donde todo

cam bio

5. Habia lIna \'ez una muchacha que

en lin _ _.;..p_a_la_c_io_ _ enorme,

7. E:;wba explorando los .:uanos .:uando.

e~le

cll' repl'Ille. aparedo un galo, Amalia

,uc:io." Ie dijo al dloter.

4. EI .:hoter. que lema ,eb hijo,:. In 111.'\'0
.1

~ddUionill

wordS as tnllY can Ihal havo Ine .u and 10

alp","o"gl.

:'u L·a"a. Alli l'l pnndpe pa"o tocto

d dla y nauie en el castillo r.OlO "ll

:2,1110,\'

8.

:,a1io _-.::.co:.,;r.:..:ri.::.e:.:.,nd:.;o=--_

Clii.Ul(jO re~re~t) i.\ L'a:-il. t'~rnba

paiida '111e "ll

:1~allla

!e <ill)

ran

till

remedio

ausencia

Fig. 80 . Combinacion de s(labas. Workbook E,:ercise,
Carr at as y Cohetes, p. 23.
Perhaps because the series is a translated series, the approach to
syllables resembles more the kind of approaches found in English basal
series which often include the identification of syllables and
division of words into syllables. The few dictionary exercises that
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are in the series also are similar to ones found in English basal
readers as students are asked to do exercises to practice dictionary
use rather than to look up words and write definitions.
Both the English series and the Spanish series devote
exercises to helping students develop strategies for using context to
get meaning from text. Most of these exercises limit the context to
the sentence. A few exercises include pictures and short passages to
encourage stUdents to use all kinds of context to get meaning (see
Figure 81).
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- RTAmpliar el vocabulario

INCREASE mE (YeMn VOCABUlARY

What are the people in the picture doing?
It seels like they are getting ready for
a picnic. The Ian is probably the father
and the MOlan the lOt her of the two
children. They have also brought the dog.
It seels that all of thel are leabers of
a fallil y.
Use the picture and the folloNing sentences
to figure out the leaning of the underlined
words.
lOu£!
qlle

hdl.l:1l IdS pcl~onilS

!oil ~lclhJloJn ~.,ud

un

dol dlllIJIOI

pICIIIC.

PlllCCU

EI humllto C~

plulJdhlclIlOlllu t:I pupj Y loJ mUler Itl IIwm.i

1. The girl in the picture is named Cristina.
She is the daughter of the Ian and the NOlan.
2. The boy is nine years old. He is

dll lu!O du:> !linn:; T.lllllmjn 11.111 Ifuidu cl

~.

Pt.'flll

P.lfW':U 'Iue IlJtllI~ dl,I"o ~tJlI ~~!..:~~~~'.!: du lIlt.l
1.llllllh)

3. When they finish eating, the faaily Nill
probably clean their mouths and hands Nith
a paper napkin.

5(11)10..1'1'.111.1::>

2

(lllU)U 11I..:lhJ !Hill"'!! iJl)IIS (s ~~~~!

3 AI

I\:III.ln.1f

du

O)lllt.. f.

I., I,Jlwh.J

PIUh,lhIIJIIIClllu !,oU 111I11'hJI.1 I., rIO,,:.!

"

A1!jIlIl,IS IK!'5IJIItI!.o ...... "

.11

v I.... s

C.)11I1'1I ,I I1hJIJr II Ius

.IIII1HoJlu:> p.lf.J ubh:1I1..!1 I ulilld.1 E::.ILIS IHH:'IJlIJS

Ell 11110 til: IIJ~ L:llt:II\U:; 4UU Int:I.I~, •• t'IUIIOS
,.HIIUltlh'~ IUt~lljll t:ullhIfUIII!LI:.

Lt

~d,.lllId LJdlltl!tl"

y

III"I~.

Itl tlvutl,U.J1l 1;11 III ICI ILII ..

pur

1',lIIdlthl~

quc II,,:. oJl,II:lIthlio

4. Some people go to the countryside to kill
animals for food. These people are called
hunters.
5. The people that take things that are not
theirs can be called ~.
In one of the stories that you ~ill
read, some animals were confused with bandits.
The Mord bandit and others you have learned
will help you in your reading.

Fig. 81. Ampliar el Vocabulario
Student Textbook, Arriba y Arriba, pp. 144,145.
In Figure 81 and other similar vocabulary exercises, the
context seems to be established for some of the words being introduced
by the short preliminary reading, but not for all. These exercises
provide some limited semantic and pragmatic context, but that is often
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not enough to help students predict meaning. The words in most of the
sentences in this vocabulary exercise are not made clear by either the
sentence context or the pictures. In the second sentence, El nino
tiene nueve anos. Es joven. (-RT-The boy is nine years old. He's
young), is giving context for the word joven. Yet, the sister in the
picture is really younger. In the third sentence, servilletas
(-RT-napkins) is the vocabulary word introduced though there are no
napkins evident anywhere in the picture. The last two sentences
discuss cazadores (-RT-hunters) and

bandidos (-RT-robbers). The terms

are defined within the individual sentences, but these words have
nothing to do with the picture context or introductory reading. Though
theie is much evidence of the importance of the use of context in the
teacher's materials, and although teacher's guides emphasize the need
to help "reading make sense," the exercises in the student materials
do not always clearly exemplify useful reading strategies. They show,
in fact, the continuous preoccupation with reading as getting the
words right.

Levels of Comprehension
Besides the importance of helping students realize that
"reading makes sense," the instructions and philosophy of the
teacher's guide stress that students must learn to do more than answer
literal questions. The introduction to the teacher's guides claims
that the series should help students " ••• develop and expand
understandings and concepts ••• relate ideas to each other •••• compare
characters, events, and facts ••• apply what they learn .. " and " ••• grow
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in confidence •• " (p. TI6). From the first book to the last in the
series, students are given a variety of exercises for developing
comprehension skills that include predicting, inferencing, making
comparisons, sequencing and categorizing, identifying main ideas or
topics, and distinguishing cause and effect or fact and opinion.
In order to try to determine the levels of comprehension of
questions in LPT, a survey of all of the end-of-quarter review
exercises in each of the workbooks was taken. A total of 148 mutiple
choice items, assumed to be representative of those throughout the
text, were examined and categorized. Each question was examined to
determine if it was a literal, inferential, evaluative, or
appreciative type question according to Barrett's taxonomy referred to
in the 1978 Goodman and Page study.
The definitions of each category used in the 1978 study were
used for this survey. Items were considered to be examples of literal
comprehension if they involved the recognition or recall of details,
main ideas, sequence, comparisons, cause and effect relatfonships, and
character traits. For example, in the Grande y Pequeno (-RT- Big and
Little) workbook, instructions on the end of the year test like
"Colorea el c{rculo al lado del titulo que dice de que trata el
cuento" (-RT- Fill in the circle beside the title that tells what it
is about) put those comprehension items under the category of literal
questions testing the main idea of the selection.
The level of inference was assigned to items that involved
predictions of outcomes or figurative language. An example of an item
marked as inference comes from the Level 7, Grade 3, workbook.
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Students are given a reading passage of 92 words folloMed by several
questions. The passage tells about a girl practicing her lines for a
play with the help of her brother. The fourth and final question for
the passage was "~Qu~ crees Que occurriri durante la obra?" (-RT- What
do you think will happen during the play?). This item was

considered

a prediction question.
If judgements of reality or fantasy, fact or opinion,
validity, appropriateness, or worth were called for, the item was
identified as evaluative. For example, the Level 9, Grade 4, workbook
contained an end-of-the-quarter comprehension reading about how people
have dressed over the centuries. The last question for this page was
the following:
Este artlculo es realidad porque
a. viene de la imaginacion del autor
b. da hechos y explicaciones
c. es una fantasla
d. no podr{a pasar real mente
-RTThis article is reality because
a. it comes from the imagination of the author
b. it gives facts and explanations
c. it is a fantasy
d. it could not really happen
(p. 94)

The final level of comprehension used in the Goodman/Page
study was appreciative.

The appreciative level included

" •.• determining what the author did to produce an emotional response,
and understanding literary techniques used to get readers to identify
,with characters and incidents"(p.131). There were no examples of
appreciative questions. found in any of the comprehension questions in
the end-of-the-quarter reviews.
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The results of the study placed 871. of the items in the
quarterly comprehension exersises at the literal level. That is, 871.
of the questions were recognition of details, main ideas, sequence,
comparisons, cause and effect relationships, and character traits. 531.
of all the questions were simply recogniton of details which can be
answered by picking out that detail of the reading from the text.
Seven percent of the questions were categorized as inferential, 61.,
evaluative and 01. appreciative. Table 9 provides a summary of the
survey results. A complete breakdown of the

figure~,

including

separate percents for the different literal categories, can be found
in Appendi>: K.
Table 9.

Summary of Comprehension Question Levels
NUMBER

PERCENT

LI TERAL
COMPREHENSION

130

871.

DETAIL LITERAL
ONLY

79

53i.

LI TERAL W/O
DETAIL ITEMS

51

341.

INFERENCE

10

n.

EVALUATIVE

9

61.

APPRECIATIVE

0

01.

Many exercises, even in the first books deal with
comprehension tasl:s such as drawing conclusions and identifying main
ideas or cause and effect. Figures 82, 83 and 84 demonstrate three
such e>:erdses.
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~"""''''''''I''"~'''·'.'''
..-..,......-...

Sacar concluslonClS
.. Lee cada grupo de oraciones.
~ Colorea el circulo al lado de
la oraci6n que tiene sentido
con las otras oraciones.

.. _ ..... '1' ,.......

~af,--..:

. .",.....""'.O_
,,,.,,"ff'4
__
,,_

'll.ua D.OG'I_n'" ',..,...oar ]1'-;0..111

..
N__

:'!.~ !~..:.

-

~_C

~.-OO"'_"'",'·""I_~MJ<""',.,

"
---~"""'Doo_"""'~
fat_oI~ . . . . . oIl~",

1. Iillies da de cc.mer a los animales en eI rancho.
Tamblen a)IUda a sembrar eI aigo y a recoger
manzanas.
(1)

Jill vive en una

<3 Jill es una gran ayuda
en eI rancho.

dudad grande.

2. Kim queria WI zarro como animalito domestico.

E1 papa de Kim dijo,
las gallinas.'

I •

~~o, WI

Un zarro no es

zarro se comera

@ Las ga11.inas

WI

buen animalito.

I' 3.
J11

I'
IIIi
II

EI niiio hace una casa grande para
su perro.
La puerta de 1a casa es grande.

.. EI perro del niiio

AI

"!

se comen

el zarro.

@

es grande.

AI perro del niiio Ie gusta

jug&'.

-===========================-

~~'
-RT-

DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
)Read each group of sentences.
)Color in the circle beside the sent once
that makes sense with the other sentences.
1. Jill fed the animal. on the ranch. She also
helped to plant the wheat and pick apple ••
Jill livn in a big city •. Jill is a big help at thl! ranch.
2. Kia wanted a fox for a pet. Her·father said, 'No, a fox
will eat the chickens.'
A fox is not a good pet.

The chickens eat up thl fox.

3. Tho boy lakas a big house for his dog.
The door is big.
The boy's dog is big.

The bays dog like. to play.

Fig. 82 Sacar Conclusiones.
Workbook ExerCise, El Escondite, p. 89.
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EL ESCONOITE I UNlOAD 9

NOMBRE

Ide~ principal
:> Colorea el clrculo
al lado del mejor titulo
para el dibujo.
1.

Oir.,rions:

Have pupils follow along as you r.ad
the dlrecrions aloud. Remind pupils to choos. tho
title that tolls what the whole picture is abour. not
just a little pan of the picture.

-RT-

MAIN IDEA
Color in the circle beside the best
title for the picture.

•

EI raton de la ciudad
en el trabaio

.

-RT- The city rat at work.
@

Una silla grande y roja

'-RT- A big red chair.

o

EI vestido amarillo

-RT- The yellow dress .
•

Un animalito nuevo

-RT- A new little pet.

1

~~------------------------------------------------------------Usar desput1s de ActlVldades para 01 cuano dl! ar'1O escolsr 8 7
ComprenSl6n: Idea pnnelpal

Fig. 83. Idea principal. Workbook Exercise,
EI Escondite, p. 87
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- RTCause and Effect

Causa y efecto
.... Lee la oracion debajo del primer
dibujo. ... Lee las otras oraciones
y colorea el cfrculo al lado de
la que dice que ocurri6.

o

La nina riene

frio.

-RT-

>Read the other sentences and color in the
circle beside the one that tells what happened.

Se mete a
la casa.

Salta al lago.

@

Ex amp I e I
The girl is cold. She goes into the house. She jumps into the lake.

"~m
El nino qui ere

com!!r.

-RT-

>Read the sentence under the first picture.

I

o

·
IN

El nino se pone un. EI nino se come
sombrero nuevo.
una manzanq. .

.

..

.:

I. The boy wants to eat. The boy puts on his new hat. The boy eats

2:.'-

~

~'. ~
. . :. . ~:prf.
-

.~
La casa necesila

pintura.

-RT- 2.

'01..

TLS'
an apple.
•

.•

•

Mama busca

la pintura.

'~~a:~.~.

. . '. - •. ..
l ~ . ",. .
•

@

~'"

J•

•..•

Mama "a al
zoolcigico.

The house needs paint. Mother looks for the paint. Mother goes to
the ;: 00.

Fig. 84. Causa y efecto. Workbook Exercise,
Sal tar y Brincar, p. 90.
pespite the fact that the exercises always provide information for the
reader, even if it is only very short text or pictures, there are
several limitations to this type of comprehension task that need to be
considered. In the first place, the answers are never generative.
Students always choose an already provided answer from a group of
alternatives. It is also apparent that the answers required of the
students seem to be either extremely obvious or open enough to
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speculation that a correct answer could be either response. In Figure
83 the first and

t~ird

questions could be answered either way

depending on how the reader visualized the text. In the first, Jill
could be visiting a farm for the summer, and in the third, the dog
house could be big but the dog probably also likes to play. The second
question might depend upon background knowledge though most children
would probably know chickens would not eat up a fox. There really is
not enough context for children to decide what the complete stories
are.
Lack of sufficient context is also a major problem in the
other examples. In Figure 84 the main idea is being tested only by
pictures. Using one's imagination, it would be possible that a story
from the pictures could be developed from either title. Mouse may have
always dreamed of a big red chair, and the girl may have a new yellow
dress that her dog ruins. However, students are not given the
opportunity to generate these kinds of answers because the series is
set up to provide multiple choice items that are easy for teachers to
score.
The cause and effect exercise of Figure 85 might be very
confusing for children as they try to make sense of the print and
pictures and decide the answers. The choices are so different that it
might be difficult to get the idea of cause and effect from the
exercise. A girl in the snow with all her winter clothes cannot
suddenly be at an outside pool diving. A boy who wants to eat might
put on a new hat, or he might eat an apple. The woman might look at
the house and buy paint or might decide to avoid the work and go to
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the zoo. Without enough real context, the exercises actually become
ambiguous, and the point of the exercise gets lost.

View of Comprehension
The materials in the series suggest that reading is
identifying words and mastering comprehsion skills. Comprehension is
viewed as a product that can be measured by multiple choice questions.
There is no opportunity for students to construct their own personal
meanings by hypothesizing and checking their own hypotheses and
generating their own responses.
Vocabulary, considered the key to meaning, is built by
isolating words and preteaching. The assumption is that with the
identification of words, meaning will follow. Though teachers are told
about the importance of background knowledge and instructed to draw on
student background knowledge by asking specific questions, the student
materials do not include activities that allow students to relate the
reading to their own experiences or schemes. Comprehension skills are
geared toward giving predetermined answers determined by textbook
writers. Probably partly for this reason, most questions are on the
literal level of comprehension. Open ended questions do not appear in
student materials. Comprehension is viewed as a product that can be
measured rather than as a continuous, everchanging process. Even
though the teacher's manuals include some current reading theory for
the teachers, the materials for the stUdents seldom reflect the
theory.
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Language
The materials in this series reflect varied views about
language. Much of what the teacher is instructed to do and say is
geared toward the assumption that language is habit. However, teachers
are also told that language is personal, and structured activities are
present that draw upon students' background knowledge. Oral language
is considered to be extremely important and a prerequiste for reading.
The word and short passages are the two main units of emphasis for
language instruction, even though there are also other suggestions
found in the materials.
The language of the text selections is almost all either
written for this series or adapted for it using readability as a
criteria for writing and selection. As a result, the carefully
controlled vocabulary of the English series is the same vocabualary in
the Spanish series. Since LPT is a translation of the English version,
language issues concerning appropriateness and naturalness need to be
considered.

View of Language-Habit
The materials of LPT reflect basically two views of language:
language is habit that can be taught, and language is personal. In the
introduction to every teacher's guide there is a section with pictures
of children whose opinions about the series are quoted. The quotes
reflect both views of language:
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"I can read these stories, and I like them a lot!a
"I can understand the skills nOH, because we spend a lot
of time on the same one."
"I can understand the stories, because we talk about the
ideas before we read."
"Now I know why I'm learning these skills!"
"My teacher says I read like a good reader!"
(pp. T7-Tl0)
The view that language is habit is demonstrated in a series if
teachers are

~nstructed

to present or model language and students are

asked to repeat or practice in order to master language skills. This
view is related to the idea that given a stimulus, a response will be
automatic if practiced enough. If language is habit, stUdent; should
practice appropriate reading behaviors to learn how to read. In this
view the learner is seen as passive, being acted upon by the
environment. The environment in the basal series would be the teacher
and the materials.
The description of LPT in the 1986 Scott Foresman catalogue
reinforces the view that language is habit with

phra~es

like

" ••. preteaching of all skills, plus immediate practice and
application •.• " and " ••• direct teaching, teacher modeling" and "Strong
emphasis on good reading behaviors ••. "(p. 11). This

~hilosophy

is

further emphasized and explained in one of the author's notes to
teachers about pattern practice drills found in the Level 9 teacher's
guide:
The pattern practice drill is a successful tool in learning
a language, for it uses the time-tested principle,
"pracitice makes perfect." Moreover, researchers have found
that children, when learning English as either a first or
second language, naturally adopt repetitive and predictable
patterns in the process. (Perez 1986, p. 347)
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Every-pupil-response techniques are described for teachers in
the first teacher's guide to encourage participation of all children
and to allow teachers to " ••• determine which children are
independently successful with the skill or in answering questions"
(p.21). In this type of paced activity, the guide suggests that
stUdents can raise their hands, clap, use physical motions, or hold up
cards or answers on message boards in response to different stimuli
that teachers present.
The materials themselves often call for repetition and lots of
practice.

~or

example, in the "Word Study Review" of the first

teac~er's

guide, repetition and stimUlus response drills are

incorporated into the teaching of the vowels, consonants, and
readiness vocabulary. The steps for teaching vocabulary listed above
under reading do include searching for meaning but also stress the
idea of repetition and practice with phrases and words like "Please
pronounce the word after me.", "reread u , and "reinforce". Repetition
of key words to teach them in early readings is also present. The
first reading in the series contains nine lines of print:
La caja
El nino tiene una caja.
David ve la caja.
Pat ve la caja.
El nino tiene un oso.
A David Ie gust a el oso.
A Pat Ie gusta el oso.
Al oso Ie gusta David.
Al oso Ie gusta Pat.
(Trabajar y Jugar, pp.8-11)
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-RTThe Box
The boy has a box.
David sees the box.
Pat sees the box.
The boy has a bear.
David likes the bear.
Pat likes the bear.
The bear likes David.
The bear likes Pat.
In the above reading caja is repeated four times, nino twice,
twice, David three times, Pat three times, tiene twice,

~

~

five

times, and a ---Ie gust a four times. Sentence syntactical patterns are
also repeated. In the teacher's guide under the section of the first
unit called

"Meeting Individual Needs", teachers are advised to have

stUdents who need to improve reading fluency " ••. practice reading
either "La caja" or "EI oso" aloud until they feel ready to read to
others" (p. 19). This type of advice reinforces the conception that
language is habit.
Targeted vocabulary words are further practiced outside the
stories in workbook exercises in which students fill in blanks in
sentences, circle the correct words to fill in sentences, trace words,
and identify pictures that portray sentences that include vocabulary
words.
Several exercises centering on the same comprehension skill
are provided so that students are given sufficient practice. For
example, the skill of recognizing time sequence: first, next, and
last, is the only "comprehension skill" worked on in the first four
units of the book. The "Developing Skills" section in the four units
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of the first teacher's guide explains similar, but slightly different
ways teachers should demonstrate sequence and then relate it to the
story read. Of ten workbook exercises related to comprehension in the
first preprimer, eight are on sequence. In all of these exercises,
students look at pictures that are accompanied by a line of print and
put numbers in the boxes to show the sequence of the story. The
assumption is that with enough practice students will be able to order
the boxes and that the mastery of that habit transfers to
understanding logical sequence in stories. Figure 85 demonstrates this
type of skill exercise.
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Secuencia de eventos

Escribe 1 allado de 10 que
ocurre primero.
Escribe 2
01 10 do de 10 que ocurre
Escribe 3 01 lado
despues.
de 10 que ocurre 01 finol.

~

JOSe pinto un nino.

-RT-

Jose paints a boy.

-2-.

-RTSE~UENCE

OF EVENTS

>Write a number 1 beside the one
that happens first.
>Write a number 2 beside the one
that happens next.
>Write a number 3 beside the one
that happens last.

Jose pinto un sol.

-RT-

l
I

i

~

1
o
-RT-

Jose

l,,

Fig. 85. Sequencia de eventos.
Workbook Exercise, Trabajar y Jugar, p.46.
View of language - Personal
The authors of LPT also stress the importance of what the
student brings to reading. In the teacher's guide for the second
preprimer of the series, teachers are told about the importance of
background knowledge, "Your understanding of anything you read is
enhanced by how well you access what you already know" (Tierney 1986,
p.3). The first teacher's guide explains how concept development is
also related to what students already know, "Concepts are what we
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know. We have concepts for everthing we've experienced" (Cunningham
1986, p. 3).

Questions that teachers are told to ask draw on what students
already know in order to help them understand what they read. In Unit
13 of the Level 7 book, students are given the following poem written
originally in English by Margaret Langford:

Ttl puedes'
Mis alas puedo levantar
para volar en el cielo
,como un parjaro en vuelo.
lNo quieres tu tambien tratar?

- RT- You Can
I can lift my wings
to fly in the sky
like a bird in flight
Wouldn't you like to try?
(p. 159)

The English translation provided in the teacher's guide suggests the
following discussion for the poem including possible student
responses:
Begin the discussion by saying:
1. You know that different things can fly. What are some
animals that fly? (birds, insects)
2. What are some ways people fly? (in airplanes, helicopters,
spaceships, and so on)
3. Have pupils describe their own experiences by asking:
Have you ever watched birds fly and wished you could fly
like a bird? (Encourage pupils to describe how it would feel
to be able to fly)
4. Have you ever flown in an airplane? What was it like?
(Have pupils tell whether they felt safe, or scared, what
the ground looked like from the airplane, and so on.)
( p. 200)
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This example is one of many in which teachers are directed to
encourage students to relate to the readings. Though this
personalization is present in the teachers materials and in a few
questions listed in student text from Levels 7 through 11, none of the
vocabulary and comprehension skill exercises tested in the
end-of-the-quarter reviews are personalized in any way. It is also
important to note that while the questions are personal, the
directions given the teacher are quite specific, and teachers are to
look for certain types of answers. Thus personal questions really
become

te~t-controlled

questions.

What Written Language Is- Speech Primarily.

The previous

example in the teacher's guide exemplifies the ways that teachers are
instructed to draw upon students' background knowledge, but it also
exemplifies something else: the importance given to oral language in
this series. The Scott Foresman catalogue establishes this oral stress
with phrases like " ••• a strong emphasis on oral language ••• " and "Pays
great attention to oral language" (pp. 11 and 17). The first section
of every unit in the teacher's guides is called, "Getting Started:
Oral Language and Concept Development". In the first pages of the
teacher's guides this emphasis is explained: "Building the oral
language, concepts, and vocabulary essential to comprehension is the
important first step of every unit" (p. T7). This does not mean only
oral reading. The importance of oral language development is based on
the idea that what children read and write must be something they can
first say. In the first six levels, students repeat all new vocabulary
words after the teacher before they look at the meaning of the words.
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Instructions for the the teacher in workbook exercises suggest that
students trace words, say them, and then read the words in sentences.
Thus, students and teachers come to believe that what is really
important is pronouncing words correctly.
Concepts are discussed before they are read about. Everyone of
the "Getting Started: Oral Language and Concept Development" sections
is based on the idea that teachers should draw upon background
knowledge to help students develop concepts and get meaning from text
and on the assumption that words must be expressed orally before they
can be read and understood.

The Unit of Emphasis
The two major units of emphasis in LPT are the word and the
story or passage. As explained above, words are stressed in both
teacher's and students' materials. The other unit of emphasis is the
story or passage. Comprehension questions are centered around stories
or passages in the student text and in the student workbooks. Teachers
are directed to ask questions centered on those stories which are
often so short or contain such controlled vocabulary that they are
non-cohesive. An example in the Level 7, Grade 3, workbook exemplifies
this:
Es muy divertido observar los insectos grandes. Hay
insectos grandes que corren de prisa y saltan. Algunos
cant an rozando las alas unas con otras. Estos insectos
solo salen por la noche. Cuando estos insectos comen,
mueven las boca de un lado a otro. No mueven la boca
arriba y abajo (p.8)
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-RT- It is very enjoyable to watch large insects. There
are large insects that run fast and jump. Some sing by
rubbing their wings together. These insects only come out
at night. When these insects eat, they move their mouths
from one side to the other. They do not move their mouths
up and down.
In this passage there is a constant unnatural jumping from one idea to
another leaving readers totally unable to predict what might come
next. The passage begins giving the reader the impression it will be
about all large insects. In the second sentence insect movement is
discussed. The topic changes in the third sentence to insect sounds.
Insects that make sounds by rubbing their wings together are further
described in the fourth sentence when the reader is told these are
nocturnal insects. The next sentence switches to how this type of
insect moves its mouth, and the final sentence clarifies mouth
movement. In six sentences there are five topics suggested: large
insects, insect movements, insect sounds, insect habits, and insect
eating motions.
other units of emphasis are evident in different parts of the
series to a greater or lesser degree. Letters of the alphabet are
pretaught before reading begins. Syllables are presented in the
context of words, and there are some exercises throughout LPT in which
students are asked to divide words into syllables. Phrases are
emphasized when exercises are presented involving idiomatic
expressions. Clauses are emphasized when clues are given students to
help them identify cause and effect. Sentences are used to provide
context for teaching vocabulary. Though there is little follow-up,
section themes are introduced at the beginning of each unit.
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Meaning
In LPT meaning is represented at three levels: lexical,
synthetic fusion, and textual. That is, there are exercises in the
series that stress individual words (lexical meaning), exercises that
have students build sentences and text from pretaught words (synthetic
fusion), and exercises that check students' comprehension of whole
text (textual). From the beginnng of the series there is a strong
stress on vocabulary development and the building of sentences and
stories from a controlled, pretaught list of vocabulary words. This
synthetic fusion of words into sentences and then text is assumed to
be a way to build meaning as one learns to read. In fact, the
teacher's guide introduction explains that this program is successful
with students because "more control of new vocabulary than in regular
basals helps students read new stories with success" (p. T17).
There is also meaning stress at the textual level. The
comprehension questions asked by the teachers and given in textbooks
and exercises reinforce that students should derive some meaning from
reading the text. However, as discussed' above, a little over half of
the questions in workbook quarterly reviews deal with details so that
much of the meaning emphasis is literal and based on a narrowly
conceived view of meaning.
Because of the nature of basal readers, the meaning that
students are to derive from text comes from a limited context. An
examination of some of the student texts in LPT revealed the average
number of words found in stories at each grade level. All the words in
the stories in level 2A were counted. The words of four stories at
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Levels 3, 5, and 7, and 3 stories at levels 9 and 10 were averaged by
counting the number of words per line and multipying times the number
of lines per story.

Table 10 summarizes those figures.

Table 10. Average Words Per Story at Different Levels.
BOOK

GRADE

LEVEL

AVERAGE
WORDS PER
STORY

--------------------------------------------------------Trabajar y Jugar

1

2A

81.7

Saltar y Brincar

1

3

181.3

Bailar y Cantar

2

5

237

Arriba

3

7

347.B

Carretas y Cohetes

4

9

773.6

Listos para Todo

5

10

870

y

Arriba

The stories, even at Level 10, are all relatively short when
compared with fiction that children at the fifth grade level usually
read. The length of the stories at beginning levels is so short and
there is so much repetition of words and so little cohesion that the
stories often seem pointless. The vocabulary and length limitations
make it difficult to create meaningful text.

Nature of the Text
All of the text in the first 6 levels of LPT, with the
exception of a number of poems, has been especially written or adapted
for this series. Beginning at Level 7 some stories and expository
articles written for purposes other than"basal readers are included
without being adapted. However, the number of such selections is
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small. For example, in the last book 36 acknowledgments are listed for
the text. Of those 36, 18 are acknowledgments of adaptations that the
authors of LPT have made and 18 are acknowledgements of reprints. Of
the 18 acknowledgements of reprints, 5 are for poetry and riddles and
5 are reprints that are only excerpts of the original texts.
Therefore, all the selections except for 8 in the Level 10 text are
written especially for that reader, adapted for the reader, or
shortened for the reader.
Perhaps one of the most important issues involving the nature
of text is the fact that all the text is translated. Since most of the
text in the English series is either written especially for the series
or adapted and all that text is translated, there is really no text in
the Spanish series written originally in Spanish for a purpose other
than instruction. The writing and the adaptations for the English
series apply to the English language, often leaving the translation
somewhat of an absurdity. This is perhaps best exemplified when the
English text was written to work on certain sounds in English. One

,

story, Un raton en una casa (-RT-A Mouse in a House), was written in
English to use the mouse and house rhyme. However, in Spanish this is
completely lost. Figure

86, shows a page from the story in the

English series and in the Spanish series.
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~ en una casa

I. Un ....

: Laura hace una coso azul para

iun~
:

IA~~aHouse
~

(i5)).

:EI ~.( (r(jl~lene una coso. Laura makes a blue house for
I~

i EI

.

~iene una coso. a ~
The

~ has a house.

~has a house.
The ~
Fig. 86. Un raton en una casa. Student Textbooks, Trabajar y Jugar
p. 58 and Focus: Reading for Success, Work and Play, p. 58.
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There is a great deal of variety of genre in the series. There
are examples of poetry and adaptations of children's stories by
well-know authors, and of adapted fiction, myths, legends, fairy
tales, and expository text. However, since this is a translation from
English, there are no examples of Spanish poetry or Spanish children's
stories. The variety of literature written in Spanish from the many
different

Spa~ish-speaking

cultures is not represented at all in this

series leaving a great wea!th of reading untapped.

While the series

attempts to draw on background knowledge, the literature itself never
comes specifically from the cultural background of Spanish-speaking
children.
The criteria for the adaptation is based on controlled English
vocabulary and length of readings. In the first stories the repetition
of words is provided for extra practice and mastery. The relevance of
these criteria when the series is translated into Spanish is certainly
questionable. In general, the nature of the text in

~he

Spanish series

would be defined as unnatural from the standpoint of cultural
relevance and of language.
Criteria for the Selection of Text.

The representation of

minorities, different classes, different cultures, different social
context, and different role models should give evaluators some
impressions of the criteria the LPT used for the selection of text.
Role models are

non-stereoty~ical

and settings are varied. However,

representation of minorities, classes and cultures appears to be
included without really addressing any minority issues or drawing upon
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the richness of diversity. Almost no actual text deals with the
represenatation of different groups.
Stories and expository passages take place in many different
settings: schools,

librarie~

gymnasiums, homes, restaurants, fire

stations, backyards, suburban neighborhoods, farms, city apartments,
trains, buses, parks, city streets, deserts, jungles, woods,
mountains, swamps, beaches, zoos, circuses, parades, and ice skating
rinks. Although there is a wide variety of settings representing
different places to live, work and play, the depiction of these
settings is all middle class. The apartments are neither slums nor
penthouses, the farm is well kept but not elaborate, the neighborhood
gatherings have mi>:ed ethnic groups with all casually dressed for a
barbeque. The overall effect is that all people in all settings are
equal.
The art work and the photography in LPT clearly represent a
variety of minority groups: persons of black descent, persons of
oriental descent, persons of American Indian descent, single parents,
females, and various handicapped persons including the hearing and
sight impaired, those with leg braces and crutches, and those confined
to wheelchairs. There is one story about a single parent family

wit~

mother, grandmother, and daughter all saving for a special chair to
replace one burned in a fire. Another is about the move to a new city
of a family

with deaf parents. The theme centers around the

adjustment of the handicapped family to a new environment. However,
most other stories, besides occasionally mentioning the ethnic names
of characters, make no reference to cultural, economic, physical or

a
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social differences in groups. While on the one hand, this could be
interpreted as good as all characters act and participate equally in
stories despite differences, on the other hand, minority characters
are mostly depicted as living exactly as the stereotypical white,
middle class popUlation of this country.
For example, characters given ethnic names in some of the
stories include Yoshi, the Chen family,

Gail Naguchi, and Sr.

Mendoza. The story about Yoshi tells of her recent move to an area
which drawings depict as an upper middle class suburb. While skating
through the neighborhood, Yoshi notices a note about Sra. Hope's lost
cat. Yoshi finds and returns the cat. The Chen family lives in a high
rise apartment in the city. The plot in this story revolves around a
power outage that forces the family to walk several flights downstairs
in the dark in order to arrive at a dinner party in the apartment of
friends. Gail Naguchi gets lost while on a family backpacking trip in
the mountains. Sr. Mendoza lives in the Florida keys where there are
interesting plants and water animals. While these stories do deal with
adjusting to a new home, overcoming a fear of the dark, keeping one's
head in an emergency, and conservation of nature, none of these
selections make any reference to ethnic background or cultural
differences.
There is a definite attempt in the series to present a variety
of role models to avoid stereotyping. There are several drawings and
photographs of people in non-traditional roles: mom is hammering a
doghouse, a girl is holding a frog, boys are playing jump rope, girls
are playing basketball, a boy is planting plants in a pot, a woman is
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mowing the lawn, a father and son are cooking together, and a woman is
putting together a robot. The professions depicted in the program show
a wide diversity of role models including: a grandmother pizza parlor
owner, a black female veternarian, black pioneers, a female TV
producer, a female tiger trainer,a mother who is a policewoman, a
black judge, a librarian in a wheelchair, a male American Indian
elementary school teacher, a Mexican mother who bans TV, an oriental
female high school teacher, an oriental male figure skater, and two
heroines in a fire. Perhaps the prime example of the attempt in the
series to depict all groups in different roles is the photograph of
the black boy on crutches following a recipe to make a special
sandwich.
Cultural background is mainly covered in LPT by historical
sketches. There are passages about Mexican Indian ruins, Spanish
explorers in the Southwest, cattle drives in the Old West, the
discovery of oil in Texas, American Indian legends, the Texas war for
Independence from Mexico, and pioneer days on the Great Plains. There
are very few selections about ethnic groups and customs today. There
is one selection about Jonathan John, a modern Navajo boy, living on a
reservation in Arizona and another about Jose Trevino, a park ranger
in Mexico. However, with these exceptions, the everyday life of
minority groups is mainly depicted as being similar to the life of
middle class Americans. The occurrences in the stories might be
considered stereotypical even for middle class America. No reference
is made to cultural differences in religion, food,
family organization.

holidays, or
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LPT then, represents differences in role models and social
contexts and appears to depict minorities.

Ho~ever,

the representation

of minorities is superficial. The stories in the book do not deal,with
cultural, economic or social diversity. The goal seems to be to
present a kind of utopia of mixed grouping with all equally ready to
solve problems together, all equally happy, and all equally well-off
economically. By avoiding differences, there is an avoidance of
problems and conflict. Vet, language educators (Appleton 1983) believe
that conflict is essential to establish identity and self worth and
that conflict has its place in the language arts classroom. Piper
(1986) expresses this opinion about differences among groups:
Acceptance of the positive and functional approach to
conflict implies that language teachers should search for
ways in which minority group children (indeed all classroom
participants) can both face conflict and learn to identify
themselves by way of it. (p. 27).
LPT is careful not to provide the kind of reading that could lead to
conflict or discussion of controversial topics.

Translation
Several problems with the fact that the series is a
translation from the English have already been discussed above (see
"Nature of Text"). Another consideration is how much the translation
from English sounds like the Spanish and how the translators take into
consideration the differences between Spanish and English. This is a
general consideration that does not even take into account the many
dialects spoken in various parts of the United States by different
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Spanish-speaking groups. The questions that need to be answered are
the following: (1) How have the translators adapted the text to make
it compatible with the Spanish language? (2) What problems arise
because the program is a translation?

and (3) Does the Spanish

translation sound like natural Spanish or like an awkward literal
translation from English.
There are several different cases where the translators had to
change the text because the language was Spanish. First, the sound
system in the English series was presented in a way that does not fit
the Spanish language. The English workbook begins with exercises on
initial consonants. The Spanish workbook was changed to begin with the
vowels, a more traditional starting place for Spanish reading
instruction. The English workbooks have various exercises on consonant
blends, something that really does not exist in Spanish. Vocabulary
exercises also differ for the two series as do exercises about
suffixes, word endings, and antecedents.
Riddles, secret codes, and tongue twisters are something else
that had to be changed for the translation. When translated literally,
these have no meaning because they are centered around sounds and
words of a particular language. The translators changed the text in
several such cases. For example, the "Knock, Knock" jokes in the level
5 book had to be changed because they would have no meaning if
translated literally:
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(in English)
1. Knock, knock.
Who is it?
Water.
Water wh~?
Water you doing today?
2. Knock, knock.
Who is it?
Also.
Also whq?
Also the hole in your jacket for you.
(from Student Textbook, Sing and Dance, p. 159)
The writers of LPT changed the jokes entirely to "Pum, pum" jokes that
involved plays on words and sounds in Spanish.
Tongue twisters were also changed. In one example in the Level
6 bopk, the tongue twisters were completely changed but the pictures
were not. The result could leave Spanish readers very confused. In the
English version the "sick snake" who "snacks before sleeping" and "Ron
Roadrunner" racing around a " round rock" after a " red rabbit" are
depicted quite clearly. However, the text in Spanish is about "tres
tristes tigres" (-RT-Three Sad Tigers) and "el perro de San Rogue gue
no tiene rabo"(the dog of San Roque who doesn't have a tail). As
Figure

87 shows, neither of these tongue twisters relates at all to

the pictures intended for the English version only.
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- RTONLY FOR YOU
Try to read the following silly lines as quickly as
you can. You have to say them perfectly.
Three sad tigers Here swallowing wheat in a wheat field.
The dog of San Roque doesn't have a tail because Ramon
Rodriquez has cut it off him.

,

Trata de leer las siguientes lineas
divertidas 10 mas rapido que puedas.
Hay que decirlas perfecta mente bien.
Tres tristes tigres tragaban trigo
en un trigal.
EI perro de San Roque no tiene
rabo porque Ram6n Rodriguez se

10 ha cortado.

Slibidos y SU"';M

UNlOAD B

99

Fig. B7. Tongue Twisters. Student Textbook,
Silbidos y Suenos, p. 99.
There are other examples in the book where mistakes have been
made because the series is a translation. For example, in two
different series, the Graficcionario (-RT-Picture Dictionary) had
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words with two meanings that did not relate at all to the picture part
of the dictionary because the words were different in English Dr had
different meanings. Figures 88 and 89, examples from two different
books in the series, exemplify this problem.
Una palabra que dice dos

0

mas cosas:

helado
EI hielo es helado.
Pancho se come
un helado.
juego
AI perrito Ie gusta
el juego de pelota.
Yo juego con mi carrito.

luz
EI sol da luz de dia.
La luz ,me ayuda a leer.

~
~:~
."

156

-RTONE WORD THAT SAYS TWO OR "ORE THINGS
HEALDO (cold, ice creaa)
Ice i5 cold.
Pancho eat. an ice crea ••
JUEBO (gUI, I play)
The little dogy 11ke. the go •• wlth the ball.
I play Mlth ay little car.
LUZ (l1ghtl
The .un gives light ln the daytiae.
The light help •• 1 read.

Fig. 88. Graficcionario: El Escondite.
Student TextbooK, EI Escondite, p. 156.
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- RT-

LLAMA ( call, flame)

llama
Marfa llama a Pablo.

(Mar{a calls PabloJ
La llama quema.

-RT-

--.

(The flame burns.)

1

(cooked fish, fished-past participle)

I
\

pescado
Me gusta comer pescado.

(1 like to eat fish (cooked~)
He pescado en el lago.
~

have fished in the lake.)

157

Fig. B9. Graficcionario: Saltar y Brincar,
Student Textbook, Saltar y Brincar, p. 157.
In the first two examples of Figure BB, there is no relation
of the Spanish words that have two meanings and the pictures. The
picture for the first example shows rain falling and plates falling;
yet, the Spanish sentences have to do with the double meaning of the
word helado (-RT- cold or ice cream). In the second example, the girl
is getting out ice and the boy is icing the cake. The Spanish text
has two sentences with the word juego (-RT- game or I play) • In the
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third example the first two pictures are fine as the word luz has the
same meanings as English. The third picture depicting the idea of

U

light as a feather"; however, does not translate into Spanish.
In Figure 89, one picture works for both languages, but the
other does not. Llama can mean "call" or "flame" in Spanish so the
first picture fits but the second does not. Pescado in Spanish mean;
cooked fish or is the past participle of the verb "to fish u • The first
picture does not depict cooked fish, but the second could be construed
to

~ean

" He has fished".
These kinds of problems are probably more due to carelessness

in proofreading or printing than to the more serious question of the
naturalness of most of the translation. Other than the examples cited
above, all the stories are translated in an attempt to give the same
message as is conveyed in the English version. In many cases, the
translation is clear and natural. Poetry, however, was especially hard
to translate and maintain a natural rhythm. In order .to demonstrate
this, two poems were chosen. The first has a nice rhythm and rhyme in
the Spanish translation and the other sounds stilted and unnatural.
The English lines under each Spanish poems are not a direct
translation but are, instead, the poems as they appear in the English
version of the series.
Tommy
Sembre una semilla en la tierra
,
y la observe mientras creCla.
La regue y la cuide,
10 mejor que yo sabla.
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Caminaba por mi jardln un d{a,
,
,
I
iy 10 que habla pasado, no crela.
De mi semilla una flor habla brotado,
y todo esto sin haberme consultado
( Brooks, 1986, p. 28)
Tommy
I planted a seed into the ground
And said, "I'll watch it grow."
I watered it and cared for it
As well as I could know.
One day
and oh,
My seed
Without

I walked in my backyard,
what did I see!
had popped itself right out,
consulting me.

Rascacielos
Rascacielos, rascacielos,
rasca el cielo para m{:

Hizle cosquillas al sol
cuando pasa junto a ti.
y tambien a las estrellas
mientras e1 sol sube asl.
Rascacie10s, rascacielos,
rasca el cie10 para ml.
(Lee, 1986, p. 53)
Skyscraper
Skyscraper, Skyscraper
Scrape me some sky:
Tickle the sun
While the stars go by.
Tickle the stars
While the sun's climbing high,
Then skyscraper, skyscraper
Scrape me some sky.
Related to the difficulty of translating poetry is the
translation of children's game chants. In one story children are
jumping rope and repeating a chant with the game. Looking at the
translation in English, it is obvious there is rhyme and rhythm. In
Spanish, however, the chant sounds ridiculous.
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Un dla, dla, dla,
Ann vino, vino, vino,
a jugar, jugar, jugar,
un juego, juego, juego.
One day, day, day
Ann came, came, came,
to play, play, play
a game, game, game.
(Saltar y Brincar, Student Textbook, p. 103)
In another example, children are writing letters to their
family from camp. The opening salutation of -Hi, everyone!" or simply
"Hi!" is simply not common in any letter writing in Spanish even among
family members. Letters to family would begin, "Queridos pap's"
(-RT-Dear Mom and Dad). The first part of an informal letter might say
something like, "Saludos para pap' y mis hermanos" (-RT-6reetings to
Dad and my brothers and sisters.") Translating "everyone" as todo el
mundo instead of todos makes the greeting even stranger as the shorter
form is appropriate in informal exchanges between friends or family.
At times, in an attempt to keep the series the same, the
literal translations of words result in Spanish that would never be
used in that context. In one level 6 story about a plumber who does
not like people's pets, Mr. Hill is hugged by a customer's pet snake.
the snake's name in English is Nibbles. That is translated literally
to Mordisquitos (little bites). When reading the story in Spanish,
this name in translation sounds ridiculous as no person or animal
would ever have that name in Spanish.
One other example of problems with translation, is the use of
the future tense in Spanish. It is much more common for people to use
the

~

(to be going to) construction in conversation than the future
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tense. Since the translators are going from English to Spanish and the
English also uses the future tense with "will" instead of the "going
to" construction, both the English and the Spanish results are stilted
(see Figure 90).

Ines dijo, "Puedo ayudarte, Ken.
La rana esta en la cubeta.
Guardare la rana aqui.
Ttl consigue agua para la rana."
Ken dijo, "Bueno, Ines.
Conseguire el agua."
28

- RT-

Ines said, "1 can help you, Ken.
The frog is in the bucket.
I will keep the frog here.
You get water for the frog."
Ken said, "Ok, Ines.
1 will get the water."

UNIOAO:l

Fig. 90. Use of Future Tense.
Student Textbook, Saltar y Brincar, p.28.
In conclusion, then, the translation of the text is fairly
true to the original series. There are some concessions made for the
differences in the two languages. The problems that do exist in the
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translation are due to attempts to translate a genre like poetry that
is dependent on the rhythm and sounds of language, to translations
that are too literal, thus producing doubly unnatural Spanish.

Learning
View of Learning
LPT reflects differing views of learning in different parts of
the program. Mentalism is reflected in the exercises and training that
workbooks and teachers provide. According to Goodman and Page (1978),
if materials are organized around the belief that there is a direct
relationship between teaching and learning, this organization comes
from a mentalistic view. Certainly, instructions in the teacher's
guide for the text and the workbooks reflect the philosophy that what
is taught is learned.
BehaViorism, which assumes that stimulUS produces a response
and that the response can be conditioned to become habit, is also
reflected in the materials of the program. Not only are students given
lots of repeated practice of skills in order to master them, but
expected responses to teachers' questions are provided for teachers.
Students often are expected to give the exact response provided in the
teacher's materials. This is presented at times as the only correct
response in a set-up that is close to stimulus-response kinds of
drills.
However, there are certain questions asked by teachers that
focus more on meaning and call for student-generated responses. These
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types of activities represent the influence of cognitivism in the
series. Though there is no real leeway in student workbook exercises
that require

multiple choice responses to comprehension exercises,

there are prereading and postreading questions in the teacher's guides
and some of the student textbooks that call for variation in student
responses.
LPT also attempts to draw the student personally into the
readings by encouraging teachers to ask questions about background
knowledge and interests. While there is little suggested to encourage
students to share ideas in group situations to make the learning
social, there is an attempt to help students see that the readings may
have personal relevance to them. Most of this responsibility is left
up to the teacher because the workbooks have no personalized
activities and the few that appear in the student text only appear in
Levels 7

thro~gh

10.

View of the Learner
The materials for the teacher and for the student reflect a
passive view of the learner. The materials assume the learner is a
receptacle passively waiting to be filled. Teachers are directed to
ask many questions, introduce vocabulary, lead all discussions,
explain skills, and assign work. Students answer the teachers, read
when directed to do so, and tomplete workbook exercises. Though
"Author's Notes" emphasize the role the student and the student's
background play in reading, the materials do no encourage students to
be active learners in charge of their own learning.
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The learners in LPT are all considered deficient by virtue of
being readers of this basal series. The series was especially written
for students who have been targeted as troubled readers.

The series

is advertised as one that provides the extra practice that such
readers need.
The nature of a basal reader series makes learners dependent
because they are controlled. The reading selections learners are given
are controlled and limited by the basal though extra readings are
suggested at the end of each unit. Since the basal is set up for the
groups of stUdents to make teaching easier for the teacher, sections
are read by all the stUdents in a group or classroom. In fact,
students are often discouraged from reading ahead because teachers
then have to have something for those students to do while the others
are reading their stories.

Teaching
Every unit is organized into sections. Teacher's guides
provide suggestions for how to organize and pace each lesson on a dayto-day basis. Though options are provided, there is a sort of
lock-step system that is set up by the way the guide is organized. If
teachers use the materials and follow the guide, students are
automatically dependent and controlled. Students are controlled by
teachers' questions, teacher-led discussions, and workbook exercises.
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Teacher's Role
The discussion of the learner has already suggested the role
of the teacher.

Any teacher following the teacher's guide would have

to be a scripted performer as almost every word to be said and every
answer to be given is provided. The teacher initiates and orchestrates
all the activities and judges student responses. Figure 91, a page
from the teacher's guide of the Level 6 book, Silbidos y suenos, shows
how the teacher first judges "capable" readers and then guides every
step of the "Guided Reading".
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1 Pupils who are capable of reading the selection
independently should read to find out who is m
Rabbit's house and how whatever it is was gotten
out. (Caterpillar was in Rabbit's house plaYing a joke.
He told everyone he was the Long One.) Pupils
should relate in order how each of the animals tried
to help Rabbit and who finally did get the Long One
out.
For pupils who need more guidance. see Guiding
Readmg suggestions below. Both groups of pupils
should be asked Checking Comprehension Questions
at the end of Guiding Reading.

Guiding Reading

Page 101
3 - Read this page silently to find out what Rabbit liked
to do and what she could not do.
When pupils have finished, ask:
4- What did Rabbit like to do? (sit at her door and
watch the animals come to drink)
5- Why couldn't Rabbit get into her house? (The
Long One was in her house and said he would
trample her.)
6- What did Rabbit do? (She sat down to think.)
Oral Reading
7 Have pupils take turns reading what the Long One
says to Rabbit on page 101. They should make their
voices very scary.

2 As you guide reading. have pupils read silently first. If
you wish to have pupils read orally during the guided
reading, you may ask them to read sentences to
answer Questions you ask. For other oral reading
suggestions, see Oral Reading.

"Quien ~St.3 en caSa
de Conejil~?
por

vJmn ~ema

HuC"r mucho riempo. Con~ita \;\1a
m una au.it.a junto a un w.go. Lr ~~taba
M'ntUJ1l(" It flU pucna Y \'iT pa.'IAI' a 105
animalf'll que" \'C'fli.w1 a ~her. Jltro
un dia cuando rq;:rno a IIU cru.ita no
pudo rnn-ar.
Alftu dmtTO de 1.1 0lr.1 dijo. "\'0 1oC1Jo'
~rroz.o rnontaflas y pU;oIM
tlefanfrs. iVr1t de' aqui. 0 1(" pi.(,()ft"O .a r1!"

tl Largo.

Concjita dUo. .. itsta t$
is.11 de- ",hi ahara mh;mo!-

iPero £l

L~o

Contjita

fie fi.C1l10

mj ca.~

no ..,HlI!
n pcm.ar.
~.

Fig. 91.

101

Teacher Control. Teacher's Guide.
Silbidos y suenos, p. 157.

Out of 10 "Author's notes" in the first three teacher's guides,
5 give suggestions to teachers about how to direct the classroom. The
titles of these readings reinforce the position of the teacher as a
technician administering a program and the one in total charge of what
happens in the classroom: "Every-Pupil-Response Techniques",
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"Effective Grouping", "Successful Oral Reading", "Make Time a Friend,"
and "Oral and Silent Reading".

Pedagogical Approaches
As indicated above, the most evident approach to reading in
LPT is a word approach with emphasiS on comprehension tasks. Not only
do the teacher and student materials reflect this approach, but
"Author's Notes" reinforce it. Three of the 10 notes in the first
three teacher'S guides set the stage for this emphasis on reading:
"Sight Words", "Developing Concepts", and "Background Knowledge."
Of the approaches to reading listed in the SPPI, none fit
neatly for LPT. This could be due to the fact the series was not
originally conceived to teach Spanish reading. Therefore, any
methodology that is reflected here would be the same as the method to
teach English reading. However, besides the word approach, there are
enough examples of at least minimal use of the alphabet, onomatopeia,
syllables, and a global approach to say that the series is eclectic,
but strongly word focussed, in its approach to teaching reading.
Teaching Strategies.

Though DRA (Directed Reading

Activities), and DRTA (Directed Reading, Thinking Activities), are not
specifically suggested in the teacher'S materials, the ideas and
guidance given in the teacher's guide is essentially what DRA and DRTA
suggest. Language Experience is not described as such either, but
there are suggestions to the teachers to have students dictate stories
related to topics in the basal stories. Conceivably, those dictations
could develop into Language Experience. SSR (Sustained Silent Reading)
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is not part of the regular lessons in any real "sustained U sense
though suggestions for outside reading are provided at the end of eath
unit. There are no "free reading" activities suggested in the
teacher's guides, but it is possible that teachers might use the
reading lists to incorporate more sustained reading time.

Grouping
Grouping is discussed very little except in the "Author's
notes". In the "Meeting Individual Needs" section of each unit,
teachers are directed to give individual attention to students who do
not seem to have mastered skills, but most activities in the teacher's
guide are directed toward the whole class or the reading group.
In the "Author's Notes" on grouping, Cramer (1986) makes
several suggestions about groups. He first lists two types of
grouping: (1) Developmental grouping which assigns students to groups
according to reading achievement levels, and (2)

Spec~al

skill

grouping which assigns students to groups temporarily so that specific
skills they are lacking can be worked on. Cramer goes on to encourage
teachers to be flexible in their grouping assignments and to move
students into approprite groups on the following basis: (1) Placement
test scores, (2) informal signs of success, (3) achievement test
scores, and (4) teacher judgment.
Most activities, then, are geared to the whole group or the
individual reading group. The grouping suggested is ability grouping
with no suggestions for student self-selected or interest groups.
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Again the organization of the classroom is tightly controlled by the
teacher.

Basal Organization
LPT is organized around two considerations: linguistic
considerations and content units. The controlled introduction of
vocabulary affects what basal stories can contain and thus how the
basal itself is organized. The content units are intricately related
to the vocabulary restrictions especially in the first books. In later
books the units serve somewhat as a unifying element though there is
no discussion of why the units are organized as they are or even why
individual units were selected.
The titles of each book offer something of a unifying theme
for the units within. For example, the first preprimer, Trabajary
Jugar (-RT-Work and Play) contains four units intended to be about
work and play: Diversion en la escuela (-RT-Fun at School), Hagamos
musica (-RT-Let's Make Music), ~ A gUien Ie gusta el sol? (-RT-Who
likes the sun?), and Libros para Leer (-RT-Books to read). Though the
title of the third unit does not seem to fit, the stories in that unit
not only discuss the weather, but also include students painting
pictures depicting their favorite weather and activity.
The unifying theme titles are perhaps less evident in the
books in the upper levels. Some section titles for Carretas y cohetes
(-RT-Stagecoaches and Rockets) include Animales: i Cuidado!
(-RT-Animals: Beware!), Descubrir (-RT-Discover), De aqu{ para alIa
(-RT-From here to there), Casas bellas (-RT-Beautiful things), Rumbo
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del oeste (-RT-Around the West), Tienes que decidir tu (-RT-You have
to decide). While some of the titles

obviously relate to the theme,

others do not.
The individual units are organized around a technology ot
reading instruction. Materials organized abound technology are based
on the belief that certain types of exercises and drills, when
effectively and efficiently presented, will lead to reading.

Each

section of the units is carefully organized as part of the instruction
necessary to produce the desired result: reading.
~ections

There are 5

to each unit: "Setting Started: Oral Language and Concepts",

"Teaching Vocabulary and Reviewing Word Study", "Teaching
Comprehension Skills", "Applying Skills to Reading", and "Meeting
Individual Needs". Each of these is considered an important part of
the technology that will lead to each student learning to read, and
this technology is the main point used to sell the series in the
teacher's guide.

Reading Problems
LPT not only

~akes

provisions for reading problems, it was

specifically developed in English for students with reading problems.
According to the teacher's guides Focus presents skills at an
"appropriate pace", concentrates on only one major comprehension or
study skill every three weeks, sustains instruction to give students
more time on task, and offers more control of vocabulary than in
regular basals so that students read new stories with success (pp T6
and T7).
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Within the series itself, there is also provision for students
who are not successful. Every unit has a section called "Meeting
Individual Needs" which provides alternate reteaching instruction and
additional practice of skills and vocabulary for students whom
teachers identify as needing extra help. In these sections the focus
of each lesson is on exercises and readings that are similar to, but
not the same as, other exercises and readings in the units. The
technology is also the base, then, for dealing with problems.
Approach to problems. All of the students in the Focus series
in English that are assigned this basal series have been labeled in
some way as being incapable of reading in a regular basal. Since this
series is for the Spanish program, and no other Spanish program is
offered, the labeling of Spanish readers is not so obvious. However,
the subtle implication is that the Spanish reader, like the English
reader of Focus, needs lots of extra practice, slower pacing, and
repetition because the English series is written for that purpose.
Spanish-speaking students would probably also be aware that the
English series that parallels their series is for poor readers and
thus feel themselves labeled by association.
Although it is not directly stated in the LPT materials, it is
also probable that the students using the Spanish series would all be
labeled Limited English Proficient (LEP) as their inability to speak
English would probably be the reason for their placement in a
bilingual program in the first place. Thus the Spanish student reading
in LPT is almost certainly one that is targeted for special
instruction.
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Goodman (1986) discusses the concept of helping students
revalue themselves building on their strengths rather than working on
their weaknessess. Though there is discussion of building on
background knowledge in the "Author's Notes" in the teacher's guides
(Tierney, 1986), the general approach in LPT is to give students more
practice on skills they lack. The introduction to the teacher's guide
explains that students will " ••• grow in confidence as they contribute
successfully" (p. T16). The assumption here is that students will
succeed when they learn to do what they cannot presently do, not that
students have strengths to begin with that have not been tapped. The
teacher and student materials are meant to provide students with what
they lack rather than to help them revalue themselves.
Though the publishers of LPT do not suggest how to decide that
pupils should be placed in this basal program rather than the regular
basal program, they do offer end-of-book tests and placement tests for
deciding at which level students should begin reading in this series.
As pointed out above, all

Spanish~speaking

students using this

publisher's materials would use LPT as there is no "regular" Spanish
basal series. The placement tests are meant to help teachers make book
placement decisions and the end-of-book tests are intended to assess
pupils' grasp of important skills covered in the book. There is also a
"Pacing of the Year" chart provided teachers which gives suggestions
about when to use placement and end-of-book tests. Student placement
and progress is monitored, but exit criteria is not discussed.
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Curriculum Thrusts
There is evidence of a technological thrust and some evidence
of a cognitive thrust in these materials. However, there is no
evidence of social reconstruction, academic rationalism,
self-actualization or a transactional view of learning.
The materials of LPT are based on the assumption that the
skills of reaQing can be packaged, sequenced and organized and then
systematically taught to produce readers. This technological view is
evident in the organization of the teacher's guide lessons and in the
overall organization of the entire series. The introduction to the
teacher's guide lists reading behaviors to be taught, explains the
plan of vocabulary development, and describes the essential study
skills to be mastered. The teacher's guides suggest that teachers and
students who follow this carefully laid out plan will have a
successful program.
The structured goals of the mastery of

speci~ic

skills evident

in the series indicate that a curricular thrust is that of the
development of cognitive skills. Teachers are instructed to teach
students the skills that will help them become successful readers. The
teacher's job is meant to show children how to learn. In LPT teachers,
textbook exercises and workbook e>:ercises are all geared to teach
students the essential skills for reading success.
If the materials encouraged students to look at society and
discuss changing it, there would be elements of social reconstruction
in the series. However, there is no evidence of actiNities that
involve

ch~nging

society. Although there is representation of
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minorities through illustrations and character names, in general there
is an avoidance of controversy or conflict in the materials rather
than a leaning toward societal change.
A curriculum thrust of academic rationalism would emphasize
the teaching of " ••• what is conceived as the best that man's
intelligence has produced" (Goodman and Page, 1979, p. 19b). There
would, then, be an emphasis on the reading of "great literature" and
content material considered essential for all educated people. There
is no evidence that this kind of thrust directed the organization of
the series.
Because there is so little student control of the curriculum,
the

~urriculum

cannot be said to be self-actualizaing or

transactional. Goodman and Page (1978) describe a self-actualizing
curriculum as suggested by Eisner and Vallance. In a self-actualizing
curriculum," •.. the experiences of the learner in school are assumed to
be a critically important part of life rather than a preparation for
life" and " ..• the learner is assumed to be developing his own values"
(p. 194). This is related to a transactional curriculum in which
stUdents transact with teachers, text, and peers. As each transaction
takes place, the students· previous knowledge changes, teachers' and
peers' understanding changes, and the text becomes a unique text
influenced by the students' understanding, background, and the context
of the moment.

As the transaction occurs, "the knower, and the known

change in the process of knowing" (Rosenblatt, 1978). In both a
self-actualizing and transactional curriculum, the curriculum develops
from the students and the teachers in the transactional process. In
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LPT materials are carefully constructed so that the teacher, as
directed by the guide, is in total control of the curriculum •.

Conclusion
According to the teacher's guides, Focus: Leer para triunfar
focuses on appropriate content, essential skills, comprehension,
instruction, the goal of reading independence, and easy teaching and
management. The examination of the series, using the SPPI as a guide,
has revealed that the series focuses on the teaching and learning of
words and comprehsion skills. Instruction is a focus as the teacher is
put in total control of the curriculum through the organization of the
lessons in the teacher's guides. The student materials reflect the
view that children need lots of reinforcement and practice in order to
master reading skills.The content of the series offers adapted text
with some problems of translation; comprehension questions, mostly at
the literal level; and vocabulary building exercises. From what is
known about the reading process in Spanish, these elements do not add
up to reading.

CHAPTER EIGHT
EVALUATION OF

PROGRAMA DE LECTURA EN ESPANOL DE HOUGHTON MIFFLIN
THE MOST UNIQUE OF THE SIX SERIES

In the chapter the Houghton Mifflin Series, Programa de
Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin (-RT-<Researcher's Translation>
Houghton Mifflin's Spanish Reading Program) will be examined in depth.
In Chapter Five the Programa de lectura de Houghton Mifflin (PlEHM)
was identified by the Program Profile Continuum Survey (PPCS) as the
series that deviates most from the other series in the approach taken
to the teaching of reading. At the conclusion of this last chapter of
in-depth analyses, it will be possible to make comparisons with other
series and draw some general conclusions about the state of the
contemporary Spanish language basal in the United states.

Description of the Program
The Programa de Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin (PLEHM)
contains thirteen levels of books beginning with a readiness book for
kindergarten and going through the sixth grade. The program is
described in the teacher's guides as "A complete basal Spanish reading
program that encourages early independence and a lifelong interest in
reading" (p. 1-3). The program provides student readers and a
teacher's guide at each level, teachers' notebooks, student workbooks,
tests of basic reading skills, informal reading inventories for
placement, and instructional display materials. Though all the
345
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resources are meant " ••• to ensure

ea~h

student's success in English

reading as well as in Spanish reading ••• " (p.I-3), there are also two
complete transition programs available for transition into English.
One transition program is for transition into the Houghton Mifflin
English reading program and the other for transition into other
reading programs.
The teacher's guide implies that this Houghton Mifflin series
is unique in serveral ways. The guide explains that "Just learning to
callout words does not lead to independence or success in reading"
(p. 1-9). Therefore, the PLEHM claims to provide something new in
Spanish basal readers: "At last a Spanish reading program that
stresses reading for meaning ••• that teaches comprehension and
thinking skills and develops independent readers" (p. 1-9).
In addition to the stress on meaning, the series offers not
textbooks but instead "literary anthologies" that introduce students
"to the best of children's literature and content area selections" (p.
1-7). Since "an important part of "the student's development is
recognition of their cultural

heritage~

(p. 1-11), the text provided

for the students includes "excellent literature at all levels"
(p.I-9). According to the teacher's guide, the Hispanic literary
tradition is represented in poems by great Hispanic poets, historical
portraits of the living cultural heritage of Hispanic families,
folklore from Hispanic traditions, and excerpts from Hispanic
literature.
The student texts beginning with Level III in the first grade
are divided into revistas (magazines). These magazines contain units
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that are organized around certain topics and themes to allow for
comparison of stories and poems at the end of each magazine. Within
the magazines each unit is presented in the teacher's guides in a
three part lesson plan. The first part

introduces the reading, worl:s

on vocabulary, and reviews sl:ills; the second reviews vocabulary and
sl:ills; and the third section introduces students to sl:ills for the
next unit.The material in each unit is reinforced in the workbooks
that provide exercises to review vocabulary, check comprehension, and
practice skills.
The three part lesson plan is fairly representative of the
Spanish language series; however, the order of presentation in PLEHM
is different. Students read the story in the first section after
vocabulary is introduced and then practice sl:ills. In other series the
reading of the student text comes after skill and vocabulary practice
sections.
In order to verify the claims of the teacher's guide and to
examine the theoretical base of the PLEHM, the same procedure as was
used to evaluate the other Spanish Language basal series was used: (1)
General conclusions about the programs were made, based on the

ppes,

(2) The student textbooks were read and teacher's guides and student
workbool:s of the first twelve levels were examined. (Grade 6 materials
were not yet available from the publisher.), (3) The SPPI was completed
using the 0 to 3 scale, (4) The results of the SPPI and

ppes were

combined to form the basis for the case study for this chapter.
This chapter is organized, as the others are,

around the four

main theoretical categories of the SPPI, reading, language, learning,
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and teaching. Under each of these headings, there is an explanation of
the scoring on the SPPI in addition to illustrative examples from the
text materials and the results of numerical surveys.

Reading
Program Focus
There are four main headings in the SPPI under the program
focus category of reading: subword, word, syntax, and meaning. All of
these categories are represented in the PLEHM at least to a minimal
degree. The smallest emphasis is under syntax. There is a fair
representation of activities in teacher and student materials under
subword, word, and meaning. Under subword, there are quite a few
exercises that are either a kind of recoding or word analysis. The
emphasis on the word is found in both word identification, and word
meaning recognition exercises. Under meaning there are exercises that
show that meaning is both "narrowly conceived" and recognized as
"knowledge construction".
In order to reach these conclusions not only were the teacher
and student materials examined, but a survey was also taken of tested
skills. At the end of each level in the teacher's gUides, there is a
section of Lecciones de reensenanza (-RT- reteaching lessons) that
lists the skills tested at that level and offers lessons to reteach
those skills. All of the tested skills from the preprimer books to the
grade 5 book were charted and counted. The results of this survey
indicate that one emphasis in the PLEHM is on the subword. Both
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recoding skills and word analysis exercises are used to help students
identify words and word meanings. Another emphasis is on meaning. This
is

eviden~

by looking at the percent of comprehension skill exercises.

Table 11 offers a summary of the survey of all skills tested and
lessons retaught in the teacher's guides of the PLEHM. For a detailed
breakdown of skills for each book in the series see Appendix L.
Table 11. Summary of Skills Tested in
Programa de Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin
SKILL

NO. OF TIMES TESTED

PERCENT

--------------------------------------------------

SUBWORD/DECODING

46

201.

COMPREHENSION

117

511.

WORD ANALYSIS

31

141.

STUDY SKILLS

29

131.

4

21.

PRONOUN REFERENCE
Totals
Subword.

230

1001.

What is called "decoding" in the PLEHM is really a

recognition of initial or final sounds in a word to help in word
recognition. As noted in the table above 201. of the skills tested in
the series deal with this kind of exercise. It should be noted that
these exercises are only found in the materials through Level

2/2

in

grade 2. Beginning with the Level 3, Grade 3 book, teachers are
instructed in the teacher's guides to refer students to word
recognition strategies using recognition of sounds, but there is no
further formal instruction or practice using this technique.
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An example clarifies the type of "decoding" exercises
teachers' and students' materials contain. In Unit 1 of Amigos (-RTFriends) the "decoding" lesson is on the beginning sound
students are shown pictures of words which all begin with

J...

b

First
Students

are instructed to repeat each word after the teacher and listen to the
beginning sound as they repeat.
Next, students watch and listen as the teacher points to other
pictures and pronounces the words, this time only saying one word that
starts with the

J..

sound. Students are then asked to pick out the word

and picture that begins with the

J..

sound. Following this practice with

the teacher, students are given sentences with blanks and a choice of
different possible

i words to fill in the blanks. As students choose

the correct word, they are asked to analyze their responses by
explaining why they did not choose a different word. An example from
the teacher's guide exemplifies this procedure:
Muestre

j ab6n
.
Jamon
./

Diga

Me lavo la cara con agua y ________ ,

Pregunte

~Que palabra es la
~Como supieron que

Diga

Me gusta comer huevos con _________ ,

Pregunte

que falta? (jabon)
no era la palabra
algodon? (sonido inicial incorrecto)

~Que;'

palabra es la que falta? (jamon).
supieron que no era la palabra
melci~?
(sonidos initial incorrecto)

tCci~o
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-RTShow

soap
ham

Say

I wash my face with water and

Ask

What word is missing? (soap) How did
you know that it wasn't the word cotton?
(the initial sound is incorrect)

Say

I like to eat eggs with

Ask

What word is missing? (ham) How did you
know that it wasn't the word melon?
(the initial sound is incorrect)

(pp. 16,17)
This type of exercise is practice for part of the skill strategy that
teachers are instructed to use to help students identify words and
word meanings. This will be futher explained under the word section.
Under subword there are also many examples of word analysis
exercises.

As Table 11 shows, 131. of the skills tested involve word

analysis. Word analysis exercises include identifying plural endings,
masculine and feminine endings, verb endings, base words, affixes,
compound words, radical changes in words, and endings for
superlatives, diminutives, and augmentatives. Figures 92 and 93 are
examples of two word analysis exercises found in the Level 1/2
workbook for Juegos (-RT- Games). These exercises follow explanation
and practice offered in the teacher's guide.
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- RTDirected Exercises
.Ejercicios
dirigidos

1.

pIant- -----

2.

mlr-----•

3. Rosa patinaba con Pablo.
-RT3. Rose was skating with Pablo.

4. La familia jugaba en el parque.

-RT4. The family was playing in the park.

5.

estaba

-RTestando 5.

Yo

6.

was

con Ana.
tratar

trataba

iDe que _ _ _ _ _ _ __

la lectura?

-RTb.

to be about

was about

What _________________ ~ _________ the reading?

Fig. 92. Word Analysis: Terminaci~n verbal -aba.
Student War kbaok Juegas, p. 19
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Ejercicios dirigidos
1.

lind--------

2.

olt-------3. Mi lapiz es pequeiiisimo.
- RT3. My pencil is very small.

4. Mi esponja esta mojadisima.
-RT-

{iliitPli'
'. 4 '

grandfsimo
-RT-

gordfsirtla

5. very big

very fat

Este animal es.

,

I

&' , t

.~

4. My sponge is very Net.

5.

~ .,

- ---

-RTThis animal is----

-RT - 6.

lindfsimo

limpfsima
very clean

very pretty

La sala esta ___________
-RTS(i

This living roon is---

Fig. 93. Word Analysis: Terminaciones -lsmima, -{simo,
Student Workbook Juegos, p. 86.
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In Figure 93 students add the -aba ending to two words, identify the
-aba ending on words in two sentences, and complete two sentences with
words with -aba endings. In Figure 94 students follow similar
instructions to practice the superlative -{simo, -(sima endings. In
all the word analysis exercises the students either begin with the
base word and add to the words or begin with the whole words and
identify the suffixes or prefixes attached to the words.
Word Focus. The word

receives the focus in the PLEHM

materials in several different ways. The vocabulary of the first books
is carefully controlled. In the first three preprimer books not only
are all new words listed in the back of the teacher's guide in the
order and form in which they first appear, but also the cumulative
vocabulary for all the first books is listed. High frequency words are
printed in red, but the authors of the teacher's guide are quick to
point out that " ••• all words introduced at this level are developed to
instant recognition" (Juegos, Teacher's Guide, p. 320). In the more
advanced levels, from the Level 1/1 book to 2/2, new words are listed
with page numbers and high frequency words are listed in red, but no
claim is made that " ••• all words are developed to instant
recognition". There is a glossary provided in the back of each student
textbook after Level 2/2, but not all the new words introduced are
included in it. Still the various lists and glossaries indicate that
there is the general assumption throughout the series that
identification of individual words is essential for reading.
Besides careful early vocabulary introduction and

control,

there is also focus on the word as new vocabulary is introduced.
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Hougton Mifflin uses a rather unique "ay to have students identify new
words. In the first seven books, from the preprimer books through
Level 2/2 of the second grade, there is a specific procedure led by
teachers that is meant to help students work out word meanings. Part
of an exercise from Level 2/1,
Muestre

Carreteras exemplifies this procedure.

Finalmente todos los ninos se fueron llorando.

1. Diga a los ninos que lean la oracion en silencio, usando
el sonido de las letras y el sentido de las otras palabras
para descifrar la palabra subrayada.
2. Diga a un nino que lea la oracion en voz alta.
3. Use la palabra flotador para verificar el uso de las
claves del contexto.
4. Use la palabra anteayer para verificar el uso de las
claves fon~ticas.
Muestre

Con una bicicleta se puede ir m~s rapido a la
escuela.

Diga

bigote (no tiene sentido)
motocicleta (sonidos incorrectos)

Muestre

No quer{an m~s porque ten{an bast ante.

Diga

baston (no tiene sentido)
suficiente (sonidos incorrectos)

-RT1. Have children read the sentence silently, u5ing the
letter sounds and the sense of the other words to decode
the underlined word.
2. Tell a child to read the sentence aloud.
3. Use the word flotador (float) to verify the use of
context clues.
4. Use the word anteayer (day before yesterday) to verify
the use of phonic clu&s.
Show

With a bicycle one can go to school faster.

Say

mustache (It doesn't make sense)
motorcycle (It has the wrong sounds)
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Show

They didn't want any more because they had
enough.

Say

cane (It doesn't make sense)
plenty (It has the wrong sounds)

(p. 18S)

It appears that what the authors of the teacher's guides might be
trying to do is to draw upon psycholinguistics to help students
develop strategies for reading. These vocabulary recognition exercises
are perhaps attempting to draw upon what Smith (1973) calls "visual
and nonvisual" information as described in Chapter Two. The authors
might be intending that students draw upon their nonvisual information
or background knowledge and understanding of the world as they decide
that some words do not make sense in the sentence. When students are
asked to explain why other words are not the correct choice, the
intent may be to have students draw upon their visual information to
decide if letters make the correct sounds to fit into the sentence.
This type of exercise could also be meant to draw upon one of
the strategies that Goodman (1984) lists for readers: confirming and
disconfirming. As stUdents identify words and word meaning, they go
through a process of confirming and disconfirming. The authors seem to
be trying to help readers use the different reading systems proposed
by the psycholinguistic model: graphophonic, syntactic, semantic, and
pragmatic. In fact, the "Reading Reports" in the Cuaderno del Maestro
(-RT- Teacher's notebook) do indicate that these systems are
important.
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Although the sounds for letters and letter groups are one
essential ingredient in effective decoding, they are not
sufficient. Another essential component that greatly
increases decoding ability is the use of language context •
••• Context has both semantic and syntactic dimensions •••
There is research support for teaching children to use
context in Spanish reading ••• Young readers of Spanish are
able to identify more words in context than in isolation.
Furthermore, in Spanish reading, analysis of readers'
miscues shows that both the context (syntactic and semantic
clues) as well as letter-sound information (graphophonic
cues) ar~ utilized to process text ••• (pp. 21,22).
The problem with comparing this system to a psycholinguistic model is
that this system is employed to call students' attention to parts of
words to identify individual words. Though words are looked at in the
context of sentences in PLEHM, the approach is not a psycholinguistic
one because it is not based upon finding meaning in whole text but
instead emphasizes identifying individual words, individual word
meanings and word parts.
Meaning Focus. The Houghton Mifflin series does have a strong
focus on meaning. The fact that 51% of the skills te?ted were
comprehension exercises point up the importance given to getting
meaning from text. The SPPI suggests three possible categories for
meaning: meaning that is "narrowly conceived", meaning that is
"knowledge construction", and meaning in "transaction". The PLEHM
materials show evidence of the first two types of meaning though not
the third.
Meaning that is narrowly conceived is meaning that is assumed
to be the same for all. For example, in the PLEHM student workbook
exercises, all students are expected to respond to the meaning of
individual words or answer questions about the stories in the same
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way. The criterion-referenced testing program for evaluating skills
achievement also assumes that there is only one meaning, one correct
answer. The multiple choice format for vocabulary and skills testing
is "modeled 'after national achievement tests" and as such can provide
only one possible answer per item (Cuaderno del Maestro, p.19).
Even some of the "Selection-Related Activities" are carefully
guided so that students get the meaning that adults believe they
should get from the activity. One such activity from the teacher's
guide of Hogares is only thinly disguised as an activity that allows
children to discover meaning for themselves":
Language Activity
Remind children that in the story, "I Forgot", both Marcos
and David had a problem of forgetting things. Discuss things
that people in general, and children in particular, tend to
forget, such as where they have put things, writing their
names on papers, left and right, washing their hands before
meals, and things that are needed for school or work. Lead
children to understand that everyone forgets things sometimes (p. 117).
This activity leaves very little opportunity for meaning construction
on the part of the children. The adult agenda is so carefully planned
out that children could not easily construct their own meaning about
forgetting.
Some activities in the teacher's manuals and questions about
the student text stories do move beyond meaning that is narrowly
conceived to meaning construction. In these questions and activities,
students are encouraged to draw upon their background knowledge, make
predictions, and apply their reading to their lives. The first levels
offer more guidance and less freedom for the students than the higher
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levels, but there is some evidence of knowledge construction at both
levels. Figure 94 ShOHS an example from Levell/I, Figure 95 shows an
example from Level 4 and Figure 96 from Level 5.

3bO

Pensandolo bien

Thinking It Over

Comprension

Comprehension

II Preguntas de comprension: Texto
pagina 192

III Comprehension Questions: Text

Pida a los ninos que lean en silencio las Ires preguntas que
aparecen en la piigina 192 de Fiestas. Luego pida a los ninos
que se tumen para leer en voz alta y contestar cada una de
las preguntas.
1. Motlvacion Prlmero Topo y Gnomo eslaban con
mledo. ,COmo 105 ayudo estar juntos? (Las respuestas va·
riadn. Ejemplo: 7bpo y Gnamo tuvieron menos miedo al poder hablor de 10 que los osustaba y poder obrazorse.)

»Interpretacion: como sacar condusionel
2. ,Que era el Fuego del Dragon? (truenos y relrimpagos)

page 192
Ask children to read silently the three questions on
page 192 of Fiestas. Then call on children in turn to
read aloud and answer each question.
1. Purpose At fint, Mole and Troll were afraid.
How did baing together help them? (Answers will
vary. Example: Mole and Troll were not so scored
when they could talk about what was scoring them
and have each other to hug.)

J InterpretIve: drawing conclusions
2. What was Dragon Fire? (thunder and lightning)

Piigina 186

Page 186

J

J

Informacion literal: como notar detalles ImpOrlantes

3. Topo dljo. "Las luces y losruld05 no te dan miedo cuando
sabel 10 que IOn".
Habla de otras cosas que no te dan miedo cuando sabes 10
que son. (Acepte cualquier respuesta razonable.)

J

Evaluacion: como razonar critlcament~

II Preguntas adicionales
1. ;.A que otras cosas Ie pareee el sonldo de un trueno?
(Animelos a dar respuestas originales.)

J

Evalullclon: como pensar con orlglnalldad

cionados con la lIuvia.)

J

Interpretacion: como sacar eondusiones

Tell about other things that are not scary when
you know what they really are. (Accept any
reasonable answer.)

J

Evaluacion: como pennr con orlglnalidad

Evaluative: thinking critically

II Additional Questions
1. What other things do you think thunder sounds
like? (Encourage creative answers.)
Evaluative: thinking creativoly

2. Why did the sound of rain make Mala remember
what his grandfather told him the flashes and
noises were? (Answers will vary. Example: because
the sound of rain reminded him that the flashes and
noises were connected with rain)

J

3. 51 Topo hublera usado IU Imaglnaclon. podria haber
tenldo otras Ideas que dan miedo. ;.Que podria haber
dlcho III que son el vienlo, un areo iris 0 la Iluvia? (Anime
a los ninos a dar respuestas originaJes.)

J

3. Mole said, "Flashes and booms are not scary
when you know what they really are."

J

2. ;.Por que el sonldo de la Iluvia bizo recordar a Topo 10
que su abuelo Ie habia dieho que eran las luees y los
ruldos? (Las respuestas variar.in. Ejemplo: porque el sonido
de 10 lIuvio Ie recordri que las luces y los ruidos estaban rela·

Literal: noting important details

Interpretive: drawing conclusions

3. If Mole used his imagination, he might have had
other scary ideas. What might he have said the
wind, a rainbow, or the rain are? (Encourage
creative answers.)

J

Evaluative: thinking creatively

Unidad 15 I Unit 15

II

Fie5tas 1184-195)

Fig. 94. Meaning Construction Questions: Level 1/1.
Teacher's Guide, Fiestas, p. 429.
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Pensandolo bien

Thinking It Over

Comprension

Comprehension

II Preguntas de comprension: Texto
pagina 356

1'1 Comprehension Questions: Text
page 356

... Motlvacion ,Por que eclar a volar cometas resulb ser
un puatiempo Interennte y dlvertldo? (Las respuestas
pueden variar.)

1. Purpose What makes flying kites a fun and
interesting hobby? (Answers may vary.)

J

Interpretive: making inferences

2. What are the kites that fly like gliders like? (kites

2. ,Como Ion lal comebs que welan como un planeador?

(comelas hechas de varios lubos de lela alados en lila;
cuerdas atadas a alerones triangulares sostienen la cornela a la cuerda principal) Pagina 352

J

J

Interprebcion: como hacer Inferenciu
mode from tubes of cloth tied together: strings tied
to triangular flops hold the kite to the flying line)
Page 352

I

Literal: noting important details

Informacion literal: como notar deblles Imporbntes

3. ,En que ae dlferencian las cometas "ac:nibatas" de las cometas comunes? (lAs cometas acrobalas lienen dos cuer-

das y dos yugos y a menudo vuelan con varias cometas
atadas juntas.) Pallina 354

J Informacion literal: como notar debUes Imporbntes

3. How are stunt kites different from standard kites?
(Stunt kites have two strings and two yokes and
often are flown with several kites tied together.)
Page 354

I

Literal: noting important details

4. What kind of kite would you like to fly?
4. ,Que clase de comeb te lIuataria echar a volar?

J

) Evaluative: thinking creatively

Evaluacion: como pensar con originalidad

11 Preguntas adicionales
1. ,Como puede la persona que controla el welo de una comeb "ac:nibab" lognr que esb haga rizos en el alre?

(tirar solamenle de una de las cuerdas para que la cornela se incline y haga un mo en eJ aire. Luego ajuslar las
cuerdas para que eslas esten iguales logrando asi que la
cometa salga del mo) Piiginas 354-355
) Informacion literal: como nobr detaUes Impomntes
2. En.u opinion. ;.por que Ie lIusb a Ia gente echu a volar
cometas?

III Additional Questions
1. How can the flyer of a stunt kite make it do a
loop? (by pulling one of the strings to make that
side dip until it makes a loop, then holding both
strings even to make the kit come out of the loop)
Pages 354-355

I

Uteral: noting important details

2. Why do you think people like to fly kites?

J

Evaluative: thinking critically

»Evaluacion: como razonar critlcamente

Fig. 95. Meaning Construction Questions: Level 4.
Teacher's Guide, Campeones, p. 471.
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Enriquecimiento
Actividades relacionadas
destrezas

Enrichment
COD

las

Ejercicio esCTito
Pida a los alum nos que escriban un parra{o describiendo
algun viaje que hayan hecho. Antes de que los alumnos
empiecen, escriba en el pizarron una !ista de palabras clave
referidas a la secuencia que ellos ya han aprendido. Diga a los
alumnos que utilicen el mayor numero posible de estas palabras clave en sus parra{os, para mostrar la secuencia de los
sucesos.

Actividades relacionadas
seleccion

COD

la

Skill-Related Adivities
Writing Activity
Have students write a paragraph describing a trip
they have token. Before students begin, list on the
chalkboard the sequence clue words they have
learned. Tell students to use as many of these clue
words as they can in their paragraph, in order to
show the sequence of events.

Seledion-Related Adivities
Oral Reports

Informes orales
Si algunos miembros de la c1ase son de Puerto Rico, pidales
que compartan sus opiniones sobre la isla, comparandolas
con las descripciones de Federico.

Ejercicios escritos
Los alumnos a quienes les guste nadar pueden escribir sobre
sus propias experiencias de estar en el agua. Diga a los alumnos que deseen hacerlo. que lean sus relatos en voz alta a la
c1ase. Anime a los alumnos a aprender mas sobre las experiencias de cada uno haciendo preguntas y comparaciones.
Pregunte a los alumnos si alguna vez han visitado el pueblo 0
comunidad donde uno 0 ambos de sus padres crecieron. si es
que se trata de un pueblo que no es el de su residencia actual. Si los alumnos han visitado dicho pueblo. tal vez deseen
escribir un relato de 10 que vieron, 0 un cuento basado en su
vis ita. Si su visita los ayudo a imaginarse a sus padres tal
como eran de nirios, pidales que tambien expresen esto en
sus cuentos.

If any closs members are from Puerto Rico, have them
shore their own views of the island, making comparisons with Federico's descriptions.
Writing Activities
Students who enjoy swimming may write about their
own experiences in the water. Have several students
who wish to do so read their stories aloud to the
closs. Encourage students to learn more about each
others' experiences by asking questions and making
,comparisons.
Ask students if they hove ever visited the town or
community where one or both of their parents grew
up-if it is different from the one they live in now. If
they have, they might wish to write on account of
what they sow, or a story based on their visit. If their
visit helped them to imagine their parents as children,
have them 0150 describe this in their account.

Fig. 96. Meaning Construction Exercise.
Teacher's Guide, Banderas, p. 224.
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There are exercises and questions that do encourage students
to construct meaning, but most of the materials are centered around
meaning narrowly conceived. A survey of the questions provided for
teachers to ask students during reading of the first and last stpry of
each textbook was made. Questions and answers were separated into
three categories: (1) Questions that had specific "correct" answers
provided for

~he

teachers. (2) Questions that suggested that answers

might vary but also provided possible"answers children might come up
with. (3) Questions that did not provide any answers for the teachers
and simply stated that "answers may vary". Summary Table 12 shows the
results of this survey. Appendix M provides figures for each book.

SUMMARY TABLE
TVPE OF ANSWER

NUMBER

PERCENT

ANSWER PROVIDED
IN GUIDE

574

81%

ANSWER MAY VARY
BUT ALSO PROVIDED

63

9%

ANSWER NOT PROVIDED
ANSWER MAV VARY

69

10%

706

100%

TOTAL QUESTIONS

Table 12. Answers Provided for Questions
in Programa de Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin
The survey results show that 81% of the questions asked are ones with
preconceived "correct" answers. These results indicate the PLEHM
materials reflect a narrow view of meaning. Certainly, there is no
evidence of moving beyond knowledge contruction to a transactional
view where the text is seen as everchanging depending on the
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background experiences of the reader, the context of the situation,
and the reading experience itself. Dewey's concept of the "knower and
the known changing in the knowing" is not present in this series.

Purpose for Reading
Because of the basic nature of a basal reader, the purpose for
reading is always initially set by the text itself and communicated to
the students by the teacher. Though the PLEHM series does try to
engage the reader's interest and call upon students' background
knowledge, ultimately, it is the text materials that determine the
tasks to be done.
The teacher's materials encourage students to make choices and
set their own purposes for reading in several ways. It is suggested
that teachers encourage discussions based on the story topics, relate
the stories to content area units, and do activities that might make
the reading more meaningful. In Fiestas, the Levell/I, Grade 1 book,
for example, the expository reading, Los Colores (-RT- Colors) is
introduced in the student text with a purpose-setting question (see
Figure 97).

The teacher's guide suggests several activities that

might make the reading more meaningful. For example, in the
introductory section for the text it is suggested that "This article
could be combined with an art activity which includes color mixing"
(p. 340). The "Enrichment" section of the unit suggests that teachers
have stUdents categorize objects by colors, discuss their favorite
colors, make class rainbows with water or prisms reflecting the sun,
and make rainbow necklaces and mobiles (pp. 354-356).
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-RT-

Informative Reading

imaginar como serian.·
sin colores?
-RTCan you

j~agine

how things would be without colors? :

Fig. 97. Purpose-setting Question: Level 1/1.
Student Textbook,Fiestas, p.l51.
In Campeones (-RT- Champions), the Level 4, Grade 4 textbook,
there is a social studies reading on Benito Juarez, the

Indian hero

3bb

and president of Mexico. The title page of the student text includes a
question that is meant to help students set a purpose. (see Figure
98). Activities suggested in the teacher's guide include incorporating
the reading with a social studies lesson on Mexico, having students
write a report on the state Juarez was from, and helping students
research important historical events in the history of the United
states.

enito Juarez:
Patriota,yeducadoJ'
Helen Miller Bailey y Maria Celia Grijalva

-RT-

Patriot and Educator

HOM di d 8~n1 to Juar~z. a poor InC!!n 5h~pherd boy I
beccle iI iuous oresloent of Menco'

lComo Uego Benito Juarez, un pobre pastor Indio, a
ser un presidente famoso de Mexico?

Fig. 98. Purpose-setting Question: Level 4. Student Textbook.
Campeones, p. 285.
The purpose-setting questions and the activities suggested
probably do make the text more meaningful for students. However,
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neither the teachers nor the students are ever given any real choice
in material selection or in how to use the materials. The purpose for
reading is always set by the text.

Strategies for the Use of Cues from Print
There are basically two main strategies that students are
taught to use to get cues from print: phonics and semantic context.
Certainly other strategies included in the SPPI are present and will
be discussed, but the two most consistently used strategies are the
identification of sound/letter relationships and the meaning of words
in a sentence.
Phonics.

Under both "Subword" and "Word Focus" examples were

given of how the materials encourage teachers and students to examine
initial and final letters and sounds in order to identify new words.
The examples under "Subword" and "Word Focus" are representative of
the types of exercises found in the first seven books of the series
through the second grade, Level 2/2. Exercises in materials at these
levels use sound/letter relationships to assist students in
identifying words and the meaning of words.
There are also exercises in the teachers' and students'
materials that specifically teach what Houghton Mifflin authors call
"decoding". According to the Reading Reports, reports written by
series authors about programs in the PLEHM, " ••. students learn a
decoding strategy before they are introduced to or expected to read
whole words" (p.21). The support for phonics instruction is explained
in the third report entitled "Decoding".
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"There is clear evidence that directly teaching children
to a5sociate sounds and letters leads to improved reading
achievement. Inasmuch as letter-sound associations in
Spanish are for the most part consistent, the Spanish
reading teacher does not have the burden of alerting
students to dozens and dozens of exceptions to general
rules, as would an English reading teacher involved in
phonics instruction (p. 21).
The PLEHM series, then, not only supports phonics but also makes a
case for the fact that phonics is especially well-suited for the
teaching of Spanish, which indirectly.suggests that reading is
different in different languages.
The types of exercises that support phonics found in the first
seven books do change at the third grade level. In fact, after Level
2/2, there is no testing of any of the subword categories surveyed
under the "Program Focus".

However, the vocabulary sections do

re~ind

students that the letter/sound relationship is important for
vocabulary development. The "Vocabulary/ Concept Development" exercise
in the first unit of Ciudades, Level 3/1, Grade 3, establishes the
steps of the strategy to be used for word recognition with" students
throughout the rest of the series. In this unit, teachers are
instructed to give students background on Spain and introduce the idea
cif a story about a bull named Ferdinand who does not like to fight.
Following this introduction, vocabulary is introduced:
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Muestre

alcornoque
abejorro
1. EI corcho se saca del tronco del arbol de
alcornoque.
2. El abejorro es un tipo de abeja grand. que
zumba muy fuerte.

Diga a los alumnos que lean en silencio las oraciones,
usando los sonidos de las letras y el sentido de las otras
palabras para ayudarlos a entender las palabras subrayadas.
Pida que unos alumnos se ofrezcan a leer en voz alta las
oraciones, a explicar el significado de las palabras
subrayadas y a decir como determinaron cada significado.
Si los alumnos tienen dificultad en definir las palabras,
0 un dicionario para encontrar
los significados de las palabras.

ay~delos a usar el Glosario

-RTDisplay

cork tree
bumblebee
1. Cork comes from the bark of the cork tree.
2. A bumblebee is a large bee that makes a loud
buzzing sound.

Tell the students to read the sentences silently, using the
sounds of the letters and the meaning of the other words to
help them understand the underlined words.
Ask some students to volunteer to read the sentences aloud,
explain the meaning of the underlined words, and to tell how
they figured out each word's meaning.
If the students have difficulty in defining the words, help
them to use the Glossary or a dictionary to find the words'
meanings.
(p. 22)
Thoughout the entire series, then, the materials for teachers and
students reflect the philosophy that phonics instruction is necessary
to get cues from print.
Semantic context.

The other major strategy used" to get cues

from print is that of looking at words in the context of a sentence
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and helping students decide if the words make sense. This strategy is
employed throughout the text using tHO different series of steps (see
"Word Focus" and "Phonics"). Students are encouraged to figure out
what new vocabulary words mean by deciding which word makes sense in a
sentence and if the other word, chosen because it does not make sense,
could be substituted.
However, it should be pointed out that the semantic context in
the vocabulary exercises is always limited to a single sentence and
that does not always provide enough semantic context to make
predictions about words. For example, in a "Vocabularyl Concept
Development" exercise in the teacher's guide for the Grade 4 book,
Campeones (-RT-Champions), a sentence is offered to help students
understand the word valiosa (-RT- valuable): Esta moneda es valiosa
porque es muy antigua. (-RT- This coin is valuable because it is very
old.)

Though valuable is a possible choice, one could also say the

coin is " dirty", "scratched", "worn", and even "bent" because it is
very old. More context would be helpful to determine the meaning of
the word.
Pragmatic context. In the series, the teacher's manuals and
sometimes the other materials do encourage students to use the
pragmatic context, especially pictures, diagrams, and maps, to find
meaning in print. One especially good example of this is found in the
preprimer Level 3, Grade 1, book Hogares (-RT- Homes). In this story
Ana makes a map to her house as a project for class. On the way home,
she accidentally drops her map. Two friends find the map and use the
map to find Ana's house so they can return the map to her. Not only
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does the teacher's guide encourage students to look at pictures to
help them decide what the print says, but the guide encourages
students to look at the map in the picture on one page in the story to
help decide what is happening in the story (see Figure 99).

-RT-

Sam: Mira, Rita.

Este es el mapa de Ana.
Aquf estci la casa de Ana.
Rita:

Podemos encontrar la casa.
La casa estci en el mapa.

Sam: Look, Rita.
This is Ana's map.
Here is Ana's house.
Rita: We can find the house.
The house is here on the map.

La podemos encontrar con
We can find it with the map.

8

Fig. 99. Pragmatic Context: Map Reading.
Hogares, Student Textbook, p. 8.
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In a science text in Banderas (-RT-Flags), there is the use of
drawings to explain the concept of static electricty including a
discussion of protons and electrons.

In Figure 100 the three drawings

show how the positive and negative charges cause attraction which in
turn causes static electricity.

cI unlverso esta compuesta de pequenas parti-

-RT-

';in

Ie-

Below: (A) The balloon and the woolen
'Y
scarf have the same number of electrons se
and protons.
:0(B) The electrons move from the scarf to
ra,
the balloon.
>n(e) The balloon has a negative charge.
:c·
The scarf has a positive charge.
ue

Abajo: (A) EI globo y al
pane de lana tianen al
mismo numero da electrones y protones_
(0) Los electrones pasan
del pano al globo. (e) EI
globo tiena una carga
negativa. EI pano tlena
una carga positiva.

10 que crea una carga en un objcto es un aumento
o una reduccion en el numero de electrones. Y
esta cs la causa: los protones, cuya carga es postttva, pesan mas que 105 electrones. Los protones
forman el centro del atomo y no se separan bajo
condiciones normales. Los c1ectrones, cuya carga
es negativa, se encuentran hacla la parte exterior
del ,i.tomo. Por esto se pueden qultar y hasta pucden Ilegar a formar parte de otros .itomos.
Una mancra de qUitar electrones es por
medio del frotamiento. Toma un globo de hule
InClado, por ejemplo. Por 10 regular las cargas
electricas de sus atomos estan en equilibrio.
Cuando frotas cI gloOO con un pano de lana,
algunos de 105 c1ectroncs pasan de la lana al hule..
EI globo entonces tlene una carga negativa porque ahora tiene mas electrones. En cambio, la
lana tiene una carga positiva porque ahora tiene
menus electrones. Para vcr como se atraen los
objetos con cargas opuestas. pon el globo cerca
del extremo del pano dc lana.
Pero, ,que pas a con los materlales de cargas
Identicas? iSe atraen entre si? Frota dos globos

Fig. 100. Pragmatic Context: Science Text.
Student Textbook, Banderas, p. 227.
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Pragmatic context is used throughout the materials and provides
additional cues to help readers construct meaning from text.
Integrated use of the cueing systems.

The PLEHH makes an

attempt to use the different cueing systems: graphophonic, syntactic,
and semantic. Students are encouraged to use the graphophonic and
semantic systems in the vocabulary/concept development sections of the
teacher's guides and in workbook exercises and textbook exercises as
discussed above. The "Reading

Reports~

in the Teacher's Notebook

suggest that the use of context alloHs students to use syntactic cues
as well as semantic cues:
Context has both semantic and syntactic dimensions. The
semantic qualities refer to the meaning aspects of the
message. In the sentence, A Marta se Ie perdi~ su
,
our semantic abilities lead us to expect that the misSing
word must be something that one might normally use. The
syntactic qualities refer to the grammatical apects of the
message. In the above sentence, one would expect that the
misSing word is a noun rather than some other part of
speech because of the word ~, which serves as a noun
marker (p. 22).
Although the student materials do not formally deal with syntax, there
is present in the teacher's materials the concept that syntax is
important in word recognition.
Pragmatics, which is part of semantic meaning, plays a subtle
part in the integration of the systems. The role of pragmatics is
espcially interesting in a basal reading system. As Goodman (1984)
explains, pragmatic meaning is " ••• always partly textual and partly
contextual" (p. 103). A reader of a basal reader series is in a kind
of "basal context" that comes from a controlled text. However, there
are no exercises in the series that prepare students for the kinds of
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text they will encounter in a basal series or explain to students how
bas~l

text is different from other text.
Oespite the fact that there are exercises that give students

practice in'identifying letter/sound relationships and in looking to
context to get meaning, the kind of integrated use of the cueing
systems that a pscyholinguistic model suggests is probably not present
in the PLEHM. The psycholinguistic model supposes that the cueing
systems are used together naturally in the reading of whole, natural
texts that readers choose for themselves. Therefore, while there are
elements of an integrated use of the cueing systems in the series, the
markings on the SPPI indicate minimal presence of this category.

View of Comprehension
The SPPI evaluates two different ways to view comprehension:
comprehension as product and comprehension as process. In the first
view, the assumption is that it is possible to measure comprehension
of text and that there is one correct way to comprehend text. In the
second view, comprehension is viewed as a construction of meaning that
differs for each individual reader. This idea is related to the
transactional view of learning in the sense that the reader brings to
each text background knowledge and experience. As the reader transacts
with the text, the text becomes something different from the actual
words printed on the page. Instead, the text becomes the reader's
comprehension of the text in a process that can change as the reader
reads, as the context of the reading event changes, and as the
reader's understanding changes. Goodman (1984) describes this idea by
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proposing the concept of dual text. There is the text created by the
author that eventually results in the printed page and there is
another text created in the mind of the reader as reading takes place.
There are a great many comprehension exercises in the PLEHM
program. Most of them are centered around the view that comprehension
is a product. The materials reflect the assumption that the text in
the students' textbooks can be comprehended by all in the same way.
This is reflected in the oral questions given teachers to ask students
and written questions given students to answer in the textbooks and
workbooks. Most questions have "correct answers" provided in the
teacher's guides or at least probable answers. In Table 12, the
results of the types of answers provided in the eleven teacher's
guides, revealed that 90% of the questions of the first and last
readings in teacher's guides and student textbooks have either
specific answers provided or suggest probable answers readers will
give. It should also be pointed out that the remaining 10% of the
questions are usually prediction questions rather than questions that
allow students different interpretations the text. Comprehension in
PLEHM is viewed as a product that is the same for all readers.

Levels of Comprehension
The SPPI lists four different levels of comprehension: literal
recognition or recall, inference, evaluation, and appreciation. Using
Barrett's 1972 taxonomy of reading comprehension as a base, Goodman
and Page (1978) list types of reading comprehension that can be
classified under these four levels:
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Literal Recognition or Recall
-recognition or recall of detail
-recognition of main idea
-recogniton of sequence
-recognition of comparisons
-recognition of cause and effect
-recognition of character traits
Inference
-predictions of outcomes
-understanding of figurative language
Evaluation
-judgment of
-judgment of
-judgment of'
-judgment of
-judgment of
-judgment of

reality or fantasy
fact or opinion
adequacy or validity
appropriateness
worth
desirability or acceptability of author ideas

Appreciation
-recognition of techniques to produce emotional response
-understanding of literary techniques that get readers
to identify with characters and incidents
-awareness of author's language
-sensitivity to techniques to create imagery
(p. 31)

An examination of the tests of skills at the end of each level and the
types of exercises found in some of the workbooks provide an idea of
which of these levels of comprehension receive the most emphasis in
the PLEHM program. Table 13 provides percentages of the types of
~omprehension

skills tested in the Houghton Mifflin program. Table 14

lists percentages of comprehension exercises found in the last fuur
workbooks of the series, the workbooks for the third, fourth and fifth
levels. Each table has percentages for literal comprehension,
inference, evaluation, and appreciation. For a further breakdown of
these surveys by skills and book see Appendices Land N.
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Table 13. Levels of Comprehension of Tested Skills.
TESTED SKILLS

NUMBER OF ITEMS

PERCENT

=======================================================
LITERAL COMPREHENSION
84
72'/.

INFERENCE

21

18i.

EVALUATION

4

3i.

APPREC I ATI ON

8

7i.

117

100i.

TOTALS

Table 14. Levels of Comprehension of Workbook Exercises
WORKBOOK EXERCISES

NUMBER

PERCENT

LITERAL COMPREHENSION

145

B3i.

11

6i.

8

5'/.

10

6i.

174

100i.

------------------------------------------------------INFERENCE
EVALUATION
APPREC I ATI ON
TOTALS

The results of these two surveys show that in the materials of the
PLEHM, 72i. of the tested skills and 83i. of the worbook exercises are
at the literal level. These literal exercises include recall of
details, recognition of details, identification of main ideas,
practice in sequencing and comparisons, and identification of cause
and effect. The workbook exercises survey results show that of all the
174 exercises on comprehension in the last four workbooks, 145 were
literal comprehension exercises and of those literal exercises, 85
were recall of detail exercises. That is, 83'/. were literal
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comprehension and 49% of the 83% were not only literal but also recall
of detail. There is very little evidence, then, of comprehension
beyond the literal level in the series.

Comprehension Tasks
Under this category, the SPPI first includes items that view
how comprehension tasks in the materials are checked. The first three
items under "Comprehension Tasks" are. "true/false questions",
"multiple choice questions", and "fill in the blanks." As is explained
in "Using Programa de Lectura en

Espa~ol

de Houghton Mifflin" in the

Teacher's Notebook, all of the testing at the end of the levels and
magazines that is provided by the Houghton Mifflin series is in the
multiple choice format " .•• modeled on those used in national
achievement tests" ( p. 18).
In order to get an idea of the types of comprehension
questions asked in the student materials, a survey was made of all the
comprehension exercises in three workbooks chosen at random: Level 1/2
Juegos (-RT-Games)

I

Level 2/2 Puentes (-RT-Bridges), and Level 3/2

Mares (-RT-Seas). Of 126 comprehension task exercises in those three
workbooks, 89 or 71% were multiple choice tasks. Table 15 shows the
breakdown of tasks.
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Table 15. Workbook Comprehension Tasks - Houghton Mifflin
WORKBOOK COMPREHENSION
TASKS
NUMBER OF ITEMS PERCENT
======================================================
MULTIPLE CHOICE
89
711.
FILL IN (WORD)

17

141.

FILL IN (PHRASE OR
SENTENCE)

18

141.

2

11.

126

1001.

TRUE I FALSE
TOTALS

The majority of the comprehension exercises and test items in PLEHM,
then, are multiple choice items. Comprehension of the student text
reading is checked in the student workbooks by multiple choice
questions or by fill in the blank questions that ask for one word
answers and for full sentence answers. A reference to the summary
table above shows that fill in the blank questions account for 281. of
the comprehension task checks.

Questions in the workbooks, unrelated

to the unit stories, consist of shorter passages of one or two
paragraphs that are usually tested by multiple choice questions. It is
probable that multiple choice format is most often used because it is
easier and faster to correct.
Message recognition.

The surveys that were taken and reported

on under uWord Focus u and uLevels of,Comprehension u of the tested
skills and of types of workbook comprehensi'on exercises (see Tables 11
and 12) also identify the types of comprehension tasks in the PLEHM
program. Table 16 shows only the comprehension tasks listed on the
SPPI and also found to be present in the comprehension skills tested
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in level tests and practiced in workbooks. The table indicates the
number and percent those tasks represent of the total number of
comprehension tasks in the tests and in the workbooks exercises.
However, since not all the comprehension tasks in the tests and
exercises are represented in the SPPI, the total percentages will not
equal 1001..
Table 16. Comprehension Tasks.
TYPES OF TASKS

NUMBER
SKILLS
TESTED

PERCENT
SKILLS
TESTED

NUMBER
EXERCISES
WORKBOOKS

PERCENT
EXERCISES
WORKBOOKS

---------------------------------------------------------IDENTIFY
o
o
TOPIC
8
7i.
IDENTIFY
MAIN IDEA

10

91.

16

SEQUENCING

15

131.

11

61.

CATEGORIZING

6

51.

3

2i.

IDENTIFYING
CAUSE/EFFECT

10

91.

7

41.

IDENTIFYING
FACT/OPINION

4

31.

8

51.

MAKING
COMPARISONS

o

o

o

o

MAKING
PREDICTIONS

14

121.

4

21.

MAKING
INFERENCES

21

lSI.

11

61.

The results of this survey show that identifying the main idea,
sequencing, identifying cause and effect, making predictions, and
making inferences are all comprehension tasks that are tested in the
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series and are present in the upper level workbooks. Making comparison
was not represented in either category. It should also be pointed out
that tlmaking inferences" has perhaps inflated results because included
under "inference tl are the tasks of "predicting outcomes tl , tlfigurative
language tl , and "use of contexttl. It would be difficult to conclude
from this survey that one or two comprehension tasks obviously
dominate others.
Message reproduction.

In many of the comprehension tasks

given the students in the textbooks and workbooks and in the
comprehension lessons in the teacher's guide, the text is available to
students when they are asked to answer comprehension questions. In the
preprimer workbook exercises, the text is available for most exercises
because it is on the exercise page itself. When the text is not
available because the exercise comes from the student textbook, the
pictures often supply sufficient information from the textbook story.
In Figure 101 the pictures clearly go with the text so students can
answer even if they cannot remember what the character said in the
text.
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1.

3.

A. No puedo mirar.
B. iQue saIto mas grande!
C. lTe gusta saltar, Cochinito?
D. Ahora me gusta saltar.
Comprcnsi6n: "EI salto" (Parte 2) • Unidad 5/Amigos

-RTA. I can't 1!)o\:.
B. What a big

c.

ju~p!

Do you like to jump, little pig?

D. Now I like to jump.

Las oraclones de esta pagina son del cuento "EI saito" Lee cada oraCl6
dicen las oraclones. Escnbe en letra de molde la letra de la oraCiOn debalo del dlbujo.

Fig. 101. Message Not Available.
Student workbook. Amigos, Level PP/2, p. 23.
In Levelland Level 2, no text is available when workbook
questions are about the student book stories if the questions are
multiple choice questions. However, if the questions require student
generated answers, page numbers are provided so that students can
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easily refer back to the textbook (see Figure 102). From Level 3 on,
students do not have direct access to text as they answer questions in
workbooks about the student text stories. However, neither are there
any instructions in the teacher's guides about whether students should
or should not be given access to the text to answer these questions.
Therefore, how the authors intend these materials to be used is not
clear.
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-RT)T~ink about "Impossible Possum" Read each question.
Print the answer. The number of the page tells you
where to look for it.

~ Piensa en "Imposible, zarigiieya". Lee cada

pregunta. Escribe la respuesta con letra de molde.
EI mlmero de la pagina dice donde buscarla.

1. lPor que era diferente Randolph?
(oagina 155)

-RT1. Why was Randolph different? {page 115J-1- - - - - - -

2. lD6nde vivia la familia de Randolph?
(pagina 156)

-RT2. Where did Randolph's family live? (page 1561
3. Cuando Randolph se cayo, lque Ie paso?
(pagina 157)

-RT3. Wher Randolph fell, what happened? (page 157)
4. lQue hicieron los hermanos para ayudar a Randolph?
(pagina 161)

-RT----------------------------------------4. What did his brothers and sisters do to help Randolph? (page 161)_
5. Finalmente, ldonde pensaba dormir Randolph?
(pagina 162)

-RT5. At the end, where Mas Randolph planning on sleeping? (page 162)------

Comprensi6n: "(mposible. zarigiieya" (Pane I) • Unidad 12JCarreteras

79
Fig. 102. Page Number Access to Text.
Student workbook, Carreterras, Level 2/1, p. 79.

Many of the comprehension exercises in the workbooks are not
directly related to the student textbooks. These exercises provide a
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sentence, a paragraph or more of text for students on the page and ask
students to do comprehension tasks using the available text (see
Figure 103).

-RT-

Como predecir los resultados

HOM to Predict Results

.. Lee cada cuento. Luego subraya las respuestas a las
d l' th
rs
preguntas a continuaci6n.
}Read each story. Then un er Ine e anslle
to the
ions that fol101l.
Mateo tenia su anillo nuevo en el bolsillo cuando se
reuni6 con sus amigos en el parque. AI poco rato, estaban
tan ocupados jugando que a Mateo se Ie olvid6 mostrarles
el anillo. Miraron un juego de beisbol, subieron y bajaron
una colina corriendo y se pararon de manos en el cesped.
Cuando Mateo lIeg6 a casa, se dio cuenta de que el bolsillo
estaba vado.
2. lD6nde crees que Mateo buscara el
1. lQue harn Mateo ahora?
anillo primero?
a. L1amara a sus amigos.
a. en el campo de beisbol
b. Buscara el anillo.
b. en su cuarto
c. Mirara el juego de beisbol.
c. donde se par6 de manos
-RT-

Hateo had a new ring in his pocket when
he met his friends in the parI:. In a little
while they were 50 busy playing that Mateo
forgot to show them the ring. They watched a
baseball game, ran up and down a hill, and
did handstands in the grass. When Hateo
arrived home, he realized that his pocket
was empty.
-RT-

-RT-

t.
a.
b.
c.

Where do you think that Mateo
will look for his ring first?
a. in the baseball field
b. in his room
c. where he stood on his hands.

What will Mateo do now?
He will call his friends.
He will luo~ for the ring.
He will watch a baseball ga~e.

Fig. 103. Workbook Comprehension Task with Text.
Student workbook, Ciudades, Level 3/1, p. 72.
The comprehension lessons in the teacher's manuals are often
accompanied by some kind of text. For example, when teachers are
instructed to teach the difference between cause and effect or fact
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and opinion, they display sentences for the class or group discussion.
However, if the text is quite long, as in comprehension exercises
where the teacher is working on predicting outcomes, the text is not
visually displayed. In these cases, teachers read short passages, and
students predict from those readings.
The materials of PLEHM do include attempts to have students
relate their background knowledge to what they read. In fact, the
first part of the three part lesson in the teacher's guides is called
"Preparation" and one of the six things included in the preparation
section is "Discussion of selection content as it relates to students'
background and experiences" (p.I-17). This type of disscussion is
begun in the first book in the first story. The first story in
Sonrisas (-RT-Smiles) is about a boy whose parrot wants to go to
school with him on the school bus the first day. The teacher's guide
includes the following instructions:
Tell children that there is a bird in today's story and that
the bird lives with a family. Encourage children who know
about animals that live with people to talk about their
experiences with them. Discuss birds and why birds might be
kept in cages.
Tell children th~t the bird in the story is a parrot.
Encourage children who have seen parrots or who know about
them to talk about their experiences with them. Ask what a
parrot can do that most birds cannot do. If children do not
know, tell them that some parrots are able to talk. They
imitate what people say.
Tell children that the two children in the story are about
to go to school. Briefly discuss ways in which children
might get to school. Encourage children to talk about school
buses and school bus stops (pp. 22,23).
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Though these instructions do seem a bit directive, there still is
present an attempt to draw on the students' background knowledge and
build on this knowledge as they read their stories.
There is also often an attempt to have students extend the
reading to other areas. In the second part of every lesson, "Review
and Enrichment", there is a section called "Selection-Related
Activities". This section suggests role playing, skits, writing
activities, research ideas, extended reading, and art projects that
are meant to extend students' knowledge about subjects brought up in
the reading. Since these sections are under the subheading of
"Enrichment", it is possible that these activities might not always be
used.
This series definitely emphasizes comprehension tasks of all
kinds and offers many different activities to reinforce the tasks.
However, it should be pointed out again, that the comprehension tasks
are part of a view of comprehension as product, not as process. In
Figure 104 above the workbook comprehension exercise with text
exemplifies this view.

Not only does the first question concerning

what Mateo will do when he discovers the ring is lost have two
possible correct responses, a or b , but there is no opportunity for
students to choose other possible alternatives and create their own
endings to this short story.
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Language
View of Language
Language is habit.

Though materials of the PLEHH reflect the

view that language is personal and social, they also display the view
that language is habit. The view that language is habit is reflected
in materials when teachers introduce skills that students are meant to
passively learn by modeling and practice. Any basal reading series set
up with scope and sequence charts reflects to some degree the concept
that language is habit. The PLEHM teacher's guide introduction
explains that "Each skill is indexed to Scope and Sequence so you know
where a skill is introduced, applied, reviewed, and practiced
everywhere in the program" (p. 1-19). The skills are taught in a
five-step lesson including direct instruction in each new skill,
guided skill practice, summarizing of the main points concerning the
skill, independent practice, and application. The assumption is that
readers need to have skills taught and then to practfce the skills
until they can be automatically applied.
The same philosophy of practice for automaticity is applied to
~he

teaching of vocabulary, especially high-frequency words. At the

preprimer levels, the vocabulary list at the back of the three
preprimer teachers' guides explains that the words listed include the
cumUlative vocabulary as well as the new words introduced in the book.
Although high-frequency words are highlighted in red, " ••• all words
introduced at this level are developed to instant recognition"
(Sonrisas, p. 306).
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The three books at the preprimer level also reflect the view
that language is habit by the repetition of vocabulary and word
patterns found in the readings. An example from the third level
preprimer, Hogares (-RT-Homes) demonstrates this kind of repetition
(~ee

Figure 104).

David: lTengo mi libro?
Sf, tengo mi libro.
lTengo mi hipiz?
Sf, tengo mi hipiz.

-RT-

DaYle: Do I have IY book?

lTengo mi comida?

Yes, [ have IY book.

Sf, tengo mi comida.

Do I haye Iy pencil?

Ahora puedo ir a la escuela.

Yes. I have Iy pencil.

lPuedes hacer eso, Marcos?

Do I have

IV

les, ! have

Marcos:

Sf, 10 puedo hacer.

food?
IV

loed.

Hew I :an go to sChool.
Can
~ar~os:

'IOU

do this, "arcos?

les, ! can do It.

-RT-

'note In picture)
~o r.e~

forget

~~Ct

uencil
load

Fig. 104. Language is Habit: Houghton Mifflin
Student Tex t. Hogares, p. 19.
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On this page there are 45 words in total including the words on the
note in the picture.

Table 17 shows that there are many word

repetitions on the page.
Table 17. Repetition of Words in Text.
WORD REPETITION
WORD
David
tengo (-RT- I have)
mi (-RT-my)
1ibro (-RT- book)
I api z (-RT-penci I)
comida (-RT-food)
si (-RT-yes)
ahora (-RT-now)
puedo (-RT-I can)
ir (-RT-go)
a (-RT-to)
1a (-RT-the-feminine)
escuela (-RT-school)
puedes (-RT-can you) ..
hacer (-RT-do)
eso (-RT-that)
Marcos
10 (-RT-it)
no
el (-RT-the masuculine)
olvidar (-RT- forget)
TOTAL

NUMBER OF REPETITONS
1
6
6
3
3

3
4
1

2
1
1

2
1
1
2
1

2
1
1

....,

45

In contrast, there is much less repetition in a paragraph
chosen at random in the Level 5 books Banderas (-RT-Flags). The
passage comes from the text "EI hombre subterraneo" (-RT- The
Underground Man).
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En 1924 Ie comunico a un reportero del Fresno Bee:
-Todo 10 que he construido ha costado una suma muy
pequeoa; quizas trescientos dol ares. Pero la taverna
y todo el trabajo tienen para m{ un valor de mas de un
millo'n de dolares (p. 191).
-RTIn 1924 he told a reporter from the Fresno Bee:
"All that I have constructed has cost me a very
small sum; perhaps three hundred dollars. But the
care and all the work are worth more than a million
dollars to me. (p. 191).
This passage has 43 words. Within the passage, only three words are
repeated: ~ (-RT-'a, masculine form), de (-RT-of), and dolares
(-RT-dollars). If one compares this passage with the passage from
Hogares, it is clear that the first books stress repetition of words
and sentence patterns. The assumption seems to be that repetition is
necessary for learning.
Language is social and personal. A goal of the PLEHM is to
help the students draw on their background knowledge and strengths and
apply that to their reading. The "Vocabulary/Concept Development"
section of every unit attempts to help students draw on their
backgrounds and develop background for the readings. Purposes are set
for the readings in a section entitled "Purpose Setting/Silent
Reading". Comprehension questions attempt to get students thinking and
expressing their opinions. Enrichment activities are intended to
involve students personally in the main ideas discussed in the
lessons. In Mares (-RT-Seas) there is a story of a girl who saves a
friend's life because she followed some clues. Figure 105 contains
several suggestions from that story for enrichment activities that are
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are offered in the teacher's guide and are intended to get children
personally and socially involved with the lesson.

Actividades relacionadas con la
seleccion
Actividad de arte
Recuerde ala. alumna. las claves Que condujeron • Clara a la
solution dol mi.terio en 01 cuento "Can la pi.ta en el portll".
Digal .. como algunas vece. 10. detectives resudven mi.terio.
identificando • las personas par sus huellas digital e•. Puede
ser Que a los alumna. les interese saber Que deb ida • Que las
hue lias digitales de cada persona son distintas. un. persona
puede ser identificada de modo indudable par sw huellas di·
gital ...
Para ayudar a los alumna. a conoeer las direrencias Que existen en Ire las huellas digitales. permitales tamar .us propias
huellas digitales y hacer "criaturas de huellas digitales·'. Para
uta actividad. distribuye cartulina y almohadillas de tinta.
Diga a 10. alumna. que aprieten 10. dedos. uno par uno. en la
almohadilla de tinu y luego en un. cartulina. Lo. alumna.
pueden entonces usar sus huellas digitales para crear direrentcs clases de criaturas. agregmdoles colas. ojos. narice •• orejas y pies al cuerpo ronnado par la huella digital. De.pues 10.
alumnos pueden e.cribir notas 0 poemas graciosos sabre sus
cruciones y comparar sus huellas digiUI .. can las de sus
comparluos.

Ejercicio escrilo
Recuerde a los alumnos Que Clara resolvici el misterio de la
desaparicion de la senoroU Garcia cuando .e diD cuenu de la
imponancia de una clave: una cartl Que todavl' esUba en el
buzon de la senorita Gartla. Para ayudar a los alumna. a
probar sus propias habllidade. de resolver mislerio •. grabe en
una cinla olro. cuenlos de mlSterio canas n.les como 10. de
la serie de la Encic/op<dia Brown l. Diga • los .Iumnos Que
ucuchen la cint. y. si e. posible. Que lean mienlras escuchan.
Pare la cmu en el punta culminante. y di~al .. que usen las
claves Que e.cucharon rar. hallar una soluclOn;u misleno. la
cual deberan escrobir. Los alumnos pueden trabajar individualmenle a en grupos pequeno •. Cuando tenninen. contintie la cinla para que 10. alumnos .veriguen si las soluciones
Que hallaron eslaban comctas a no. Despues. puede ser Que
los alumnos di.rrulen comparando .u •• oluclones can las de
.u. companero •.

314 • Unidad I4iUnit 14 • Mares

Selection-Related Activities
Art Aclivity
Recall with students Iho clues thaI led Clara 10 solve
Ihe mystery in Ihe slory "The Clue on Ihe Porch." Tell
sludents how deteclives sometimes solve mysleries by
identifying people Ihrough their fingerprinls. Students
might be interested to know thai becauso everyone's
fingerprint. are differenl, a per50n Can be pa.itively
identified by his or her fingerprints.
To. help studenls experience the differences in fingerprints, allow them to take their awn fingerprints and
make "Fingerprint CriHers." For Ihis aclivity, supply
construction paper and ink pods. Have studenls press
Iheir fingers, ono 01 a lime, onto Ihe ink pad and Ihen
onto a sheet of conslruction paper. Students can Ihen
use their fingerprints 10 create many differenl kinds of
criHers by adding toils, eyes, noses, ears, and feel to
Ihe body of the fingerprint. Afterwards, sludenls may
write funny captions or poems aboutlheir creolions
and compare their fingerprints with those of Iheir
classmates.

Writing Activity
Recall wilh students that Claro solved the mystery of
Miss Gorcia's disappearance when she realized the
importance of a clue: a leMer still in Miss Garcia's
mailbox. To help sludents test their own mvstery-solving abilities, tope-record some other short' mystery
slories (such as those from the Encyclopedia Brown
series'. Have students listen to the tope and, if possible, reod along with the story. At the climax, slop the
lope and have students use the clues they heard to
write a solution to the mystery. Siudents may work
individually or in small groups to prepare their written solutions. When they have finished. play the rest
of the tope so that students can find out whether or
not theIr solutions were corred. loler, students may
enjoy comparing the solutions they wrote with those
of their classmates.

120~-21SI

Fig. 105. Social and Personal Activities.
Teacher's Guide, Mares, Level 3/2, p. 314.
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The art activity encourages children to think about their
individuality and use their imaginations to create art and text.

The

writing activity allows children to work in groups to creat their own
endings to stories. The series does make attempts to involve students
socially and personally in the materials. However, it must be
remembered that all basal reader series select for teachers and
students what has to be done. Because there is no personal
decision-making, it is harder for teachers and readers alike to "take
ownership" of the reading and the activities.
What Written Language Is.

Although the materials do not

exactly reflect the philosophy that reading and writing are parallel,'
the PLEHM program does support the concept that oral language and
written language are both important and each enhances the growth of
the other. An excerpt from "Relating the Language Arts" in one of the
Reading Reports in the Teacher'S Notebook explains this:
There is sound research evidence that reading abrlities
will be enhanced when a reading program uses the close
connections between: (1) listening and reading; and (2)
writing and reading (p. 51).
Speech Primarily. The teacher's guides explain that the
readiness book for the PLEHM, Vamos, strongly emphasizes oral language
development and listening comprehension skills as two of the
" ••• skills necessary for enjoying success and independence in reading"
(1-23). Oral language is emphasized throughout the program as students
listen to and discuss the poems in the text read by the teacher and
student volunteers. As is explained in the Reading Report "Relating
the Language Arts", "Throughout the program, teachers are aked to
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assign individuals to prepare oral readings and reports ••• "(p.51).
Besides the oral readings, stUdents are given listening activities
because "Students who receive direct instruction in critical listening
make significantly greater gains in critical listening, critical
reading, and general reading comprehension ••• (p. 51).
Writing.

Writing is also considered important in the PLEHM.

However, there is no writing introduced until the early primary levels
and writing is limited at first: " ••• at a level most appropriate for
first grade, students write a note as follow-up to a selection ••• in
which the main character writes a note"(p. 52). List making and short
responses are also suggested at this level. At the intermediate level,
stUdents write announcements and news stories. Begninning at level
3/1, "students are given specific steps for making their writing more
effective" (p.52). In addition, in the "Enrichment" section of each
unit of the teacher's guide there are " ••• many suggestions for
interesting writing experiences" (p.52). The writing, then, is
introduced in a controlled way.
Oral/written parallel.

There is not, then, evidence in the

Houghton Mifflin Spanish language series of the parallel development
of written and oral language. Instead, oral language receives a
stronger emphasis at first and written language is introduced in a
carefully controlled manner. When students do begin writing they are
given specific steps " ..• to develop the habit of writing accurately
and interestingly" (p. 52).
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Unit of Emphasis
The main unit of emphasis in the PLEHM is the word. There are
three other main units of emphais in this series: units smaller than
syllables, sentences and the story or passage. The units smaller than
syllables and sentences are emphasized because both are used to
identify words. As metioned earlier, through Level 2/2, major phonic
elements are taught: beginning consonant sounds, final consonant
sounds, medial consonant sounds, clusters, beginning vowel sounds, and
final vowel sounds. These phonic skills are applied to the
identification of vocabulary in the structured method described under
"Word Focus". The sentence is the basic unit of meaning that serves as
the context in this structured method of identifying words. Even after
Level 2/2 students are instructed to "use the sounds of letters and
the sense of other words" in the sentences to help them understand new
vocabulary.
The story or passage is the other unit that receives emphasis
in the program. The phonic skill exercises, and the vocabulary
exercises are all meant to prepare the student for the reading of the
student text. If one considers that the "Reading the Selection" part
of each unit is one third of the unit, it stands to reason that the
story or passage can receive no more that one third of the emphasis in
the series. In fact, the "Reading" portion of the "Reading the
Selection" section consists of only one fourth of that section. The
actual reading comes after the "Summary" and "Vocabulary/Concept
Development" and before the "Thinking It Over" section. Therefore, the
reading of the text consists of one twelfth of the lesson.
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Variability of unit of emphasis. Because of the set up of the
units, there is a constant shifting of emphasis in this'series. A look
at Unit 2 in the teacher's guide of Puentes shows how the unit of
emphasis is constantly changing. The listing in Table 18 of sections
of Unit 2 and the corresponding unit of emphasis, makes the shift
clear.
Table lB. Variability of Emphasis.
READING OF THE SELECTION
Section
-Cover and Contents-Magazine One
-Summary of Reading
_Vocabulary/Concept Development
-Reading-Purpose Setting
-Guided Reading
-Oral Reading
-Comprehension
REVIEW AND ENRICHMENT
-Recognition Vocabulary:
Reading New Sentences
-Meaning Vocabulary
Word Association
-Decoding: Recognizing
Base Words
-Decoding: Listening for
Stressed Syllables
-Vocabulary-Related
Activity
-Base Word Game
-Creative Writing
SKILL PREPARATION FOR UNIT
-Decoding:Ending Syllables
-Comprehsion: Identifying
-Topic and Main Idea·

Unit of Emphasis
Chapter
Story
Word, subword,
sentence
Story
Story
Story
Story
Word
Sentence
Word
Word
Word
Subword
Word
Word
Story
Subword
Story

Unit 2, then, focussed both on the word and the story with some
evidence that the subword and sentence are also important. It should
be pointed out that while it appears that the story receives a great
deal of emphasis, some of the comprehension tasks related to the
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stories actually get students to focus on individual sentences and
words.

Meaning
Lexical.

In the PLEHM program, meaning is represented at two

levels: lexical and textual. If meaning is represented at the lexical
level, that means that there is an emphasis on the importance of
understanding words to get meaning from text. According to the
Goodman/Page study (1978), a program that includes "Vocabulary lessons
that help learners associate a word and a meaning, or a word and a
group of possible meanings without the full context of language" are
focussing on the word or lexical meaning (p. 156).
While it could be argued that the PLEHM is not a lexical
program according to the Goodman/Page definition because words are
always presented in the context of a sentence, it could also be argued
that the program is lexical because the understanding of words is
considered essential to understand text. It also is important to note
that words are pretaught in the context of only a single sentence.
Students are not given the opportunity to read a whole text and then
pick out for themselves words they do not understand after having
read.
Textual. There is also meaning found at the textual level in
\

the Houghton Mifflin Spanish language program. The comprehension tasks
and questions that are included in the material reflect an emphaSis on
getting meaning from whole text. However, the kind of meaning should
be considered. While the student texts, expecially after the preprimer
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levels, have examples of interesting, meaningful text, the beginning
levels contain carefully controlled text with much repetition and
little cohesion. Therefore, the meaning is often very narrowly
conceived. An example from the story "La Sorpresa" (-RT-"The
Surprise")in the second preprimer book Amigos (-RT-Friends)
demonstrates the lack of cohesion in the unnatural, repetitive
language. Meaning seems to lie in the words and sentences and the
meaning of the entire text is difficult to understand without the
context of the pictures. In fact, without the pictures, it would be
impossible to predict even the setting of the story (see Figure 106).
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-RT-

Senora
Cruz: jHola, Ana!

Ana:

Hi, Mrs. Cruz!

Mrs Cruz:

Hi, Ana!
Hi, David!
What's this?

Ana:

It's a surprise.

David:

It's a big surprise.
You can't see the surpise

nOK.

jHola, David!
(Que es esto?
Ana: Es una sorpresa.
'David: Es una sorpresa grande.
Usted no puede ver la sorpresa ahora.

-RTDavid:

I'm going to sit here.

Ana:

I'~

Ramon:

I'm going to sit there.

going to sit with you.

David: Me voy a sentar aqui.
Ana: Yo me voy a sen tar contigo.
Ram6n: Yo me voy a sen tar alia.
Linda: Me gusta esta sorpresa grande.

Linda:

I like this big surprise.
It's a good surprise!

jEs una sorpresa buena!

Fig. 106. Limited Texual Meaning.
Student text, Amigos, Level PP/2, pp. 25,26.
Compare these pages with the first page of "Un Regalo para Alicia"
(-RT-"A Gift for Alice"lin the third grade book Ciudades (-RT-Citiesl.
The English translation, provided by the series for teachers,
demonstrates how much more meaning there is in cohesive text that is
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not controlled. In the student text, there is no picture context; yet
the words paint a picture and introduce a story that has cohesion and
offers possiblilites for predictions (see Figure 107).
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A GIIFT FOR ALICIA LORENCA CONSUELO ROSAL
WITH PATRICIA OLiVEREZ .Page276.
Alicia and her grandmother are
very flood friend •• Read the .tory
and find out what happen. to the
apedal 111ft Grandmother give.
Alicia.

• Page 277. "Hold very still now.
Alicia." Grandmother said. "I don't want
to stick you with a pin."
Alicia stood carefuUy on the stool. She
imagined hersellto be made out 01 stone
as Grandmother pinned up the dress she
would wear to her cousin's wedding. Ali·
cia wondered if she would have to ,!.and
still like this during the wedding. She
had never been a flower girl belore and
was really looking lorward to iL "I'D
never be able to wait until Saturday."
she thoughL
"There." Grandmother said as she put
in the last pin. "Now. step down. Come
and look in the mirror."
~ they stood in Iront 01 the long bed·
room mirror. Grandmother put her
hands on AIicia's shoulders. ''What do
you think. Alicia?" she asked.
"Oh, Grandma! It's the most be<lutifuJ
dress I've ever seeIL" She gave her
grondmother a big hug. ''Thank you!
1lIank you lor making it lor me."
''Tomorrow, I'D finish the dress so
that it will be ready lor the wedding on
Saturday."
. "Grandma," Alicia said as she stepped
out 01 the dress. ''What was your wed·
ding like?"
"My wedding?" Grandmother said. "It

was many yean ago, but still I can cIoae
my eye. and remember it as if it were
yesterday... She walked over to the bed·
room closet, took down a lovely old box.
and put it on the bed beside her. Then
she took out an old brown and white
pbotogr:aph and showed it to Alicia.

-Estate quieta, Alicia -Ie dijo su abuela-. No
quiero pincharte con un alfiler.
Alicia se quedo quieta, parada sobre el banco. Fingi6
ser una estatua de piedra para no moverse mientras su
abuela Ie prendfa el vestido con alfileres. Lo estrenarfa
el dfa de la boda de su prima. Alicia se pregunt6 si
tambien iba a tener que quedarse tan quieta durante la
ceremonia. Nunca habfa sido damita de flores en una
boda y la idea la entusiasmaba. "No se c6mo voy a poder esperar a que llegue el sabado", penso,
- Ya esta -Ie dijo su abuela cuando por fin coloco
el ultimo alfiler-. Ahora bajate. Yen a mirarte en el
espejo.
Se para ron las dos frente allargo espejo de la recamara, y su abuela Ie puso las manos sobre los hombros.
-lQue te parece? -Ie pregunto.
-jAy, abuelita! jEs el vestido mas hermoso que he
visto en mi vida! -Alicia Ie dio un fuerte abrazo a su
abuela-. jGracias! Gracias por hacermelo.
-Manana mismo 10 termino para que este listo
para el sabado.
-Abuelita -Ie dijo Alicia al quitarse el vestido-,
lcomo fue tu bod a?
-lMi boda? -dijo su abuela-. Hace ya tantos
anos, pero todavfa puedo cerrar los ojos y recordarlo
todo como si fuera ayer. -Fue al ropero de la recamara, bajo una vieja caja muy linda y la puso sobre la
cama junto a ella. Saco de la caja una foto vieja en tonos de cafe y blanco y se la mostro a Alicia.

277

Fig. 107. Cohesive Text.
Student Textbook. Ciudades, Level 3/1, p. 277.
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Nature of the Text
The text in the PLEHM is a combination of both authentic and
adapted text with a preponderance of adapted text. Both the authentic
and the adapted text come from a well-represented collection of
different types of literature including poetry, fiction, and
nonfiction. The authentic text is mostly poetry. The adapted text
includes all genres- some written specifically for the series, some
translations of text from English, and some adaptations from text
written originally in Spanish.
Authentic.

Authentic text "is natural text that has not been

simplified in any way or translated. It is also text that has been
taken dir'ectly from trade books, works of literature, and non fiction
articles without changes being made. To determine if text in the
series is original, the lists of "Acknowledgements" were examined for
each book. These lists include all text that has been taken from other
sources and notations about adaptations and translations. Almost all
of the authentic text found in the series of eleven books from the
first preprimer book through the Level 5 book is poetry. Of 31
authentic selections found in the eleven books, 27 are poetry. The
remaining three selections are stories about animals that do clever
things. Though only one of the stories is defined by the teacher's
guide as a folktale, all three are similar to folktales.
There are several selections that are listed in
"Acknowledgements" as "translated" but not adapted. In the series
there are eight translated fiction selections that are not adapted. Of
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those, three selections have translations that are done by the authors
themselves or approved by the authors: "Two Piano Tuners" by M.B.
Goffstein, "Fidelia" by Ruth Adams, and "Impossible Possum" by Ellen
Conford. It would seem reasonable to assume, then, that these texts
could be classified under authentic text.
Adapted.

Adapted text is text that is changed from the

original by simplifying vocabulary or sentence structure, by omitting
portions of the text that are judged inappropriate for a particular
audience, or by cutting out large portions of text because of space
limitations. Over half of the PLEHM selections of text are adapted. Of
the fiction and nonfiction text listed under "Acknowledgements" in the
textbooks in the series beginning with the fourth book in the series,
Carreteras (-RT-Highways), Level 2/1, 53 fiction and 12 non fiction
selections are described as "adapted". In fact, all but seven of the
65 adapted selections are listed as both "adapted" and "translated".
Of course, these figures do not include the text that was
written especially for the series by the basal series authors.

That

text, which is the major part of the beginning level books: is written
with specifications in mind for incorporating skills, and controlling
vocabulary and sentence structure. If one can assume that all the text
in the first four books, with the exception of poetry, is this type of
unnatural adapted text, then the total adapted selections includes 78
adapted fiction stories and 21 adapted non-fiction selections for a
total of 99 adapted selections in the series. There are 170 fiction
and non fiction texts in the series from Preprimer 1 to Level 5.
Therefore, at least 58t. of the text can be said to be adapted and
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controlled.

Of course, these figures assume that after the fourth

book, none of the text is adapted unless indicated in
"Acknowlegements". This assumption is a doubtful one at best so the
figures below are conservative because they do not include that text
written by basal authors after the first four books. Table 19 outlines
the figures to clarify them.
TABLE SUMMARY (calculated from total

~

selections of 170)

FICTION

NON FICTION

TOTAL

ADAPTED TEXT
LEVELS 211-5

53

12

65

481.

ADAPTED AND
TRANSLATED TEXT

47

11

58

431.

ASSUMED ADAPTED
FIRST FOUR BOOKS

25

9

34

1001.

TOTAL ADAPTED TEXT

78

21

99

581.

Table 19. Adapted Text in PLEHM.
Criteria for adaptation.

The major criteria for adaptation

used is probably word frequency though other criteria do play some
part. The Reading Report on "Readability" in the Teacher's Notebook
explains that the Houghton Mifflin program does not depend on
" ••• oversimplified, two-factor readability formulas" (p.15), but
instead is " ••• built on a complex, interactive, definition of
readability"(p.14). Therefore, the Houghton Mifflin series uses a
three-fold approach to determining what text to include in a series:
expert judgment, field testing, and controlled introduction of
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vocabulary, concepts, and reading skills. According to the readability
report, " ••• only the highest quality literature" is chosen by experts
in children's literature. Different text selections are field tested
" ••• to be sure that selections are very likely to be understood and
enjoyed by children given a developmental level". Vocabulary is
"restricted" ••• "at the earliest levels", and text is analyzed for
"reading skills they require U (p. 14).
The materials in this series, especially at the beginning
levels, are controlled by word frequency. The discussion of this
vocabulary control in the "Language" and "Meaning" sections of this
chapter, points out the problems of controlling vocabulary. Though the
control does exist, it should be pointed out that much of the text
after the preprimer levels seems to be chosen because it is
interesting and appealing to children and because it is especially
relevant to Spanish speaking children in this country. The adaptation
for vocabulary control and skills mastery seems to be secondary to the
content of the reading when selection of text materials is considered.
Criteria for selection.

With only a few exceptions, the

PLEHM includes a full representation of minorities, different classes,
different cultures, different social contexts, and different role
models. Besides representing each of the above, the series includes a
representative selection of Hispanic literature that includes
literature, history, and/or traditions about Hispanics in the United
States, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Central and South America, and Spain.
Minorities, social classes, culture, social contexts, and role models
are represented in different kinds of genre: trade book stories,
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myths, legends, folktales, fairy tales, portions of short stories,
portions of novels, and different kinds of expository writing.
Throughout the series different minorities are depicted in the
illustrations: Blacks, Hispanics, Orientals, Native Americans, poor
people, elderly people, fat people, and handicapped people. The issues
involved with being a minority person are also addressed in the text
in some of the stories. For example, In Carreterras, the Level 2/1,
Grade 2 book, two stories deal with poor children and minorities. In
"Gafas" (-RT-Glasses) two young boys, one black and the other
Hispanic, find a large pair of costume glasses in a junk heap in the
slums. Just as the two friends begin to enjoy themselves, an older
gang of boys comes along and tries to take away the glasses. The story
tells how the two younger boys get away with the glasses from the
gang. In the other story, "La bicicleta de Javier", an Hispanic boy
living in a housing project wants desperatly to have a bicycle. When
he finds a broken one in a junk truck, Hr. Chan, a neighbor, fixes it
in exchange for some help from Javier.
In Banderas (-RT-Flags), the Level 5 book, the true story of
Stephen Hawking, a severly handicapped astronomer is told. The story
tells of Hawking's early success as a brillant scientist, of his
discovery that he has multiple sclerosis, his deep depression, and his
struggles to overcome his handicap.
Another story in the same book "La anciana sabia" (-RT-"The
Wise Old Woman") deals with the problem of ignoring the elderly. In
this story, all the old people are banned from a Japanese village
because they are "useless." One loyal son hides his old mother who
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saves the village at the end of the story because she has knowledge
none of the young people in the village possess. A final example, is
the story uSaukin" about Carl, a boy of German Jewish and Acoman
Indian descent. In the excerpt in the Level 5 book, Carl, who is
visiting his mother's Acoman village for the summer, confronts his
cousin who has avoided him all summer. His cousin finally admits that
he has avoided Carl because of a bad experience he had with an Anglo
friend who was prejudiced against Indians. These selections and others
confront some of the issues that arise in real life and offer an
opportunity for readers to discuss them.
Though all textbooks contain selections that depict characters
as being from the middle class, characters are also found from
economically lower middle and lower classes.

In the Level 3 book,

Mares (-RT-Seas), "Precio Final" (-RT-Final Price) is about a girl who
wants to go to the fair but needs forty dollars. Her mother is a
single parent and " •.• no tienen dinero de sobra"(p.263). (-RT- ••. they
don't have money to spare). In the other Level 3 book, Ciudades
(-RT-Cities), Marcos is disappointed in'the story "Un DCa
Fant~stico"

(-RT-"A Fantastic Day") when he cannot go to the town

festival. His aunt, who was going to take him, had to work, and his
parents have a fruit stand on the Florida coastline that they have to
run. Marcos misses the festival but finds acclaim while helping his
parents at the stand. "EI c:ampeon"(-RT-"The Champion") in the fifth
grade book, Banderas, is about a poor Basque boy, Emilio, whose dream
is to become a famous jai alai player. His family has a small farm and
there is so little money he cannot buy the equipment to play. "Sus
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padres trabajaban duro, y Emilio

y

sus hermanos mayores tambien ••• no

quedaba dinero para lujos". (-RT- His parents worked hard and so did
Emilio and his older brothers ••• there was no money for luxuries.)
Different cultures are also depicted in the. Houghton Mifflin
series. Some customs and history appear in nonfiction articles, some
in fiction, and some in fantasy. In the last two books there are
nonfiction articles about the lives of Benito Juarez, the Mexican
Indian hero who became president; Jose Clemente Orozco, the famous
Mexican muralist, Cabeza de Vaca, a New World explorer, the Mexican
Ballet Folklorico, and the Great South American dam at Itaipu. The
same two books contain historical fiction about Mexican pueblos in the
early 1900's and the immigration of Mexicans to the United States at
that time. There are also other types of fiction: a fantasy about a
coqui, the Puerto Rican tiny frog, travelling to New York City; an
adventure of Miguel Chavez, a Mexican boy living with his family on
their sheep ranch in New Mexico; an heroic tale of a New Zealand girl
who swims to the next island to save her people; and a mystery story
about a girl living on the coast of Nova Scotia.
In other books there are also other cultures· represented. in
Puentes (-RT- Bridges), Leve12/2, there is one story of a Navajo girl
taking on responsibilities for the first time and another about a girl
living in Haiti who finds a baby donkey. In Ciudades (-RT- Cities),
Level 3/1, there is an

Afri~an

folktale, a story of a Japanese

American girl with a chicken who understands Japanese, and another
story of a Guatemalan and a Mexican girl comparing cultures. The Level
3/2 book, Mares (-RT-Seas) contains a traditional story from India, a
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story of a young girl in Africa, a Japanese folktale, a narrative
about a grandmother in a California city teaching her granddaughter
her Mexican heritage, and an experience of a Chicano boy is a United
States city. These stories are representative of those found
throughout the series.
Different roles are depicted in the series in different social
contexts. Characters in fiction and non fiction are found at home, in
school, at play, in the city streets, in suburban homes, in high rise
apartments, in tiny villages, at the market, in a grocery store, at
the library, in the country, in the jungle, in the desert, at fairs,
at races, and even in caves. Males and females in the stories are
depicted carrying out non traditional roles: a father takes care of
house plants; a boy loves cats; a girl is the heroine of the coed
soccer team; boys play violins and girls drums; a boy reads a young
girl a story; a boy is a concerned babysitter, and a girl saves her
village. Minorities are depicted as successful people: Cambodian and
Mexican children research maps in a library; a black doctor makes
great strides in medical history; a handicapped man is the best in the
world in his field; a poor woman and her handicapped son become the
most respected fishermen in the village; the son of Hispanic fruit
stand vendors is an artist; a poor African girl invents a useful toy;
and two minority children in the slums outsmart a large gang of older
boys.
The PLEHM program represents societal differences well. The
narratives are interesting and realistic. The variety of
representation offers children an exposure that is necessary in our
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diverse society. The representation of Hispanic culture and customs is
especially desireable for this Spanish series. For a Spanish language
basal series, the Houghton Mifflin series offers broad representation
of minorities, different classes, different cultures, different social
contexts, and different role models.

Translation
As already discussed, much of the Houghton Mifflin Spanish
language basal reading program is translated. According to the
"Acknowledgements" 65 fiction and non-fiction selections in the series
are both adapted and translated. In addition, of the selections listed
under "Acknowledgements", 9 are translated only. Therefore, there are
74 fiction and nonfiction texts that are either adapted and translated
or only translated in the PLEHM program. Therefore, 44% of the text is
translated from English to Spanish.
Several of the translated selections are texts used in the
English language Houghton Mifflin series. In fact, 29 fiction and
nonfiction texts translated in the Houghton Mifflin Spanish language
series are the same texts used in either the 1981 or 1986 Houghton
Mifflin English reading programs. Several of the texts representing
the Hispanic cultUre and other cultures are stories which originally
appeared in the 1981 English reading series. Those texts with the
culture or country represented in parenthesis, include "Josefina
February" (Haiti), "Yagua Days" (Puerto Rico), "Anansi, the African
Spider"(African ashanti folklore), "The Rooster Who Understood
Japanese" (Japanese American), "Grandmother's Corn" (Mexican
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American), "Dance of the Animals" (Puerto Rico), "Josephine's
'Magination"(Africa), "The Magic Pumpkin" (India), "The Spider, the
Cave, and the Pottery Bowl" (Native American), " ••• And Now Miguel"
(Mexican American), "Saukin" (Jewish and Native American), and "The
Wise Old Woman" (Japan).
Natural translation.

The translation of the stories from

English to Spanish is natural. Rather than trying to translate word
for word as was done in the Scott Foresman series, the gist of the
messages are translated. For example, in "The Spell of the Fog", a
text in the 1981 Houghton Mifflin Level L reader, Banners,

the first

paragraph in English is one sentence, "From the time she was a baby in
her cradle, Greta had loved the fog" (p. 121). The Spanish translation
in LevelS, Banderas (-RT-Flags) is two sentences, "A Greta Ie
encantaba la niebla. Siempre Ie habla gustado, desde cuando era bebita
en la cuna" (p. 85). (-RT- Greta loved the fog. She had always liked
it, since she was a baby in the cradle.) The sense of both texts is
the same but the translation into Spanish is more natural and literary
than it would have been in a word for word translation.
One of the translations that did seem unnatural was a text in
Level 2/2, Puentes, (-RT- Bridges). The story, "Tanttn, el rat6n
valiente" (Tantin, the Brave Mouse), is about a mouse in shining
armor. However when the English version was found, it became clear why
the translation seemed stilted. The vocabulary of the story about a
mouse-knight in shining armor is unusual in any language. (see Figure
108). The vocabulary is probabaly unusual for Spanish and English
speaking children in the United States. This story, then, is an
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exception, perhaps in both languages. In general, the translations
into Spanish are natural.

PipSqueak
Mouse -in Shining Armor.
by ROBERT KRAUS

In all of Mousedom, there never lived
a braver mouse than Pip Squeak, MOllse
in Shining Armor.
Pip Squeak was the true enemy
of all dragonflies. On his green toad, Hopper,
he spent his days going after every dragonfly
he saw. But after a while, dragonflies were

Tatin,

el raton valiente
Robert Kraus

too easy and Pip Sqlleak longed to fight
a real dragon.

En toda Ratilandia, nunca habia vivido un
raton mas valiente que Tatin, Raton de
_ la Resplandeciente Armadura. .
~~
TaUn cazaba libelulas. Montado sobre
su sapo, Salton, se pasaba el dia detras
de cada libelula que veia. Pero despues
~ de un tiempo las libelulas ya Ie resultaban
demasiado faciles y TaUn queria luchar
con un verdadero dragon.
1\

I

Fig. 108. Unnatural Text. Puentes,
Level 2/2. p. 153. (Spanish), Towers, p. 208 (English).
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Learning
View of Learning
Mentalism.

In the different parts of the Hougton Mifflin

materials, different views of learning are reflected. Mentalism is
reflected in the overall philosophy, in workbook exercises, and in the
direct teaching suggestions of the teacher's manual. In their 1978
study, Goodman and Page sum up the ways a mentalistic view of learning
is reflected in educational materials:
Mentalism emcompasses much of what is common sensically
thought of as learning in relation to teaching. Exercises,
training, letting the child develop, and acquiring new ideas
~re familiar phrases in reading instructional literature
that reflects the traditions and expectations of teachers
and the public, and in turn the marketing approaches that
underlie our instructional material (p. 161).
The Houghton Mifflin series, as all of the Spanish language
basal series, reflects the philosophy that teachers can and should
teach students how to read and that proper training and enough
exercises will lead to reading success. A sentence in the first part
of all the Spanish language Houghton Mifflin teacher's guides
expresses this mentalistic point of view:
Programa de Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin is
built upon ••• systematic developmental skills, comprehension
monitoring, independent decoding strategies, strong
authorial direction, and high literary quality, ••• with
ample opportunities for reteaching, review, and
reinforcement provided every step of the way (p 1-9).
This statement includes the ideas of what a mentalistic view is as
expressed by Goodman and Page. Skills develop under strong direction
and with careful control.
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Behavioristic.

Exercises that call for an appropriate

response and lead to the acquisition of habits reflect behaviorism.
Text can also reflect a behaviorist view if it contains repetitive
vocabulary and sentence structures as already discussed under
"Language is habit". In the PLEHM, decoding exercises include the
search for meaning, but they also include a lot of habit forming
activities. For example, in the teacher's manual for the second
preprimer book, Amigos (-RT- Friends), a teacher is instructed to give
the following instructions in one part of a decoding lesson:
Have the word oso (bear) identified. Point to the letter
o and have it identified. Remind children that the sound
for ~ is the sound they hear at the beginning of the word
~. Have children say the word aloud and ask them to
listen for the beginning sound (p.45).
It is assumed that familiarity with the letter and sound will lead to
mastery.
When there is one correct response expected, there is also
reflection of the behavioristic view of learning. The teaching of
sight vocabulary is a clear example of the stimulus-response kind of
learning (see Figure 109). In this example, teachers simply give
?tudents practice in sight recognition until they master the words.

a
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2

Repasoy
enriquecimiento

2

Review and

Enrichment

Repaso

Review

Consolidacion del vocabulario

Vocabulary Reinforcement

II Reconocimiento del vocabulario:
Como distinguir entre palabras

iii Recognition Vocabulary:

~

Hue.lre

1.
2.
3.
4.

con
lortug,
quiuJ
nOJolra.

cornr conrjo
It

/u

qUI
md,r

quirro
no

Seliale la fila 1 y piela a un nilio que busque la palabra corrtr.
Si cI nilio !triala una palabra incorrecta. escriba con letra de
molde eSl palabra y la palabra cornr. una encima de la otra.
Ayude 011 nilio a descubrir las diferencias entre las dos palabras.
Silla el mismo proeedimiento con las otras filas de palabras.
Verilicacion de paJabras a reconoeer de inmediato: 2. Iu: 3. que:
4. nruolros
Cuademo de eJerclclo.

P~gina

Discriminating Among Words
~

Display

1. with
2. turtl,!
3. mayb"

4. _

to run
you
that
to swim

robbit
your
I wont
no

Point to row 1 and ask a child to find the word carrel'
(to run). If the child points to the wrong word, print
that word and the word carreT, one· above the other.
Help Ihe child discover the diHerences between the
two words.
Follow the some procedure with the remaining rows of
words. Words to be checked for inslant recognilion:
2. /u (you), 3. que (thai), 4. nosOlras (we)

14

Workbook Page 14

II Estudio del vocabulario: Palabras
de significado semejante
Escriba en el pizarron con letra de molde 101 palabra mirJr:
identiiiqueia ~. halla que los nilios la di~an en voz alta. Seriale
que ''''1' signilica ca.si 10 mismo que mIlOlJ'. E.'IJllique que muchas
palabras significan ca.si 10 mismo.
Escriba en el pizarron con letra de molde las palabras burna.
quizas y tqulpo. Di~a a los nilios que elias ya han aprendido
.. leer esas palabras. Seliale la palabra burna y pldales que la
identifiquen. Diga a los nilios que presten atencion a una
palabrOl que significa ca.si 10 mismo que butno. mientras usted
'Iee una orJcion.

. &I Meaning Vocobulary: Words with
Similar Meaning
Print mirar (to look) on the chalkboard, identify it, and
have children read the word aloud. Point out Ihot vel'
(to see) means almost the some Ihing as mirar. Explain
that many words mean almost the some thing.
Print Ihe words buena (good), quizos (maybe), and
equipo (learn) on the chalkboard. Tell children that
these are words they hove learned to read. Paint to
buena and have it identified. Tell children to listen for
a word that means almost the some Ihing as buena as
you say a sentence.

Unidad :l'U"" 3 • Amigos 110·14) • 65

Fig. 109. Word Recognition Exercise.
Teacher's Manual,Amigos, p. 65.
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Cognitive.

According to Goodman and Page (1978), cognitivism

is reflected when "Teaching seeks to promote an essential insight
rather than a response to a situation" (p. 163). In these programs,
there is a focus on meaning, and individual responses are accepted in
some cases. There is some evidence in the PLEHM of both a focus on
meaning, though it is narrowly conceived, and the acceptance of
individual meaning. Comprehension strategies or skills are taught with
the intent of helping students find meaning in text. Table 16, found
under "Comprehension Tasks" above, shows that comprehension tasks do
receive some emphasis in testing and workbooks of the Houghton Mifflin
program.
There also is evidence of acceptance of individual meaning. As
already has been discussed under "Knowledge Construction", 10% of the
comprehension questions surveyed in the PLEHM were knowledge
construction questions. Though the description of the PLEHM program in
the teacher's guide as a program that " ••. stresses reading for
meaning ••• teaches comprehension and thinking skills and develops
independent readers" may promise more than is delivered, there is
evidence of attempts to draw on students' cognitive abilities.
Social and personal.

K. Goodman (1986) explains that

"Language learning is a process of social and personal invention. Each
person invents language allover again in trying to communicate with
the world" (p. 18). Goodman goes on to explain that adults do not
really teach language but help shape the development of language by
responding to learners in social situations.

Learners, in turn, learn

language in risk free environments where they make hypotheses and test
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them. A basal reading program that reflects this view of learning
would not really teach reading but instead respond to learners as they
test their hypotheses about the reading process.
The PLEHM assumes that reading must be taught. There are
skills and vocabulary that need to be taught in order for the learner
to read. Though the program does include materials that draw on the
learner's background knowledge and encourage the learner to set
personal purposes for reading, language is not viewed as " ••• a process
of social and personal invention." Instead, reading is assumed to be a
skill that all people acquire in the same way if the proper steps are
taken.

View of the Learner
Passive, Dependent, and Controlled.

Because the PLEHM

materials reflect the view that learning to read is achieved in the
same way for all students, it imposes a set program on learners.
Students do not make personal choices or take risks. Instead, most of
the materials require that teachers teach and students passively
receive the instruction and practice the skills in a 'controlled
sequence. An overview of the sections of one typical unit in the Level
3/2, Mares (-RT-Seas), teacher's guide points up what is considered
necessary to teach learners:
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READING THE SELECTION "Josephine's 'MaginationU
Summary
Preparation
Vocabulary/Concept Development
Remind Students: Comprehension: Noting Correct Sequence
Readi ng .
Purpose Setting/Silent Reading
Guided Reading
Thinking It Over
Comprehension
Additional Questions
Vocabulary
Write About a Sequence of Events
Oral Reading
REVIEW AND ENRICHMENT
Review
Vocabulary Reinforcement: Recognition Vocabulary
Skills: Comprehension: Following Directions
Enrichment
Vocabulary-Related Activities
Skill-Related Activities
Selection-Related Activities
SKILL PREPARATION FOR UNIT 4
Reference and Study
Making a Survey
Guided Skill Practice
(pp. 44-65)
Out of 25 activities suggested in the unit under the different
headings, in 19 teachers teach specific points for students to
practice, or they guide reading by asking literal questions. Students'
actions and responses are controlled by the teacher's instructions and
the materials.
Active and Full of Potential.

Student potential and

involvement in reading is promised in the Houghton Mifflin teacher's
guides:
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Learning to love reading can be as easy as turning the page.
Programa de Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin helps
students become enthusiastic readers by giving them the
opportunity to read a wide variety of excellent literature,
right from the start. In fact, within the first few months
of first grade, students are already reading award-winning
children's stories (p. 1-11).
However, the PLEHM program also claims to be responsible for students'
success in reading. Therefore, the activities that are included in the
materials are imposed on students in order to teach them to read. As
noted in the overview of the unit above, all but six of the activities
in the lesson on "Josehine's 'Magination", assume that stUdents must
be taught skills and vocabulary in a step by step manner in order to
read. Even the six activities that encourage students to draw on their
own knowledge and strength are still teacher led, but students have
the opportunity to become actively and personally involved in those
activities.
In the first section, "Reading the Selection", there are two
parts that are not simply following directions and finding responses
in the text. Under "Vocabulary/ Concept Development" teachers receive
the following instructions: "Ask students what imagination is. Invite
them to give examples of imagination (p. 45)." These instructions are
followed by ideas of how to stimulate discussion and explain
imagination. Under "Thinking It Over" stUdents are asked four
interpretive questions that require them to draw on personal
understanding. Students also are required to become actively involved
in the writing assignment which they are asked to share with the
class. Under "Enrichment" students are asked to write an advertisement
for the dolls Josephine designed, to complete stories that have been
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started, and to use their imagination to create something with
classroom objects. In the "Skill Preparation" section, students are
encouraged in the summary to "tell in their own words what they have
learned about making a survey and how this will help them when they
read" (p. 65). Though the learner at least brings personal knowledge
to these tasks, it could be argued that these activities also
represent a passive view of the learner because the learner has to
follow the lead of the instructions.

Teaching
Teacher's Role
The teacher is always in control of what activities students
do, when they do them, and how they do them.

The teacher's guides not

only instruct teachers about what to do but also provide teachers with
a script to tell them what to say. The teacher is like a technican who
is handed the instructions and the equipment to do the job as
directed. This view of the teacher is exemplified in the Teacher's
Notebook instructions under "Using Your Teacher's Guide": "You need to
be thoroughly familiar with this Guide in order to use its resources
to help you make the decisions required for effective reading
instruction" (p.41. The teacher is not considered an educated
professional who knows how best to help students with the reading
process. Instead, the teacher is instructed to depend on the materials
in the guide. The teacher dictates what students are to do and judges
their perfomance through materials provided by the program.
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Pedagogical

Approaches

As discussed in the second chapter, there are several
traditional approaches to the teaching of Spanish reading. The PLEHM
does not employ any of the methods listed in the SPPI exclusively. The
two methods that do fit somewhat into the materials are the phonetiC
and the integrated methods. Students are taught a strategy to identify
words that includes learning sound/letter correspondences (see Program
Focus, this chapter).
The PLEHM also attempts to help students integrate the cueing
systems of language to find meaning in text. strategies for using the
graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic systems of language are taught.
Students are encouraged to set purposes for reading, draw upon their
past experiences, and practice predicting strategies. However, as
disscussed under "Integrated Use of the Cueing System", the controlled
nature of a basal reading program does not allow for those systems to
come together naturally. The strategies are taught in a sequence
determined by the textbook

writer~.

The intent of the series is to

integrate the series, but it is questionable if the result is an
integrated approach.
Teaching Strategies.

The PLEHM introduces two reading

strategies related to those listed in the SPPI under the heading of
"Reference and Study". The first is IPL, inspeccion (-RT- look over),
preguntas, (-RT-questions), and lectura (-RT-reading). In English this
is "SQR": survey, question, and read.

The method is introduced in the

Level 4 teacher's guide by an explanation of the purpose of the
method. UToday you will learn a method of studying that involves more
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than just reading. By using this method, you can get more out of your
lessons

U

(p.60).

The second strategy is IPLRR, inspeccion (-RT-Iook over),
preguntas (-RT-questions), lectura (-RT-reading), recitacion
(-RT-reciting), and repaso (-RT-review). This strategy is suggested
particularily to help students study for tests. Both of the methods
are intended

~o

help students predict and think about what they read.

In fact, making predictions is a major stategy that is emphasized
throughout the series.
Language experience activities and Sustained Silent Reading
are not included in the materials. The series introduces writing from
part to whole. Students practice recognizing individual letters first,
then they write words that are labels. After they have copied whole
sentences, they are allowed to generate their own lists and short
notes at Level 1/2. Though silent reading of sections of text is
suggested in the teacher's guides and the sections

de~ignated

for

silent reading become longer as students move up levels, the reading
is always guided reading.

Grouping
Most of the PLEHM program includes activities that are meant
either for an ability group or for individuals. The teacher's guides
all include a section called""Getting started in Programa de Lectura
en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin. In this section four steps are listed
for teachers to follow; "1. Get to know your Teacher's Guide. 2. Get
to know your Teacher's Notebook. 3. Determine initial placement level
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for each student. 4. Organize your instructional groups" (p.I-24).
Each unit in the teacher's guides includes instruction to the groups
and individual practice in workbooks. Often, the "Enrichment
Activities" are suggested as whole class or group activities. For
example, in the Level 4 teacher's guide, an activity suggested in Unit
20 is to "Help students plan a class kite-flying day. Students should
work in groups to design and build kites ••• arrange a day when the
class can fly them outside" (p.480). In the same teacher's guide in
Unit 11, it is suggested that students, who have just read a story
about a children's soccer team, research famous athletes and that
"Students may work individually or in groups" (p.262). Often art
activities are suggested that might invovle a whole class. For
example, in Fiestas, Level 1/1, Units 13 and 14 include three such
activities: (1) Make a Rainy Days, Sunny Days Bulletin Board, (2) Make
a Classroom Weather Chart, and (3) Make a Dragon Mural.
However, it must be kept in mind that these whole class and group
activities are suggested only under the "Enrichment" section.

Basal Organization
The PLEHM is organized to some degree around all four of the
categories listed on the SPPI: linguistic considerations, literature,
technical information, and content units. Linguistic considerations
are evident in the first three books, the preprimers, which contain
text with carefully controlled vocabulary. Stories are constrained by
the limited vocabulary and controlled sentence structure. However, the
text is not controlled by the same kinds of linguistic contraints
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found in syllabic method textbooks discussed in Chapter b. Recoding
skills are worked on through Level 2/2, but the text of the stories is
not obviously constrained by the sound being practiced. The first
stories do always contain sounds worked on. For example, in Sonrisas
(-RT-Smiles), the first preprimer book, the second story is "El barco"
(-RT-"The Boat"). The teacher's guide works on beginning Sounds
~

0

and

in preparation for this story. The fourth page of text for the story

contains three examples of the intial
However, initial

~

and

~

~

and

~

(see Figure 110).

do not ordinarily go together when isolated

sounds are being taught. Those sounds could be the ones emphasized
because the story is one translated from English and those sounds do
appear in the Spanish translation. It could also be possible that the
text of the story determined what sounds to teach rather than the
sounds determining the text.
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jOso!

jSf va!

jNo podemos ir!
No va.

Yo puedo ayudar.
Podemos ir.

-RT-

-Rt-

Bear!
We can't go.
lt \'Ion't go.

Yas, it will go!
I can help.
We can go.

-RT-

Oso ~an't help.
The boat won't go.

Fig. 110. Linguistic Considerations.
Student Textbook, Sonrisas, Level PPll, p.15.
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Technical information is also important to the organization of
the basal series. The Scope and Sequence charts carefully list the
skills and the order in which they are taught under four headings:
Decoding/Phonics, Comprehension, Reference and Study, and Literary
Skills. In the PLEHM Decoding/Phonics skills are included in the Scope
and Sequence through level 2/2. Reference and Study and Literary
Skills are introduced at level 3/1, and Comprehension Skills are
sequenced throughout the series. The rationale for the ordering of
skills, however, is not clear and is not discussed in any of the
materials.
Literature is a major consideration in the PLEHM. The
teacher's guides stress this claim:
Each Student's Reader is also a literary anthology, and
the Hispanic literary tradition is well represented at
every level. There are many stories set in Latin America
locales, and many others that take place in towns and
neighborhoods in the United States familiar to many
Hispanic children (p.I-10)
The PLEHM program does include a

~ariety

of selections that Hispanic

children can relate to from the first book to the last. The preprimer
book, Level PP/1, includes a story entitled "Juan en EI Paso" (-RTJohn in EI Paso), which includes photos of an Hispanic boy going to
and at school. Though the

te~t

of four pages includes only eight short

sentences, the theme of the story and the pictures would be something
that many Hispanic children could relate to. The other two preprimers
contain expository texts with photographs of Hispanics too. One text
is about a school festival on a Mexican national holiday and the other
about an Hispanic family going to the park for a picnic.
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There are different kinds of articles about the Hispanic
culture including fiction, historical fiction, biographies, folklore,
and factual articles about animals and places in the Hispanic world.
As mentioned under "Language", few of these texts, with the exception
of poetry, are written originally in Spanish and most of those have
been adapted for the series. Nevertheless, the series is organized
with a strong emphasis on the inclusion of Hispanic cultural
materials.
There is also a kind of overall content organization to this
series. Each of the books, after the first three preprimers, is
divided into magazines. Each magazine contains stories, skill

lessons~

poetry, and non-fiction articles. The titles for the textbooks provide
a central theme and the magazines include stories that expand that
theme in some way. For example, the Level 3/2 text, Mares (-RT-Seas)
centers around the theme of stories that take students to "faraway
places and new adventures." At the end of the first magazine, students
are asked to compare how the main characters, who experience very
different adventures in different parts of the world, used their
imaginations. In the second magazine students are asked to describe
what surprising things characters in the different stories had
discovered. In the final magazine for that book, students are asked to
compare the problems characters in different selections had
encountered upon moving to a' new place. This organization seems
logical, and yet it seems to be loose enough to allow for flexibility
if revised editions are put out later.
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Reading Problems
At the end of each teacher's guide there is a section
entitled, "Lecciones de reensefianza" (-RT- Reteaching Lessons).
Teachers can administer criteron-referenced tests provided by Houghton
Mifflin for each magazine and then reteach skills that students have
trouble with on the tests. Since the skills tested are specific and
the lessons are organized around those specific skills, there is no
change of focus when problems with reading are approached. The skills
considered important by the series writers are those tested and those
are the ones for which there are reteaching lessons provided.

Approach to Problems
Label students for special help.

In "Using Programa de

Lectura en Espanol", a booklet found in the Teacher's Notebook, the
placement of students into levels is explained in five steps: (1)
Review student's past records to get information about previous
placement because the records may alert teachers "to needs and
problems of individual students" (p.21'. (2) Administer the Houghton
Mifflin "Group Placement Inventory" to the class as a whole. (3)
Compare student records with the results of the "Group Placement
Inventory". (4) Administer the "Informal Reading Inventory" in cases
where placement is "not obvious". (5) Observe students carefully.
"Notice recurring problems with vocabulary or difficulties with
understandings that are prerequisites to new skill learning" (p. 22).
These steps reflect a philosophy of labeling a student for special
help.
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Placement of students into different levels, the most obvious
way to label students, is done in the K-l levels through the "Ready
steps Language Survey". This instrument, explained in the Teacher's
Notebook, is " ••• an individually administered instrument that
evaluates children's oral language proficiency in ten
prereading/languge areas" (p.21).
After Level 1, the PLEHM offers the IRI (Informal Reading
Inventory) which is "an individually admiistered instrument designed
to establish the reading level at which a student can best benefit
from teacher-directed reading instruction" (p. 11). The Hougton
Mifflin IRI is somewhat related to a miscue analysis procedure but has
important differences. As in miscue analysis, the evaluator marks
where the reader's oral reading differs from the written text.
However, this is perhaps the only real similarity. When the IRI is
administered, students are not given full texts but instead portions
of texts found in the series. These texts are chosen one or two levels
below their estimated reading level. Before the reading begins,
teachers doing the IRI read a short passage that is meant to draw on
students' background and set a purpose for the reading, and specific
comprehension questions are asked after the reading. In miscue
analysis stUdents are given full texts usually a bit above the
estimated reading level. There is no preparation for the reading and
students generally do a retelling when finished with the reading.
In an IRI each miscue, called an error, is marked. Rather than
evaluating the "errors" to determine how they interfere with getting
meaning from the text, all deviations from the written text are
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counted as errors and counted against the reader. Figure 111 shows the
marking of a passage used as an example for teachers.

Rano estaba en ~ jardin.
Sapo fue a visitarlo.
- jQue bonito jardin tienes. Rano!
-dijo Sapo.
-Gracias -dijo Rano-. Es mu\'

-tt--tr-tra.tc.bcr.

bonito. pero me dio mucho ~

-Cuanto me gustaria tener un jardin
-dijo Sapo.
-Pues. toma. Aqui tienes unas semillas

pero

para sembrar flores."Las tienes que sembrar
en la tierra -dijo Rano-. y dentro de

Due"

un"tiempo tendras tu jardin.
-iCuanto tiempo? -pregunto Sapo.
-Poquito -contesto Rano.
Sapo como a su casa.
.§embro las semillas de las flores.
- Vamos. semillitas -Ies dijo-.
empiecen a crecer.
Sapo camino de un lade a otro por un
rato. Pero las plantitas no saHan.

-RTFrog was in his (the) garden.
Toad ~ent to visit him.
"What a pretty garden you have, Frog!'
said Toad.
aThank you,· said Frog. It is very pretty
but it 9ave me a lot of work (tried).
sHow 1 would like to have a garden' said
Toad.
DWell, take (these). Here are some seeds
to plant some flowers. (But) You have to
plant them in the ground.' said Frog, and
within (quite) a little while, you Nill
have a garden.'
uHow much time? asked Toad.
"R little whileD answered Frog.
Sapo ran to his house •
He planted the seeds of the flowers.
"Come on, seeds,· he told them, Ubegin
to grow.Toad w~ed from one side to the other for
a while. But the little plants did not
cOllie up.

Fig. 111. Informal Reading Inventory. Teachers Notebook, p.16.
In the IRI example, the reader substituted one word that did
not make sense in the sentence, trabajo (-RT- work). However, had this
been a part of a miscue analysis, the other errors and the repetition
would not be counted as miscues resulting in loss of meaning because
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the miscues do not result in a meaning loss. To say that Frog was in
the garden instead of his garden is acceptable. It is possible that
Frog could have said to Toad, " But you have to plant them in the
ground" because Toad did not know much about gardens and how they
grow. To add buen (-RT-good) in front of tiempo (-RT-time) emphasizes
in Spanish that it takes quite a while for something to grow. The
repetition of the same words at the beginning of the sentences would
not be coded as a miscue unless the intonation pattern was different.
The fact that all five of the miscues are marked and counted as errors
reflects the view that reading is word calling and needs to be without
error in order to get meaning. Students who do not do well on the IRI
are placed in lower level books where they can practice reading
without making any "errors".
Once students are placed at different levels, suggestions are
made in "Using Programa de Lectura en

Espa~ol"

pace for different students. Figure 112

for the adjustment of

shows one page of the

suggestions for "Below Average", "Average" and "Above Average"
stUdents. The "Below Average" stUdents

~re

given more behavioristic

activities and practice that has less meaning than what is suggested
for above average students. "Above Average" students " ••• do not need
all the questions but need to develop higher level" and can discuss
selections without having the teacher lead. These suggestion reflect
the phenomenon in education of the "rich getting richer" with
creative, meaningful, interesting activities and the "poor getting
poorer" with repetitive, less meaningful tasks.
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-Reading
Purpose SeHing/
Silent Reading
Oral Reading/
Comprehension
Checks

• Students will need D Encourage students • Encourage students
comprehension
to make or write
townte
checks.
predic1ions based
predic1ions.
on purpose seHing.
• Silent reading of a
• Students can read
page i. critical.
• Oral reading at
the whole story
every page is not
and should be
a Oral rereading to
necessary.
encouraged
to do
prove answers to
10.
Then discuss.
questions is impor.
Minimum oral
tont to check
reading needed.
comprehension.

Thinking It Over
Comprehension
Questions
Vocabulary
Writing/Language/
Thinking Skills

• Slower students
need all types of
questions.

a Wait for student
response.

a Use prompts so
that students find
the right answer.

a Writing assign.
ments may be
begun as a group
experience.
a Have students
keep a notebook
of new words.
Literary Skill
Oral Reading

All questions may • Advanced student.
not be essential.
do nat need all
Encourage inferen·
questions but need
tial and critical
to develop higher
thinking skills.
level.
• Refer to Writing
a Have students in
Steps before each
groups discuss the
writing assignment.
selec1ion rather
Also encourage
than conduc1ing a
students to share
teacher· led
writing.
discussion.
a Have students
a Students should be
keep 0 notebook
encouraged to
of new words plus
share writing
any words they
assignments.
identify as new
words for them·
selves from
seledions.
a Have students
keep notebooks of
new words they
identify for them·
selves in selec1ions.
II

• Literary skills may a Students benefit
be taught in a later
from relating
literary Skill to
session.
personal reading.

• Students can
prepare oral
reading, write
plays, etc. Minimal
oral reading
needed.

a Oral reading
a Plan special
should be done for
assignments for
specific purposes.
oral reading, i.e.
play, choral
reading, etc.
Minimal oral
reading needed.

Fig. 112. Adjustment for Different Levels of Students.
Teacher's Notebook., "Using Programa de Lectura en EspaRol
de Houghton Mifflin", p. 30.
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One element of the evaluation program could help students
revalue themselves and put students in control of their learning. In
"Using Programa de Lectura de Espafibl" it is suggested that students
"need to see visible evidence for the progress they are making as they
learn to read (p.47)". Therefore, it is suggested that they keep their
own record of their reading and progress and make their own comments.
Figure 113 shows a sample of this kind of record.
&HWiiSB

Personal Reading Record

.!l/tL

Los mtSferlos cle
los f6stf~
J:lAlt.!-'du;dui.qJogfl;p.1LJ.i20L-__

CWo iUSClCO I

9/~o
~

ertJ,uoiar cOmQ se hqc.en
las ilf1pce5ioo~ ':0 el yeso.
..IoUu.owtUJlbJL";!lO~9rLalr.!lc~iosl6l.llo....... _ _
Este libra ill af9'Y7os
bueoQS ,;;leas.

futb;'t

-RTNarne Isabel Zuniga
Title af the book

Date an which
I finished reading it

The Mysteries of

9/15

FOSSlls

~cmr;ents

they lake
impression in the

As~ h~w

c3St

Paddington

9/20

A funny book

How to Play Soccer

9/23

This book gives sene
;Jod ideas

Fig. 113. Student Personal Record. Teacher's Notebook, "Using
Programa de Lectura en Espaaol de Hougton Mifflin", p. 48.
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Curriculum Thrusts
The PLEHM reflects a curriculum thrust of cognitive processes.
The program's intent is to teach students strategies that will help
them read all kinds of texts. All the skills that teachers are
instructed to teach students are intended to help students have
reading success. The emphasis on helping students develop strategies
to find meaning and the attempts to encourage students to draw on
their own knowlege and understanding are both examples of a curriculum
that has the goal of encouraging students to use cognitive processes.
The program is based around the idea that the cognitive skills
can be taught through a program that is sequenced, organized, and
carefully controlled. This technological view of teaching and learning
is reflected in the Scope and Sequence charts and the organization of
lessons in the teacher's guides. The teacher's guides explain that
"Skills are taught in a systematic, developmental progression"
(p.I-15)" and that the "Programa de lectura en

Espa~ol

de Houghton

Mifflin provides all the resources and materials you will need to
teach students how to read and develop independence in reading" (p.
1-23). The writers of the series believe that following the program
carefully will insure reading success.
A curriculum thrust of academic rationalism emphasizes the
teaching

" ••• of what is conceived as the best that man's intelligence

has produced" (Goodman and Page, 1978, p. 196). Whi Ie this series does
not really contain the great works of literature, the text in the
series was very carefully selected to include "the best of children's
literature and content area selections". (Teacher's guides, p. 1-7).
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Even if the series does not fulfill that promise, the philosophy
remains that children should be exposed to the "best that man's
intelligence has produced".

Conclusions
The Programa de Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin is
unique in some ways and yet in other ways, very like other
contemporary Spanish basal readers published in the United States. The
program contains text that is appropriate for Hispanics in this
country which is

especially important because many bilingual teachers

do not have access to reading materials in Spanish that are
appropriate for their students. Though the series may not be a true
literary anthology because much of the text is adapted and translated,
it is a collection of both fiction and nonfiction texts that are
relevant to Spanish speaking children in this country. The readings
offer opportunities for expansion and should give Hispanic students a
sense of the wealth of the Hispanic tradition.
The series does attempt to approach reading in a slightly
different way. Students are taught strategies such as predicting

for

getting meaning from text. Teachers help students draw on their
background knowledge and set purposes for reading. Sometimes questions
are asked that allow students to give their own, rather than only the
teacher's guide answers. Vocabulary is taught by having students
decide if the word has the right sounds and makes sense in a sentence
rather than having students recode only or memorize words. The
Enrichment activities, after the first levels, include activities that
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involve students with reading in meaningful ways and include all four
language modes: reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
However, the PLEHM

still represents many features of

traditional basal series. The materials are carefully sequenced, and
teachers and students are intended to follow the instructions given
rather than deciding for themselves what and how to read. Students are
tested with multiple choice items because it is more convenient and
offers consistent results. Good reading is viewed as getting the words
"right" in oral reading. There is little opportunity for risk taking,
hypothesis making, or self selecting of reading materials. Considering
what is known about the reading process in Spanish and other
languages, the basal reading series does not allow students to get
meaning from text

by

using a natural process.

CHAPTER NINE
WHAT CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS CAN BE MADE
ABOUT THE TEACHING OF READING IN SPANISH?
The examination of the six Spanish language basal reading
programs has

~evealed

how the materials reflect reading, language,

learning, and teaching theory. The results reveal some general
conclusions about the state of the contemporary Spanish language
basal. This chapter will discuss these conclusions and draw upon them
to make specific suggestions about the teaching of Spanish reading in
the United States.

Conclusions: Six Spanish Language Basal Programs
Though each of the six Spanish language basal series has some
unique features, the programs are more alike than

th~y

are different.

By looking at how reading theory, language theory, learning theory,
and teaching theory are reflected in the materials, specific
conclusions that apply to all six programs can be made.

Reading Conclusions
Though some of the series appear to approach print
differently, using syllabic,' word, or use of cueing systems
approaches, the ultimate goal of the many skill exercises and
questions is word identification. Teacher's guides explain the
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importance of context in reading and claim that their series do not
present words in isolation; yet, often the only context given students
is an isolated sentence which serves the purpose of helping students
identify individual words.
Recent reading comprehension theory is discussed in the
teacher's materials and comprehension is stressed. However, when
comprehension questions are examined, it is clear that the program
materials reflect the idea of comprehension as product rather than
comprehension as process. Even for questions that are not literal, a
"correct" answer is usually provided in the teacher's guides. There
are few provisions in the programs for students to construct their own
meaning from text. The reading act is not considered to be a personal
and individual transaction between readers and text. Instead the text
is seen as fixed, and all students are expected to be able to get the
same information from the text.

Therefore, the assumption is that the

student's ability to comprehend is a product that can be measured.

View of Language
All of the program materials reflect the view that language is
habit. This reflection can be seen in the careful way the text is
controlled. Students are given simplified, repetitious text that
includes only sounds and/or words that have already been introduced
and practiced. Skill exercises provide further practice of vocabulary
and skills cOhsjdered necessary for reading. Though teacher's guides
discuss the importance of what the individual students bring to the
task of reading, there is little recognition of student strengths and
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abilities in the materials. Students are assumed to know nothing and
are given careful step by step instruction intended to lead to
reading.
The language in almost all of the texts in all of the series,
with the exception of poetry, is adapted. The assumption is that
adapting the text taking into consideration linguistic constraints
makes text easier for the reader. In the Spanish language basal the
adaptation raises an important issue. Several of

th~

publishers claim

that the Spanish language basals were produced in response to a need
for quality Spanish literature.

The question then arises as to

whether the adapted texts are, in fact, quality literature.

The fact

that much of the text is not only adapted but also translated from
English further invalidates the claims that the basals contain quality
literature in Spanish.

Learning
Because of the nature of a basal reading program, the learner
has to be viewed as passive and dependent. Since basal reading
programs are based on the idea that they contain everthing necessary
to teach reading, the learner has no control. The materials not only
dictate what students should do, but also how and when they are to do
it.
Teaching
The materials in the six series control the teacher as well as
the student. They do not allow teachers to use their expertise.
Instead, the teacher serves as a kind of technician who is to follow
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scripted directions carefully to produce the desired product. If
students do not produce at a level prescribed by the basal criteria,
reteaching lessons are provided. Basal materials do not encourage
teachers to make professional decisions about their students or the
curriculum.
The curriculum itself has a technological thrust. All the
series are organized with a scope and sequence of skills that need to
be mastered. It is the textbook writers who decide for the learner
what it is that is important to know in order to read and what it is
that the reader should read. This kind of system sets many students up
for failure. Since each step is dependent on the previous step, one
failure leads to another.
This part to whole procedure for the teaching of reading
reflects a behavioristic view of learning and a word approach to
reading. Though the descriptions of all the the Spanish language basal
programs promise that the programs will teach children to read
Spanish, the materials do not provide the kinds of experiences that
allow students to experience the reading process or the richness of
written Spanish literature.

Narrowing in Reading
The Spanish language basal program materials evaluated in this
.study give both teachers and students a distorted view of what reading
is. Because of the emphases in the programs, the concept of reading is
narrowed. Figure 114 illustrates this point.
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(AUTHENTIC TEXT>

ADAPTED TEXT
STUDENT TEXT

TEACHER'S GUIDE
WORKBOOK EXERCISES
SKILL SHEETS

EVALUATION
READING=EVALUATION

Fig 114. Narrowing in" Basal Readers
The text that students read in each lesson may be an authentic
text taken from trade books or from some expository writing. In Figure
114

"authentic text" is enclosed by parentheses because it seldom is

the text stUdents read, yet it is sometimes the text from which the
adapted text comes.
If students do not begin with the authentic text, they read an
adapted text. The adapted text narrows reading because what students
actually read has been altered or even written by textbook authors
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specifically around the skills that are to be taught in a particular
lesson. Thus the reading of the adapted text narrows or restricts the
authenticity of the reading. Reading of adapted text in basal programs
is artificial reading of text that has been constructed or altered for
the purpose of practicing certain vocabulary and skills.
Further narrowing occurs because the reading of the text is
only a very

s~all

portion of the basal reading lesson.

In most of the

Spanish language series the basal reading lesson has at least three
parts. The first part includes exercises that first introduce and then
have students practice skills to be applied to the reading. The last
section reinforces the skills and often introduces skills to be
mastered in the next lesson. The middle portion of the lesson includes
the actual reading, but also usually includes activities for building
background knowledge, setting the purpose for reading, and/or
enrichment. Every series also includes extensive comprehension
questions for teachers to ask about the selection. Thus the actual
reading of text might consist of as little as one third of the one
third, or one ninth, of the basal lesson.
Reading in a Spanish language basal program,' then, narrows
from the possible reading of authentic text, to the reading of adapted
text, to the answering of comprehension questions and the completion
of workbook exercises and skill sheets. Since only a small portion of
any basal reading lesson is

~pent

reading, from the point of view of

the student (and sometimes of the teacher> reading becomes the other
activities that students and teachers do in the lesson.
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There is one further step in the "narrowing" of reading in
basal readers. From the workbook exercises, skill sheets, and
comprehension questions, the textbook writers devise tests. Since
teachers and students value what is tested, the evaluation becomes
what is important in reading. Students' success is determined by how
well they do on the tests, and teachers often teach to the tests. Thus
in Spanish language basal reading programs, reading narrows from the
actual reading of authentic text to become what is tested on
evaluation instruments.

What Would an Ideal Spanish Reading Program Look Like?
None of the conclusions made about Spanish language basal
readers should be surprising to educators.

Critics of English basal

reading programs have been pointing out the problems with basal
reading programs for some time (Shannon 1983, Veatch 1986, Goodman
1986, Goodman in press). Problems with English language basals are the
same as those with Spanish language basals although the Spanish basals
have the additional complication that results from the translation of
text from English. In addition, while there are numerous trade books
for children available to teachers teaching reading in English, there
is a lack of readily available children's literature in Spanish.
In fact, one of the most important considerations in proposing
an ideal Spanish reading program for Hispanics in this country is the
availability of materials. Since Spanish bilingual teachers have
trouble finding any materials for Spanish reading (Gonzalez 1981,
Ortiz and Chavez 1981), teachers are anxious to have Spanish language
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basal reading programs that offer Hispanic literature. Publishers
admit that the Hispanic market does not have the kind of sales volume
necessary for the publication of a wide variety of trade books in
Spanish for children:
••• in spite of the best of social motives - to supply Hispanic
children with the kind of books that will motivate them to read
- many of the publishers have either dropped their Spanishlanguage children's book titles, or have severely curtailed
such publishing projects ••• (Frank 1994, p. 99),
It appears that the large number of recent Spanish language
basal programs might be the major resource of reading materials for
Hispanic children in this country. Yet, this study has shown that the
basals offer little real reading experience to Hispanic children and
the text that is provided is often translated and/or adapted. If basal
reading programs do not offer children the kinds of reading materials
and

experience~

that will help them become sucessful readers, what

kind of program can?

A Whole Language Approach
An ideal reading program for Hispanic children in this country
would be a whole language program. A whole language program is good
for all children whether they are learning in English or in another
language.

It is especially good for minority children because it is

positive, is based on student strengths and draws on the background
they bring to reading. A whole language Spanish language program
includes all the aspects of reading, language, learning, and teaching
that basal reading programs do not.
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Basis for Whole Language. There are essentially five basic
elements in a whole language program: (1) The curriculum is learner
centered. (2) Language is learned from whole to part. (3) Language
learning employs all four modes of language. (4) Language activities
are meaningful and functional, and (S) Language activities are social
and personal. All five of these elements put together in a program are
essential to help Hispanic children become literate in Spanish.
In contrast, the basal reading series evaluated are all adult
centered. That is, the textbook writers make all decisions for the
learner including what the learner needs to know and how and when to
learn. In a whole language Spanish reading program, the learner's
needs and interests are considered first. Materials are centered
around topics that are familiar to the learners and build upon
background knowledge and interests.
Language in a whole language Spanish language reading program
is learned from whole to part. Rather than beginning with syllables or
even isolated words, children are introduced to whole texts that are
read to them and that they read with and to the teacher and each
other. The first texts they are introduced to often have predictable
patterns that are easily remembered so that children can read along
with the teachers. Texts are relevant to the children's interest and
background and, in fact, children often compose their own texts out of
their own experiences in language experience types of activities.
Though the basal reading programs all stress the importance of
oral language development before children begin to read, the whole
language curriculum stresses all four modes of language from the
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beginning. Whole language teachers understand that every time children
listen, speak, read, or write, their language resources are increased.
Exposure to all modes of language can only enrich children's store of
language.
In the basal reading program, there are exercises and skills
practiced in a sequence determined by someone who does not know the
student's needs or interests. Authentic listening, speaking, reading,
and writing experiences in a whole language classroom have purpose
determined by the teachers and learners together. Teachers have
students read and write about topics that are related to units that
are being worked on and allow for individual interests to be pursued.
Exercises are not done to simply fill in time or to complete a
sequence, but instead functional activities lead to the accomplishment
of tasks set by the students and teachers together.
Students in a whole language classroom constantly interact
with each other and the teacher. Grouping is often self- selected and
almost always based on student interests. Students work together

,.

interacting socially and personally bec~use they learn from each
other.

Studeril~

who work individually are not completing a worksheet,

but instead are pursuing a personal interest that will probably later
be shared with the whole group.
These general bases for a whole language Spanish language
classroom set the scene, but it is also necessary to consider the
materials. This study has critiqued Spanish language basal reading
materials, but it is necessary to do more than state that the six
Spanish language series studied do not reflect the best knowledge
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available on reading in Spanish. Alternate materials must also be
sugggested.

Alternative Spanish Language Reading Materials.
The concern that Spanish/English bilingual teachers have about
the availability of materials is very real. Materials that are
available are often obsolete, irrelevant to Hispanic children in the
community, translations from English,' or artificially adapted to
create simplified text (Gonzalez 1981, Ortiz and Chavez 1981, Pelosi
1981). Bilingual teachers, then, need to chose carefully from
available sources and create new sources of materials.
Though much of the text in the basal series is artificial,
there are some excellent texts that can be extracted from the programs
and used in creative ways that would stimulate students to extend
their knowledge beyond the reading. The poetry and songs found in the
series could be used to make big books so that teachers and students
could read and sing together. The poetry could also be used as a
stimulus for the class and individual students to write their own
poems and songs.
There are some excellent trade books in Spanish on the market.
Teachers need to ask administrators to provide money to build up a
school and/or classroom library of Spanish text. Publishers of trade
books have lists of available books in the Spanish language that
teachers can obtain. Furthermore, publishers would provide more books
in Spanish if they knew there was a market for them.
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Resource books are essential to a whole language classroom as
students are encouraged to investigate their interests. Though
encyclopedias in Spanish are not readily available, there are
companies in the United States that are beginning to make
encyclopedias and science resource books available.

Again, teachers

need to insist on the allocation of money to the purchase of these
materials. Teacher education pre-service and in-service programs can
help students discover the materials available in Spanish and
encourage publication of annotated bibliographies.
Resources other than books can be found if teachers look in
the right places. Spanish language newspapers, newsletters, comics and
magaiines have features that could be used with Spanish language
reading classes. Many teachers use advertisements in Spanish for units
on math and economics. Doctors' offices, dentist offices and
organizations such as the National Dairy Council often provide health
and nutrition information in Spanish. Mexico has a few children's
magazines that can also serve as appropriate resource materials.
Alternative materials such as these can give students experiences with
print that make reading more real.
Finding culturally relevant materials that are specific to
different Hispanic groups is a problem that is less easily solved.
However, there are ways to develop appropriate materials. K. Goodman
describes the Ready to Read program published by the goVernment of New
Zealand. In this program local authors are commissioned to write
beginning reading materials that are appropriate for and relevant to
students in the local communities. Similar culturally appropriate
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materials have also been produced in the United States. In the 1970's,
under the direction of Dolores Gonzalez, a bilingual materials
institute in New Mexico produced the Tierra de Encanto literacy
materials. These Spanish language reading materials were written
especially for the "Chicano children in New Mexico living with other
children in the state" (Ortiz and Chavez 1981, p. 101). With the
cooperation of parents and the community, local Spanish traditions can
be put into books for children to read.
A final and important resource for reading materials is, of
course, the child. If children are encouraged to write from the
beginning of their school experience, they will not only write stories
together with the teacher in language experience activities, but they
will also become authors of their own books which can be published and
included in classroom libraries. Those books are' certain to be about
things that interest the children themselves and therefore are usually
of interest to the other children.

Conclusion
Ensenar a leer y escribir a los ninos es una tarea compleja,
como complejo es todo acto de ensenanza-aprendizaje, aun
cuando much as practicas pedagogicas intentan simplificarla
en base a reducir la ensenanza a una serie de ejerclclos
desmenuzados y organizados desde 10 "ficil" a 10 "dif{cil"
(Teberosky 1984, p. 4).

-RTTeaching children to read and write is a complex task, as
complex as the whole process of teaching and learning, yet
many pedagogical practices try to simplify it (teaching
reading and writing) by reducing the teaching to a series
of exercises (that are reading and writing) reduced and
organized from "easy" to " difficult".
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Contemporary Spanish language basal reading programs reduce the
teaching of reading to a series of exercises that present languge from
part to whole. Yet psycholinguistic theory and research on Spanish
reading suggests that readers do not move from part to whole but
instead look for meaning in text and depend on the parts only when
they do not comprehend the whole.
Pedagogical practices need to be related to current theory and
research, but translating theory into practice is not easy. Teachers,
administrators, and the general public need to be informed
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that

they can encourage other educators and publishers to apply current
research and theory. K.

Good~an

(1996) tell us that "Throughout the

history of education, texbooks have lagged behind the be5t knowledge
in the fields they represent" and that " ••• the gap between the best
knowledge in reading instruction and that represented in basal readers
today is actually widening" (p. 359).
The Spanish language basal reader is a fairly recent
phenomenon in United States education. Before it becomes
institutionalized as has the English basal reader, it is important to
inform educators of the deficiencies in Spanish language basal readers
and to suggest whole language alternatives that will help Hispanic
stUdents become confident, fluent readers of their native language.

APPENDIX A
~OGRAM

PROFILE INSTRUMENT
TYler's
For
Teachers

Theoretical Categories
I. Reading
A. Program Focus
·1

1. Sound or Mark Imitation

2

2. Word Identification

3

3. Word Meaning Recognition

4

4. Syntactic Reconstruction

5

5. Meaning Reconstruction

6

6. Knowledge Construction
E. Comprehension Tasks

7

1. Subjective Reporting

8

2. True or False Questions

9

3. Multiple Choice Questions

10

4. Follc'Jing Directions

11

5. Missing Elements

12

6. Questions about a Passage

13

7. Message Recognition

14

8.

r.~ssage

Reproduction

C; Levels of Comprehension

15

1. Literal

16

2. Infe::-ential
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Cate~ories

For
Students
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Tyler's Categories
For
Teachers

Theoretical Categories

17

3. Evaluative

18

4. Appre ci ati ve
D. Purpose for Reading

19

....,

20

2. Determined by Teacher

21

3. Determined by Student

Detel"':!llned by Text

E. Inquiry into Print
22

1. Configuration

23

2. Phonics

24

3. Structural Word Analysis

25

4. Synthetic Word Approach

26

5. Dictionary Skills

27

6. Syntactic Context

28

1. Semantic Context

29

8. Pictures, Diagrams, Maps

30

9. Environmental Context
II

Language
A. Unit of Emphasis

31

1. Letters

32

2. Smaller than Syllable

33

3. Syllable

For
Students
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TYler's Catesories
For
Teachers
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Students
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III

o

cu CJ+>

Theoretical Catesories

4. Word

35

5. Phrase

36

6. Clause

37

7. Sentence

38

8. Paragraph

39

9. Story or Passage

40

10. Chapter or Section

41

11. Book

42

12. Content Area

B.-View of Language
43

1. Language is Innate

44

2. Language is Speech and/or
Writing
3. Language is a process based on meaning

46

C. Meaning
1. Morphemic

47

2. Lexical

48

3. Synthetic Fusion

49

4. Contextual
III. Learning
A. View of Learning

50

1. Mentalistic

d

d

0

III

..-I

+>..-1..-1
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::s
';;!
~

..-I

34
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~
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Tyler's Catee;ories
For
Teachers
s::
III 0

51

2. Behavioristic

52

3. Cognitive Field
B. View of the Learner

53

1. Active

54

2. Passive

55

3. Interactive
IV. Teaching
A. Pedagogical Approaches
1. Directed Reading Lesson in
Basal Text

57

2. Directed Reading Lesson in
Content Areas

58

3. Content Units

59

4. Literature Approach

60

5. Technical and Informational
Approach

61

6. Language Experience

62

7. Phonics

63

8. Word Recognition

64

9. Total Individualization

65

10. Partial Individualization

66

11. Programmed Materials

67

12. Structural Linguistic Approach
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TYler's Categories
For
Teachers

Theoretical Categories
B. Approaches to Reading Problems

68

1. Differentiation of Instruction

69

2. Improvement of Self Concept of
Student

70

3. Promotion of Social and
Psychological Adjustment

71

4. Reorganization of the Curriculum
and/or Instruction

72

5. Reorganization of Personnel of
the Classroom. School. or District

73

6. Diagnostic:

74

7. Diagnostic:

75

8. Diagnostic:

Test Skills
Prerequisite to Reading for
Deficits
Test Reading Skills

for Deficits
Test Perceptual.
Motor. and Neurological
Characteristics for Deficits
(Dyslexia)

9. Diagnostic:

Assess Language

for Deficit

77

10. Search for Technological
Solutions to Problems
C. Teaching Role

78

1. Teacherless Programs

79

2. The Teacher as a Scripted Performer

80

3. The Teacher as a Technician

For
Students
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Tyler's Categories
For
Teachers

For
Students

=
o

.~

"t;;
::s
Theoretical

Cate~ories

81

4. The Teacher as a Source of Wisdom

82

5. The Teacher as a Guide and Monitor

83

6. The Teacher as a Clinical

84

7. The Teacher as a Judge and

Information Processor
Policeman

D. Curriculum Thrusts
85

1- Cognitive Process

86

2. Technology

87

3. Academic Rationalism

88

4. Social Reconstruction

89

5. Self-Actualization

~

APPENDIX B
SAMPLE SPANISH PROGRAM PROFILE INSTRUMENT
(by Yvonne S. Freeman 1987, revision from Page/Soodman Instrument)
*Part of on-going research - do not reproduce without permission.
+

= category

THEORETICAL CATEGORIES

added or changed from the original PPI
For Teachers
In 0

lA OJ·..

READING

I.

A. Progral Fotus

OJu ...

> I:
... OJ

III
N

.........

U L I:
OJ OJ III
..,
a. CI
.cXL

OUlO

I:
0

......
til

...
::I
III

>

Ul

+ 1 ·1. SubNord
+ 2

a. alphabRtic/spell

+ 3

b. synthetic phonits

+ 4

c. Nord analYSis (suffix
prefix, plurals, endingl

+ 5

d. syllabic

+ 6 2. Nord
7

a. Nord identification

B b. Nord leaning

retognition
+ 9 3. Syntax

10

a. syntactic
reconstructi on

+ 11 4. Keaning
+ 12

13

For Students
I:

I:

a. narroMly conceived
b. knoNledge construttion
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In 0
In OJ ...

I:
0

...
......... ...
...
OJ OJ
..,
a.
OJu ...

>C
... OJ

III
N

U L C
III
DI
.cXL

OUlO

III

::I

III

>

Ul
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+ 14

c. transaction
B. Purpose for Reading

15 1. Determined by text
16 2. Deter.ined by teacher
17 3. Determined by student
C. Strategies for the use
of cues frol print

+

IB 1. Configuration
+ 19 2. Spell ing

20 3. Phonics
+ 21 4. Onolatopoeia

+ 22 5. Syllables

6. Nord Approaches

+

23

a. synthetic Nord
approach

+ 24

b. analytic Nord
approach

+ 25

c. generative Nord
approach

26 7. Dictionary skills
27 B. Syntactic context
2B 9. Semantic context
10. Prag.atic context

+

29

a. pictures, diagraas,
laps, etc.

30

b. environaental context
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+ 31 11. Integrated use of the

cueing systeaa
D. Vie" of Comprehension

+

+ 32. Comprehension as a product
+ 33. COlprehension as a process

E. Levels of Coaprehension
34 1. literal
35 2. inferential
36 3. evaluative
37 4. appreci ati ve
F. Co.prehension Tasks
39 1. Truelfalse Questions
39 2. Hultiple Choice
Questions
+ 40 3. Fill in the Blanks

41 4. FolloMing Directions
42 5. Questions about a
Passage
43 6. Hessage Recognition
+. 44

a. identify topic

+ 45

b. identify lain idea

+ 46 7. Sequencing

+ 47 B. Categorizing
+ 49 9. Identifying causel
effett
+ 49 10. Identifying factI

opinion

460

+ 50 11. Haking comparisons
+ 51 12. Haking predictions
+ 52 13. Haking inferences

14. Kessage reproduction
+ 53 a. lessage available
+ 54

b. message not available

+ 55

c. portions availabe.

+ 5b 15. Relating reading to
background knoNledge
+ 57 lb. Extension of reading
to other areas
II. LANGUAGE

A. Viell of Language
+

1. What language is •••

+ 58

a. habit

59
+ bO

b. innate
c. personal and social
2. What "ritten language is

+
+ 61

a. speeth primarily

+. 62

b. IIriting

+ b3

t. oral/written parallel
B. Unit of Eaphasis

64 1. Letters
65 2. Staller than syllable
bb 3. Syllable
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67 4. liard
69 5. Phrase
69 6. Clause
70 7. Sentence·
71 9. Story or passage

72 9. Chapter of section
73 10. Book
+ 74 11. Genre

12. Variablity of Unit of Emphasis

+
+ 75

a. constant

+ 76

b. variable, shifting
C. Heaning
1. Levels of representation

+
77

+ 79

a. lorphelic
b. syllabic fusion

79

b. lexical

80

c. synthetic fusion

+ 91
+

d. textual
2.Reader's contribution to
Deaning

+ 92

a. none

+ 83

b. all

+ 84

c. transactional

+

D. Nature of the Text

+ 95 1. Authenti c

(Natural Text)

,.
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+

a. trade books

+ B6

1. fiction

+ B7

2. non fiction

+ BB

b. short stories

+ B9

c. expository text

+ 90

2. Adapted Text

+ 91

a. myths, legends,fairy

+ 92

b. fiction adaptations

+ 93

c. expository adaptation

+

3. Criteria for
Adaptation

+ 94

a. readability

+ 95

b. shift in content for
children

+

c. tonforlity for
control factors

+ 96

1. phonics

+ 97

2.

+ 98

3. other

+ 99

+

~ord

frequency

d. special factors
3. Criteria for Selection

+ 100

a. representation of
minorities

+ 101

b. representation of
different classes

+ 102

c. representation of
different cultures

+ 103

d. representation of
different social context

<163

+ 104

e. representation of
different role models

+ 105 E. Translation

full
+ lOb

l.natural Spanish translation

+ 107

2. stilted, unnatural translation
II I. LEARNING
A. Vie" of Learning

lOB 1. Hental istic
109 2. Behavioristic
110 3. Cogni ti ve
+ 111 4. Social/Personal
B. VieM of the Learner
112

1. Passi ve

113

2. Attive

+ 114

3. Defi ci ent

+ 115

4. Full of Potential

+ l1b

5. Dependent

+ 117

b.

+o11B

7. Controll ed

+ 119

B. Transactional

Independent

IV. TEACHING
A. Teacher's role
120

1.No teacher necessary

parti al none
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+ 121

122
+ 123

124
+ 125

126
+ 127

12B
+ 129

130
+ 131

2. Teacher in control
3. Teacher-scripted
perforaer
4. Teacher initiator
5. Teacher dictator
6. Teacher supporter
7. Teacher technician
B. Teacher educated
professional
9. Teacher source of
Misdoa
10. Teacher as a learner
11. Teacher as a judge
12.Teacher as a mediator
B. Pedagogical Approaches
1. Methods

+ 132

a. alphabetic

+ 133

b. onomatopoeic

134

c. phonetic

+ 135

d. syllabic

+ -136

e. generative words

+ 137

f. global

+ 138

g. ideo-visual

+ 139

h. eclectic

+ 140

i. integrated 'whole
language)
2. Teaching Strategies

'165

+ 141

a. Language Experience

+ 142

b. DRA

+ 143

c. DRTA

+ 144

d. SSR
C. Grouping

+ 145 1. Individual
+ 146 2. abil i ty group
+ 146 3. self-selected group
+ 148 4. interest group
+ 149 5. Mhol e !:l ass

D. Basal Organization
+ 150 1. Linguistic

considerations
+ 151 2. Literature

+ 152 3. Technical information
+ 153 4. Content units

E. Reading Problems
+ 154 1. Is there a provision?

+

2. Approach to Proble.s
(Curriculum)

+ 155

a. repeat sequence

+ 156

b. strElss focus

+ 157

c. change focus

yes

no

+

3.Approach to Problems
(Student)
+ 159 a. label for special
help
+ 159

b. help student revalue

4. Identification of
Problels

+

160

a. test reading
prerequisite skills

161

b. test reading skills

162

c. test for learner
deficits (perceptual,
motor, neurological)

163

d. assess language for
defici t
F. Curriculul Thrusts

164 1. Technology
165 2. Acadeaic Rationalisl
166 3. Social Reconstruction
+ 167 4. Self-Actualization
+ IbB 5. Behavioristic

169. 5. Cognitive Process
+ 170. b. Transactional

APPENDIX C
SAMPLE PROGRAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY
(Goodman and Freeman, 1986)
*Part of on-going research -Do not reproduce without permission
I.

READING
Program Focus

1. decontextualized

contextualized
strategies

skills

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
Purpose for Reading
2. set by

set by
teacher

text

set by
student

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
Approach to Print
3. phonics

syllabic
approach

word
approach

use of all
cueing systems

-------------------------------------------------------------------)

467

468

View of Comprehension
Comprehension
as a process

4. Comprehension
as a product

-------------------------~-----------------------------------------)

Comprehension Tasks
extension of reading
to other areas

4. factual recall

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
II. LANGUAGE

View of Language
language is
personal and social

1. Language

is habit

------------------------------------------------------------------->
Unit of Emphasis
2. letters

syllables

words

sentences

whole
text

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
Level of Meaning Representation
3. morphemic

textual

-------------------------------------------------------------------)

469

Nature of the Text
authenti c

4. adapted

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
II 1. LEARNING

Views of the Learner
1.

passive

active

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
2.

weak

strong

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
3.

dependent

independent

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
4.

controlled

transactional

-------------------------------------------------------------------)

470

IV. TEACHING
Teacher's Role
1. total teacher control

no teacher

-------------------------------------------------------------------}
2. teacher I
scripted performer

teacher!
curriculum intiator

-------------------------------------------------------------------}
3. teacher!

dictator

teacher
supporter

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
4. teacher!

techni ci an

teacher!
educated professional

------------------------------------------------------------------->
5. teacher!
source of wisdom

teacher!
fellow learner

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
6. teacher!

judge

teacher!
mediator

-------------------------------------------------------------------)

471

Pedagogical Approaches
whole language

1. recodi ng

------------------------------------------------------------------->
Grouping
2. individual
abil i ty group
whole group

self selected
interest group
whole group

------------------------------------------------------------------->
Approach to Reading Problems
3. do

reteach

change
focus

nothing

------------------------------------------------------------------->
Approach to Students with Reading Problems
4. label

revalue

-------------------------------------------------------------------)
Identification of Reading Problems
5. extensive
testing

student
self evaluation

----------------------------~-------------------------------------->

472

Curriculum Thrusts
self-actualizing

1. technol ogi cal

------------------------------------------------------------------->
self-actualizing

2. academic

------------------------------------------------------------------->
3. maintain society

change society

stati c

----~-------------------------------------------------------------->

Presentation of Curriculum
4. behavioristic

cognitive

transactional

------------------------------------------------------------------->

APPENDIX D 1
PROGRAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY
Hagamos Caminos - Addison-Wesley
(Goodman and Freeman, 1986)
*Part of on-going research -Do not reproduce without permission
I. READING

Program Focus
1. decontextualized
skills

contextualized
strategies

---------------~---------------------------------------------------)
Purpose for Reading
2. set by
text

set by
teacher

set by
student

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
Approach to Print
3. phonics

syllabic
approach

word
approach

use of all
cueing systems

---------------------i---------------------------------------------)

473

474

View of Comprehension
4. Comprehension
as a product

Comprehension
as a process

----------------------~--------------------------------------------)
Comprehension Tasks
4. factual recall

extension of reading
to other areas

------------------~------------------------------------------------)
II. LANGUAGE

View of Language
1. Language

language is
personal and social

is habit

---------4---------------------------------------------------------)
Unit of Emphasis
2. letters

syllables

words

sentences

whole
text

---------------~---------------------------------------------------)
Level of Meaning Representation
3. morphemic

textual

t------------------------------------------------------------------)

475
Nature of the Text
authentic

4. adapted

----------------~-------------------------------------------------}
II 1. LEARNING

Views of the Learner

1.

passi ve

acti ve

1r-----------------------------------------------------------------}
2.

weak

strong

------------~----------------------------------------------------->
3.

dependent

independent

lr----------------------------------------------------------------->
4.

controlled

transact i onal

-~----------------------------------------------------------------->

476

IV. TEACHING
Teacher's Role
1. total teacher control

no teacher

-~----------------------------------------------------------------->
2. teacher/
scripted performer

teacher/
curriculum intiator

-~----------------------------------------------------------------->
3. teacher/
dictator

teacher
supporter

-~-----------------------------------------------------------------)
4. teacher /
techni ci an

teacher/
educated professional

-t-----------------------------------------------------------------)
S. teacher/
source of wisdom

teacher/
fellow learner

-~-----------------------------------------------------------------)
6. teacher/
judge

teacher/
mediator

-r-----------------------------------------------------------------)

477

Pedagogicml Approaches
whole language

1. recoding

-~----------------------------------------------------------------->
Grouping
2. individual

self selected
interest group
whole group

ability group
whole group

1------------------------------------------------------------------)
Approach to Reading Problems
3. do

change
focus

reteach

nothing

--------------------------------------------~---------------------->
Approach to Students with Reading Problems
revalue

4. label

-------------------~----------------------------------------------->
Identification of Reading Problems
5. extensive
testing

student
self evaluation

,------------------------------------------------------------------>

478
Curriculum Thrusts
self-actualizing

1. technological

-t-----------------------------------------------------------------)
2. academic

self -actuali zing

~------------------------------------------------------------------)
3. maintain society
static

change society

---------------------t---------------------------------------------)
Presentation of Curriculum
4. behavioristic

cognitive

transactional

----------------------~--------------------------------------------)

APPENDIX D 2
PROSRAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY
Economy Spanish Reading Series - Economy
(Goodman and Freeman, 1986)
*Part of on-going research -Do not reproduce without permission
I. READING
Program Focus
contextualized
strategies

1. decontextualized

skills

--------~---------------------------------------------------------->
Purpose for Reading
set by
teacher

2. set by

text

set by
student

i------------------------------------------------------------------>
Approach to Print
3. phonics

syllabic
approach

word
approach

use of all
cueing systems

----------------------r-------------------------------------------->

479

480

View of Comprehension
Comprehension
as a process

4. Comprehension
as a product

1-----------------------------------------------------~------------)
Comprehension Tasks

4. factual recall

extension of reading
to other areas

-----~-------------------------------------------------------------)
II. LANGUAGE

View of Language
1. Language
is habit

language is
personal and social

---~---------------------------------------------------------------)
Unit of Emphasis
2. letters

syllables

words

sentences

whole
text

--------------~---------------------------------------------------->
Level of Meaning Representation
3. morphemic

textual

1------------------------------------------------------------------)

481

Nature of the Text
4. adapted

authentic

-----------1------------------------------------------------------->
III. LEARNING

Views of the Learner
1.

passi ve

active

-~----------------------------------------------------------------->
2.

weak

strong

-r-----------------------------------------------------------------)
3.

dependent

independent

1---------------------------------------------------------:-------->
4.

controlled

transact i anal

~------------------------------------------------------------------>

482

IV. TEACHING
Teacher's Role
1. total teacher control

no teacher

~---------------------.--------------------------------------------->.
2. teacherl
scripted performer

teacherl
curriculum intiator

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
3.

t~acherl

dictator

teacher
supporter

-~----------------------------------------------------------------->
4. teacherl
technician

teacherl

educated professional

-~----------------------------------------------------------------->
~.

teacher I
source of wisdom

teacher I
fellow learner

i------------------------------------------------------------------}
6. teacherl

judge

teacher I
mediator

1------------------------------------------------------------------>

483

Pedagogical Approaches
whole language

1. recoding

i------------------------------------------------------------------>
Grouping
2. individual

self selected
interest group
whole group

ability group
whole group

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
Approach to Reading Problems
3. do

reteach

change
focus

nothing

-----------------------------i------------------------------------->
Approach to

St~dents

with Reading Problems

4. label

revalue

-------~-----------------------------------------------------------)
Identification of Reading Problems
5. extensive
testing

student
sel f eval uati on

-~----------------------------------------------------------------->

484
Curriculum Thrusts
self-actuali zing

1. technological

~-----------------------------------------------------------------}
2. academic

self -actuali zing

1------------------------------------------------------------------)
3. maintain society
static

change society

1------------------------------------------------------------------}
Presentation of Curriculum
4. behavioristic

cognitive

transactional

-----------------~-------------------------------------------------}

APPENDIX D 3
PROGRAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY
Programa de lectura en espanol - Houghton-Mifflin
(Goodman and Freeman, 1986)
*Part of on-going research -Do not reproduce without permission

I. READING
Program Focus
contextualized
strategi es

1. decontextualized

skills

--------------------·-f--------------------------------------------)
Purpose for Reading
set by
teacher

2. set by

text

set by
student

1--------------------------------------~--------------------------->
Approach to Print
3. phoni cs

syllabic
approach

word
approach

use of all
cueing systems

------------------------------------------~------------1----------->

485

4Bb

View of Comprehension
4. Comprehension
as a product

Comprehension
as a process

-----------------~-------------------------------------------------)
Comprehension Tasks

4. factual recall

extension of reading
to other areas

------------------------1------------------------------------------)
II. LANGUAGE

View of Language
1. Language

language is
personal and social

is habit

---------------~--~----------------------------------7----~-------->
Unit of Emphasis
2. letters

syllables

words

sentences

whole
text

~-------------------------------t----------------------------------)
Level of Meaning Representation
3. morphemic

textual

-----------------------~-------------------------------------------)

487

Nature of the Text
authentic

4. adapted

------------------1------------------------------------------------>
Ill. LEARNING

Views of the Learner
1.

passi ve

active

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
2.

weak

strong

----------~-------------------------------------------------------->
3.

dependent

independent

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
4.

controlled

transactional

~------------------------------------------------------------------>

488

IV. TEACHING
Teacher's Role
1. total teacher control

no teacher

,------------------------------------------------------------------)
2. teacher!
~cripted

performer

teacher"!
curriculum intiator

-~----------------------------------------------------~---~--------)
3. teacher!

dictator

teacher
supporter

-r-----------------------------------------------------------------)
4. teacher!
technician

teacher!
educated professional

1------------------------------------------------------------------)
5. teacher!
source of wisdom

teacher!
fellow learner

-~----------------------------------------~------------------------>
6. teacher!

judge

teacher!
mediator

~-----------------------------------------------------------------)

489

Pedagogical Approaches
whole language

1. recoding

-----------------------------t-------------------------------------)
Grouping
2. individual

self selected
interest group
whole group

ability group
whole group

i------------------------------------------------------------------)
Approach to Reading Problems
3. do

change
focus

reteach

nothing

-----------------------------4-------------------------------------)
Approach to Students with Reading Problems
revalue

4. label

-------i-----------------------------------------------------------)
Identification of Reading Problems
5. extensi ve
testing

student
self evaluation

i------------------------------------------------------------------)

490

Curriculum Thrusts
self-actualizing

1. technol ogi cal

1------------------------------------------------------------------)
2. academic

self-actualizing

1------------------------------------------------------------------)
3. maintain society
static

change society

1------------------------------------------------------------------)
Presentation of Curriculum
4. behavioristic

cognitive

transactional

-------------------------~-----------------------------------------)

APPENDIX D 4
PROGRAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY
Nil Maravillas - Macmillan
(Goodman and Freeman, 1986)
*Part of on-going research -Do not reproduce without permission
1.

READING
Program Focus
contextualized
strategies

1. decontextualized

skills

-----------f------------------------------------------------------->
Purpose for Reading
2. set by

set by
student

set by
teacher

text

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
Approach to Print
3. phonics

syllabic
approach

word
approach

use of all
cueing systems

---------------------1r-----~-------------------------------------->

491

492

View of Comprehension
Comprehension
as a process

4. Comprehension
as a product

-~-----------------------------------------------------------------)
Comprehension Tasks
4. factual recall

extension of reading
to other areas

--------------i;--------------------------------------------------->
I I. LOAN6UA6E
View of Language
language is
personal and social

1. Language
is habit

--------1----------------------------------------------------------)
Unit of Emphasis
2. leHers

syllables

words

sentences

whole
text

--------------1r---------------------------------------------------)
Level of Meaning Representation
3. morphemic

textual

1------------------------------------------------------------------)

493

Nature of the Text
authentic

4. adapted

--------~----------------------------------------------------------)
III. LEARNING

Views of the Learner
1.

passi ve

active

i------------------------------------------------------------------)
2.

weak

strong

~------------------------------------------------------------------)
3.

dependent

independent

~------------------------------------------------------------------)
4.

.

controlled

transactional

~------------------------------------------------------------------)

494

IV. TEACHING
Teacher's Role
1. total teacher control

no teacher

~------------------------------------------------------------------)
2. teacher/
scripted performer

teacher/
curriculum intiator

~------------------------------------------------------------------)
3. teacher/
di dator

teacher
supporter

~-----------------------------------------------------------------)
4. teacher/

technician

teacher/
educated professional

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
5. teacher/
source of wisdom

teacher/
fellow learner

~-------------------------------------------------------------7----)
6. teacher/

judge

teacher/
mediator

1------------------------------------------------------------------)

495
Pedagogical Approaches

-,
1. recoding

whole language

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
Grouping
2. i ndi vi dual

self selected
interest group
whole group

ability group
whole group

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
Approach to Reading Problems
3. do

reteach

change
focus

nothing

-----------------------------1-------------------------------------)
Approach to Students with Reading Problems
4. label

revalue

-------~-----------------------------------------------------------)
Identification of Reading Problems
5. extensive
testing

student
self evaluation

1------------------------------------------------------------------)

496

Curriculum Thrusts
self-actualizing

1. technological

~------------------------------------------------------------------)
2. academic

self-actual i zi ng

~-------------------------------------------------------~---------->
3. maintain society
static

change society

1------------------------------------------------------------------)
Presentation of Curriculum
4. behavioristic

cogni ti ve

transactional

------------------~---------------------------------~--------------)

APPENDIX D 5
PROGRAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY
Lectura en dos idiomas - Santillana (U.S.)
(Goodman and Freeman, 1986)
*Part of on-going research ~Do not reproduce without permission
I. READING
Program Focus
1. decontextualized

contextualized
strategies

skills

----~-t------------------------------------------------------------)
Purpose for Reading
2. set by
text

set by
teacher

set by
student

~-------------------------------------------------~~---------------)
Approach to Print
3. phonics

syllabic
approach

word
approach

use of all
cueing systems

----------------------~--------------------------------------------}

497

498

View of Comprehension
4. Comprehension
as a product

Comprehension
as a process

,------------------------------------------------------------------>
Comprehension Tasks
4. factual recall

extension of reading
to other areas

------t------------------------------------------------------------>
II. LANGUAGE

View of Language
1. Language

language is
personal and social

is habit

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
Unit of Emphasis
2. letters

syllables

words

sentences

whole
text

. --------------~---------------------------------------------------->
Level of Meaning Representation
3. morphemic

textual

~------------------------------------------------------------------>

499

Nature of the Text
authentic

4. adapted

-------------11---------------------------------------------------->
III. LEARNING

Views of the Learner
1.

passi ve

acti ve

i-------------------------------------~---------------------------->
2.

weak

strong

t------------------------------------------------------------------)
3.

dependent

independent

i------------------------------------------------------------------)
4.

c:ontroll ed

transac:tional

~------------------------------------------------------------------)

500

IV. TEACHING
Teacher's Role
1. total teacher control

no teacher

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
2. teacher!
scripted performer

teacher!
curriculum intiator

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
3. teacher!
dictator

teacher
supporter

i------~-----~----------------------------------------------------->
4. teacher!
technician

teacher!
educated profe6sional

~--------------------------------------~--------------------------->
5. teacher!
source of wisdom

teacher!
fellow learner

1------------------------------------------~----------------------->
6. teacher!

judge

teacher!
mediator

1------------------------------------------------------------------)

501

Pedagogical Approaches
1.

whole language

recodi ng

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
Grouping
2. individual
ability group
whole group

self selected
interest group
whole group

~---------------------------~--------------------------------------)
Approach to Reading Problems
3. do
nothing

reteach

change
focus

------------------------------~------------------------------------)
Approach to Students with Reading Problems
revalue

4. label

-------t-----------------------------------------------------------)
Identification of Reading Problems
5. extensi ve
testing

student
self evaluation

1------------------------------------------------------------------)

502
Curriculum Thrusts
self-actualizing

1. technological

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
2. academic

sel f -actuali zing

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
3. maintain society
static

change society

1r-------------------~--------------------------------------------->
Presentation of Curriculum
4. behavioristic

cognitive

transact i cnal

----------------t-------------------------------------------------->

APPENDIX D b
PR06RAM PROFILE CONTINUUM SURVEY
Leer para triunfar - Scott Foresman
(Goodman and Freeman, 1986)
*Part of on-going research -Do not reproduce without permission
1. READING

Program Focus
1. decontextualized
ski 11 s

contextualized
strategies

----------------i-------------------------------------------------->
Purpose for Reading
set by
teacher

2. set by
text

set by
student

,------------------------------------------------------------------>
Approach to Print
3. phonics

syll abi c:
approach

word
approach

use of all
cueing systems

----------------------------------------~-------------------------->

503

504

View of Comprehension
Comprehension
as a process

4. Comprehension
as a product

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
Comprehension Tasks
4. factual recall

extension of reading
to other areas

~-------------------------------~---------------------------------)
II. LANGUAGE

View of Language
1. Language
is habit

language is
personal and social

-----------~------------------------------------------------------->
Unit of Emphasis
2. letters

syllables

words

sentences

whole
text

------------------------------~------------------------------------)
Level of Meaning Representation
3. morphemic

textual

--------------------~----------------------------------------------)

505

Nature of the Text
authentic

4. adapted

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
II I. LEARN I NG

Views of the Learner
1.

passi ve

active

i------------------------------------------------------------------)
2.

weak

strong

~-----------------------------------------------------------------)
3.

dependent

independent

11-------------------------------------------------------~--------->
4.

controlled

transacti anal

1r-----------------------------------------------------------------)

506

IV. TEACHING
Teacher's Role
1. total teacher control

no teacher

-r-----------------------------------------~----------------------->
2. teacher!
scripted perf.ormer

teacher!
curriculum intiator

1------------------------------------------------------------------>
3. t.eacher!

dictator

teacher
supporter

1------~-----------------------------------------------------------)
4. teacherl
techni ci an

teacher!
educated professional

~------------------------------------------------------------------>
:5. teacher!
source of wisdom

teacher!
fellow learner

~-----------------------------------------------------------------)
6. teacher!

judge

teacher!
mediator

-------------------------------------------------------------------)

507

Pedagogical Approaches
whole language

1. recoding

----------------'~-1------------------------------------------------)
Grouping
self sel ected
interest group
whole group

2. individual

ability group
whole group

1------------------------------------------------------------------)
Approach to Reading Problems
3. do

reteach

change
focus

nothing

------------------------------t------------------------------------)
Approach to Students with Reading Problems
revalue

4. label

i------------------------------------------------------------------)
Identification of Reading Problems
5. extensive
testi ng

student
self eval uati on

1------------------------------------------------------------------>

50B

Curriculum Thrusts
self-actualizing

1. technological

~------------------------------------------------------------------)
2. academic

self-actualizing

~------------------------------------------------------------------)
3. maintain society
static

change society

i------------------------------------------------------------------)
Presentation of Curriculum
4. behavioristic

cognitive

transactional

--------------------1--.--------------------------------------------)

APPENDIX E 1
SPANISH PROGRAM

PROFILE

INSTRUMENT

Hagamos Caminos - Addison-Wesley
(by Yvonne S. Freeman 1987, revision from Page/Goodman Instrument)
*Part of on-going research - do not reproducewithout permission.
+

= category

added or changed from the original PPI

THEORETICAL CATEGORIES

For Teachers

1. READING

A. Program Focus
+ 1 1. Subltord

III 0
III 0/ ...
O/U.f.I
> c: 111
... 0/ N
.f.I ......
U l.. c:
OJ OJ III
..... a. IJl
.o:Cl..
OUlO

For Students
c:

c:

c:

...
0

.f.I
f1I
:I

...III

>

Ul

III 0
III 0/ ...
OJU.f.I
> c: III
•.. 0/ N
.f.I .......
U l.. c:
OJ OJ III
..... a. IJl
.0 :c l..
OUlO

c:

...
0

.f.I
III
:I

....III

>

Ul

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

+ 2

a. alphabetic/spell

+ 3

b. synthetic phonics

__ 1__

+ 4

c. word analysis (suffix
prefix, plurals, endings

__ 1__

__ 1__

+ 5

d. syllabic

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ I> 2. Nord
7

a. word identification

__ 1__

B b. Nord meaning

recogni tion
+ 9 3. Syntax
10

a. syntacti c
reconstructi on

+ 11 4. Meaning
+ 12

13

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

a. narroNly conceived
b. knoNledge construction

__2__

509

510

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__ 0__

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

+ 21 4. OnoDatopoeia

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0;._

+ 22 5. Syllables

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

a. synthetic Nord
approach

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

+ 24

b. analytic Nord
approach

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

+ 25

c. generative Nord
approach

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

-_O_~

26 7. Dictionary skills

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

27 B. Syntactic context

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

2B 9. Semantic context

__ 1__

+ 14

c. transaction
B. Purpose for Reading

15 1. Determined by text
16 2. Detereined by teacher
17 3. Determined by student
C. Strategies for the use
of cues froD print

+

IB 1. Configuration
+ 19 2. Spelling

20 3. Phonics

6. Word Approaches

+

23

__1 __

10. Pragmatic context

+

29

a. pictures, diagrals,
laps, etc.

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

30

b. environmental context

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __
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31 ll. Integrated use of the

t

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0__

cueing systems
t

D. Vie" of Comprehension

t

32 CODprehension as a product

__ 2__

__ 3__

__2__

__3 __

t

33 COllprehension as a process

__ 2__

__ 1__

__2 __

__ 1__

34 1. ii teral

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 ..

..2_.

35 2. inferential

..2..

_.2 ..

_.2 ..

..2. _

__ 2__

__ 0__

__1 __

__0. _

E. Levels of Comprehension

36 3. evaluative

__ 1__

37 4. appreci ati ve

__ 0__

F. Comprehension Tasks
__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

41 4. FolloNing Directions

__ 2__

__2 __

__3 __

42 5. Questions about a

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

a. identify topic

._0 __

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0._

b. identify main idea

__ 2__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

38 1. Truelfalse Questions

__ 0__

39 2. Multiple Choice

Questions
+ 40 3. Fill in the Blanks

Passage
43 D. Message Recognition
t

44

+ 45
t

46 7. Sequencing

__ 3__

__2__

__3 __

__ 3__

t

47 B. Categori%ing

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

t

48 9. Identifying causel

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

effect
t

49 10. Identifying factI

opinion
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__3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

+ 51 12. Making predictions

__2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__0__

+ 52 13. Haking inferences

__2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__0__

__ 2__

__ 0__

__2 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 2__

__ 0__

__ 2__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2__

__0 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__0 __

a. habit

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

b. innate

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

c. personal and social

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 1__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ 50 11. Haking comparisons

14. Message reproduction
+ 53 a•• essage available
+ 54

b•• essage not available

+ 55

c. portions availabe.

+ 56 15. Relating reading to

background knowledge
+ 57 16. Extension of reading

to other areas
II. LANGUAGE
A. View of Language
1. What language is •••

+
+ 58

59
+ 60

2. What written language is

+
+ 61

a. speech prilarily

+ 62

b. Itriting

+ 63

c. oral/written parallel
B. Unit of Elphasis

64 1. Letters

__ 1__

65 2. Smaller than syllable
66 3. Syllable

__ 3__

513

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

68 5. Phrase

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0__

69 6. Clause

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0__

70 7. Sentence

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

71 8. Story or passage

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

72 9. Chapter of section

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

73 10. Book

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

67 4. Hard

+ 74 11. Genre

12. Variablity of Unit of Emphasis

+
+ 75

a. constant

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

+ 76

b. variable, shifting

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

a. lorphellic

__0__

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

b. syllabic fusion

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

C. l1eaning
1. Levels of representation

+
71

+ 78

79

b. Iex i cal

80

c. synthetic fusion

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

d. textual

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

+ 81
+

2.Reader's contribution to
meaning

+ 82

a. none

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 83

b. all

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

+ 84

c. transactional

__0__

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

+

__ 1__

D. Nature of the Text

+ 85 1. Authenti c

(Natural Text)

514

515

e. representation of
different role lodels

+ 104

+ 105 E. Translati on

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

__ X__

full

partial none

__ 0__

__0___

__0 __

__0__

__0__

__ 0___

__0 __

__0 __

lOB 1. l'Ientalistic

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__ 3__

109 2. Behavioristic

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

110 3. Cognitive

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ 106

l.natural Spanish translation

+ 107

2. stilted, unnatural translation
III. LEARNING
A. View of Learning

+ 111 4. Social/Personal

B. View of the Learner
112

1. Passive

113

2. Active

__ 1__

+ 114

3. Deficient

__ 0__

+ 115

4. Full of Potential

+ 116

5. Dependent

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

.+ 117

6• Independent

_.0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

+ llB

7. ContraIl ed

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

+ 119

B. Transactional

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

IV. TEACHING
A. Teacher's role
120

I.No teacher necessary

__1 __

__ 0__

__0 __
__ 1__

__0 __
-)--
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+ 121

122
+ 123

124
+ 125

126
+ 127

12B
+ 129

130
+ 131

2. Teacher in control

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3 __

3. Teacher scripted
performer

__2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

4. Teacher initiator

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

5. Teacher dictator

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

__

__3 __

__3__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

6. Teacher supporter
7. Teacher technician

__ 3__

B. Teacher educated
professional

~_3

9. Teacher source of
.. isdol

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3__

10. Teacher as a learner

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

II.Teacher as a judge

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

__ 1__

12.Teacher as a mediator

__1 __

B. Pedagogical Approaches
1. "ethods

+ 132

a. alphabetic

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 133

b. onollatopoeic

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

134

c. phoneti c

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

.+ 135

d. syllabic

__ 3__

__ 3__

_J __

__3 __

+ 136

e. generative words

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

+ 137

f. global

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 13B

g. ideo-vi sual

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

+ 139

h. eclectic

+ 140

i. i nt egr ated 'wilDie

language)
+

2. Teaching Strategies

__ 1__
__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

517

__3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__1 __

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

+ 145 1. Individual

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

+ 146 2. ability group

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

+ 147 3. self-selected group

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__3__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

+ 141

a. Language Experience

+ 142

b. DRA

+ 143

c. DRTA

+ 144

d. SSR
C. Grouping

+ 148 4. interest group
t

149 5. "hole class

D. Basal Organization
t

150 1. Linguistic
considerations

+ 151 2. Li terature
t

152 3. Technical inforlation

t

153 4. Content units

_J __

E. Reading Problels
t

154 I. Is there a provision?

yes

no

2. Approach to Problems
(Curriculum)

t

t

155

a. repeat sequence

t

156

b. stress focus

t

157

c. change focus

+

__ X__

3.Approach to Problems
(Student)

--NA- --NA- --NA- --NA--NA- -- NA- --NA- --NA-- NA- -- NA- --NA- -- NA-

51B

+ 15B

a. label for special
help

__ NA_

__NA_

__NA_

__NA.

+ 159

b. help student revalue

..NA_

_.NA.

..NA.

._NA.

a. test reading
prerequisite skills

_.1._

..1..

..1._

..1._

161

b. test reading skills

.•3._

••3._

..3__

..3__

162

c. test for learner
deficits (perceptual,
lotor, neurological)

163

d. assess language for
deficit

164 1. Technology

__ 3__

_.3..

__ 3_.

_.3..

165 2. Academic Rationalism

__ 2_.

__ 2_.

__ 2_.

..2..

..0._

..0._

_.0_.

4. Identification of
Probleas

+

160

F. Curriculum Thrusts

166 3. Social Reconstruction
+ 167 4. Self-Actualization
+ 169 5. Behavioristic

169. 5. Cognitive Process
+ 170. 6. Transactional

•• 1._

..0..

APPENDIX E 2
SPANISH PROGRAM

PROFILE

INSTRUMENT

Economy Spanish Reading Series - Economy
(by Yvonne S. Freeman 1987, revision from Page/Goodman Instrument)
*Part of on-going research - do not reproducewithout permission.
+

= category

added or changed from the original PPI

THEORETICAL CATEGDRIES

For Teachers
III 0
III QJ...

I. READING

1 1. SubKord

... QI N

...,......

'U

QlQI/II

•.... 0.01
.oXL.

oUJO

+

OJu...,

~

...

N

C
III 0
III OJ·..

C
0

m u...,·
> C ru

... OJ

U L. C

A. Program Focus

For Students

c

::J

...

ru
>

UJ

>

C

ru

......

...,
U L. C

OJ OJ til
..... a. 01
.0 XL.
O.UJO

__ 3___

__3 __

__3 __

+ 2

a. alphabetic/spell

+ 3

b. synthetic phonics

+ 4

c. word analysis (suffix
prefix, plurals, endings

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3__

d. syllabic

__ 3_~

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__ 0__

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0__

__0__

__0 __

+ 11 4. "eaning

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3 __

+ 12

__ 2__

__2__

__2__

__2 __

+ 5

+ 6 2. Word

7 a. word identification

a

b. Nord leaning
recogni ti on

+ 9 3. Syntax

10

13

a. syntactic
reconstructi on

a. narrowly conceived
b. knowledge construction
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520

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

15 1. Determined by text

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3__

16 2. Deterained by teacher

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

17 3. Determined by student

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0;._

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

-_O_~

+ 14

c. transaction
B. Purpose for Reading

C. Strategies for the use
of cues froD print

+

IB 1. Configuration
+ 19 2. Spelling

20 3. Phonics
+ 21 4. Onomatopoeia
+ 22 5. Syllables

6. Word Approaches

+

23

a. synthetic Hord
approach

+ 24

b. anal yti c lIord
approach

+ 25

c. generative Hord
approach

__ 1__

26 7. Dictionary skills
27 B. Syntactic context

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

2B 9. Selantic context

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__I __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

10. Praglatic context

+

29

a. pictures, diagrams,
maps, etc.

30

b. environmental context

__0__

521

••0..

..o~.

..0 ..

..0•.

+ 32 1. CODprehension as a product

..3..

_.3..

..3..

..3..

+ 33 2. Comprehension as a process

.. 1..

_.1 ..

..1 ..

34 1. literal

. _2 __

__ 2_.

_.3_.

35 2. inferential

._2 ..

_.2 ..

_.2..

36 3. eval uati ve

__ I ..

__ 1._

_.1 ..

..1 ..

37 4. appred at i ve

_.1_.

_.1._

._1_.

_.1 __

__ I ..

__ 1._

+ 31 11. Integrated use of the
cueing systems

D. Vie" of Comprehension

+

.1 ...

E. Levels of Cosprehension

. ..

_.,)

__ 2__

F. COlprehension Tasks
39 1. True/false Questions
39 2. Multiple Choice

__ 1__

_.i __

__ 3__

__ 3__

'1

__ 2__

__ 1__

--1.-__1 __

Questions
+ 40 3. Fi 11 in the Blanks

__ 1__

41 4. FolloNing Directions

__ 1__

42 5. Questions about a
Passage

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 2__

__2 __

43 6. Message Recognition

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2___

__2 __

__2 __

+ 46 7. Sequencing

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

+ 47 9. Categorizing

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

+ 49 9. Identifying cause/

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

+ 44

a. identify topic

+ 45

b. identify lain idea

effect
+ 49 10. Identifying facti

opinion
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+ 50 ll. Haking coaparisons

__ 2__

__2__

__ 2__

__2__

+ 51 l2. Haking predictions

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

+ 52 l3. Haking inferences

__2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__l __

__1 __

l4. Message reproductiDn
+ 53 a. lessage available
+ 54

b. lessage not available

__ 0__

__2 __

__2__

__ 2__

+ 55

c. portions availabe.

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 56 15. Relating reading to
background knoNledge

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ l__

__1 __

+ 57 16. Extension of reading
to other areas

__ 2__

__ 2__

__1 __

__I __

a. habit

__3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

b. innatE!

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

c. personal and social

__ 2__

__ 2__

__1 __

__1 __

__2__

__2 __

II. LANGUAGE
A. Vie" of Language
1. What language is •••

+
+ 58

59
+ 60

2. What Mritten language is

+
.+ 61

a. speech priaarily

__ 2__

__2 __

+ 62

b. writing

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 63

c. oral/written parallel

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

64 1. Letters

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2__

__2 __

65 2. SlalIer than syllable

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

66 3. Syllable

__3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 1__

B. Unit of Emphasis

523

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

69 6. Clause

__0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

70 7. Sentence

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2__

__ 2__

71 8. Story or passage

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

67 4. Word
68 5. Phrase

72 9. Chapter of section
73 10. Book

+ 74 11. Genre

12. Variablity of Unit of Eaphasis

+
+ 75

a. constant

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 76

b. variable, shifting

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

'1

__ 2__

C. Heaning
1. Levels of representation

+
77

+ 78

a. Jorphellic
b. syll abic fusion

79

b. lexical

80

c. synthetic fusion

+ 91
+

d. textual

__ 1__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 0__

2.Reader's contribution to
meaning

+ 92

a. none

+ 83

b. all

+ 94

c. transactional

+

--""-__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

D. Nature of the Text

+ 95 1. Authentic

(Natur al Text>

524

+

a. trade books

+ 86

1. fiction

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 87

2. non fiction

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

+ 88

b. short stories

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

+ 89

c.

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

_0 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3__

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ 90

e~pDsitory

text

2. Adapted Text

+ 91

a. ayths, legends,fairy

+ 92

b. fiction adaptations

+ 93

c. expository adaptation

+

3. Criteria for
Adaptation

+ 94

a. readabi li ty

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__3__

+ 95

b. shift in content for
children

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0__

+

c. conforaity for
control factors

+ 96

1. phonics

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ 97

2. Nord frequency

__ 3_..:

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

+ 9B

3. other

__ 0__

__0.:._

__0 __

__0 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ 99
+

d. special factors
3. Criteria for Selection

+ 100

a. representation of
ainorities

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

+ 101

b. representation of
different classes

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

+ 102

c. representation of
different cultures

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

+ 103

d. representation of
different social context

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__
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e. representation of
different role lodels

+ 104

+ 105 E. Translation

__ 3__

__3 __

__3__

full

__ X__
pilrti al none

__3 __

+ lOb

1.natural Spanish translation

__0__

__ 0___

__0__

__0 __

+ 107

2. stilted, unnatural translation __0__

__0 ___

__0 __

__0 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 3__

__3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

II I. LEARNING
A.

Vie~

of Learning

lOB 1. l1enhli sti c
109 2. Behavioristic
110 3. CDgni ti ve
+ 111 4. Social/Personal

B. View of the Learner
112

1. Passive

113

2. Active

+ 114

3. Deficient

+ 115

4. Full of Potential

+ 116

5. Dependent

.+ 117

6• Independent

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

+ 11B

7. CDntrolled

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

+ 119

B. Transactional

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

IV. TEACHItI6
A. Teacher's role
120

1.No teacher necessary
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+ 121
122
+ 123
124

+ 125
126
+ 127
12B
+ 129

130
+ 131

__3__

__3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3__

__3 __

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 0__

__0 __

7. Teacher technician

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

B. Teacher educated
professional

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

9. Teacher source of
wisdom

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

11.Teacher as a judge

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

12.Teacher as a ;ediator

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

2. Teacher in control
3. Teacher scripted
performer

4. Teacher initiator
5. Teacher dictator
6. Teacher supporter

10. Teacher as a learner

B. Pedagogical Approaches
1. Methods
+ 132

a. alphabetic

+ 133

b. onomatopoeic

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

134

c. phonetic

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

.+ 135

d. syllabic

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

+ 136

e. generative "ords

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

+ 137

f. global

+ 13B

g. ideo-visual

+ 139

h. eclectic

+ 140

i. integrated (whole

1anguage)

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__
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+

2. Teaching strategies

+ 141

a. Language Experience

+ 142

b. DRA

+ 143

c. DRTA

+ 144

d. S5R

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__0__

__0__

__0__

__0__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2__

__2 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

+ 151 2. Literature

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

+ 152 3. Technical inforlation

__2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

+ 153 4. Content units

__ 2__

'1

__ 2__

__ 2__

C. Grouping
+ 145 1. Individual
+ 146 2. ability group
+ 146 3. self-selected group
+ 148 4. interest group
+ 149 5. whole class

D. Basal Organization
+ 150 1. Linguistic

considerations

--'--

E. Reading Problems
__ X__

+ 154 1. Is there a provision?

+

no

yes

2. Approach to Problems
(Curriculum)

+ 155

a. repeat sequence

+ 156

b. stress focus

+ 157

c. change focus

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__
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3.Approach to Problems
(Student)
+ 158 a. label for special
help

+

+ 159

b. help student revalue

__2_

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

4. Identification of
Probleas

+

160

a. test reading
prerequisite skills

161

b. test reading skills

162

c. test for learner
deficits (perceptual,
lotor, neurological)

__ 0__

__0__

__0__

__0 __

163

d. assess language for
deficit

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

164 1. Technology

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

165 2. Academic RationalisD

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

166 3. Social Reconstruction

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

F. Curriculul Thrusts

+ 167 4. Self-Actualization
+ 16B 5. Behavioristic

169. 5. Cognitive Process
+ 170. 6. Transactional

APPENDIX E 3
SPANISH PROGRAM

PROFILE

INSTRUMENT

Programa de lectura en espanol - Houghton-Mifflin
(by Yvonne S. Freeman 1987, revision from Page/Goodman Instrument)
*Part of on-going research - do not reproducewithout permission.

+

= category

added or changed from the original PPI

THEORETICAL CATEGORIES

For Teachers
III

1. READING

A. Program Focus

t
a
0/ ....
U1

QJU.j.I
III
.... 0/ N
.j.I .......
U L C
QJ 0/ III
'''''1 a. IJI
JJ)(l.

> c:

aUla

III

>

__ 0__

b. synthetic phonics

OUlO

III

...
:J

III

>

Ul

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

c. word analysis (suffix
prefix, plurals, endings

__ 3__

__ 2__

__ 3__

__2__

d. syllabic

_J_~

__ 1__

__ 3__

__ 2__

__3 __

__2 __

t

3

7

:J

__2 __

2 a. alphabetic/spell

6

III

...

C

....a
.j.I

'I

t

t

O/U.j.I
C III
0/ N
.j.I ........
u l. C
0/ 0/ III
..... a. IJI
JlXl.

>
....

__ 2__

1 1.

+ 5

....a
.j.I

__ 2__

Subword

t

+ 4

c

III a
III 0/ ....

C

Ul

For Students

2. Word
a. word identification

__ 2__
__ 3__

--~--

__2 __
__ 2__

__3 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

a. narrowly conceived

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

b. knowledge construction

__'I40_-

__ 2__

__ 2__

B b. Nord Deaning

__2 __

recognition
+ 9 3. Syntax
10

a. syntactic
reconstruction

+ 11 4. l1eaning
+ 12

13

__ I __

529
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__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0__

15 1. Deterlined by text

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__3__

16 2. Deterained by teacher

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

__ 0__

__0__

__0__

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

a. synthetic Nord
approach

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 24

b. analytic Nord
approach

__ 1__

__ 1__

+ 25

c. generative Hord
approach

__ 0__

__ 0__

+ 14

c. transaction
B. Purpose for Reading

17 3. Deterained by student
C. Strategies for the use
of cues from print

+

lB 1. Configuration

+ 19 2. Spelling

20 3. Phonics
+

21 4. Onolatopoeia

+ 22 5. Syll abIes

6. Nord Approaches

+

23

-)--

__0 __

__0_'_

__ 1__

26 7. Dictionary skills

__ 1__

27 B. Syntactic context
2B 9. Seaantic context

__1 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

10. Pragmatic context

+

29

a. pictures, diagrals,
laps, etc.

__ 2__

__ 2__

__3 __

__3 __

30

b. environlental context

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __
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__2__

__2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

34 1. li teral

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

3S 2. inferenti al

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

36 3. evaluati ve

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__1 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

+ 31 11. Integrated use of the

cueing systeas
D. Vie" of Comprehension

+

+ 32. COlprehension as a product
+ 33. Comprehension as a process

E. Levels of Comprehension

37 4. appreci ati ve
F. Comprehension Tasks
3B 1. Truelfalse Questions
39 2. Multiple Choice
Questions·

__ 1__

__ 2__

41 4. FolloHing Directions

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

42 5. Questions about a
Passage

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

43 6. Message Recognition

--'--

'1

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

..:_2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

+ 46 7. Sequencing

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2__

__ 2__

+ 47 B. Categorizing

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

+ 4B 9. Identifying causel

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2__

__ 2__

+ 40 3. Fill in the Blanks

+ 44

a. identify topic

+ 45

b. identify lain idea

__2 __

effect
+ 49 10. Identifying facti

opinion

532

+ 50 11. Haking cODparisons
+ 51 12. Haking predictions
+ 52 13. Haking inferences

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__3__

__3 __

__3__

__3 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2__

__2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

14. "essage reproduction
+ 53 a. aessage available
+ 54

b. message not available

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

+ 55

c. portions availabe.

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__1 __

__2__

__I __

__ 1__

__1 __

b. innate

__ 0__

__0 __

c. personal and social

__ 2__

+ 56 15. Relating reading to

background kno"ledge
+ 57 16. Extension of reading

to other areas
II. LANGUAGE
A. Vie" of Language
1. What language is •••

+
+ 59

59
+ 60

a. habi t

__I __
__0__

__0 __

__2 __

2. What Nritten language is

+

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 0__

__1 __

__ 0__

64 1. Ll!tters

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

65 2. Smaller than syllable

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

+ 61

a. speech priaarily

+ 62

b. Nriting

+ 63

c. oral/Nritten parallel
B. Unit of Emphasis

66 3. Syll able
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67 4. Nord

..3._

••3.•

..3..

..3.•

68 5. Phrase

..1..

..1 ..

._1 ••

..1 ..

69 6. Clause

..0..

._0..

_.0..

..0..

70 7. Sentence

.•3••

._3..

..3._

__3..

71 8. Story or passage

_.2 __

._2..

_.2 ..

__ 2__

72 9. Chapter of section

__ 1__

._1 __

_.1 ..

__ 1__

__0._

__0 __

_.0 ..

._0._

__ 1__

__1_.

_.1 __

__ 1._

73 10. Book

+ 74 11. Genre
+

12. Variablity of Unit of Eaphasis

+ 75

a. constant

__ 0..

__ 0_.

_.0 __

__ 0._

+ 76

b. variable, shifting

__ 3._

__ 2_.

__ 3__

__ 2..

a. lorpheaic

_.2_.

__ 2..

._2__

_.2 __

b. syllabic fusion

_.0 __

__ 0..

_.0 •.

_.0 ..

79

b. lexical

.. 3..

.. 3..

..3..

_.3..

80

c. synthetic fusion

..0._

..0_ •

• _0 ••

..0..

d. textual

..2..

..2..

._1._

C. Meaning
1. Levels of representation

+
77

+ 78

+ 81
+

2.Reader's contribution to
leaning

+ 82

a. none

+ 83

b. all

+ 84

c. transactional

+

._1._

._1_.

_.1._
.)._.

•• 0••

..0..

..0_ .

._0...

.. 2..

._1._

D. Nature of the Text

+ 85 1. Authentic
(Natural Text)

.. 1._

534

+

a. trade books

+ B6

1. fiction

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ B7

2. non fiction

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ BB

b. short stories

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ B9

c. expository text

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 90

2. Adapted Ted

__3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ 91

a. ayths, legenris,fairy

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ 92

b. fiction adaptations

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ 93

c. expository adaptation

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2__

+

3. Criteria for
Adaptation

+ 94

a. readabili ty

__ 2__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3__

+ 95

b. shift'in content for
children

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

+

c. conformity for
control factors

+ 96

1. phonics

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 97

2. Nord frequency

__ 2_.:.

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

+ 98

3. other

__ 0__

-_O~-

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 99
+

d. special factors
3. Criteria for Selection

+ 100

a. representation of
lIinori ties

__ 2__

__1 __

__ 2__

+ 101

b. representation of
different classes

__ 2__

__1 __

__ 2__

+ 102

c. representation of
different cultures

__ 3__

__ 2__

__ 3__

__2 __

+ 103

d. representation of
different social context

__ 3__

__ 2__

__ 3__

__2 __
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+ 104

B.

representation of
different rol9 models

••3••

+ 105 E. Translation
full

.. 1..

..3•.

..1 ..

.. X...
partial none

+ lOb

1.natural Spanish translation

.•3••

..2._

•.3.•

..2..

+ 107

2. stilted, unnatural translation •• 1••

__ I ...

..1 ••

..1 ..

III. LEARNING
A.

Vie~

of Learning

lOB 1. l1entali sti c

. _2..

_.2..

..2..

..2..

109 2. Behavioristic

__ 2..

__ 2_.

_.2_.

._2. _

110 3. Cogni ti ve

..3..

__ 2._

__2_.

..2._

__ 2..

_.1_.

__ 2__

__1_.

__ 2__

__2_.

+ 111 4. Social/Personal

B. View of the Learner
112

1. Passi ve

__ 2_.

_.2_.

113

2. Active

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1_.

+ 114

3. Deficient

__ 1._

__ 2_.

•• 1__

+ 115

4. Full of Potential

..2_.

+ 11b

5. Dependent

._3_.

..3._

__ 3_.

._3..

.+ 117

b• Independent

..0_.

..0..

_.0_.

._0..

+ 11B

7. Controlled

__ 3..

..3._

..3..

..3..

+ 119

B. Transactional

_.0 ..

_.0 ..

_.0 ..

._0..

IV. TEACHING
A. Teacher's role
120

l.No teacher necessary

..2 __

..1 ••
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+ 121

122
+ 123

124
+ 125

126
+ 127

12B
+ 129

130
+ 131

2. Teacher in control

__3__

__3__

__3 __

__3 __

3. Teather scripted
perfoner

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

4. Teacher initiator

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

5. Teacher dictator

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

6. Teacher supporter

__ 2__

__ 2__

__1 __

__1 __

7. Teacher technician

__3__

__3 __

__3__

__3__

B. Teacher educated
professional

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0__

9. Teacher source of
Misdol!l

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0__

11.Teather as a judge

__ 2__

__3__

__ 3__

__3 __

12.Teacher as a mediator

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

10. Teacher as a learner

B. Pedagogical Approaches
1. Methods
+ 132

a. alphabetic

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

+ 133

b. onomatopoeic

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

134

c. phonetic

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

. + 135

d. syllabic

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 136

e. generative Nords

+ 137

f. global

+ 13B

g. ideo-vi sual

+ 139

h. eclectic

+ 140

i. integrated hthole

language)

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

___ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

___ 2__
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+

2. Teaching Strategies

+ 141

a. language Experience

+ 142

b. DRA

+ 143

c. DRTA

+ 144

d. SSR

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__2__

__2__

__2 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

__ 3__

__3__

__ 3__

__3__

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0__

__ 1__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

+ 151 2. literature

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

+ 152 3. Technical infor.ation

__2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

+ 153 4. Content units

--'--

'1

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

C•. Srouping
+ 145 1. Individual
+ 146 2. ability group
+ 147 3. self-selected group
+ 148 4. interest group
+ 149 5. "hole class

D. Basal Organization
+ 150 1. linguistic
considerations

E. Reading Problems
__ X__

+ 154 1. Is there a provision?
+

no

yes

2. Approach to Problels
(Curriculum)
__ 1__

+ 155

a. repeat sequence

+ 156

b. stress focus

__ 3__

+ 157

c. change focus

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __
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3.Approach to Probleas
(Student)
a.
label for special
+ 158
help

+

••3••

..3..

• _0 __

._0_.

•• 1_.

•• 1._

._1 ••

._1 ••

a. test reading
prerequisite skills

.•3._

._3..

.•3..

..3._

161

b. test reading skills

..3_.

._3__

..3..

._3••

162

c. test for learner
deficits (perceptual,
DotDr, neurological)

..0..

..0•.

..0.•

..0.•

..0.•

..0•.

..0.•

..0..

164 1. Technology

..3..

..3..

..2..

..3..

165 2. Acadeaic Rationalisl

..2..

•• 1••

..2..

..t .•

t66 3. Social Reconstruction

..0..

..0..

•.0..

..0..

+ 159

b. help student revalue
4. Identification Df
Problels

+

160

t63

d. assess language for
deficit

F. Curriculul Thrusts

+ 167 4. Self·Actualization

..2..

+ t6S 5. Behavioristic

..2..

..2..

..2..

..2..

.. 3..

..3..

..3..

..3..

..0..

..0..

..0__

..0..

169. 5. Cognitive Process
+ 170. 6. Transactional

..1 .•

APPENDIX E 4
SPANISH PROGRAM

PROFILE

INSTRUMENT

Mil Maravillas - Macmillan
(by Yvonne S. Freeman 1987, revision from Page/Goodman Instrument)
*Part of on-going research - do not reproducewithout permission.

+

= category

added or changed from the original PPI

THEORETICAL CATEGORIES

For Teachers

I. READING
A. Program Focus
+ 1 1. SubMord

Ul 0
III Ill...
QlU...,
>Cttl
... III N
...,.......
U L. C
QI III ttl
.~ a. 01
.oXL.
OlJJO

For Students
c

c

C
0
....
...,
ttl

::l

III 0
In QI...
III u .....·
c ttl
.... QI N

>

.............
U L. C

C

0
....

.....
ttl

::l
.-t

Ul

>

IlIQlttI
a. 01
.oXL.
OUlO

__ 3__

__3 __

__3__

__3 __

.-t

ttl

.~

ttl

>

Ul

+ 2

a. alphabetic/spell

+ 3

b. synthetic phonics

+ 4

c. Nord analysis (suffix
prefix, plurals, endings

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3 __

d. syllabic

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3__

+ 5

+ D 2. lIord

7 a. Nord identification
B b. Nord aeaning
recogni ti on
+ 9 3. Synta)(

10

a. syntactic
reconstruction

+ 11 4. l1eaning
+ 12

13

a. narrowly conceived
b. knoNledge construction
539

540

__0__

__0__

__0__

__0 __

15 1. Deterlined by text

__ 3__

__3__

__ 3__

__3 __

16 2. Deterlined by teacher

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

17 3. Deterained by student

__0__

__0__

__0__

__0__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 0__

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 14

c. transaction

B. Purpose for Reading

C. Strategies for the use
of cues frOB print

+

19 1. Configuration
+ 19 2. Spelling
20 3. Phonics

__ 1__

__ 1__

+ 21 4. OnoBatopoeia
+ 22 5. Syll abIes

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 0__

__0 __

't
-_\1_-

__ 3__

6. Word Approaches

+

23

a. synthetic Nord
approach

+ 24

b. analytic Nord
approach

+ 25

c. generative Nord
approach

__ 3__

__ 0__

't
-_\I_-

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 1__

26 7. Dictionary skills

__ 1__

27 9. Syntactic context

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

29 9. Selantic context

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

10. Pragmatic context

+

29

a. pictures, diagrals,
laps, etc.

__ 2__

__ 1__

__2 __

__ I __

30

b. environmental context

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__
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+ 31 11. Integrated use of the

..0•.

•.0••

..0••

..0•.

+ 32 I. Comprehension as a product

..3..

.•3••

••3••

.3••.

+ 33 2. Comprehension as a process

..0..

.•0••

..0•.

.0._.

34 1. literal

..2..

..2..

..2..

..2•.

35 2. inferential

..2..

..2..

..2..

..2•.

•• 1••

•• 1••

..1 ••

..0.•

.•0..

..0.•

..0..

38 I. Truelfalse Questions

•• 1••

..1 ••

39 2. "ultiple Choice
Questions

•. 2..

..1 ..

cueing systems
D. VieN of Comprehension

+

E. Levels of

COlprehen~ion

36 3. evaluative
37 4. appreci ati ve

F. COlprehension Tasks

+ 40 3. Fill in the Blanks

..1 .•

..3_.

_.3._

..2..

..2..

41 4. FolloNing Directions

..2.,-

42 5. Questions about a
Passage

..3..

..3_.

._3._

..3..

43 6. "essage Recognition

..3..

..3..

__ 3__

..3..

..2..

__ '1
4. __

..2._

..2..

+ 46 7. Sequencing

.. 3_.

.. 3..

..3_.

..3._

+ 47 8. Categorizing

•• 1.•

.. 1.•

..) ..

+ 4B 9. Identifying causel

..2..

.. 2..

..2..

..2..

.• 1..

..1 ••

..1 ..

+ 44

a. identify topic

+ 45

b. identify lain idea

..2..

effect
+ 49 10. Identifying factI

opinion

542

+ 50 11. Making comparisons

••0••

•. 0••

..0••

..0.•

+ 51 12. Making predictions

..3•.

..3..

..3..

..3••

+ 52 13. Making inference;

..2..

..2•.

..2..

..2••

..2..

..2..

..2..

..2.•

14. Message reproduction

+ 53 a. messige aViilable
+ 54

b. message not available

..2..

..2.•

..2.•

..2••

+ 55

c. portions availabe.

..0..

..0..

..0..

..0..

background knoNledge

..2..

•. 2•.

..2.•

..1 •.

+ 57 16. Extension of reading
to other areas

..2.•

..1.•

..2••

_.1._

+ 56 15. Relating reading to

II.

L~~~UA6E

A. VieM of Language
+

1. What language is •••

+ 58

a. habit

._2 ••

_.2._

__2 .•

__ 2..

b. innate

..0..

..0._

..0__

_.0 ..

c. personal and social

..2..

_.2..

..2..

..2..

59
+ 60

2. What Nritten language is

+
.+ 61

a. speech primarily

.•2..

._2..

..2 ..

..2..

+ 62

b. Mri ting

..2..

.. 2..

_.2._

_.2..

+ 63

c. oral/Mritten parallel

.. 1..

B. Unit of Esphasis
64 1. Letters

.. 1..

65 2. Smaller than syllable

.• 2..

..2..

..2.•

..2.•

66 3. Syll able

..3..

_.3..

..3..

..3..

..1 ••

543

__ 2__

__2__

__2 __

__2__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0__

__0__

70 7. Sentence

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

71 B. Story or passage

__3__

__ 2__

__3 __

__2__

72 9. Chapter of section

__ 1__

__ 1__

__0 __

__0 __

73 10. Book

__ 1__

__ 1__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

a. ;orphelic

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

b. syllabic fusion

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

79

b. lexical

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

80

c. synthetic fusion

__2 __

__2 __

67 4. Nord
68 5. Phrase
69 6. Clause'

+ 74 11. Genre

12. Variablity of Unit of Emphasis

+
+ 75

a. constant

+ 76.

b. variable, shifting
C. Heaning
1. Levels of representation

+
77
+ 7B

+ 81
+

d. textual

__ 1__

__ 2__

__ 2__

2.Reader's contribution to
lIIeaning
__ 1__

__1 __

+ 82

a. none

+ 83

b. all

__0__

__ 0___

__0 __

__0 __

+ 84

c. transactional

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

+

D. Nature of the Text

+ 85 1. Authentic

(Natural Text)

544

+

i.

trade books
__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

2. non fiction

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 88

b. short stories

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 89

c. expository text

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 90

2. Adapted Text

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ 86.

1. fiction

+ 87

+ 91

a. myths, legends, fairy

+ 92

b. fiction adaptations

+ 93

c. expository adaptation

+

3. Criteria for
Adaptation

+ 94

a. readabi li ty

__3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

+ 95

b. shift in content for
children

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

+

c. conforlity for
control factors

+ 96

1. phonics

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ 97

2. Nord frequency

__2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ 98

3. other

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 99
+

d. special factors
3. Criteria for Selection
representation of
ainorities

+ 100

i.

+ 101

b. representation of
different classes

+ 102

c. representation of
different cultures

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 103

d. representation of
different social context

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__
__ 1__

545

e. representation of
different role models

+ 104

+ 105 E. Translation

0}

+ 107

--'-- --'-- --'-__ X__ •

full

partial none

..2..

_.2._.

..2_.

_.2_.

2. stilted, unnatural translation ..1..

..1 ...

•• 1_.

._1 __

1.natural Spanish translation

106

.. 1__

II I. LEARNING
A. Vie" of Learning
lOB L Kentalistic

_.1 ..

_.1 ..

..1..

_.1 ..

109 2. Behavioristic

..2..

_.2..

..2._

._2_.

110 3. Cognitive

_.2 ..

_.2_.

__2_.

_.2..

..2._

_.2..

._2..

__ 2_ .

_.3..

_.3_.

_.3_.

+ 111 4. Social/Personal

B. Vie" of the Learner
112

1. Passive

_.3 __

113

2. Active

_.1_.

+ 114

3. Defi ci ent

__ 2__

_.2 __

_.2 __

__2 __

+ 115

4. Full of

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 116

5. Dependent

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

.+ 117

6• Independent

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ l1B

7. Controll ed

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

+ 119

B. Transactional

__ 0__

__ 0__

_.0 __

__0 __

Potenti~l

IV. TEACHING
A. Teacher'S role
120

I.No teacher necessary

546

+ 121

122
+ 123

124
+ 125

126
+ 127

12B

2. Teacher in control

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

3. Teacher scripted
performer

__3__

__3__

__ 3__

__3 __

4. Teacher initiator

__0__

__0__

__0__

__0__

5. Teacher dictator

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3__

6. Teacher supporter

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

7. Teacher technician

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

B. Teacher educated
professional

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

10. Teacher as a learner

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0__

11.Teacher as a judge

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

12.Teacher as a mediator

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

9. Teacher source of
"~SdOD

+ 129

130
+ 131

B. Pedagogical Approaches
1. Hethods
+ 132

a. alphabetic

+ 133

b. onolatopoeic

__ 1__

__1 __

134

c. phonetic

__ 1__

__1 __

.+ 135

d. syllabic

+ 136

e. generative "ords

+ 137

f. global

+ 13B

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

g. ideo-vi sual

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 139

h. eclectic

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 140

i. integrated ("hole
language)

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

547

+

2. TRaching Strategies

+ 141

a. Language ExpRrience

..2..

_.2_.

..2_.

..2._

+ 142

b. DRA

_.0 •.

_.0..

..0.•

_.0._

+ 143

c. DRTA

.•0..

_.0•.

..0••

+ 144

d. SSR

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

_.0__

+ 145 1. Individual

__ 2__

__2 __

_.2 __

__2 __

+ 146 2. ability group

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 146 3. self-selected group

_.1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 148 4. interest group

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 149 5. IIhol e cl ass

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ 150 1. Linguistic
considerations

__ 3__

__3 __

_.3 __

__3 __

+ 151 2. Li terature

__ 1__

__ 1__

_.1 __

+ 152 3. Technical information

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ 153 4. Content units

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

__ 0__

C. Grouping -

D. Basal Organization

E. Reading

Proble~s

__ X__

+ 154 1. Is there a provision?

no

yes
+

-)-""

2. Approach to Problems

(Curriculu&:!1
+ 155

a. repeat sequence

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

+ 156

b. stress focus

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

_.3 __

+ 157

c. change focus

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

548

3.Approach to Probleas
(Student)
a.
label for special
+ 158
help

+

__ 3__

__3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__0__

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 167 4. Self-Actualization

__ 0__

__0__

+'168 5. Behavioristic

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 159

b. help student revalue

4. Identification of
Problems

+
160

a. test reading
prerequ(si te ski 11 s

161

b. test reading skills

162 .c. test for learner
deficits (perceptual,
lotor, neurological)
163

d. assess language for
deficit

__ 3__

~_3

F. Curriculul Thrusts
164 1. Technology
165 2. Acade.ic Rationalism
166 3. Social Reconstruction

169. 5. Cognitive Process
+ 170. 6. Transactional

-}--

__0 __
__0 __

APPENDIX E 5
SPANISH PROGRAM

PROFILE

INSTRUMENT

Lectura en dos idiomas - Santillana (U.S.)
(by Yvonne S. Freeman 1987, revision from Page/Goodman Instrument)
*Part of on-going research - do not reproducewithout permission.
+

= category

added Dr changed from the original PPI

THEORETICAL CATEGORIES

For Teachers

For Students

c:

III 0
III 01 ...
QJU+J

I. READING

·A. Program Focus
+ 1 1. SubMord

c:

c:

III 0
III 01 ...
QlU+J

...0
+J

f1I
... 1D N

CI

...

QI QJ f1I

.0 XL.
OUlO

Ul

> c:

fII

•.. QI N

+J .......
U L. c:
QI 01 111

.., c.

__ 3__

111
:J

I1i

>

__3 __

__ 1__

> c:

+J .......
U L. c:

.., C. CI

.oXL.

c:

.+J..0
f1I

...:Jf1I

>

Ul

__ 3OUlO
__
__3 __
__1 __

+ 2

a. alphabetic/spell

+ 3

b. synthetic phonics

+ 4

c. word analysis (suffix
prefix, plurals, endings

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

+ 5

d. syllabic

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3__

__ 3__

+ b 2. Word

__ 1__

7

a. word identification

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

8

b. lIord leaning
recognition

__ 2__

_°_ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

'1

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 9 3. Syntax

10

a. syntactic
reconstructi on

+ 11 4. l1eaning
+ 12

13

a. narrowly conceived
b. knowledge construction

549

--'--
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+ 14

c. transaction

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

B. Purpose for Reading
15 1. Deter.ined by text

16 2. Determined by teacher
17 3. Determined by student
C. Strategies for the use
of cues fro. print

+

19 1. Configuration
+ 19 2. Spell ing

__1 __

__ 1__

20 3. Phonics

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 21 4. Onoaatopoeia

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

+ 22 5. Syllables

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

26 7. Dictionary skills

__ 1__

__1 __

27 9. Syntactic context

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

29 9. Semantic context

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__1 __

b. Word Approaches

+

23

a. synthetic Hord
approach

+ 24

b. analytic Kord
approach

+ 25

c. generative Kord
approach

10. Pragmatic cDntext

+

29

a. pictures, diagrams,
lIaps, etc.

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

30

b. envirDnmental context

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__
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+ 31 ll. Integrated use of the

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

__ 2__

__3 __

__ 2__

__3__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

cueing systeBs
D. Vie" of Comprehension

+

+ 32 1. Comprehension as a product
+ 33 2. Co.prehension as a process

E. Levels of Comprehension
34 1. literal
35 2. inferential

36 3. evaluative
37 4. appreciative

__ 0__

F. Comprehension Tasks
__ 1__

3B 1. True/false Questions

__1 __
__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__0 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

'1

"I

39 2. Hultiple Choice
Questions

--1..--

--"--

+ 40 3. Fill in the Blanks

__ 2__

__ 3__

41 4. Following Directions
42 5. Questions about a
Passage
43 b. Hessage Recognition
+ 44

a. identify topic

+ 45

b. identify main idea

+ 4b 7. Sequenti ng
+ 47 B. Categorizing

+ 4B 9. Identifying cause/

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__I __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

effect
+ 49 10. Identifying factI

opinion

__ 0__
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+ 50 11. naking comparisons
+ 51 12. naking predictions
+ 52 13. Making inferences

__0__

__ 1__

__0__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

-)--

14. Message reproduction
+ 53 a. lessage available
+ 54

b. message not available

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

+ 55

c. portions availabe.

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 56 15. Relating reading to

background knoNledge
+ 57 16. Extension of reading

__ 1__

__ 1__

to other areas
II. LANGUAGE
A. View of Language
1. What language is ...

+
+ 58

59
+ 60

a. habit

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

b. innate

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

c. personal and social
2. What

+

~ritten

language is

.+ 61

a. speech primarily

+ 62

b. I4riting

+ 63

c. oral/written parallel

__ 1__
__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__3 __

__ 3__

B. Unit of Eaphasis
64 1. Letters

__ 1__

65 2. Smaller than syllable
66 3. Syll able

__ 3__

__ 3__
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67 4. Word
6B 5. Phrase
69 6. Clause
70 7. Sentence
71 B. Story or passage
72 9. Chapter of section
73 10. Book

+ 74 11. Genre

12. Variablity of

+

U~it

+ 75

a. constant

+ 76

b. variable, shifting

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2__

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__0__

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

of Emphasis

C. Heaning
1. Levels of representation

+

t

77

a. lorphesic

__ 3__

78

b. syllabic fusion

__ 1__

79

b. 1exi cal

__ 3__

80

c. synthetic fusion

__ 1__

d. textual

__ 2__

.+ 81

__ 3__

-)--

__3 __

__3 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

2.Reader's contribution to
leaning

t

t

82

a. none

t

83

b. all

+ B4
+

__1 __

c. transactional

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 3 __

__3 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 1__

__1 __

D. Nature of the Text

+ B5 1. Authenti c

(Natural Text)

__ 1__

554

+

a. trade books
__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

2. non fiction

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ BB

b. short stories

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

+ 89

c. expository text

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

+ 90

2. Adapted Tellt

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ B6

1. fiction

+ 87

+ 91

a. myths, legends,fairy

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

+ 92

b. fiction adaptations

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ 93

c. expository adaptation

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

+

3. Criteria for
Adaptation

+ 94

a. readability

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

+ 95

b. shift in content for
children

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

+

c. conforaity for
control factors

+ 96

1. phonics

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

+ 97

2. Nord frequency

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

+ 9B

.

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__2 __

__2 __

+ 99
+
+ 100

J.

other

d. special factors
3. Criteria for Selection
a. representation of
rainod ties

+ 101

b. representation of
different classes

+ 102

c. representation of
different cultures

__ 2__

__ 2__

d. representation of
different social context

__ 2__

__ 1__

+ 103

'I
--1.--

__ 1__
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+ 104

e. representation of
different role models

__ 1__

+ 105 E. Translation

full
__ 3__

+ lOb

1.natural Spanish translation

+ 107

2. stilted, unnatural translation __ 0__

__ 1__

__1 __

___ X__
partial none
__ 3___ __ 3__

__3 __

__0 ___

__0__

__0 __

-)--

II I. LEARNING
A. View of Learning
108 1. Hentali sti t

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3__

109 2. Behavioristit

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

110 3. Cognitive

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

+ 111 4. Social/Personal

B. View of the Learner
112

1. Passive

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

113

2. Acti ve

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

+ 114

3. Deficient

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

+ 115

4. Full of Potential

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

+ 116

5. Dependent

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

.+ 117

b. Independent

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 118

7. Controlled

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

+ 119

B. Transadional

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

IV. TEACHING
A. Teather's role
120

1.No teacher necessary
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+ 121

122
+ 123

124
+ 125

126
+ 127

128
+ 129

13O
+ 131

__3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

6. Teacher supporter

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

7. Teacher technician

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

8. Teacher educated
professional

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

9. Teacher source of
ltIisdolll

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

10. Teacher as a learner

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

11.Teacher as a judge

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

12.Teacher as a mediator

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

2. Teacher in control
3. Teacher scripted
perfoner
4. Teacher initiator
5. Teacher dictator

B. Pedagogical Approaches
I. Methods
+ 132

a. alphabeti c

+ 133

b. onomatopoeic

__ 1__
__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 1__

134

c. phoneti c

.+ 135

d. syllabic

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

+ 136

e. generative Nords

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 137

f. global

+ 138

g. ideo-vi sual

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

+ 139

h. eclectic

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 2__

+ 140

i. integrated INhole

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

1anguagel
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+

2. Teaching Strategies

+ 141

a. Language Experience

+ 142

b. DRA

+ 143
+ 144

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

c. DRTA

__0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

d. SSR

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 145 1. Individual

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

+ 146 2. ability group

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

+ 14B 4. interest group

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

+ 149 5. whole class

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2__

__2 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

C. Grouping

+ 146 3. self-selected group

D. Basal Organization
+ 150 1. Linguistic

considerations
+ 151 2. Literature

__ 1__

+ 152 3. Technical inforaation

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3__

+ 153 4. Content units

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 1__

E. Reading Problels
__ X__

+ 154 1. Is there a provision?

yes
+

no

2. Approach to Problels
(Curriculull

+ 155

a. repeat sequence

__ 0__

__ 0__

+ 156

b. stress focus

__ 1__

__ 1__

+ 157

c. change focus

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__1 __
__0 __

__0 __
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3.Approach to Probleas
(Studentl
+ 158 a. label for special
help

+

+ 159

b. help student revalue

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__

__3 __

__ 3__

4. Identification of
Problems

+

160

a. test reading
prerequi?ite skills

161

b. test reading skills

162

c. test for learner
deficits (perceptual,
lotor, neurological)

__0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

163

d. assess language for
deficit

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

164 1. Technology

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

165 2. Academic Rationalism

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__ .

+ 167 4. Self-Actualization

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

+ 168 5. Behavioristic

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__ 3__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__3__

_~3

F. Curriculul Thrusts

166 3. Social Reconstruction

169. 5. Cognitive Process
+ 170. 6. Transactional

__ 1__

__ 0__

APPENDIX E
SPANISH PROGRAM

I;,

PROFILE

INSTRUMENT

Leer para triunfar - Scott Foresman
(by Yvonne S. Freeman 1987, revision from Page/Goodman Instrument)
*Part of on-going research - do not reproducewithout permission.
+

= category

added or changed from the original PPI

THEORETICAL CATEGORIES
1. READING

.A. Program Focus

For Teachers
I:
III 0
III III ...
QJU.,
>1:111
.... III N
., ... ...
U1..1:
QJWIII
·.,0.01
.0 :c 1..
OlLlO

+ 1 1. Subllord

-)--

+ 2

a. alphabetic/spell

__ 1__

+ 3

b. synthetic phonics

+ 4

c. Nord analysis (suffix
prefix, plurals, endings

+ 5

d. syllabic

I:
0
...
.,
III

:I

....
III

>

lLI

For Students
I:
III 0

III 111·..
111 U.,

>
·rO

I: III

111 N

.j.J·.. ·rO

U1..1:

III Will
..... a. 01
.0 X 1..
OlLlO

I:

0

...

.,
III

:I

....
III

>

l1J

__ 1__

+ 6 2. Nord

7

a. Nord identification

B b. Nord meaning
recogni ti on

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3 __

+ 9 3. Syntax

10

a. syntactic
reconstruction

_J __

+ 11 4. Meaning
+ 12

13

a. narrowly conceived

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3 __

b. knowledge construction

__ 2__

__1__

__2__

__1 __
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•
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__0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0__

15 1. Deterained by text

_.1 .•

_.1 ••

..2..

..2..

16 2. Determined by teacher

..3..

..3•.

..2_

..2..

17 3. Deterained by student

.. 1..

•• 1••

.. 1.•

..0..

_.0._

__0_.

..0_.

_.0..

_.1 •.

..1_.

•• 1••

..1 ••

+ 14

c. transaction
B. Purpose for Reading

C. Strategies for the use
of cues frol print

+

18 1. Configuration
+ 19 2. Spelling

20 3. Phonics

_.0..

+ 21 4. Onolatopoeia

..0.•

_.2 ..

•• 1••

_.2 __

•• 1••

a. synthetic Nord
approach

_.3_.

__ 3..

._3..

__ 3_.

+ 24

b. analytic Nord
approach

_.2_.

._2_.

..2..

__ 2..

+ 25

c. generative Nord
approach

_.0 __

. _0_.

._0_.

._0._

+ 22 5. Syllables

6. Word Approaches

+

23

26 7. Dictionary skills

__ 2. _

_.2 __

27 8. Syntactic context
28 9. Selantic context

.. 1_.

__ 1._

__ 1_.

10. PragDatic context

+

29

a. pictures, diagrams,
maps, etc.

_.2_.

_.2_.

__ 2_.

._2_.

30

b. environaental context

_.1_.

__ 1._

..1 ..

_.1_.
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__0__

__0 __

__0__

+ 32 1. Comprehension as a product

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

_3 ___

+ 33 2. CODprehension as a process

__ 1__

__ 0__

__0 __

_0 ___

34 1. Ii teral

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

35 2. inferential

__2__

__1 __

__2 __

__1 __

36 3. evaluative

__2__

__1 __

__2__

__1 __

37 4. appreciative

__ 2__

__0__

__ 0_

__0__

3B 1. True/false Questions

__ 1__

__1 __

39 2. "ultiple Choice
Questions

__ 1__

+ 40 3. Fill in the Blanks

__ 1__

+ 31 11. Integrated use of the
cueing systems

__0__

D. Vie" of Coaprehension

+

E. Levels of Comprehension

F. Comprehension Tasks

__1 __

41 4. Following Directions

__1 __

__ 3__

__3__

__2 __

__2__

__ 2__

__2 __
__3 __

42 5. Questions about a
Passage

__3__

__ 3__

__3 __

43 6. Message Recognition

__ 3__

__2 __

'I
--.1.--

+ 44

a. identify topic

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

+ 45

b. identify lain idea

-)--

'I

--~-__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

+ 46 7. Sequencing

__ 2__

--1.-__2 __

+ 47 B. Categorizing

--4.--

'I

__ 1__

+ 48 9. Identifying cause I

__ 2__

__2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__2 __

'I

--.1.--

effect
+ 49 10. Identifying factI

opinion
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__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2__

__1 __

__ 2__

__ 1__

__2__

__ 1__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 3__

__ 2__

__2 __

__1 __

__ 2__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ I __

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

b. innate

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

c. personal and social

__ 2__

__1 __

__ 0__

__ 2__

__2 __

__0 __

__ 0__

+ 50 11. Haking comparisons
+ 51 12. Haking predictions
+ 52 13. Haking inferences

14. Kessage reproduction
+ 53 a. message available
+ 54

b. message not available

+ 55

c. portions availabe.

+ 56 15. Relating reading to

background knowledge
+ 57 16. Extension of reading

to other areas
II. LANGUAGE·
A. View of Language
1. What language is •••

+
+ 58

59
+ 60

a. habit

2. What written language is

+

__ 3__

+ 61

a. speech priaarily

+ 62

b. Mri ting

__ 2__

+ 63

c. oral/Nritten parallel

__ 1__

__3 __

B. Unit of Emphasis
__ 1__

64 1. Letters

__ 1__

__1 __

65 2. Smaller than syllable

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

66 3. Syll able

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 0__
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__ 3__

__3 __

__3__

__ 3__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

69 6. Clause

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

70 7. Sentence

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

71 9. Story or passage

__3__

__2 __

__3__

__2__

72 9. Chapter of section

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__1 __

73 10. Book

__ 1__

__ 0__

__ 1__

__0 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

67 4. Uord
69 5. Phrase

+ 74 11. Genre
+

12. Variablity of Unit of Emphasis

+ 75

a. constant

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

+ 76

b. variable, shifting

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

C. Heaning
1. Levels of representation

+
77

__ 1__

a. morphemic
b. syllabic fusion

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

79

b. lexical

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

80

c. synthetic fusion

__ 3__

__ 2__

__ 3__

__2 __

d. textual

--"'--

__ 2__

__t~

+ 78

+ 91
+

'I

2.Reader's contribution to
meaning

+ 02

a. none

__ 2__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

+ 83

b. all

__ 1__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

+ 84

c. transactional

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

+

D. Nature of the Text

+ 05 1. Authenti c

(Natural Text)

564

a. trade books

+

1. fiction

•• 1••

..1 ••

..1 ••

..1_.

2. non f.i cti on

.. 1..

..1._

••1._

••1_.

+ BB

b. short stories

.•1.•

..1..

..1 ••

_0_.

+ B9

c. expository text

•• 1••

..1 ..

..1 ..

..1 ••

+ 90

2. Adapted Text

._3..

_.3..

._3._

..3_.

+ B6
t

97

+ 91

a••yths, 1egends, hi ry

..2..

..2..

..2..

..1._

+ 92

b. fiction adaptations

..2..

..2..

_.2_.

..2..

+ 93

c. expository adaptation

..2..

..2..

..2_.

..2..

..2..

..2..

..2._

.) ..

..1 .•

+

3. Criteria for

Adaptation
+ 94

a. readabi li ty

_.2..

+ 95

b. shift in content for
children

_.1 ..

+

c. conformity for
control factors

+ 96

1. phonics

..0..

..0..

._0._

..0..

+ '17

2. Hord frequency

..2._

..2._

..2._

..2..

+ 99

3. other

._0_.

..0..

..0..

..0..

'I

_.2 ..

..2..

..2_.

+ '19

+
+ 100
+ 101
+ 102
+ 103

d. special factors

--1.--

3. Criteria for SelectiDn

a. representation of
minorities

._3_.

..3..

.. 1._

b. representation of
different classes

..1..

..1_.

._1 ••

c. representation of
different cultures

..1__

__0..

.. 1_.

..0••

d. representation of
different sDcial context

..2.•

..2..

..2..

..1 •.

565

e. representation of
different role lodels

+ 104

+ 105 E. Translation
+ 106

1.natural Spanish translation

+ 107

2. stilted, unnatural translation

__ 3__

or

__ X__
full

__1__

__3 __

__1 __

partial none

__2__

__ 2___

__2 __

__2__

__2__

__2 ___

__2 __

__2 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3 __

__ 1__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__2__

__2 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 3__

__3 __

I II. LEARNING
A. Vie" of Learning
lOB 1. l'Ientali sti c
109 2. Behavioristic
110 3. Cognitive
+ 111 4. Social/Personal

-)--

"'

B. Vie" of the Learner
112

1. Passive

113

2. Active

'1
--1.--

__ 3__

__ 2__

__ 1__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

+ 114

3. Deficient

+ 115

4. Full of Potential

+ 116

5. Dependent

,+ 117

6. Independent

+ 11B

7. Controlled

__ 3__

__ 3__

+ 119

B. Transactional

__ 2__

__1 __

IV. TEACHING
A. Teacher's role
120

1.No teacher necessary

__ 1__

__1 __
__2 __

__3 __

__1 __
__3 __

__3 __

__ 1__
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+ 121

122
+ 123

124
+ 125

126
+ 127

128
+ 129

130
+ 131

__3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3__

3. Teacher scripted
perforaer

__ 3__

__3__

__3 __

__3__

4. Teacher initiator

__ 3__

__3 __

__3 __

__3__

5. Teacher dictator

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

6. Teacher supporter

__ 2__

__ 1__

__1 __

__1 __

7. Teacher technician

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

__3__

8. Teacher educated
professional

__ 1__

-)--

__ 1__

__1 __

9. Teacher source of
lIisdol

__3__

__3__

__3 __

__3__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

11. Teacher as a judge

__ 2__

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

12.Teacher as a lediator

__0__

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

2. Teacher in control

10.Teach~r

as a learner

B. Pedagogical Approaches
1. l1ethods
+ 132

a. alphabetic

__ 1__

__1 __

+ 133

b. onomatopoeic

__ 1__

__0 __

134

c. phonetic

+ 135

d. syllabic

+ 136

e. generative Nords

+ 137

f. global

+ 138

g. ideo-visual

+ 139

h. eclectic

+ 140

i. integrated (llhole

language)

__0 __

__ 1__
__ 0__

__0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__ 2__

__ 2__

__2 __

__2 __

__2 __

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

567

+

2. Teaching Strategies

+ 141

a. Language Experience

+ 142

b. DRA

+ 143

c. DRTA

+ 144

d. SSR

__ 1__

__ 1__

__0 __

__0 __

__2__

__ 1__

__2 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__2 __

__1 __

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__0 __

__ 2__

__1 __

__2 __

__3 __

__ 2__

__2 __

__0 __

__0 __

+ 146 3. self-selected group

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 14B 4. interest group

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 3__

__ 3__

__1 __

__1 __

__ 1__

__ 1__

__ 1__

__I __

'1
--1.--

C. Grouping
+ 145 1. Indi vi d-ual
+ 146 2. ability group

+ 149 5. whole class

D. Basal Organization
+ 150 1. Linguistic

considerations
__ 2__

+ 151 2. Literature

__ '1
A. __

+ 152 3. Technical information

__ 3_~

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__2 __

__ 3_

+ 153 4. Content units

__3 __

E. Reading Problels
__ X__

+ 154 1. Is there a provision?

no

yes
+

2. Approach to Problems
ICurriculull)

+ 155

a. repeat sequence

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

+ 156

b. stress focus

__ 3__

__ 3__

__ 3__

__3 __

+ 157

c. change focus

__ 0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

568

3.Approach to Problems
(Student)
+ 158 a. label for special
help

+

+ 159

b. help student revalue

__ 3__

__3__

__3__

__3__

__ 1__

__1 __

__ 1__

__1 __

4. Identification of
ProbleDs

+

160

a. test reading
prerequisite skills

__3__

__3 __

__3__

__3 __

161

b. test reading skills

__ 3__

...;_3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

162

c. test for learner
deficits (perceptual,
Dotor, neurological)

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0__

163

d. assess language for
deficit

__0__

__0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__2__

__2 __

__ 2__

__2 __

165 2. Academic Rationalisl

__ 0__

__0 __

__0__

__0 __

166 3. Social Reconstruction

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

__0 __

__ 0__

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 3__

__3 __

__ 0__

__ 0__

__0 __

-_O_~

__ 0__

__0 __

__ 0__

__0 __

F. Curriculul Thrusts
164 1. Technology

+ 167 4. Self-Actualization
+ IbB 5. Behavioristic

169. 5. Cognitive Process
+ 170. 6. Transactional

APPENDIX F
LETTERS OF PERMISSION FROM PUBLISHERS
Hagamos Caminos - Addison-Wesley

A.

'if V
ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
READING. MASSACHUSETTS 01'11

(111) 144·3100

October 17, 1986
Ref.: 4196
Yvonne S. Freeman
1982 S. Helm Street
Fresno, CA 93727
Dear Ms. Freeman,
I am pleased to grant you permission to use 5-10 pages from HAGAMOS
CAMINOS for the use you stated in your letter on your doctoral
dIssertation entitled, "The Contemporary Spanish Basal in the
Uni ted States". Therefore, this letter serves as a legal document
on behalf of your permission request.
We would like to receive a copy upon completion of your work.
Sincerely,

~/~ ('??Is)
MS/

Merle Sciacca
Rights Coordinator
World Language DivIsion
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Economy Spanish Reading Series - Economy

_.Econamy.--School Division

McGraw·Hl1I6ook Company

10
III"~
r.". 'ill

Bin

E'auc81lonal PuDlI.IIong ana TraInIng Group
1200 N W 53ra Sueet

II

OkiVlCma Cny. OkIatoOmB 73125
1.lOpnone .05/84o.1U4

December 3. 1986

Yvonne S. Freeman
1982 S. Helm
Fresno. CA 93727
Dear

~ts.

Freeman:

Thank you for your letter of December 1 providing me with
more informat ion concerning your request of September 24.
We are pleased to grant you permission to include copies
of the following pages from our ECDNIl'off SPANISH READING
SERIES in your dissertat ion:

HUELLAS IMTUTINAS (Level 5): pages 89.

Page 2

uo.

t.URMULLDS LEJANDS (Level 7): page 106.
VENTANAS CRISTALINAS (Level B): pages 223. 287.
AGUAS TRAMlUILAS (Level 9): page 119.
LUGARES ALTOS (Level 10): page 379.

Libro de actividades (Student Activitv Books):
LLUVIAS CANTANTES. VUEL1AS EN CARRUSEL. VISTA
BRILLANTE (Levels 2. 3. 4): p~ges 14, 25.
AGUAS TRAMlUILAS (Level g): page 7.

1~~ar'IIT''''''"II~

Co4'gt

~"""9(o.,caICIf'Ic......

Ctte;g
eTa I,I(;C;'........
Sc"OQl
( ... St.ll,G'.......
lI.-.g$ytWO'ftl

LUGARES ALTOS (level 10)': pages 3. 106.
CIELOS PINTADOS (Level 11): page 34.
ANILLOS LUNARES (Level 12): page 120.
Libro del alumno (Student Books):
lLUVIAS CANTANTES (Level 2); pages 13. 29.
V I STAS BRI LLANTES (Leve I 4): page 32.
HUELLAS 1MTUTI NAS (Leve I 5): page 38.
Your interest in our publ icat ions is most appreciated.
wish you the best of luck with your dissertat ion.
Sincerely.

cfc'?b~
Judy Barrett
Permissions Editor

We
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Programa de lectura en espanol - Houghton-Mifflin

SEP 29
9/24/86
1982 S. Helm
Fresno, Ca. 93727
(209) 456-8758
Permissions
Houghton Mifflin Company
One Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
Dear Sir or Madam:
I am presently working on my doctoral dissertation entitled,
"The Contemporary Spanish Basal in the United States".
In
this dissertation I am studying Spanish basal readers from a
theoretical perspective by the use of an evaluation
instrument I have developed.
For the puposes of this study I am applying the instrument
to six major series of Spanish basal readers published by
Addison-Wesley, Economy, Houghton Mifflin, Macmillian,
Santillana, and Scott Foresman.
'
I have received complimentary book~ from your company in
order to carry out my work. I have also communicated with
one of the series authors, Dr. Rosalina Barrera and with the
California sales representative, Maureen Mannion.
As I complete my writing, I realize that I may need to
request permission to include copies of ten to fifteen
isolated pages from your Spanish basal series, Programa de
lectura en espanol de Houghton Mifflin. These will be used
to illustrate different workbooks exercises and types of
te::t found in the series. These zero}:ed, reduced pages would
be included as figures in the narrative of my dissertation
to help explain the representatio~ of different categories
in the evaluation instrument.
Although a dissertation does not generally have a wide
circulation, it is considered a publication. I, therefore,
felt it appropriate to write your office for permission to
include some pages from your series.
I look forward to hearing from your office at your earliest
convenience.
Sincerely,

~.:/'l-~~
f:onne S. Freeman

Permission granted. Please use
appropriate coPYr~,gh
not'c ~~
o y
Houghton
10/10/86

Kirk
iff1in company
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Mil Maravillas - Macmillan

MACMILLAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
A UI\,ISIU:-O 01' MACMILLAS. l:-OC.

866 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022

October 7, 1986

Ms. Yvonne S. Freeman
1982 South Helm
Fresno, California 93727
Dear Ms. Freeman:
This is in reply to your letter of September 24 concerning MIL MARAVILLAS.
We are pleased to grant permission for use of material from this basal reading
program in your dissertation. This permission extends only to original material
in these books. If you wish to use any selections used in our books by permission of indiVidual authors, publishers or agents, you must apply to the sources
cited in the acknowledgments section.
Insofar as use of our original material is concerned, the permission applies to
all copies of your dissertation made to meet the university's degree requirements,
and to the University Microfilms edition. Our requirement is simply that you cite
title, author, publisher and copyright notice in a footnote or in your bibliography.
If your dissertation is later accepted for book or journal publication, please reapply to this department, giving all details of the publication and the usage of
our material.
Best wishes for the successful completion of your doctoral work.
Sincerely,
~

.?\P.d-'--4~
-L~Z~.~
/ .,,-iZrmission

D artme
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Lectura en dos idiomas - Santillana (U.S.)

October 17, 1986

Yvonne S. Freeman
1982 S. Helm
Fresno, C~ 93727
Dear Us. Freeman,
Thank you for your letter of September 24. We are very interested in your
dissertation and would appreciate receiving a copy of your work when completed.
We also grant you permission to use the pages you mention as examples of
workbook exercises for the purpose of your work.
/~cerelY yours,

~redo
PJ/6sident
SLigh

santillana
&87 Unlan Bb'oe\, JlorUmlt, JlJ 076407
(&01) 767-8981
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Leer para triunfar - Scott Foresman
RECEI~ED

~::p

29 1986

~IS.SlQ~S

9/24/86

1982 S. Helm
Fresno, Ca. 937~
(209) 456-8758

Permissions
Scott Foresman and Company
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60025
Dear Sir or Madam:
I am presently working on my doctoral dissertation entitled,
"The Contemporary Spanish Basal in the United States".
In
this dissertation I am studying Spanish basal readers from a
theoretical perspective by the use of an evaluation
instrument I have developed.
For the puposes of this study I am applying the instrument
to six major series of Spanish basal readers published by
Addison-Wesley, Economy, Houghton Mifflin, MacMillian,
Santillana, and Scott Foresman.
I have received complimentary books from your company in
order to carry out my work. As I complete my writing, I
realize that I may need to request permission to include
copies of ten to fifteen isolated pages from your Spanish
basal series, Focus:Leer para triunfar. These will be used
to illustrate different workbooks exercises and types of
text found in the series. These zeroxed, reduced pages would
be included as figures in the narrative of my dissertation
to help e::plain the representation of different categories
in the evaluation instrument.
Although a dissertation does not generally have a wide
circulation, it is considered a publication. I, therefore,
felt it appropriate to write your office for permission to
include some pages from your series.
I 1001: forward to hearing from your office at your earliest
convenience.
Sincerely,

~J.l~~

f~onne S. Freeman
9/29/86

Permission granted exclusive of material acknowledged to another
source. Give proper acknowledgement.

~
)~
~
dLL-huA)'
a fA"tfti.J

(Mrs.) Barbar Bartolotta
Manager, Copyrights & Permissions

APPENDIX 6

Subword Skills - Economy
Book

Lluvias Yuelhs Vista Huell- Alas nurau- Yentan- Aguas Lugar- Cielos Anican tan- carru- brill- as ••• Blancas 1105 ••• as cris Tran- es pinta- 11 os
tes
sel
ante
tal i nas quil as altos dos

Subllord

Syllable
YONel
Consonant
17
6
3
o
o o o o
2
===========================================================================================
Consonant
Combine
o
o
o
o
o o
o
o o o
===========================================================================================
Orthogra
Changes
o
2
2
2
2
o
o 3
o
===========================================================================================
Di vide
Syllables
o
o
2
2
o o

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dipthongs.

o

2

2

o

o

o

o

===========================================================================================
Suffixes
Prefixes
o
o
2
o
o
===========================================================================================
Agreement

o

o

o

o

2

o

o

'===========================================================================================
Accents

o

o

o

o

===========================================================================================
Book
Totals
17
12
B
7
9
7
5
B
o o
B
=====================================:=:===================================================
Series total Bl
Series percent coaprehension 35~

575

APPENDIX H
Word Identification Skills
Book

Economy

Lluvias Vueltas Vista Huell- Alas Hurau- Ventan- Agua; Lugar- Cielos Anicantan- carru- brill- as ••• Blancas liDS ••• as cris Tran- es pinta- llos
tes
sel
ante
talinas quilas altos dos

NORD

Recognize
Repeats
o
o o o o
o o o o
o
===========================================================================================
Antonyas
o o o
o
o
o
2
2
SynonYls
o
2
===========================================================================================
Referents

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

===========================================================================================
HOllophone.

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

===========================================================================================
HOlograph

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

===========================================================================================
Compound
Words
o o o o o
o
o
o
o
===========================================================================================
Book
Totals
4
3
o
o
o
o 2
5

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Series
.Total

17

Series percent
comprehension

77.

===========================================================================================
Use of
o
o
Context
o
o
o
2
o
2
===========================================================================================
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APPENDIX I

Comprehension Skills Tested - Economy
Book

Lluvias Vueltas Vista Huell- Alas
cantan- carru- bril1- as ••• Blancas
ante
tes
sel

Murau- Ventan- Aguas Lugar- Cie10s AniliDS ••• as cris Tran- es pinta- 1105
talinas quilas altos dOli

Comprehension
LITERAL
Recall
2
Details
o
o
===========================================================================================
Main
2
Idea
o
o o o
o
===========================================================================================
ldenti fy
o
TheDe
o 1
o
===========================================================================================

Categoro
o
o
2
ize
o
1
===========================================================================================
Falla"

Directions o
o o o
o
o o o
===========================================================================================
Sequence

o

1

===========================================================================================
Drall Cono
2
clusions
o
o
===========================================================================================
Cause and
o o o o o
·Effect
===========================================================================================
SUlllmarize
Ted

o

o

o

o

2

===========================================================================================
COlpari sons
3

o

2

===========================================================================================
Identi fy
o o
Character
o o o o
o
o
o
===========================================================================================

577

578

INFERENCE
Predict
Outcomes

o

o

o

o

o

o

1

===========================================================================================
FiguraU ve
Language

o

o

o

o

o

o

3

2

===========================================================================================
Use of
Context

o

o

o

2

o

2

o

o

====================================================== =====~===============================

EVALUATIVE
Fact

Opinion

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

2

====================================================~=================:::=================:

Reali ty
Fantasy
o
o o o
o
o
o o
=====:====:==::=:===:=:======:==::====:::====:====::========:=====:=::===:===:==============
Book
Totals

b

4

b

7

9

10

12

13

13

15

17

====:::===:====:=:==:===:=:=:=:=::==:==:===:=::===:================:==:====================
Total
112
Percent
48
Co.prehension
Series

APPENDIX J
Survey of End-of Quarter Exercises
in Focus: Leer para Triunfar
Total Exercises

= aa

Vocabulary Exercises Summary
WORKBOOK

TYPE OF VOCAB. EXERCISE vocab 1st

Preprilers 2ABC

Nord identification
Hord Deaning recognition

vocab 2nd

vocab 3rd

vocab book
1

2

Level 3
Sal tar y Brincar

word identification
Nord neaning recognition

Level 4
EI Es~ondite

word identification
Nord geaning recognition

Level 5
Cantar y Bailar

Nord identification
word leaning recognition

Level b
Sil bidos/Suenos

Nord identification
word leaning recognition

Level 7
Arriba y Arriba

Nord identification
word leaning recognition

1
2

1

Level 8
El!lociones a
Montones!

Hord identification
word meaning recognition

1
2

Level 9
.Carretas/Cohetes

Nord identification
Hard meaning recognition

Level 10
Listos para TodD

ward identification
Hard meaning recognition

ALL LEVELS
OF EXERCIES

Totals

1

1
2

2

1
2

1

1

3

2

1

2
1

2

~

Hord identification
Hord ~eaning recognition
Total
Total
Total

~
~
~

Vocab exercises
Hord ident.
Hord lean. rec.

41
11
30

7

4

2

Percents of vocab. exercises
Total l word ident.
2bl
Total %Hord sean. rec. 741

Total l vacab. ex. of all ex. in workbooks 4Bl
579

15

2

22

5BO

Comprehension Exercises Susmary

WORKBOOK

cosp 1st

coap 2nd

CQIP

3rd

book 4th

preprimers 2ABC

3

Level 3
Sal tar y Brintar
Level 4
EI Estondite

3

Level 5
Can tar y Bailar

2

3

Level 6
Silbidos/Suenos

2

2

Level 7
Arriba y Arriba

3

3

Level B
Elotiones a
Hontones!

3

2

Level 9
Carretas/Cohetes

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

15

4

21

Level 10
Listos para TodD

All LEVELS

Totals
Quarter Total s
Total ~ Comprehension
Exerci ses

44

Total XComprehension
exercises in workbooks

50l

Total I neither Vocab
Dr Comprehension in
workbooks

3%

APPENDIX K
Survey of End-of Quarter Comprehension Questions
in Focus: Leer para Triunfar
Total Questions = 158
Total Comprehension Questions = 148

Levels of CODprehension SUDlary
WORKBOOK
Prepriler 2ABC

LITERAL

lain char- causel de- sequ- COI- INFER- EVALU- APPREidea acter effect tails cnte pare ENCE ATIVE CIATlVE
2

2

Level 3
Saltar y Brincar
Level 4
El Escodite

2
2

2

2

Level 5
Cantar y Bai lar

15

Level b
Silbidos/Suenos

9

5

11

2

1

8

2

3

20

Level 7
Arriba y Arriba

4

Level 8
Elociones a
Hontones!

5

Level 9
Carretas/Cohetes

4

Level 10
Listos para TodD

2

TOTAL QUESTIONS
PER TYPE
PERCENT OF TYPES
OF TOTAL COtlP.
QUESTIONS

2

21

2

4

2

2

15

8

141 51

2

9

78

13

10

9

bt

53t

9t

n

6%
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APPENDIX L
TESTED SKILLS
Programa de Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin
Subword Skills

Book

Son- Aaigos H09risas
ares

Fies- Juegos
tas

Carre
terras

Puen- Ciuda- "ares Calpe- Bantes des
ones deras

Beginning
Sounds
4
5
2
o
o o o o o
===========================================================================================
Diphthongs
o o o o o
3
o o o o
===========================================================================================
Initial
Clusters
o
o
o 2
2
o o o o o
===========================================================================================
Sped fit
Sounds
o
o
o
o
o o o o o
===========================================================================================
Final
Sounds
o
2
o
3
o o o
===========================================================================================
Hedial
Sounds
o o o
o
o o o o o
===========================================================================================
Punctuation
o o o
o
o
2
o o o o
===========================================================================================
Alphabet
Drder
o o o
o
o o o o
=====================~================================ =====================================

Syllable
Identity
o
o
o
o
o o o
o o
===========================================================================================
Accent
o o o
o
2
2
o o o o
o
Harks

===========================================================================================

Book
Totals

5

B

4

6

5

11

7

o

o

o

o

===========================================================================================
Series Total 46

Series percent 20%

5B2

S03

Comprehension Skills
Book

Son- Aliligos Hog- Fies- Juegos
risas
ares tas

Carre Puen- Ciuda- Hares Carape- Banterras tes des
ones deras

LITERAL
Rec~ll

Details
2
o
o 2
1.
o
===========================================================================================
Hain
Idea
o o o
2
2
o o
====:======:=:=:=====::=====:====:===::=:===::===::===========:=======:=========:=====:====
Identify
Topic
o
o
2
o
o
1
====::=====:=========:===:=:=:===::=:=:=:===:=::===:=:=====:=::=====:====::=====:====::===:
Categorize
o
o o o
====:=:=====::=:=====:=====:=:===::===:=:===::======:===========:=========:====:=====::=:==
FolloM
Directions o
o
1
o
o
o
==========================================================:===::====:=======:==::====::::::
Sequence
2

2

2

2

===========================================================================================

DraM Conclusions
o
2
====::==============:=====::::===::=:==::==:::====:::==========:===========:=:=============
Cause and
Effect
o
2
o
===========================================================================================
SUllilarize
Text
o o o o
2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INFERENCE

Predict
,Outcomes
2
o
2
2
2
===========================================================================================
Figurative
Language
o
o o
o o
o
o
o
===========================================================================================
Use of
o
o
Context
o o o o
o
2
o
===========================================================================================

EVALUATIVE
Fad

3
o
Opinion
o o o o o
o
o
o
===========================================================================================
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APPRECIATIVE
Visualize

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

1

==================================================================:=:===::===:=======:=====
Analyze
Character

o

o

o

o

1

3

================================================================c==========================
Book
Tohls

7

6

4

11

11

14

13

13

11

10

17

===========================================================================================
Series percent comprehension 511

Series Total 117

Word Analysis Skills
Book

Plurals

-s, -es

Son- Allligos Hogares
risas

o

Fies- Juegos
tas

o

o

Carre
terras

o

Puen- Ciuda- Mares Ca.pe- Bantes des
ones deras

o

o

o

o

o

=====:==:=:=:===:=:===:=====::==::=====:=:===::==:::========:===:===:====:==:===:=:====:===

l1asculine
Fellinine

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

=============:==:=:===:=:::=:==:=:===:=:=:===:=:=:::=============:==:=:==:===:==::=====:=:=

Suffixes
Prefixes

o

o

o

o

o

o

2

=====:=:==:=====:=:=:=::====::===::=:=:=:====:====:::============:====:====:===============

Verb
Endings

o
o o o o
o o o 4
6
=====::===:==:==:====::=====:====:==:===:====:=:===:====================:=::===::==:=::====

Encli tic
,For IS

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

====================================================~= =====================================

COlDpound
o
o o o
o
Words
o o
o o
===========================================================================================
Base
o
o
o o
Words
o o o
o
===========================================================================================
Adj.
Endings
o o o o 2
o
o o o o o
===========================================================================================
DilDin.
Augaent.
o o o o
o
o o o o o
2
===================================:=======================================================

585

Radical
2
o
o o o o o
Changes
o
o o o
=======================================================:===================================
Book
o
13
3
3
Totals
o 2
7
o
===========================================================================================
Seri es Total 31

Series percent 14%

Study Skills
Book

Ciuda- Hares Caape- Bandes
ones deras

Table of
Contents
o
o
=======================================
Glossary
o
Didion.
o
=======================================
Read
Graphs
o
1

---------------------------------------

Survey
Skill

o

Study
Diagralls

0

o

o

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hap
Reading
o
=======================================
EOI:ycID-

pedia use
0
=======================================
Test
Taking
o
o
=======================================
Locate
Info.
o
o
=======================================
Library
o
o
Use
o
=======================================
SSOR
SOR
o o 2
=======================================

5Bb

Make
Outlines
o o 1
=======================================
Book
10
Totals
3
10
=======================================
Series Total 29

Series percent 131

Pronoun Reference Skills
Book

Prounoun
Reference

Aaigos Hogares

Hares Banderas

o

---------------------------------------

Pronoun
Sub.
o
o o
=======================================
=======================================
Book
Totals
=======================================
Series Total 4 Series percent 21

APPENDIX M
Meaning Construction:
Variance of Provided Answers Program de Lectura en Espanol de Houghton Mifflin
Book

Son- Aaigos Hogrisas
ares

Fies- Juegos
tas

Carre
terras

Puen- Ciuda- Hares Ca~pe- Bantes des
tines dens

Answer
Given
42
7B
76
64
48
43
72
50
52
19
30
===========================================================================================
Vary but
Biven
7
2
5
11
5
11
10
9
====================================:~~=============== =====================================

Answer
Vary
6
11
6
11
7
4
13
6
o 5
o
===========================================================================================
Book
Totals
49 91
54
90
94
64
75
63
61
40
25
===========================================================================================
Series
AnsHer given
574
BiX
Series
Ansllers may vary
but an slier given

63

9%

Series
Answers lay vary

69

10%

706

100l

Series totals

587

APPENDIX N
Workbook Comprehension Exercises
Programa de Lectura en Espanol
Book

Ciudades

Mares Campeones

Banderas

LITERAL
Recall
Details
18
18
24
25
=======================================
Reco9nize
2
Detall s
3
2
1
=======================================
Main
4
Idea
3
4
5

--------------------------------------2
o
o
1
--------------------------------------Foll ow
2
Directions
1
o
o
--------------------------------------Draw ConCategorize

clusions

2

2

2

2

2

5

2

2

--------------------------------------S::lquence
---------------------------------------

Cause and
Effect
2
1
2
2
=======================================
Summarize
o
o
Tex t
4
o

--------------------------------------INFERENCE

Predi ct
Outcomes
2
2
o
o
=======================================
Figurative
Language
o
2
2
3

---------------------------------------

EVALUATIVE
Fact
Opinion

2

2

3

--------------------------------------APPRECIATIVE

Visualize
3
3
2
2
=======================================

Book
Totals
41
42
42
49
=======================================
Series Total 174
Series percent
recall
491.
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